APPENDIX F:
TRANSPORTATION STUDIES

IMPACT ASSESSMENT
COMPARISON OF PEDESTRIAN (i.e. NON-VEHICULAR MOVEMENT ALTERNATIVES)
ALTERNATIVE
ENVIRONMENT / CRITERIA

SOCIAL

A. UNDER-BRIDGE CROSSING

B. AT GRADE CROSSING

C. OVER-BRIDGE CROSSING

↑ Would achieve an un-restricted pedestrian path of travel (i.e. would not interfere
with traffic flow on 10th Street).

↓ Would not achieve an un-restricted pedestrian and path of travel, leading to
addition traffic flow interuptions along the 10th Street corridor.

↑ Would achieve an un-restricted pedestrian and path of travel (i.e. would not
interfere with traffic flow on 10th Street).

iii) Connecting link to existing trail system

↑ Would serve to connect the existing multi-purpose trail network along the
Sydenham River and harbourfront to the Downtown Core.

↓ Would not provide a direct connection to the the existing trail networks.

↑ Would serve to connect the existing multi-purpose trail network along the
Sydenham River and harbourfront to the Downtwon Core.

iii) Vehicular/pedestrian interactions
(i.e. sight lines)

↑ Would remove existing safety issue between vehicular traffic and pedestrians
due to poor sight lines.

↑ Additional design considerations can be considered to provide for a safer
pedestrian crossing (i.e. improved sight lines).

↑ Would remove existing safety issue between vehicular traffic and pedestrians
due to poor sight lines.

iv) Public safety/comfort (i.e. isolation)

↓ Isolated from public view, therfore would be difficult to police. Would not be a
comfortable space for pedestrians.

↑ Policing would not be an issue.

↑ Policing would not be an issue and would provide a comfortable space for
pedestrians and bicycle traffic.

v) Visual Enhancement

↓ Does not afford visual enhancement opportunities along 10th Street corridor.

Ø Would be similar to existing conditions, neither impacting nor enhancing the
aesthetics along the 10th Street corridor.

↑ Would provide an opportunity for visual enhancements along the 10th Street
corridor

↓ Would increase built environment within the natural environment (i.e. below high
water level).

Ø Natural environment assumed to be not affected

↓ Natural environment would be affected by the additional bridge span requirements.

Ø Cultural environment assumed to be not affected

Ø Cultural environment assumed to be not affected

Ø Cultural environment assumed to be not affected

↓ Could be incorporated into the new bridge construction, however would require
additional design considerations to establish underground clearance heights as
the under-ground tunnel would not achieve vertical clearance relative to high
water level condition.

↑ As traffic signals are required at this intersection, additional construction efforts
would be limited.

Ø Would not require additional design considerations for the 10th Street Bridge,
however, additional bridge design specific to the overpass would be required.

ii) Scheduling Implications

↓ Would take longer to construct 10th Street Bridge due to additional design
considerations required for under-pass.

↑ Would have the least impact on the bridge construction efforts and timing (i.e.
construction phase)

↓ Compared to the other options would have a net neutral effect on the bridge
construction duration, however would take additional time to complete pedestrian
overpass.

iii) Traffic Flow

Ø Net neutral as pedestian movement considerations for the traffic signals at the
1st Avenue West intersection will need to be addressed regardless due to the
requirement that traffic signals at this intersection remain.

Ø Net neutral as pedestian movement considerations for the traffic signals at the
1st Avenue West intersection will need to be addressed regardless due to the
requirement that traffic signals at this intersection remain.

Ø Net neutral as pedestian movement considerations for the traffic signals at the
1st Avenue West intersection will need to be addressed regardless due to the
requirement that traffic signals at this intersection remain.

iv) Standards and design criteria

↓ Would require the east and west approaches to the bridge to be extended by an
estimated 10 meters, as well as grading in proximity to buildings fronting 10th
Street East would need to be addressed.

↑ Would require limited additional standards and design considerations compared
to other alternatives.

Ø Net neutral: Would require consultation to ensure compliance with the MTO
Standards and the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulations. However,
any applicable standards and guidelines could easily be incorporated into the
pedestrain bridge overpass design.

v) Ease of Maintenance

↓ Standard Winter mainternance would be required. Under-ground tunnels are
often subject to property damage (i.e. illicit graffiti) and asociated restoration
efforts.

Ø Standard winter maintenance required regardless.

↓ Standard winter maintenance efforts required. Snow removal efforts would
neeed to be considered in the design of the overpass and would be in addition to
those required for the signalized intersection.

↓ Would require several additional design considerations, each adding additional
costs to the bridge works.

↑ Additional design considerations would be minimal.

↓ Would require the design and construction the bridge overpass. The overpass
costs would be greater than those associated with the at-grade crossing (i.e. the
required traffic signals).

iii) Construction delay costs

↓ Additional design considerations including, but not limited to, the vehicular
bridge span required to cross over the underpass, would prolong the bridge
construction phase.

↑ This alternative is considered to represent the baseline for how long bridge
construction will take and requires the least additional effort.

Ø Additional time would be required to construct the pedestrian overpass, however
relative to the under-pass the additional time required to complete the
construction specific to the 10th Street bridge is considered minimal.

iv) Operations and Maintenance costs (i.e. Winter
maintenance)

↓ Snow removal efforts would be minimal, however ice is common is such
environments and is more difficult to manage.

Ø Simlar to existing conditions, snow removal at intersection would need to be
completed.

↓ Snow removal would be required over a bridge span of greater than 200 meters.
Winter snow removal options would need to be considered at the design phase.

v) Local Economy

Ø The corridor optimization EA concluded that traffic signals would need to remain
at the 10th Street and 1st Avenue West intersection.

Ø The corridor optimization EA concluded that traffic signals would need to remain
at the 10th Street and 1st Avenue West intersection.

Ø The corridor optimization EA concluded that traffic signals would need to remain
at the 10th Street and 1st Avenue West intersection.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A.

Introduction

The City of Owen Sound has embarked on the development of a multifaceted and
comprehensive Transportation Master Plan known as “A Plan in Motion”. The growth in
population within the City its outlying areas, increasing traffic congestion in some areas of
the City, and changing demographics and societal values, contribute to support for more
sustainable modes of travel.
Transportation related opportunities and challenges have reinforced the need to develop a
comprehensive transportation plan to better manage existing and future transportation
infrastructure and to ensure that Owen Sound maintain its position as the key regional centre
in Grey and Bruce Counties.
This TMP is a practical guide for implementing transportation investments, policies, and
actions to the year 2026 and beyond. The guiding principles from this document firstly
ensure consistency and help to achieve the goals and objectives of other City policies such as
the Official Plan and the Strategic Plan, and secondly provide for traceable recommendations
to ensure that once they have been approved they can be implemented.
The Owen Sound Transportation Master Plan has been conducted in accordance with the
master planning process outlined in the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process
(June 2000, Amended 2007) as approved by the Minister of the Environment.
The Transportation Master Plan builds on the approaches and ideas conveyed in the
Sustainable Planning Guidelines report (developed by Transport Canada and the
Transportation Association of Canada) adheres to the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment process. This multilayered process ensures that the appropriate transportation
investments, policies, and actions can be verified, proposed, accepted, and implemented to
support goals of sustainability, economic vitality, and healthy communities.
The TMP process incorporated, to various degrees, the 12 key principles identified by
Transport Canada for sustainable transportation planning.
Key principles for Sustainable Transportation Planning
Sustainable Communities & Transportation Systems

Sustainable & Effective Transportation Planning

Principle 1: Integration with land use planning
Principle 2: Environmental health
Principle 3: Economic and social objectives
Principle 4: Modal sustainability
Principle 5: Transportation demand management
Principle 6: Transportation supply management

Principle 7: Strategic approach
Principle 8: Implementation guidance
Principle 9: Financial guidance
Principle 10: Performance measurement
Principle 11: Public involvement
Principle 12: Plan maintenance
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B.

Public Consultation Process

The public consultation process was an essential component of the study. A public
consultation program contained the following components:
 Steering Committee Meetings – These meetings provided for an exchange of ideas
between the City and the Consultation team.
 Visioning Workshop – A Visioning Workshop was formed to allow citizens and
individuals representing groups, agencies and organizations a special opportunity to
provide input early on in the study and to provide feedback on preliminary alternatives.
The Visioning Workshop is described in greater detail in Section 2.2.
 Community Traffic Issues Meeting – A meeting with the City of Owen Sound
Operations Committee and citizens about community traffic issues in known “hot spots”
was arranged to allow individuals to provide feedback about their concerns and
suggestions how to mitigate the traffic issues in their community. The Community
Traffic Issues Meeting is described in greater detail in Section 2.2.
 Public Information Centre (PIC) – One formal meeting was held during the Study,
consisting of an open house format with display panels and a formal presentation
followed by a discussion session. The PIC is described in greater detail in Section 2.2.
 Newspaper Advertisements – Advertisements were placed in the local newspaper to
announce the Notice of Study Commencement, the Visioning Workshop, and the PIC.
Notices were hand delivered to specific neighbourhoods to advise of the Community
Issues Meeting. The newspaper advertisements invited the public to attend the meetings
and to provide input. The advertisements provided information on contact names,
telephone numbers, and addresses.
The input received from the public and stakeholders throughout the course of the study was
very important with respect to the direction the study took, the alternatives that were assessed
and carried forward, and the emphasis that was placed on various aspects of the
transportation network.

C.

Policy Context

To guide the Transportation Master Plan within the context of the overall direction provided
by Provincial policy, Grey county policy and City of Owen Sound strategic policy direction
was reviewed at the outset of the study. Key documents included the Provincial Policy
Statement 2005, Grey County Official Plan, 2000, City of Owen Sound Strategic Plan 2008
and the City of Owen Sound Official Plan 2006.
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D.

Existing Transportation Network

Road Network
The main road network within the study area includes Provincial Highways, County of Grey
Roads, and municipal Arterial and Collector Roads. The East-West road network is
discontinuous due to the topographic nature of the land with limited connections up to either
side of the Escarpment. As a result, the existing roads in Owen Sound that do ascend/descend
the Escarpment experience capacity and congestion problems today. Congestion (especially
on 10th Street) also leads to traffic spilling over onto residential collector roads, raising
residents concerns over traffic infiltration, safety, and speeding in residential areas.
Transit Services
The City of Owen Sound operates both a Conventional Transit and a Specialized Transit
service. The Conventional Transit service is a four (4) route system. All four routes provide
half hour service from 6:30 AM to 6:00 PM Monday through Friday. On Saturdays, bus
service operates between 9:00 PM and 5:30 PM. The Specialized Transit service provides a
door-to-door transportation service for residents of the City with mobility limitations 5 days a
week Monday to Friday from 8:00 AM. to 5:00 PM.
Pedestrian and Cycling Infrastructure
The City currently provides the following active transportation opportunities:
 Hard and soft surface trails and on-road connections,
 Sidewalks, typically adjacent to public roadways; and,
 On-road cycling permitted on local, collector and arterial roadways (but not marked as
formal cycling routes).
There is currently a grid of pedestrian connections throughout the urban portion of the City.
Sidewalks are provided on most County roads, arterial roads and collector roads on one or
both sides of the road. The trail system also provides pedestrian connections.
The City of Owen Sound has planned a network of walk and cycle trails providing
connections with recreational activities. The City Park Trails Master Plan of City of Owen
Sound Official Plan identifies the planned walking trail and cycling network.
There are a couple of “missing links” including a missing sidewalk link on 19th Street East
from 7th Avenue East to 5th Avenue East, a missing link along 8th Street East (Grey Road 5)
from 16th Avenue to the Railway Line, and 8th Avenue West from 16th Street West to 19th
Street West. For cycling network, there are also several short distance “missing links” that
would help provide network continuity and complete the proposed network.
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E.

Traffic Conditions

Travel Patterns
An origin-destination survey was conducted of Friday October 23, 2009 to determine the
amount of provincial, regional, and local traffic with origins or destinations to Owen Sound
versus the amount of through traffic on City and County Roads. The survey was conducted
on key arterial routes for vehicles inbound to the City (with the exception of Grey Road 18).
The City of Owen Sound was the main destination travel on roadway approaches to the City.
By analysing the destinations by individual station location, it is apparent that there are three
main areas within the city that draw the most trips: the Downtown core; the 16th Street East
commercial area; and the 8th Street East institutional area. However it was determined that
there is a significant percentage of traffic that does travel through the City of Owen Sound
without origin or destination within Owen Sound:
 15% from the west
 14% from the south
 18% from the east
Existing Traffic Capacity
An assessment of existing and future traffic conditions was undertaken as part of the
Transportation Master Plan. The two measures of effectiveness used for the analysis include
link capacity (vehicles per lane/per hour) and intersection capacity (volume / capacity ratio).
Both are reported using a level of service indicator.
The analysis has indicated that under typical day peak hour conditions, east-west arterials in
the west and east sides of the city have sufficient residual capacity available. The east-west
crossings of the Sydenham River also have spare capacity available during the PM peak hour
even though 10th Street is congested in this section of the City which indicates that roadways
such as 8th Street East/West and 9th Street East/West have the residual capacity. The northsouth screenlines (Grey County Road 1 and 4th Avenue West in the Northwest, Grey County
Road 15 and 9th Avenue East in the north east, and Grey County Road 5 and 9th Avenue
East in the south) are showing that there is sufficient capacity available during the PM peak
hour on all routes.
Overall, for the majority of the transportation network there is sufficient capacity available.
The capacity deficiency along 10th Street can be rectified if motorists are encouraged to
utilize other east-west routes parallel to 10th Street such as 9th Street and 8th Street.
The majority of key intersections (arterial to arterial or collector to arterial) operate with an
overall level of service ‘D’ or better during the PM peak hour, which is acceptable. The
signalized intersections along the arterial connecting links (i.e. the 10th Street corridor
downtown, 9th Avenue East, and 16th Street East) operate with an overall level of service
‘D’ indicating that the congestion on these links is caused by the intersections.
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Site Specific Operational Issues
An analyses of three key arterial road sections along three main corridors in the City of Owen
Sound was undertaken to identify a number of improvements to the signal timing plans at
each signalized intersection along each of the respective corridors to optimize the signal
timing plans and facilitate the movement of through traffic by reducing the overall delay to
motorists. The three corridors are: 10th Street between 3rd Avenue West and 4th Avenue
East, 9th Avenue East between 6th Street East and 16th Street East, and 16th Street East from
9th Avenue East to 18th Street East.
The existing signal timing plans along the 10th Street corridor have a cycle length of 120
seconds and are coordinated. To improve traffic operations, the updated signal timing plans
are recommended having a cycle length of 70 seconds for all peak periods.
For the 9th Avenue East corridor, the existing signal timing plans have a cycle length of 100
seconds and are coordinated. To improve existing conditions, updated AM peak hour signal
timing plans have a cycle length of 70 seconds for the first three intersections and 80 seconds
for the final intersection. During the PM peak hour, a cycle length of 90 seconds is
recommended for the first three intersections and 80 seconds for the final intersection.
During the mid-day peak hour, the second and third intersections are coordinated and a cycle
length of 75 seconds, the first intersection 55 seconds and the last intersection 80 seconds.
The signalized intersections along the 16th Street East corridor have a cycle length of 100
seconds and are coordinated. The updated signal timing plans have a cycle length of 80
seconds for all peak periods and are coordinated to include adequate through bands in both
directions during the AM, Mid-day, and PM peak hours.
Future Traffic Capacity
The 2026 horizon year represents the worst case scenario given that it assumes the full buildout of vacant residential, industrial and commercial lands. The assessment of travel
conditions assumed that all planned or programmed road network improvements would be in
place. The forecasting and network assessment methodology is based on the principal
assumption that current travel trends will remain stable and continue in the future.
The analysis has indicated that under future PM peak hour conditions, traffic flows on eastwest routes such as 10th Street, 9th Street, and 8th Street across the Sydenham River, 10th
Street West and Alpha Street in the west end, and Superior Street, 8th Street East, 16th Street
East, 20th Street East, and 26th Street East in the east end of the city have sufficient residual
capacity available. The east-west crossings of the Sydenham River also have some reserve
capacity available during the PM peak hour with the exception of 10th Street which is
congested in the Downtown area of the City. The north-south screenlines (Grey County Road
1 and 4th Avenue West in the Northwest, Grey County Road 15 and 9th Avenue East in the
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north east, and Grey County Road 5 and 9th Avenue East in the south) are showing sufficient
capacity available during the 2026 PM peak hour.
The majority of key intersections (arterial to arterial or collector to arterial) operate with an
overall level of service ‘E’ or worse during the future 2026 PM peak hour. The signalized
intersections along the arterial connecting links (i.e. the 10th Street corridor downtown, 9th
Avenue East, and 16th Street East) show that future intersection operations are the main
cause of congestion on these corridors.

F.

Problem Statement

Based on traffic forecasts and a detailed analysis of existing and future conditions, the key
transportation challenges for Owen Sound are summarized below:
 Owen Sound functions as a regional centre for Grey and Bruce Counties, and is therefore
affected by overall growth in the Region. The majority of traffic in the study area has
origins and destinations to Owen Sound. This reliance on the Owen Sound transportation
network will continue to increase as the City and adjacent municipalities in Grey and
Bruce Counties experience modest growth.
 Approximately 15% to 25% of traffic (depending on the route and principal direction) in
Owen Sound is through traffic originating and/or destined to other municipalities in the
County and Province. As the general population in Ontario and abroad grows, and tourist
and recreational pursuits continue to grow, through traffic will further increase pressures
on the City road network.
 As with the arterial road network, the collector road network lacks mid-block, continuous
east-west and north-south connections due to the natural environmental and cultural
environment heritage of the area. This lack of connectivity puts pressures on the few
through connections present in the City to facilitate longer distance travel. It also
increases the propensity for traffic to find alternative routes on roadways that are not
designed or intended to accommodate modest to heavy volumes of traffic.
 Transportation requirements are closely related to economic activity. In economic terms,
however, transportation is a “diseconomy” factor, meaning that the increase in cost of the
transport of goods and services is directly related to increases in the cost of purchasing
goods and services, and is subsequently passed on the consumers. Increases in traffic
congestion and delays will negatively affect the City’ economic well-being and
competitiveness.
Considering all the above, the assessment of existing and future conditions concludes that the
provision of additional intersection capacity at select intersections is required in addition to
the need for additional capacity on 10th Street through the Downtown.
There also needs to be a greater emphasis or reliance on other modes of travel. Enhanced
public transit, improved walking and cycling facilities, and transportation substitutes such as
communication technologies, will be required to meet the accessibility and mobility needs of
the City’s residents and businesses.
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G.

Identification and Evaluation of Alternatives

Alternative Solutions
The project team identified and evaluated three long-term, alternative transportation planning
strategies, plus a Do-Nothing scenario. The transportation planning alternatives were
evaluated for 2026 travel demands, against a set of Evaluation Criteria to gauge their ability
to address the challenges identified in the Problem Statement.
Do Nothing – The “Do Nothing” scenario reflects the current condition of the roadway
network carried over to the 2026 horizon year without any capacity improvements. Except
for the 10th Street extension, there are no planned expansions or additions to the arterial road
network or Provincial highway system.
Alternative 1 – Maximize Use of Existing Infrastructure - Alternative 1 does not propose
any significant infrastructure improvements, rather the intent of this alternative is to
maximize the use of existing infrastructure and direct through traffic from routes that have
capacity deficiencies onto alternative routes that have significant reserve capacity. Through
traffic that normally travels along the corridors of 10th Street and 16th Street East will be
redistributed onto the alternate routes by use of either static or dynamic signage. The
alternate routes include an outer alternate route and inner alternate routes.
Alternative 2 – Multi-Modal Network with Maximum Utility of Existing Infrastructure
- Alternative 2 includes all measures in Alternative 1, plus improvements to the pedestrian,
cycling and transit network. The improvements to the pedestrian, cycling and transit network
are listed below:
 Cycling Routes - A cycle lane spine network is proposed where a north-south and eastwest cycle lane network will be established to provide strong cycling connections from
existing residential areas to key attractions/generators in the City such as the downtown
core, the 16th Street East commercial area, and the east side industrial area.
 Express Transit Routes and Park and Ride Lots - Two express transit routes (EastWest and North-South) are proposed to further enhance existing transit service and
support proposed travel demand management options including potential Park and Ride
lots situated at the west, east, and south ends of the City.
Alternative 3 – Multi-Modal Network with Roadway Expansion - Alternative 3 includes
all measures as included in Alternatives 1 and 2, plus a new crossing of the Sydenham River
and/or Harbour. There are two potential options for the location of a bridge/harbour crossing
- at 11th Street West or 14th Street West.
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Evaluation Methodology
The performance and impact of the Do-Nothing scenario and the three Transportation
Planning Alternatives were evaluated using a consistent set of evaluation criteria. The criteria
are consistent with the recommended practice for Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment and incorporate the environmental constraints within the City of Owen Sound.
The six evaluation criteria are:
1. Supporting sustainable development,
2. Providing high level of service on multi-modal transportation network,
3. Socio-economic impact,
4. Impact on natural environment,
5. Public support; and,
6. Capital cost.
Evaluation of Alternatives
Table 7.4 shows the preference rating and the results of the evaluation of the planning
alternatives. Alternative 2, Multi-Model Network with Maximum Utility of Existing
Infrastructure emerged as the “most preferred alternative” with the highest overall score
when assessing all of the criteria.
Based on the evaluation of the alternatives, the recommended long-term transportation
strategy for Owen Sound is Alternative 2 – Multi-Modal Network with Maximum Utility of
Existing Infrastructure.
The key advantages of the preferred alternative are that it offers the best opportunity to:
 Address the issues at the root cause of the current and future transportation challenges,
 Satisfy County and City growth objectives,
 Encourage alternate travel trips (cycle and transit) while reducing auto trips,
 Minimize congestion and the cost of congestion,
 Support goods movement and access to employment areas; and,
 Support traveller visiting needs.
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Table E.1: Evaluation of the Planning Alternatives

Do Nothing

Alternative 2Alternative 1Multi-Modal
Maximize Use of
Network with
Existing
Maximum Utility
Infrastructure
of Existing
Infrastructure

Supporting
sustainable
development
Providing a high
level of service on a
multi-modal
transportation
network
Mitigating Socioeconomic impact
Mitigating the
environment
impacts

Public support

Capital cost

Overall

Legend
Least
Preferred

Most
Preferred
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Alternative 3Multi-Modal
Network with
Roadway
Expansion

H.

Recommended Long-Term Transportation
Strategy

The components of the recommended transportation strategy are listed below and described
in the remainder of this section:
 Land Use and Development,
 Transit,
 Arterial Roads,
 Goods Movement,
 Walking and Cycling,
 Travel Demand Management; and,
 Traffic Calming.
Land Use and Development
Intensification of primary transit corridors and downtown areas has been shown in other
jurisdictions to encourage higher transit usage, increased waking and cycling. In turn, it can
reduce reliance on auto travel and relieve accompanying traffic pressures. Within the City of
Owen Sound opportunities exist for encouraging walking, cycling and transit use through the
development along 10th Street, 9th Avenue East and in the downtown core. It is
recommended that development planning and design principles incorporate methods
identified in the Transit-Supportive guidelines prepared by the Province of Ontario.
Road designs could be updated to accommodate cyclist and pedestrian needs. It is
recommended that road design standards be updated to accommodate on-road bicycle lanes
and cyclists within the boulevard, and include pedestrian-friendly treatments at intersections
and along residential and industrial collector roads. It is recommended that development
applications be reviewed to identify requirements of development applications that meet
pedestrian and bicycle needs consistent with this plan. Zoning requirements should be
reviewed to consider the needs for cycling infrastructure such as required bicycle parking on
site.
Transit
Recommendations for the Owen Sound Transit surface route network would be to undertake
a detailed transit service network review which should include the provision of East-West
and North-South Express services along the key corridors which connect the high attraction
trips in the City. Accordingly, the recommendations are emphasized to support TDM based
ride-sharing initiatives and discourage single-occupancy vehicle travel.
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Arterial Roads
Recommended improvements to the County and City arterial road network should focus on
improving on the available link and intersection capacity, rather than major new
infrastructure investment. This includes further investigating and scheduling intersection
improvements and directing traffic to corridors with reserve capacity.
This policy recommendation is critical in meeting City’s objectives in providing adequate
level of service for transit and maximizing transit modal split. In addition, this study
recognizes that arterial roads and collector roads are multi-modal corridors that serve cars,
transit vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists. The key recommendations for the road network are
summarized below.
 Promote the use of the outer alternate route around Owen Sound for through truck traffic
using the County and Provincial highway network.
 Implement traffic control signal timing improvements on 10th Street
 Monitor traffic conditions and implement traffic control signals when warrants are met
 Initiate corridor studies on 10th Street and 16th Street to assess the functional feasibility of
intersection improvements (as identified in Chapter 6) and develop a preliminary design
with implementation coordinated through the capital program process
Goods Movement and Alternate Route Design
It is recognized that efficient goods movement is an important element of an economically
viable region and that maintaining efficient goods movement is an objective of the City of
Owen Sound. However, there is a need for a balance between efficient goods movement and
maintaining a liveable community and meeting community traffic needs. The following are
recommendations to improve the movement of goods and services in Owen Sound:
 Promote the use of the outer alternate routes (using Grey Roads 11 and 18) around Owen
Sound for through truck traffic using the County and Provincial highway network.
 Work cooperatively with the County and province in review and design of roads used
recommended as the alternate routes.
 Co-operate with the Province of Ontario and Grey County in implementing the use of
traffic management tools such as Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO), Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS), and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS) that
provides detection of traffic conditions in downtown Owen Sound and displays
conditions at the approaches to the City along Highway 6 and 21(approaching County
Roads 11 and 18).
 Discourage truck traffic through the downtown core on 2nd Avenue East by encouraging
truck traffic to utilize north / south through parallel routes such as 3rd Avenue East and
2nd Avenue West.
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Traffic Calming
Traffic calming measures are being applied in both new developments and existing
neighbourhoods in many Ontario municipalities, as a way to mitigate the adverse impacts of
vehicular traffic (such as speeding and high volumes), and to improve the quality of life in
the neighbourhoods.
The primary goals in developing a traffic calming policy is to reduce high traffic speeds and
decrease through traffic on local roads to acceptable levels to maintain the liveability of
residential neighbourhoods, maintain access and mobility of all users of the road allowance,
and improve safety for pedestrians and motorists. Where possible, consideration should be
given to maintaining or improving the aesthetics of the roadway.
Traffic Calming is seen as part of the City of Owen Sound Transportation Master Plan
solution. It may be applicable on certain local roads to manage measured and documented
operational problems. The draft Traffic Calming Policy recommended for the City of Owen
Sound is provided in Appendix I of the Transportation Master Plan Report.
The evaluation of new traffic calming requests is typically coordinated with an annual
construction schedule. Based on the typical cost of traffic calming measures, the required
consultation efforts, and the staff resources, an overall amount of $200,000 should be
sufficient to complete up to three (3) traffic calming projects per year including the data
collection, analysis, design and construction.
The number of traffic calming initiatives undertaken annually will depend on the number of
requests received from the public, the merits of these requests, the funding allocated to the
Operating and Capital Budgets for traffic calming projects and staff resources available. It is
recommended that a list of projects will be maintained and updated annually. Where funding
is limited, a phased project implementation plan should be considered.
Cycling Infrastructure Implementation
The benefits of cycling as an activity and mode of travel are well documented. The
development of an active transportation strategy for the City of Owen Sound provides focus
and direction in increasing bicycle use and realizing benefits that include:
 Integrating healthy, physical activity into everyday travel, fostering active lifestyles;
 Reducing transportation costs;
 Reducing traffic congestion and carbon dioxide emissions;
 Conserving energy resources; and
 Contributing to a more connected community.
In order to support cycling as a competitive mode of travel, there is a need to develop
continuous and direct routes to cycling destinations within the City and to neighbouring
municipalities. The public has indicated that a key factor affecting their decision to consider
cycling to work is the need for safe and direct routes. The public had indicated a need for
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well marked cycling “routes, paths, roads” and that there is a need for “more bike friendly
designs of streets”.
Primary cycling routes are identified in the Official Plan Trail Master Plan. They provide
opportunities for commuting along continuous corridors and provide connections key
municipal destinations. Key destinations served by the planned routes are identified below.
 Downtown (eg. City Hall, Farmers’ Market, Public Library, Tom Thomson Art Gallery)
 Shopping centres (eg. Heritage Place Shopping Centre)
 Offices such as Grey County
 Institutional uses (including Georgian College, Grey Bruce Regional Health Centre)
 Community uses (eg. Harry Lumley Bayshore Community Centre, Victoria Park)
Secondary cycling routes supplement primary routes. They are the local and collector
connections within the neighborhoods. Secondary connections can help to reduce traffic
congestion and improve traffic safety around school zones and promote active, healthy
living. It is recommended that additional routes be considered in conjunction with the school
boards in developing cycle to school / walk to school programs. Key objectives for secondary
cycling routes include:
1. Safe connections to the primary and off-road multi-use trail routes;
2. Opportunity to provide a parallel alternative routes to primary routes;
3. Provide connections to neighbourhood destinations such as schools; and,
4. Promote healthy and active living within communities by providing cycling
opportunities.
Implementation of these routes is subject to further detailed assessment of feasibility and the
determination of any local safety issues or impacts to operations such as street parking.
Short, medium and long-range targets for implementation of bicycle routes will be
established. The first priorities will include routes that meet one or more of the following
criteria:






Develop a spine network of major north / south and east / west routes;
Recognize the Downtown as the primary activity centre and destination;
Connect to other key City destinations;
Provide cycling route connectivity in cycling routes; and
Achieve feasible low cost “early wins” to demonstrate successes.

Cycling functional reviews are recommended for each corridor to develop a design consistent
with the design guidelines in this document, confirm that traffic and parking impacts are
acceptable and ensure that the public is informed and have an opportunity to provide input.
Prior to the reconstruction of any roadway identified in the cycling plan noted below, it is
recommended that a cycling functional review be implemented.
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North-South Routes
6th Avenue West (1st Street W. to 7th Street W to Alpha Street)
2nd Avenue West (6th Street to 8th Street)
1st Avenue West (8th Street W to 22nd Street W)
West Waterfront (10th Street W to 22nd Street W)
East Waterfront – 3rd Avenue East (10th Street E to 36th Street E)
2nd Avenue East (Harrison Park to 7th Street E)
4th Avenue East –15th Street East - 5th Avenue East (Harrison Park to 28th Street E)
5th Avenue East (7th Street East to 10th Street East)
7th Avenue East (City Boundary to 10th Street) ) - New Recommended Route
8th Avenue East (15th Street East to 23rd Street East) - New Recommended Route
16th Avenue East (8th Street E to 17th Street E)
Former CP Railway (8th Street E to 28th Street E)
28th Avenue East (Superior Street to 20th Street E)
East-West Routes
6th Street – Superior Street (Sydenham River to 28th Avenue E)
8th Street West (2nd Avenue W to 28th Avenue E)
11th Street West (Alpha Street to 1st Avenue W)
Alpha Street (West boundary to 4th Street West)
16th Street West (3rd Street W to 8th Street W)
15th Street East – 10th Street East (4th Avenue E to Georgian College)
20th Street East – 17th Street East (Heritage Place to 28th Avenue)

To support the network development, it is recommended that the City implement the
following:
 Establish a signage (wayfinding) for corridors as the cycling network as route
development
 Incorporate bicycle parking requirements for major developments within the zoning bylaw
 Establish bicycle parking including covered bicycle parking a key multimodal transfer
points and bicycle racks at key community destinations and throughout the downtown
An Active Transportation Plan that the City can implement is attached to the TMP Report in
Appendix H.
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Pedestrian Network and Crossings
We recommend that the City of Owen Sound should focus their efforts and funding towards
the construction of missing links and providing connectivity for the sidewalk network. The
feasibility of establishing pedestrian levels of service related to standards for the requirement
of sidewalks on one or both sides of the street needs further assessment of the feasibility and
cost implications. The ultimate plan for the development of the pedestrian environment will
be the gradual completion of the planned pedestrian network shown in Exhibit 4.8.
The implementation and operation of pedestrian crossings in the City of Owen Sound will
need to comply with the legislative context of the Ontario Traffic Act, have regard for best
practices in pedestrian accommodation and meet the needs of the City of Owen Sound. The
Highway Traffic Act indicates that when a pedestrian is about to step from the boulevard
onto the roadway there are fundamentally two different forms of pedestrian crossing. The
crossing may be either / or:
 A controlled crossing where vehicles must yield to pedestrians.
 An uncontrolled crossing where pedestrians must yield to vehicles.
It is recommended that the City of Owen Sound proactively address pedestrian safety needs
and establish a program of reviews of pedestrian crossings either through on-going traffic
operations studies or annual corridor reviews. It is recommended that pedestrian crossing
features be implemented where warranted, where environmental conditions are consistent
with other geometric and design requirements, and when funds are available within the City’s
capital programming process.
It is recommended that the City of Owen Sound reassess its pedestrian crossing policy with
regard to recommended pedestrian features upon completion of OTM Book 15.Compliance
with pedestrian crossing practices is recommended for review regular review including
identifying and programming the necessary roadway and traffic control modifications for
implementation.
It is recommended that prior to the reconstruction of any roadway; it is recommended that a
pedestrian infrastructure needs be reviewed including sidewalk and crossing infrastructure
and that design criteria in this document be considered.
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Transportation Demand Management
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program will form part of the overall TMP
strategy. Specific recommendations for TDM measures in Owen Sound include:










I.

Reviewing and modifying transit, cycling and pedestrian-related Official Plan policies to
acknowledge their important role in City wide travel demand management.
Reviewing and modifying site design guidelines, traffic impact study requirements and
site plan approval process to encourage applicants to adopt TDM initiatives.
Development of TDM supportive parking policy such as paid parking, shared parking
and other parking management strategies.
Development of Park and Ride lots located at the edges of the City to encourage transit
usages as well as carpooling initiatives.
Reviewing alternative work schedules at larger employment centres to encourage flexitime, compressed work week, and staggered shifts to encourage peak travel to/from these
employment areas to occur at different times of the days instead of one set time in the
morning and one set time in the afternoon.
Encourage the use of tele-commuting as a substitute of physical travel.
Encourage the citizens of Owen Sound to be active and have a positive attitude toward
reducing car use and relying on alternative forms transportation through promotional
efforts.
A staff position be created to support and manage all pedestrian, cycling, transit and
TDM initiatives undertaken by the City to ensure compliance with the various polices
and measures being recommended as part of the Transportation Master Plan.

Implementation

Cost Considerations
The timing and implement strategy of recommended road network improvements, pedestrian,
cycling, TDM, transit and other support programs is directly related to cost and available
budget. Funds will be necessary for the planning, design, property, utility impact mitigation,
capital construction/acquisition and on-going operation and maintenance of new
transportation infrastructure and services.
Preliminary cost estimates have been identified for identified improvements based on their
anticipated need (i.e. short term, medium term, long term). The timing of improvements will
be dependant on the City of Owen Sound capital budget approval process.
The management of the implementation of the City of Owen Sound Transportation Master
Plan will require expertise and efforts beyond current staff levels of service. The
implementation will require functional feasibility studies, engineering design and experience
in alternative modes of travel. It is recommended that consideration be given to additional
transportation engineering support in the form of allocation of staff resources (transportation
engineer) or consultant support.
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Infrastructure Cost
The recommended long-term transportation strategy will require an estimated $5 million in
capital projects and engineering studies. Additional costs will be associated with the
administration, operation and maintenance of these improvements. Transit related costs will
be determined through a separate Transit Strategy Study.
Funding Sources
Improvements to arterial roads and collector roads are under the jurisdiction of the City of
Owen Sound. Improvements triggered by growth within the City are eligible for funding
through City of Owen Sound Development Charges (DC) and Capital Program. It is
recommended that the City develop/ update a development charge by-law to reflect the costs
of identified improvements.
Expansion of pedestrian facilities, cycle paths and travel demand management services
should be included in future development charge updates. Recognizing constraints on
capital and operating budgets, alternative funding sources will be investigated. The
following sections identify opportunities for federal, provincial, and third party funding
sources. Below is a list of possible financial resources available to implement the Master
Plan:








Bicycle Trade Association of Canada
Health Canada Grant/Contributions Program
Ontario Cycling Association and
International Mountain Biking Association
Gas Tax Contributions
Federal Government
Ontario Transportation Demand Management
Municipal Grant Program
Provincial Government dedicated funding









TD Friends of the Environment
Shell Environment Fund
Environment Canada – EcoAction
Community Funding
Trillium Foundation
Communities in Action Fund
Moving on Sustainable
Transportation (MOST) program
Developers or affected businesses

In order to make use of available external funding, the City of Owen Sound will need to
develop projects within the scope of the master plan that are ‘shovel ready’.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The City of Owen Sound has embarked on the development of a multifaceted and
comprehensive Transportation Master Plan known as “A Plan in Motion”. The growth in
population within the City its outlying areas, increasing traffic congestion in some areas of
the City, and changing demographics and societal values, contribute to support for more
sustainable modes of travel.
Transportation related opportunities and challenges have reinforced the need to develop a
comprehensive transportation plan to better manage existing and future transportation
infrastructure and to ensure that Owen Sound maintain its position as the key regional centre
in Grey and Bruce Counties.
Owen Sound has a challenging environment in which two sets of important needs compete:
 The need to preserve a high standard of living for Owen Sound residents by managing
growth, minimizing disruptions and impacts on the environment, and preserving the
City’s unique character.
 The need to ensure that Owen Sound transportation network continues to provide
sufficient capacity to maintain a strong competitive position to attract business and
enhance economic vitality.
Owen Sound is regionally located in the north-east of Grey County, as illustrated in Exhibit
1.1. Owen Sound faces north-south and east-west pressures from provincial recreational
travel, regional commuter traffic, and from development within the City itself. The
transportation system in Owen Sound is therefore strongly affected by the transportation
demands from neighbouring communities in Grey and Bruce Counties, as well as longer
distance provincial traffic.
For example, Owen Sound is faced with the challenge of managing increasing east-west
through traffic on the Provincial connecting links such as 10th Street, 9th Avenue East, and
16th Street East with much of the traffic originating from the north and west of Owen Sound
destined to the commercial and institutional lands located in the eastern half of the City. The
resulting congestion on 10th Street through the downtown area continues to increase pressure
on collector and local roads in the City, increasing concerns of local residents over traffic
infiltration, traffic impacts, and safety.
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1.2

Purpose of the Transportation Master Plan

The City of Owen Sound Transportation Master Plan is a platform to move forward with the
implementation of the transportation vision defined by the citizens in a workshop held in
September, 2008 to develop the Terms of Reference for this TMP. This vision embraces
sustainable development, protection of the natural environment, economic vitality, and a
healthy community while providing safe, affordable, and efficient transportation for people,
goods and services.

1.3

Why is a Transportation Plan Needed?

This 2010 TMP is a practical guide for implementing transportation investments, policies,
and actions to the year 2026 and beyond. The guiding principles from this document firstly
ensure consistency and help to achieve the goals and objectives of other City policies such as
the Official Plan and the Strategic Plan. Secondly it provides for traceable recommendations
to ensure that once they have been approved they can be implemented.

1.4

Goals and Objectives of the Master
Transportation Study

The TMP provides comprehensive long term strategies (by 2011, 2016, 2026, and beyond)
that will guide the City through the next 20 years of the development of its transportation
system. The strategies are designed to manage growth and reduce traffic impacts by
balancing forecast population and employment growth with the mobility needs of the City’s
residents. The TMP incorporates recent investments in infrastructure improvements,
community goals and expectations and changes in transportation system planning from a
sustainability perspective.
The study gives special consideration to:
 Developing a transportation system that will accommodate future population and
employment growth to the year 2026 and beyond
 Building a sustainable transportation system
 Addressing current transportation challenges such as:

Congestion on arterial roads including 10th Street through the downtown core, and
along other arterial roads such as 16th Street East and 9th Avenue East
 Considering the multi-modal character of transportation
 Promoting the use of transit
 Promoting travel demand management
 Considering the needs of cyclists and pedestrians
 Recognizing goods movement as a key component of economical vitality
 Public consultation
 Giving consideration to environmental effects
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City of Owen Sound

Not To Scale

September 2010

Transportation Master Plan

Exhibit 1.1
City of Owen Sound, Grey County, Ontario
HDR | iTRANS
Project # 5454

1.5

Interdependent Transportation, Economic,
Social, and Environmental Goals

The TMP considers a comprehensive, system-wide approach that includes, in addition to
transportation goals, economic, social and environmental goals of the City. The following
key points illustrate the importance of ensuring such interdependence:


The various goals should be mutually supportive – Transportation goals will not be
achieved unless other goals are achieved (and vice-versa). The various goals also
influence each other. For example, economic vitality depends, in part, upon adequate
transportation services but the demand for travel is in turn driven to some degree by
economic growth.



The nature of personal travel and goods movement is highly complex and variable –
Municipal government alone cannot meet all these needs cost-effectively given today’s
constraints on public finances. Coordination with other governmental bodies, ability to
seek and attract funding partners, and a careful valuation of the cost of growth becomes
critical.



We cannot build our way out of congestion – The need to develop and apply new
transportation solutions geared at increased network efficiency maximizing the use of
existing infrastructure, higher return on investment, and halting urban sprawl are
pressing. Designing an integrated mobility system capable of addressing the needs of
person travel and goods movement is essential.



The needs and expectations of society are changing – New population driven factors
have emerged and created new challenges for policy makers. Issues triggered by the
aging population, increased growth pressure, and environmental protection have to be
faced, resolved, and assimilated.



The need to protect our natural heritage is critical – Transportation is known to be a
significant source of air contaminants and of greenhouse gas emissions attributed to
climate change and health problems. Decreasing auto dependence and shifting travel to
more efficient and cleaner transportation modes is vital.

1.6

Transportation Master Plan and Environmental
Assessment Process

The Owen Sound Transportation Master Plan (TMP) has been conducted in accordance with
the master planning process outlined in the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
process (June 2000, Amended 2007) as approved by the Minister of the Environment.
The TMP study process addresses Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the environmental assessment
process as shown in Exhibit 1.2 . Phase 1 defines the problem or opportunity while Phase 2
identifies alternative solutions, considers a range of environmental implications of each
solution, consults with the public and affected agencies, and selects the preferred solution(s).
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Exhibit 1.2:: Class Environmental Assessment Process, Phase 1 and 2
The results of the Owen Sound TMP will constitute Phases 1 and 2 of the Environmental
Assessment process and will be used as input into future environmental assessment studies
for transportation projects arising from the recommendations of the study.
Public consultation was designed to:
 Provide open communication with the public, other municipalities, and agencies,
 Provide information to the public as a basis for engaging in active dialogue with the
public and ensuring public participation,
 Seek the public’s input on the identificati
identification
on of issues, the development of alternative
solutions, and the selection of the preferred alternative; and,
 Ensure that the plan has general support from the community.
Public consultation in this study has involved:
 Public notices of study commen
commencement and of public meetings,
 References to the study through the City of Owen Sound web site,
 A Steering Committee meeting held at City Hall on March 17, 2010
 A Visioning Workshop held at Owen Sound & North Grey Union Public Library on April
14, 2010
 A Community
ty Traffic Issues Meeting held at City Hall on May 12, 2010
 A Public Information Centre held at City Hall on June 16, 2010
Details on the public consultation process are provided in Appendices A and B and
discussed further in Section 22.
~5~

1.7

A Sustainable Transportation Planning Approach

The Transportation Master Plan builds on the approaches and ideas conveyed in the
Sustainable Planning Guidelines report (developed by Transport Canada and the
Transportation Association of Canada), is supported by the Province of Ontario Places to
Grow Act, and adheres to the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process. This
multilayered process ensures that the appropriate transportation investments, policies, and
actions can be verified, proposed, accepted, and implemented to support goals of
sustainability, economic vitality, and healthy communities.
The TMP process incorporated, to various degrees, the 12 key principles identified by
Transport Canada for sustainable transportation planning as featured in Exhibit 1.3.
Key Principles for Sustainable Transportation Planning
Sustainable Communities & Transportation Systems

Sustainable & Effective Transportation Planning

Principle 1: Integration with land use planning
Principle 2: Environmental health
Principle 3: Economic and social objectives
Principle 4: Modal sustainability
Principle 5: Transportation demand management
Principle 6: Transportation supply management

Principle 7: Strategic approach
Principle 8: Implementation guidance
Principle 9: Financial guidance
Principle 10: Performance measurement
Principle 11: Public involvement
Principle 12: Plan maintenance

Exhibit 1.3: Key Principles for Sustainable Transportation Planning, Transport
Canada

1.8

Study Organization

The study was jointly directed by Mr. Chris Webb, Manager of Engineering Services, and
Mr. Jim Coburn, former Traffic Coordinator for the City of Owen Sound. The consultant
project team was led by Mr. Ray Bacquie of HDR | iTRANS. He was supported by Mr.
Stewart Elkins who served as Team Leader.
The Steering Committee consisted of the representatives of the following agencies and
departments:
 City of Owen Sound Engineering Services Division
 City of Owen Sound Planning Division
 City of Owen Sound Operations Advisory Committee
 County of Grey
 Ministry of Transportation Ontario
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2.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION PROCESS

2.1

Description of the Public Consultation Process

The public consultation process was an essential component of the study. Considering the
population characteristics in the Study Area and localized transportation issues, there were
moderate levels of public interest. The public consultation program contained the following
components:
 Steering Committee Meetings – These meetings provided for an exchange of ideas
between the City and the Consultation team.


Visioning Workshop – A Visioning Workshop was formed to allow citizens and
individuals representing groups, agencies and organizations a special opportunity to
provide input early on in the study and to provide feedback on preliminary alternatives.
The Visioning Workshop is described in greater detail in Section 2.2.



Community Traffic Issues Meeting – A meeting with the City of Owen Sound
Operations Committee and citizens about community traffic issues in known “hot spots”
was arranged to allow individuals to provide feedback about their concerns and
suggestions how to mitigate the traffic issues in their community. The Community
Traffic Issues Meeting is described in greater detail in Section 2.2.



Public Information Centre (PIC) – One formal meeting was held during the Study,
consisting of an open house format with display panels and a formal presentation
followed by a discussion session. The PIC is described in greater detail in Section 2.2.



Newspaper Advertisements – Advertisements were placed in the local newspaper to
announce the Notice of Study Commencement, the Visioning Workshop, and the PIC.
Notices were hand delivered to specific neighbourhoods to advise of the Community
Issues Meeting. The newspaper advertisements invited the public to attend the meetings
and to provide input. The advertisements provided information on contact names,
telephone numbers, and addresses.

2.2

Workshop and Public Information Centre

2.2.1

Visioning Workshop – April 14, 2010

The Visioning Workshop was open to all citizens and stakeholders. A “stakeholder” was
generally an individual representing a group, agency or organization that has a particular
interest in the Study Area. Government agencies, environmental groups, ratepayers’
associations and land developers are examples of typical stakeholders who could attend.
The Visioning Workshop was held on April 14, 2010 between 6:00 PM and 9:00 PM. Poster
boards about the project were displayed on easels and attendees were provided with the
opportunity to examine them. HDR | iTRANS led a presentation describing the existing
~7~

transportation conditions, future transportation conditions (2026), and some preliminary
alternatives. The alternatives were used primarily to solicit input from the group and gauge
their acceptability. Attendees also had the opportunity to provide feedback about the study by
completing and submitting comment sheets about the analysis and proposed alternatives.
Approximately 20 individuals attended the Visioning Workshop in the lower auditorium of
the Owen Sound & North Grey Union Public Library in Owen Sound. The following topics
were covered at the workshop:
 Existing Conditions
 Draft Problem and Opportunity Statement
 Alternate Route Alternative
 One-Way Paring of 8th Street and 9th Street Alternative
 Cycle Spine Lane Network Alternatives
 Alternative River and Harbour Crossings
 Community Traffic Issues – “Hot Spots”
More details of the Visioning Workshop are available in Appendix A1.
2.2.2

Community Traffic Issues Meeting – May 12, 2010

A Community Traffic Issues meeting was held on May 12, 2010 between 6:00 PM and 9:00
PM. HDR | iTRANS led a presentation which included an overview / primer on traffic
calming, as well as the data collection, assessment, and alternatives for each of the three
roadways which included Alpha Street, Moores Hill, and 15th Street “A” East. Attendees
provided feedback to the City’s Operations Committee as well as the Consultant. Residents
also had the opportunity to provide feedback about the study by completing and submitting
comment sheets about the findings and proposed alternatives developed for each of the
roadways.
Approximately 40 individuals attended the Community Traffic Issues Meeting in the City
Hall Council Chambers. The following topics were covered at the meeting:
 Traffic Calming Primer
 Alpha Street:

Existing Conditions

List and Evaluation of Alternatives

Preferred Alternative
 Moores Hill:

Existing Conditions

List and Evaluation of Alternatives

Preferred Alternative
th
 15 Street ‘A’ East:

Existing Conditions

List and Evaluation of Alternatives

Preferred Alternative
More details of the Community Issues Meeting are available in Appendix A2.
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2.2.3

Public Information Centre – June 16, 2010

The purpose of the PIC was to present the following topics to the public for their input and
comments:
 Study Background
 Problem and Opportunity Statement
 List of Alternatives
 Draft Evaluation of Alternatives
 Draft Recommended Alternatives
The public responses will be used to refine the preliminary preferred alternatives and select
the preferred alternative.
More details of the Public Information Centre are available in Appendix A3.

2.3

Comments Received and Project Team
Responses

All comments received from the public, stakeholders, and agencies throughout the study
were recorded by the project team. Appendix A4 summarizes public and stakeholder
comments received throughout the study. The input received throughout the course of the
study was very important with respect to the direction the study took, the alternatives that
were assessed and carried forward, and the emphasis that was placed on various aspects of
the transportation network.
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3.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

3.1

Policy Documents

To guide the Transportation Master Plan within the context of the overall direction provided
by Provincial policy, Grey county policy and City of Owen Sound strategic policy direction
was reviewed at the outset of the study. This Chapter provides a brief summary of key
background polices that have shaped and influenced the development of the current
transportation system in Owen Sound and provide direction for the future.
3.1.1

Ontario Provincial Policy

In the Ontario Government report Provincial Policy Statement 2005, provides direction on
matters of provincial interest related to land use planning and development, and promotes the
provincial “policy-led” planning system. The statement includes direction on Transportation
Systems and Transportation and Infrastructure Corridors. The following transportation
policies have been identified to be used as guidelines in developing a Transportation Master
Plan:











Transportation systems should be provided which are safe, energy efficient, facilitate the
movement of people and goods, and are appropriate to address projected needs.
Efficient use shall be made of existing and planned infrastructure.
Connectivity within and among transportation systems and modes should be maintained
and, where possible, improved including connections which cross jurisdictional
boundaries.
A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize the length
and number of vehicle trips and support the development of viable choices and plans for
public transit and other alternative transportation modes, including commuter rail and
bus.
Transportation and land use considerations shall be integrated at all stages of the planning
process.
Planning authorities shall plan for and protect corridors and rights-of-way for
transportation, transit and infrastructure facilities to meet current and projected needs.
Planning authorities shall not permit development in planned corridors that could
preclude or negatively affect the use of the corridor for the purpose(s) for which it was
identified.
The preservation and reuse of abandoned corridors for purposes that maintain the
corridor’s integrity and continuous linear characteristics should be encouraged, wherever
feasible.
When planning for corridors and rights-of-way for significant transportation and
infrastructure facilities, consideration will be given to the significant resources in Section
2: Wise Use and Management of Resources.
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3.1.2

Grey County Policy

The Grey County Official Plan, County of Grey Official Plan 2000, provides direction on
growth within the County. Policies provide primary direction on County roads and
coordination between levels of government in developing the transportation system. Key
County transportation policies are summarized as follows:






The County does not support the abandonment of railway operations but where rail rightof-way closures are being considered, a public hearing should be held. The County and/or
local municipal councils shall give consideration to the purchase of a closed right-of-way
where it is feasible to do so.
The County shall take measures to ensure that the movement of hazardous materials takes
place in a manner which minimizes the risk to local residents and the natural
environment.
County Roads generally be a 20 metre right-of-way width
The scenic qualities of road corridors will be considered when undertaking road
improvements along County Roads. Attempts will be made to retain or otherwise protect
scenic features located within the road allowance but only when traffic safety can be
maintained.

Within the Niagara Escarpment Plan the policies of this Section apply, however only
essential transportation and utility facilities are permitted in Escarpment Natural Area and
Mineral Resource Extraction Areas.
3.1.3

City of Owen Sound Policy

The City of Owen Sound developed a strategic plan in 2008 Strategic Plan for the
Corporation of the City of Owen Sound, to provide overall corporate direction for the City.
It states that Owen Sound’s vision is to be a community of choice for all, distinguishable by
its authenticity, natural amenities, diversity and community spirit. It notes that the City of
Owen Sound governs and advocates on behalf of all citizens by providing infrastructure and
services which respect the environment and allow individuals and businesses to prosper.
Key City of Owen Sound transportation policies that provide direction to the development of
the TMP are summarized as follows:





The City should provide a specialized transit service for people throughout the week with
mobility problems to provide equitable access for persons with disabilities.
The City should ensure the provision of adequate parking facilities to serve the
downtown area.
The City should develop an updated Transportation Plan for the City, which makes
provision for projected east/west traffic movements.
The City should complete a comprehensive Bicycle Master Plan for the community
including links between residential and business areas and make provision for bicycle
parking.
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The Owen Sound Official Plan, March 2006 provides direction on growth within the City. It
identifies goals and objectives, land use policies, transportation and municipal services
policies and direction on implementation. Key transportation policies related to the
development of the TMP include the following:











3.2

The City shall establish a coordinated transportation system in accordance with Schedule
“C” – Transportation Plan, designed to facilitate the satisfactory movement of both
people and goods. The transportation system is intended to facilitate safe and efficient
movement of traffic between areas within the City as well as to ensure traffic movement
through the City and external linkages with the overall transportation system in the
regional setting.
Within 5 years from the adoption of this Plan an updated Transportation Plan should be
developed and updated in conjunction with Official Plan reviews which provides for
projected east/west traffic movements, and other initiatives necessary to ensure an
efficient, reliable and safe transportation system in the City.
The City shall ensure a bridge corridor is maintained, free of significant development,
through the lands east of 1st Avenue West at the end of 14th Street West and 12th Street
West so as to leave various options open for a future bridge across the inner harbour. An
alternative bridge route is along 11th Street West/11th Street East. Where private lands
are proposed for development within this corridor the City may require the dedication of
land for the purposes of securing ownership of the said corridor. The final route is to be
determined by the Transportation Plan referred to in Section 6.1.1.2 of the Official Plan.
The final route as determined by Council may require an amendment to this Plan.
The preservation and reuse of abandoned rail corridors shall continue to be encouraged
and the pedestrian paths existing on abandoned rail corridors shall be maintained. Rail
corridors into the City through to industrial areas shall be preserved and re-used. Rail
corridors along the waterfront and Downtown may be transferred, relocated and
redeveloped where a more favourable waterfront location or similar site preserving public
access is determined.
A viable public transit system which supports alternate modes of transportation such as
walking and cycling will be supported by encouraging a land use pattern, density and mix
of uses that reduces the growth in the length and number of vehicle trips.
The City will encourage the use of future technologies that will support a safe and
efficient transportation system.

Data Sources

Land use data for this study were obtained from the City of Owen Sound Planning
Department. Traffic data were obtained from City of Owen Sound, Grey County, and the
Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO). To supplement available traffic data, HDR |
iTRANS commissioned Pyramid Traffic Inc. to conduct extensive traffic volume and origindestination data as part of the TMP study.
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4.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

4.1

Socio-Economic Environment

4.1.1

Population and Employment

4.1.1.1

Existing Population

Based on previous Statistics Canada census data, like many smaller cities in Ontario, Owen
Sound experienced only a modest rate of population growth between 1981 and 2006. The
average annual growth rate was calculated at 0.38%, compared to the average annual
population growth rate for the Province of Ontario of 1.64%. The historic population data is
summarized in Table 4.1. Further information is provided by Grey Bruce Health Unit in
Appendix B.
Table 4.1: Owen Sound Population Data
Census Year
1981
1986
1991
1996
2001
2006
Average Annual Growth Rate from 1981 to 2006

4.1.1.2

City of Owen Sound
19,833
19,804
21,674
21,390
21,431
21,753
0.38%

Ontario
8,625,107
9,101,694
10,084,885
10,753,573
11,410,046
12,160,282
1.64%

Projected Population

Based on the average annual growth rate of 0.38% calculated from historic Stats Canada
census data, the forecasted growth of the City of Owen Sound is shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Owen Sound Population Projection Based on Historic Growth
Projected Population

2016
22,423

2011
22,002

2026
23,290

From the report Owen Sound Official Plan Background Study, prepared by The Biglieri
Group Ltd in October 2003, there are three scenarios that were used for the population
projection in the City of Owen Sound. The three scenarios used were:
 Share of Growth – were is was assumed that the City of Owen Sound will receive about
24.5% of the growth in Grey County
 Slow Growth – were migration for each age group is assumed to be at the same rate as
for 1996 to 2001
 Economic Revival – were the out-migration rate of young people is gradually reduced
and the in-migration rates for other age groups gradually increase.
The projected population based on the three scenarios is summarized in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Population Projection in the City of Owen Sound
2011
Share of Growth
Slow Growth
Economic Revival

2016

21,740
21,173
22,830

22,467
20,894
24,139

2026
23,472
20,245
27,558

Based on Grey County Growth Management Strategy Report prepared by Malone Given
Parsons Ltd. and the Centre for Spatial Economic in April 2008, population projections for
the City of Owen Sound are quite different from the Owen Sound Official Plan Background
Study. The County projected population for the City of Owen Sound is summarized in Table
4.4.
Table 4.4: Population Projection for the City of Owen Sound (Grey County)
Projected Population

2016
24,000

2011
23,400

2026
24,900

As shown in the above three tables, there is modest growth expected to occur in the City of
Owen Sound over the long term. The projected population of Owen Sound in 2026 can
expected to be between 23,300 and 27,600 persons. This does not include population
projections for the surrounding areas, but it can be assumed that they will grow at a similar
rate to that of the City of Owen Sound.
4.1.1.3

Existing Employment

Based on Statistics Canada census data, the amount of employment in the City of Owen
Sound is summarized in Table 4.5. Compared to the unemployment rate for the province of
Ontario, the City of Owen Sound has historically had a higher unemployment rate.
Table 4.5: Owen Sound Existing Employment
Census Year

City of Owen Sound

Persons in the labour force
Employed
Unemployment Rate
Persons in the labour force
Employed
Unemployment Rate

4.1.1.4

1996
9,826
8,805
11.6%
2006
10,780
9,980
7.4%

Ontario
5,539,738
5,077,670
9.1%
6,587,580
6,164,245
6.4%

Projected Employment

Based on the Grey County Growth Management Strategy Report prepared by Malone Given
Parsons Ltd. and the Centre for Spatial Economic in April 2008, the employment projections
for the City of Owen Sound are summarized in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Employment Projections for the City of Owen Sound
Projected Employment

2016
14,200

2011
13,900

2026
14,400

Employment growth is expected to be slow in the City of Owen Sound with a net increase of
500 jobs over the next 15 years. The detailed demographic were attached in Appendix C.
4.1.2

Existing Land Uses

Existing land uses in the Study Area are summarized in Schedule ‘A’ from the Owen Sound
Official Plan as illustrated in Exhibit 4.1. The major ‘attraction’ land uses in the City
include:


Commercial – There are three main commercial areas within the City of Owen Sound.
The first area is its Downtown Core (centred on 2nd Avenue East). The Downtown Core
is comprised of mainly independent stores mixed with office space and residential
apartments. The second area is a highway commercial area along 20th Street East. This is
comprised mainly of regional shopping destinations such as Heritage Place Mall and big
box retailers such as Wal-Mart, Home Depot, and Canadian Tire. There is also a smaller
highway commercial area situated on 10th Street West between 6th Avenue West and 9th
Avenue West. Outside of the City’s boundary, there is additional highway commercial
on Highways 6 and 21.



Industrial - The main industrial area is located in the north-eastern area of the City
centred around 20th Street East and 16th Avenue East. This area comprises light industry
(warehousing) to heavy industrial (manufacturing) land uses. There is also a marine
industrial area located on both sides of Owen Sound harbour where large grain / other
aggregate silos are situated for interim storage before being transported by ground
transport and marine vessels.



Institutional - There are several large institutional land uses that draw significant trips.
These include the Grey-Bruce Health Services Hospital, Georgian College, and Owen
Sound Collegiate and Vocational Institute on 8th Street East, the Government of Ontario
Regional Court House on 9th Avenue East, West Hill Secondary School on 9th Street
West, and St. Mary’s Catholic Secondary School on 15th Street East.



Recreational - There are also several recreational areas that can draw significant number
of trips. These include the Regional Recreational Centre (currently under construction),
Bayshore Community Arena, Duncan McClellan Park, Harrison Park, Kelso Beach Park,
and the Bruce Trail.



Residential - The majority of residential land uses in the City of Owen Sound are
comprised of low density, single family units at the north of the City. The single family
units in the river valley floor are older units more densely spaced units. Medium and
higher density residential units are scattered throughout the City.
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City of Owen Sound

Not To Scale

September 2010

Transportation Master Plan

Exhibit 4.1
Schedule ‘A’ from Owen Sound Official Plan
HDR | iTRANS
Project # 5454

4.1.3

Development Activity

As identified in the Owen Sound Official Plan, the majority of future development is
anticipated to occur in the east side of the city in and around the 8th Street East and 16th
Street East area. The majority of future development will likely take the form of commercial
and residential land uses.

4.2

Socio-Cultural Heritage Environment

A Stage 1 archaeological assessment was conducted in September 2009 to determine the
presence of and/or potential for any heritage resources that might be extant in the study area
and, if so, what steps need to be taken for their management. The survey was conducted in
accordance with the Ministry of Culture (MoC) guidelines for lands, which exhibit a
moderate to high heritage potential. A number of sites within the Study Area have been
registered with the City of Owen Sound Heritage Register, and have been identified as
having heritage value or interest by other studies. There is a concentration of heritage sites in
the downtown area of the City. The 24 listed heritage buildings are illustrated in Exhibit 4.2.
The detailed cultural heritage report is included in Appendix D.

4.3

Natural Environment

4.3.1

Key Environmental Features

Natural Resource Solutions Inc. (NRSI) was retained by HDR | iTRANS as part of the
Transportation Master Plan. NRSI’s role was to compile background information on
environmental constraints within the study area and produce a stand alone summary report.
The Ecological Constraints Analysis Report dated October, 2009 provides a summary of the
natural environment constraints, found in the study area, as input to the development of
ecologically sensitive transportation options.
The ecological constraint mapping shown on Exhibit 4.3 identifies significant natural
features including aquatic habitats, woodlands, wetlands, significant plant and wildlife
species and designated significant natural areas. Some of these designations are overlapping
which identifies that there are various areas, some within, and some just out-side of the City
limits, which have multiple constraints. The greater the number of constraints identified for a
given area, the greater the potential for impacts. Future proposed transportation upgrades
proximal to these features will likely require feature-specific studies to determine the precise
boundaries and extent of the feature, as well as suitable protection measures such as buffers.
Permits from the GSCA, DFO and MNR may also be required. The detailed report is
attached in Appendix E.
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4.4

Existing Transportation Network

This section discusses the existing transportation network in Owen Sound.
4.4.1

Road Network

The main road network within the study area includes Provincial Highways, County of Grey
Roads, and municipal Arterial and Collector Roads.
The East-West road network is discontinuous due to the topographic nature of the land with
limited connections up either side of the Escarpment. As a result, some of the existing roads
in Owen Sound that do ascend/descend the Escarpment experience capacity and congestion
problems today. Congestion (especially on 10th Street) also leads to traffic spilling over onto
residential collector roads, raising residents concerns over traffic infiltration, safety, and
speeding in residential areas.
Exhibit 4.4 illustrates the major road network in Owen Sound, while Exhibit 4.5 shows the
existing number of travel lanes.
4.4.2

Transit Services

The City of Owen Sound operates both a Conventional Transit and a Specialized Transit
service.
Conventional Transit
The Conventional Transit service is provided via four (4) routes. All four routes provide half
hour service from 6:30 AM to 6:00 PM Monday through Friday. On Saturdays, bus service
operates between 9:00 AM and 5:30 PM.
The City's new Eldorado Low Floor Buses were put into service in September 2005 and are
fully accessible to everyone. They have a kneeling feature which lowers the height of the bus
approximately three (3) inches for ease of entry as well as ramps at the front and rear doors
for loading and unloading a wheelchair or scooter. They also have bicycle racks installed on
the front of the bus that can accommodate two bicycles.
Dial-A-Bus Service is a complementary service to the four route system. For transit service
from the terminal to East Bay Shore Road and the industrial park or from East Bay Shore
Road and the industrial park to the terminal riders are supposed to phone one hour in advance
for pick-up. The bus routes are shown in Exhibit 4.6.
Specialized Transit
The Specialized Transit service provides a door-to-door transportation service for residents
of the City with mobility limitations that restrict their ability to use the Conventional Transit
service. The service uses a wheelchair accessible bus and operates 5 days a week Monday to
Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
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To be able to use this service an Application Form must be completed and submitted to the
City for approval. Once approved the applicant is issued an Owen Sound Specialized Transit
Card and Identification Number which is used when booking the door-to-door transit service.
Approval to use the service must be renewed every two (2) years.
Both transit services are operated out of the Owen Sound Transit Terminal located at 10203rd Avenue East. Thomas Norris Limited provides the transit services under contract with the
City of Owen Sound.
Inter-City Bus Transit
Intercity bus service is also available from the Transit Terminal by Greyhound Bus Lines.
Grey Bruce Air Bus provides transportation service to Pearson Airport in Toronto and
Aboutown Transit provides transportation to the London area.
4.4.3

Goods Movement

The volume of goods moved to, from, and through the City is substantial. The major
generators of goods movement in Owen Sound are the industrial and employment areas north
of 16th Avenue East, and the area around the harbour and 14th Street West. The Provincial
highways (Highways 6, 10, 21, and 26) provide access for trucks to the transportation
networks of Southern Ontario, the Great Lakes, Canada, and the United States.
Truck movements generally take place on the highways, arterial roads, and industrial
collector roads. Trucks are restricted in residential areas. The permitted truck routes are
illustrated in Exhibit 4.7.
The arterial road links with the highest daily truck volumes and / or percentage of total
vehicles are shown in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: 2009 Owen Sound Heavy Vehicle Cordon Counts
Total Volume

Truck Percentage

Alpha Street North of 11th Street West

401

2.7%

10th Street W East of 9th Avenue West

1800

2.4%

Eddie Sergent Pkwy North of 19th Street West

836

2.4%

10th Street W East of 2nd Avenue West

1534

2.9%

9th Street W East of 2nd Avenue West

564

1.1%

8th Street W East of 2nd Avenue West

813

1.6%

9th Avenue East South of 20th Street East

453

4.6%

16th Street East East of 18th Avenue East

487

6.0%

8th Street East East of 16th Avenue East

440

4.6%

20th Street East East of 16th Avenue East

341

9.1%

9th Avenue East South of 6th Street East

850

3.3%

2009 PM Peak Hour Traffic Count
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4.4.4

Sidewalks and Bicycle Paths

The City currently accommodates pedestrians and cyclists within roadway corridors and
along trails. These features include:
 Hard and soft surface trails and on-road connections,
 Sidewalks, typically adjacent to public roadways; and,
 On-road cycling permitted on local, collector and arterial roadways (but not marked as
formal cycling routes).
The existing walking network is shown in Exhibit 4.8. There is currently a grid of pedestrian
connections throughout the urban portion of the City. Sidewalks are provided on most
County roads, arterial roads and collector roads on one or both sides of the road. The trail
system also provides pedestrian connections.
The City of Owen Sound has planned a network of walk and cycle trails providing
connections with recreational activities. The City Park Trails Master Plan of City of Owen
Sound Official Plan identifies the planned walking trail and cycling network that is shown in
Exhibit 4.9. The on-road cycling network has not been developed and existing cycling
facilities that are separated from vehicles is limited to the off-road trail system.
Based on our review of the planned walking network, there are a couple of missing links
including a missing sidewalk link on 19th Street East from 7th Avenue East to 5th Avenue
East, a missing link along 8th Street East (Grey Road 5) from 16th Avenue to the Railway
Line, and 8th Avenue West from 16th Street West to 19th Street West. The feasibility and
cost implications of these connections require further investigation
For cycling network, there are several short distance “missing links” that would help provide
network continuity and complete the proposed network. The following links may be
considered further as opportunities to complete the planned network:
 6th Street East and Superior Street – Provides an additional east-west corridor to a river
crossing
 8th Street (Grey Road 5 east of 16th Avenue East) – Provides continuous route in east
Owen Sound
 20th Street (7th Avenue E to 20th Avenue E) – Provides a continuous route in east Owen
Sound
 7th Avenue East – Provides a north-south connection linking to the planned Recreational
Centre
4.4.5

Park and Ride and Carpool Lots

There are currently no Park and Ride lots in the vicinity of Owen Sound.
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4.5

Origin-Destination Survey

The origin-destination survey was conducted on key arterial routes in the City and for
inbound vehicles only (with the exception of Grey Road 18. The primary intent of the origindestination study was to determine the amount of provincial, regional, and local traffic that
had origins or destinations to Owen Sound versus the amount of through traffic on City and
County Roads. The locations of the survey stations are listed in Table 4.8 below.
Table 4.8: OD Survey Locations
Survey Station
1 Southbound
4 Westbound
5 Westbound
7 Northbound
8 Northbound
9 Eastbound
13 Southbound
14 Eastbound
14 Westbound

Street
Grey Road 15
Hwy 26 (16th St. E)
8th St. E
Hwy 6 & 10 (9th Ave. E)
Grey Road 5 (2nd Ave W)
Hwy 6 & 21 (10th St W)
Grey Road 1 (3rd Ave W)
Grey Road 18
Grey Road 18

Location
North of 28th St E
East of 16th Ave. E
East of 9th Ave. E
South of 6th St E
South of 6th St E
West of 8th Ave W
North of 19th St W
West of Highway 6 & 10
East of Highway 6 & 10

Date
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09
23-Oct-09

In order to limit delays to the travelling public, the OD survey was conducted using a prepaid mail back questionnaire method. In order to allow for the safety of the staff handing out
the questionnaires, the station locations were set at existing signalized intersections located
within the boundaries of the City and the questionnaires were handed out only during the red
phase of the cycle. The only exception to this was at Station 1 where there was no traffic
signal and the use of a flagman was used to stop vehicles. An origin-destination
questionnaire was handed out to drivers by Pyramid Traffic Inc. on behalf of HDR | iTRANS
and the City of Owen Sound during the afternoon of Friday October 23, 2009. A copy of the
questionnaire used in this OD survey is shown in Exhibit 4.10.
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Exhibit 4.10: OD Survey Questionnaire
A total number of 4,650 questionnaires were handed out at the 9 stations. The number of
questionnaires handed out at each station was based on 25 percent of the historic 2006
AADT traffic volumes at each location. This percentage of daily traffic was expected to
provide a large enough sample to draw findings and conclusions from. The number of
questionnaires handed out at each station is listed in Table 4.9 below.
Table 4.9: OD Survey Questionnaire Handed Out by Location
Location
#1 - Grey Road 15
#4 - 16th Street East
#5 - 8th Street East
#7 - 9th Avenue East
#8 - Grey Road 5 (2nd Ave W)
#9 - 10th Street West
#13 - Grey Road 1 (3rd Ave W)
#14EB - Grey Road 18
#14WB - Grey Road 18
Total

Number of Questionnaires
200
400
200
750
200
1400
600
450
450

Percentage
4
9
4
16
4
30
13
10
10

4650

100
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4.5.1

Results of Origin-Destination Survey

Out of the 4,650 questionnaires handed out, a total of 623 (13.4%) of questionnaires were
returned. Table 4.10 below shows the number of returned questionnaires by station location
along with the percentages compared to the number of questionnaires handed out and the
percentage of returned questionnaires.
Table 4.10: OD Survey Number of Returned Questionnaires
Location
#1 - Grey Road 15
#4 - 16th Street East
#5 - 8th Street East
#7 - 9th Avenue East
#8 - Grey Road 5 (2nd Ave W)
#9 - 10th Street West
#13 - Grey Road 1 (3rd Ave W)
#14EB - Grey Road 18
#14WB - Grey Road 18
Total

Number of Returned
Questionnaires
42
55
19
97
22
234
87
46
21

Percentage
Returned
7
9
3
16
4
38
14
7
3

Percentage from
Station Returned
21
14
10
13
11
17
15
10
5

623

100

13.4

The general summary of the origin-destination survey is provided below and also included in
Appendix F1.
4.5.1.1

Trip Origins

A list of all originating trips are listed in Table 4.11 and shown graphically in Exhibit 4.11.
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Table 4.11: OD Survey Origin Locations
Origin
Owen Sound
Wiarton
Shallow Lake
Chatsworth
Tara
Kemble
Sauble Beach
Meaford
Port Elgin

#
290
32
18
16
15
13
13
11
11

%
46.5
5.1
2.9
2.6
2.4
2.1
2.1
1.8
1.8

Origin
Markdale
Rockford
Walkerton
Burlington
Durham
Keady
Kilsyth
Mount Forest
Paisley

#
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

%
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Annan

10

1.6

Thornbury

3

0.5

Hepworth
Georgian Bluffs
Lions Head
Desboro
Hanover
Leith
Unidentified
Chesley
Southampton
Toronto
Williamsford
Allenford
Brampton
Collingwood
Guelph
Bogner
Flesherton

10
9
9
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4

1.6
1.4
1.4
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.6

Tiverton
Tobermory
Barrie
Berkley
Hamilton
Holland Center
Kitchener
Springmount
Teeswater
Uxbridge
Big Bay
Bradford
Cargill
Clarksburgh
East Linton
Gravenhurst
Kemptville

3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Origin
Kimberley
Kincardine
Listowel
Mar
Massie
Mississauga
Mooresburg
Neustadt
Niagara Falls
Northern Bruce
Peninsula
Oliphant
Peterborough
Priceville
Ready
Ripley
Rural
Sarnia
Shelburne
Sideroad 22
Stokes Bay
Sydenham Twp
Wasaga Beach
Windsor
Woodford
TOTAL

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

%
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

1

0.2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

623

100.0

#

The majority of trips are originating in the greater Owen Sound area which includes Grey
and Bruce Counties. This includes 46.5 percent (290 of 623) of the returned questionnaires
originating from the City of Owen Sound. The second highest origin area was the Town of
Wiarton in Bruce County with 5.1 percent (or 32 out of 623). This finding indicates that
almost half of the traffic on the major road network is localized traffic that originated in
Owen Sound.
4.5.1.2

Trip Destinations

A list of the destinations are provided in Table 4.12 and shown graphically in Exhibit 4.12.
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Table 4.12: OD Survey Destination Locations
Destinations
Owen Sound
Chatsworth
Unidentified
Wiarton
Meaford
Rockford
Big Bay
Collingwood
Leith
Annan
Brampton
Burlington
Flesherton
Kilsyth
Southampton
Berkeley
Durham

#
554
10
7
5
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

%
88.9
1.6
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2

Destinations
Echville
Fergus
Georgion Bluffs
Grey County
Kemble
North Bay
Oakville
Port Elgin
Renfrew
Sauble Beach
Springmount
Tara
Thornbury
Toronto
Walkerton
Waterloo
TOTAL

#
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
623

%
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
100.0

As shown in the above table, the majority of trips (88.9 percent) are destined to the City of
Owen Sound reinforcing the fact that Owen Sound is a major attractor of trips.
4.5.1.3

Trip Destinations within Owen Sound

As shown by the destination results, the City of Owen Sound was the main destination for the
majority of respondents in the survey. By analysing the destinations by individual station
location, it is apparent that there are three main areas within the city that draw the most trips:
the Downtown core; the 16th Street East commercial area; and the 8th Street East
institutional area. This is illustrated in Exhibit 4.13 through Exhibit 4.15 which shows the
percentage of trips and their approximate routing to their final destinations from the south,
north-northwest, and east-northeast.
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OD Summary rom the South
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Exhibit 4.14
OD Summary from West-Northwest
HDR | iTRANS
Project # 5454
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Exhibit 4.15
OD Summary from East-Northeast
HDR | iTRANS
Project # 5454

4.5.1.4

Trip Purpose

A question asked to the public as part of the mail back survey was what is the main purpose
of their trip. Answers included: Work; Shopping; Visiting; Vacation; and Other. The results
of this question are illustrated in Exhibit 4.16 below.
Multi-Purpose
15%

Work
30%

Other
13%

Vacation
2%
Visiting
9%

Shopping
31%

Work

Shopping

Visiting

Vacation

Other

Multi-Purpose

Exhibit 4.16: Trip Purpose Summary
As shown in the exhibit above, shopping and working were the most popular responses with
approximately 31 and 30 percent respectively. This finding suggests that Owen Sound is a
major attractor for both commerce and employment.
4.5.1.5

Trip Frequency

Another question asked was how frequent they made this trip. Choices on the mailback
survey included: daily; weekly; monthly; and first time. The results from the returned
questionnaires are illustrated in Exhibit 4.17.
Daily
22%

Not Identified
26%

First time
3%
Monthly
9%

Weekly
40%
Daily

Weekly

Monthly

First time

Not Identified

Exhibit 4.17: Trip Frequency Summary
As shown in the exhibit above, the majority of vehicle trips are weekly and daily trips. This
tends to indicate that the majority of drivers do this trip fairly frequently and are confident in
their knowledge of route selection and direction of travel through Owen Sound.
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4.5.1.6

Route Selection

Exhibit 4.18 illustrates the overall response of why respondents chose the route they took.
Safe
1%

Multi-reason
29%

Fast
9%

Convenient
31%

Other
3%

Scenic
2%

Only choice
24%

Safe

Fast

Convenient

Road condition
1%

Scenic

Road condition

Only choice

Other

Multi-reason

Exhibit 4.18: Route Selection Summary
Route convenience at 31% was the primary reason they chose a specific route. 29% of the
respondents chose “multiple-reason”, and 24% of the respondents chose “only choice”.
4.5.1.7

Vehicle Type

Exhibit 4.19 illustrates the vehicle type of the respondents.
Unidentified
1%
Large Truck
1%
Single Unit Truck
16%

Passenger Car
82%
Passenger Car

Single Unit Truck

Large Truck

Unidentified

Exhibit 4.19: Vehicle Type Summary
Passenger car was the primary mode of travel for respondents with approximately 82 percent
of all travel occupancy via automobile. Large trucks only represented 1% of the respondents.
4.5.2

O-D Survey Summary

Owen Sound is clearly a regional centre within the County of Grey where residents from
neighbouring communities in Grey and Bruce Counties choose to do their daily / weekly
activity. This is confirmed by the majority of daily/weekly trip frequency, trip purpose, and
vehicle type responses received from the survey.
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4.6

Existing Network Performance

4.6.1

Level-of-Service Considerations

The concept of level-of-service is a measure describing operational conditions of the
roadway perceived by the user. A common method of representing level-of-service has
traditionally been a qualitative letter grading system corresponding to six levels of service.
The letter designations are from "A" to "F", with "A" representing the best operating
conditions and "F" the worst. These levels are measured by quantifiable parameters that
describe operating quality, such as travel delay, average speed or reserve capacity.
Level-of-service at intersections is measured in terms of the amount of capacity is utilized
and conveyed as decimal value referred to as a volume-to-capacity ratio (v/c ratio). Level-foservice is also measured based on average vehicle delay at each intersection. The delay is
related to letter designations from LOS "A" (less than 25 seconds per intersection) to "F"
(greater than 80 seconds). Most jurisdictions in Ontario strive to maintain level-of-service
‘D’ for a typical commuter day.
Congested traffic conditions directly increase fuel consumption and vehicle emissions.
Level-of-service affects average vehicle speed and number of stops. There is a direct
interrelationship between vehicle speed and air quality. At least half of transportation based
pollution occurs as a result of the vehicle trip. Operations at a lower level-of-service,
example: level of service ‘E’ rather than ‘D’ would increase vehicle emissions on affected
facilities in the order of 25%.
Given the environmental and transportation objectives of the Town of Owen Sound as
defined in the strategic plan and Official Plan, current and future conditions were assessed
relative to a level-of-service ‘D’.
4.6.2

Data Sources

Land use data for this study were obtained from the City of Owen Sound Planning
Department. Traffic data were obtained from the Pyramid Traffic Inc., City of Owen Sound,
Grey County, and the Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO). The details of the data
sources are provided in Appendix F2.
An assessment of existing and future traffic conditions was undertaken as part of the
Transportation Master Plan. The initial step in the traffic assessment is to establish the
existing capacity and operating characteristics of the road network. The assessment of
existing conditions is used as a benchmark to compare with future conditions, as well as to
determine the extent of improvements that are required which affects the development and
selection of alternatives. The two measures of effectiveness used for the analysis include link
capacity (vehicles per lane/per hour) and intersection capacity (volume / capacity ratio). Both
are reported using a level of service indicator.
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4.6.3

2009 Road Network Capacity

For planning purposes, it is generally accepted that screenline volume to capacity (v/c) ratios
of 0.85 to 0.90 signify stop-and-go conditions, long intersection queuing and delays, and
indicate capacity deficiencies on one or more roadways included in a screenline. Exhibit
4.20 illustrates volume to capacity ratios calculated for the existing travel conditions during
the PM peak period for select screenlines situated around the City of Owen Sound.
The colour of each screenline shows the level of congestion and has been defined as follows:
 Green coloured arrows - indicate that roads crossing the screenline and the intersection
have spare capacity. Roads are operating at a v/c ratio of less than 0.75,
 Yellow coloured arrows - indicate that roads crossing the screenline are at capacity.
These roads are operating at a v/c ratio of 0.79 to 0.90 meaning the roads that comprise
the screenline experience some congestion; and,
 Red coloured arrows - indicate that roads crossing the screenline are over capacity and
severely congested. In such case a number of roads would operate at a v/c ratio of 0.90 or
more signalling severe capacity deficiency.
Screenlines capture traffic flows on east-west routes such as 10th Street, 9th Street, and 8th
Street across the Sydenham River, 10th Street West and Alpha Street in the west end, and
Superior Street, 8th Street East, 16th Street East, 20th Street East, and 26th Street East in the
east end. As shown in Exhibit 4.20 the east-west arterials in the west and east sides of the
city have sufficient residual capacity available. The east-west crossings of the Sydenham
River also have spare capacity available during the PM peak hour even though 10th Street is
congested in this section of the City which indicates that roadways such as 8th Street
East/West and 9th Street East/West have the residual capacity. The north-south screenlines
(Grey County Road 1 and 4th Avenue West in the Northwest, Grey County Road 15 and 9th
Avenue East in the north east, and Grey County Road 5 and 9th Avenue East in the south)
are showing that there is sufficient capacity available during the PM peak hour on all routes.
In summary, the screenline analysis for 2009 existing conditions shows that for the majority
of the transportation network there is sufficient capacity available. Additional capacity along
10th Street can be afforded if motorists are encouraged to utilize other east-west routes
parallel to 10th Street such as 9th Street and 8th Street.
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4.6.4

2009 Intersection Capacity

Exhibit 4.21 illustrates the level of service calculated for the existing traffic conditions
during the PM peak hour for select signalized and unsignalized intersections situated
throughout the study area.
The colour of each intersection shows the current level of service and has been defined as
follows:
 Green coloured circle – indicate that the intersection is operating with a level of service
‘A’ or ‘B’ and that intersection and individual turning movements have spare capacity,
 Yellow coloured circle – indicate that the intersection is operating with a level of service
‘C’ or ‘D’ and that the intersection and individual turning movements are experiencing
some congestion. Some individual turning movement may experience level of service ‘F’
with volume to capacity ratios greater than 0.90,
 Red coloured circle – indicate that the intersection is operating with a level of service ‘E’
or ‘F’ and that the intersection and/or individual turning movements are approaching or
over capacity signalling severe capacity deficiency. Some individual turning movements
may also experience level of service ‘F’ with volume to capacity ratios greater than 0.90.
As shown in Exhibit 4.21, the majority of key intersections (arterial to arterial or collector to
arterial) operate with an overall level of service ‘D’ or better during the PM peak hour. Some
signalized intersection along the arterial connecting links (i.e. the 10th Street corridor
downtown, 9th Avenue East, and 16th Street East) show that they operate with an overall
level of service in excess of ‘D’ indicating that the congestion on these links is caused by the
intersections.
4.6.5

Signal Warrant Analyses

As part of the scope of this study the City requested that a number of unsignalized
intersections be assessed to determine if traffic signals at these intersections would be
justified. Traffic signal justification analysis was based on the latest OTM Book 12 Ministry
of Transportation Ontario (OTM) methodology. The analysis was undertaken at the
following unsignalized intersections:
 3rd Avenue East at 15th Street East (St. Mary’s Hill)
 16th Avenue East at 20th Street East
 9th Avenue East at 20th Street East
 4th Avenue East at 8th Street East
 9th Avenue East at 15th Street East ‘A’
 6th Avenue East at 16th Street East
There are six justifications for traffic signals in the Book 12. The first four were applied,
which are based on turning movement counts.
Signals were not justified for any intersection under the first three justifications, which are
based on eight hour turning movement counts.
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The intersections of 3rd Avenue East at 15th Street East (St. Mary’s Hill) and 6th Avenue
East at 16th Street East warranted traffic signals based on the fourth justification, which is a
four hour turning movement count. The purpose of the four hour count justification is for
areas with commuter-dominated roadways, commercial areas, or manufacturing, office, or
industrial areas. The details of existing traffic signal warrant analyses are summarized in
Appendix F3.
4.6.6

Assess the Merit of Opposing North-South Left Turn
Lanes on 9th Avenue East and 6th Street East

As part of the scope of this study the City requested that the merit of installing opposing
north-south left turn land at the 9th Avenue East and 6th Street East intersection be assessed
(Exhibit 4.22). Based on site investigations, the 9th Avenue at 6th Street East intersections
lane configurations are as follows:
 On the north approach, there are two approach lanes with one shared southbound
through-right lane and one shared southbound through-left lane and two receiving lanes.
 On the south approach, there are three approach lanes with one exclusive northbound left
turn lane, one exclusive northbound through lane, one exclusive northbound right turn
lane and two receiving lanes.

Exhibit 4.22: Intersection of 9th Avenue East at 6th Street East from the South
The second northbound receiving lane could be repainted within the existing pavement
surface to accommodate a southbound exclusive left turn lane and would have the following
potential benefits:
 Increase southbound approach capacity.
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Improve safety

As there is only one northbound through approach lane and two receiving lanes, the
exclusive southbound left turn lane will not impact the northbound through movement
capacity. However, consideration to eastbound left turning vehicles from 6th Street East
would have to be taken into account through signing or pavement markings as well, so that
vehicles accustomed to making this manoeuvre are directed to the northbound receiving lane
and not the southbound left turn lane.
Having the northbound and southbound opposing left turn lanes will improve left turn traffic
sight lines and also reduce left turn traverse distance which result in the risk for left turn
collisions being reduced.
The traffic operations for the weekday PM peak hour for the intersection of 9th Avenue East
at 6th Street East under existing conditions and with the southbound left turn lane being
implemented are summarized in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13: 9th Avenue East at 6th Street East Operations Comparison
Intersection & Movement

Weekday PM Peak Hour
(Existing)
LOS

th

v/c

Weekday PM Peak Hour
(With Southbound Left
Turn Lane)
LOS
v/c

th

9 Avenue East at 6 Street East
Overall
Eastbound left and through
Eastbound right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through
Northbound right
Southbound left, through, and right
Southbound left
Southbound through, and right

C
E
C
C
A
A
A
B
---

0.65
0.29
0.25
0.20
0.19
0.02
0.35
---

C
E
C
C
A
A
A
-B
B

0.65
0.29
0.25
0.20
0.19
0.02
-0.06
0.31

There is no change in the overall intersection operations during the weekday PM peak hour
with the addition of the exclusive southbound left turn lane. The exclusive southbound left
turn lane results in a small decrease in the volume to capacity ratio for the shared southbound
through-right turn lane. There are no changes to the eastbound, westbound, or northbound
turning movement level of service and volume to capacity ratios. Further improvements to
intersection operations could be achieved by optimizing the signal timing plans for this
intersection (which is outlined in Section 4.6.2 of this report).
Based on the Synchro analysis, the existing southbound queue is reported at 32.4m for the
50th percentile queue reach and 61.0m for the 95th percentile queue reach. With the addition
of an exclusive southbound left turn lane, the southbound left turn will have a 50th percentile
queue reach of 10.6m and a 95th percentile queue reach of 28.0m. The southbound through~ 47 ~

right lanes will have a 50th percentile queue reach of 3.4m and a 95th percentile queue reach
of 37.6m.
The addition of an exclusive southbound left turn lane would not adversely effect the overall
intersection operations of 9th Avenue East and 6th Street East. Given the operational benefits
it is recommended that an exclusive southbound left turn lane with a storage length of 30m
be provided.
4.6.7

Assess the Merit of Converting the Northbound Through Right Lane to Exclusive Right Turn Lane on 9th Avenue
East at 8th Street East

As part of the scope of this study the City requested that the merit of converting the
northbound through / right turn lane to an exclusive right turn lane on 9th Avenue East at 8th
Street East be assessed. Based on site investigations, the intersection of 9th Avenue East at
8th Street East lane configurations are as follows:
 On the north approach, there are three approach lanes with one exclusive southbound left
turn lane, one exclusive southbound through lane, one shared southbound through-right
lane and two receiving lanes.
 On the south approach, there are three approach lanes with one exclusive northbound left
turn lane, one exclusive northbound through lane, one shared northbound through-right
lane and two receiving lanes.
The merit of modifying the northbound curb lane from a shared through-right lane to an
exclusive northbound right turn lane depends on the northbound approach traffic volumes. If
the northbound traffic volumes are high – especially the northbound right turn traffic
volumes – then the exclusive right turn lane is beneficial. Otherwise, the exclusive right turn
lane is not required. Exhibit 4.23 shows the existing northbound lanes at the intersection.
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Exhibit 4.23: Intersection of 9th Avenue East at 8th Street East from the South
Based on the turning movement counts collected at the intersection of 9th Avenue East at 8th
Street East during the weekday AM, mid-day, and PM peak periods, the intersection has been
assessed with the existing lane configuration, as summarized in Table 4.14, and with the
proposed northbound left turn lane, as summarized in Table 4.15.
Table 4.14: 9th Avenue East at 8th Street East Operations
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

9th Avenue East at 8th Street East
Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

D
B
E
D
C
B
C
C
B
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0.15
0.95
0.77
0.65
0.08
0.68
0.69
0.25

C
C
D
E
D
B
B
A
B

0.21
0.78
0.90
0.65
0.08
0.38
0.25
0.23

D
C
D
F
D
B
C
B
B

0.35
0.67
1.02
0.83
0.08
0.50
0.30
0.31

Table 4.15: 9th Avenue East at 8th Street East Operations with Northbound Right Turn
Lane
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

9th Avenue East at 8th Street East
Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through
Northbound right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

C
B
E
D
C
B
D
A
B
B

0.15
0.95
0.77
0.65
0.08
0.74
0.50
0.59
0.25

C
C
D
E
D
B
C
A
A
B

0.21
0.78
0.90
0.65
0.08
0.43
0.31
0.22
0.23

D
C
D
F
D
B
C
A
B
B

0.35
0.67
1.02
0.83
0.08
0.61
0.32
0.28
0.31

With the inclusion of an exclusive northbound right turn lane, the overall intersection
operations will improve to a level of service ‘C’ from a level of service ‘D’ during the
weekday AM peak hour. There are no changes to the overall intersection operations during
the weekday mid-peak and PM peak hours. The re-designation of the northbound curb side
lane from a shared through-right movement to an exclusive right turn movement will reduce
the northbound through capacity resulting in a higher volume to capacity ratio for the
northbound through movement during all weekday peak periods. The southbound left turn
movement results show a lower volume to capacity ratio for all peak periods as well.
Volumes to capacity ratios at all remaining turning movements are unchanged.
It is recommended that a northbound right turn lane be provided as it will enhance the overall
intersection operation. Optimizing the signal timing plans for this intersection will further
improve operations and is reported in more detail in Section 4.7.2.

4.7

Signal Timing and Level of Service Issues

In the spirit of creating a sustainable transportation master plan an analyses of three key
arterial road sections were assessed in detail to determine if greater efficiencies could be
achieved making use of the existing infrastructure. The goal of this section is to review the
signal timing and level of service at intersections along three main corridors in the City of
Owen Sound. The intent of the review is to identify a number of improvements to the signal
timing plans at each signalized intersection along each of the respective corridors to optimize
the signal timing plans and facilitate the movement of through traffic by reducing the overall
delay to motorists. The three corridors are: 10th Street between 3rd Avenue West and 4th
Avenue East, 9th Avenue East between 6th Street East and 16th Street East, and 16th Street
East from 9th Avenue East to 18th Street East. These three corridors in effect constitute the
prime corridor for localized and through traffic in the City of Owen Sound.
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4.7.1

10th Street Corridor

The existing signal timing plans along the 10th Street corridor have a cycle length of 120
seconds and are coordinated. The Synchro analyses show that during the PM peak hour, there
are no through bands, and during the AM peak hour, only the eastbound traffic has a through
band of 37 seconds. The existing traffic operations on the 10th Street Corridor using the
current signal timing plans are summarized in Table 4.16.
Table 4.16: 10th Street Corridor Existing Signal Timing Operations
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

10th Street West at 3rd Avenue West
Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left, through, and right
Southbound left, through, and right
10th Street West at 2nd Avenue West

B
A
A
E
D

0.34
0.23
0.57
0.48

A
A
A
E
D

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
10th Street West at 1st Avenue West

C
C
B
C
D
C
E

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left and through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through
Northbound right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
10th Street West at 2nd Avenue East

C
A
B
A
D
E
B
F
C

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through
Southbound right
10th Street West at 3rd Avenue East

C
B
D
D
E
D
D
B
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0.31
0.31
0.50
0.26

B
A
A
E
D

0.34
0.37
0.63
0.29

0.38
0.30
0.24
0.32
0.38
0.78

B
A
A
D
D
D
E

0.38
0.42
0.43
0.60
0.39
0.73

C
A
A
D
E
D
E

0.34
0.50
0.57
0.78
0.58
0.72

0.37
0.23
0.21
0.11
0.46
0.16
1.01
0.21

B
A
A
A
D
E
C
F
C

0.34
0.31
0.33
0.15
0.57
0.24
0.92
0.15

B
A
B
A
D
E
C
E
C

0.33
0.38
0.49
0.13
0.65
0.20
0.83
0.17

0.50
0.71
0.24
0.66
0.11
0.21
0.43

D
C
D
E
E
D
D
B

0.48
0.77
0.48
0.70
0.14
0.50
0.51

D
B
E
D
E
D
D
B

0.55
0.80
0.39
0.71
0.29
0.45
0.67

Intersection & Movement

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
10th Street West at 4th Avenue East
Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS
B
A
0.38
A
0.19
D
0.20
D
0.51
E
0.64
B
0.29
A
A
A
D
D
D
D

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
B
A
0.42
B
0.26
C
0.35
D
0.52
E
0.71
B
0.30
A
C
D
B
B
A
B

0.23
0.19
0.07
0.39
0.09
0.32

0.26
0.20
0.06
0.56
0.19
0.34

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
C
B
0.44
B
0.31
C
0.32
D
0.57
E
0.73
B
0.33
B
A
A
D
D
E
D

0.28
0.26
0.07
0.65
0.33
0.46

To improve traffic operations, a set of updated traffic signal timing plans were created. The
updated signal timing plans have a cycle length of 80 seconds for all peak periods and are
coordinated. The updated signal timing details are provided in Appendix F4.
The existing 10th Street corridor operations with the proposed updated signal timing plans are
summarized in Table 4.17. It is evident comparing Table 4.16 and Table 4.17 that the
operations for all intersections are improved.
Table 4.17: 10th Street Corridor Updated Signal Timing Operations
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

Weekday Mid-day
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

10th Street West at 3rd Avenue West
Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left, through, and right
Southbound left, through, and right
10th Street West at 2nd Avenue West

A
A
A
D
C

0.35
0.24
0.45
0.39

A
A
A
C
C

0.34
0.34
0.37
0.20

A
A
A
D
C

0.35
0.39
0.51
0.24

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
10th Street West at 1st Avenue West

B
B
A
B
C
B
D

0.44
0.35
0.18
0.31
0.38
0.71

B
A
A
C
C
C
D

0.44
0.48
0.33
0.51
0.33
0.62

B
A
A
C
D
C
D

0.41
0.60
0.44
0.69
0.44
0.64
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Intersection & Movement

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left and through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through
Northbound right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
10th Street West at 2nd Avenue East

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS
B
A
0.43
A
0.27
A
0.23
C
0.08
D
0.34
B
0.12
D
0.84
B
0.16

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through
Southbound right
th
rd
10 Street West at 3 Avenue East

C
B
C
C
D
C
C
A

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
10th Street West at 4th Avenue East
Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

4.7.2

Weekday Mid-day
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
B
A
0.39
A
0.36
A
0.35
C
0.11
D
0.44
B
0.18
D
0.76
B
0.13

0.61
0.63
0.20
0.54
0.07
0.18
0.38

C
B
C
C
C
C
C
A

A
A
A
C
C
D
A

0.44
0.22
0.16
0.42
0.52
0.25

B
A
A
C
C
D
A

A
A
A
C
C
C
C

0.2425
0.21
0.05
0.28
0.06
0.23

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
B
A
0.39
A
0.45
A
0.50
C
0.10
D
0.53
B
0.16
C
0.62
B
0.14

0.58
0.75
0.34
0.58
0.09
0.43
0.46

C
C
D
C
C
C
C
A

0.64
0.85
0.30
0.59
0.18
0.39
0.63

0.46
0.29
0.35
0.52
0.60
0.26

B
A
A
B
C
D
A

0.49
0.34
0.30
0.56
0.62
0.29

A

A
A

A
C
C
C
C

0.27
0.21
0.05
0.42
0.14
0.26

A
A
C
B
C
C

0.31
0.29
0.06
0.50
0.22
0.37

9th Avenue Corridor

The existing signal timing plans on the 9th Avenue corridor have a cycle length of 100
seconds and are coordinated. The Synchro analyses show that there are almost no through
bands during the peak periods. The existing traffic operations on 9th Avenue corridor under
the existing signal timing plans are summarized in Table 4.18.
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Table 4.18: 9th Avenue Corridor Existing Signal Timing Operations
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

9th Avenue East at 6th Street East
Overall
Eastbound left and through
Eastbound right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through
Northbound right
Southbound left, through, and right
9th Avenue East at 8th Street East

B
D
B
C
A
A
A
B

0.56
0.34
0.33
0.16
0.19
0.03
0.26

B
D
A
C
A
A
A
B

0.57
0.34
0.24
0.20
0.13
0.02
0.28

B
D
A
C
A
A
A
B

0.65
0.29
0.25
0.20
0.19
0.02
0.35

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
9th Avenue East at 10th Street East

D
B
E
D
C
B
C
C
C

0.16
0.95
0.77
0.66
0.08
0.68
0.69
0.25

C
C
D
E
D
B
B
A
B

0.21
0.78
0.90
0.65
0.08
0.38
0.26
0.23

D
C
D
F
D
B
C
A
B

0.35
0.67
1.02
0.83
0.08
0.50
0.30
0.31

Overall
Eastbound left and through
Eastbound right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left, through, and right
Southbound left and through
Southbound right
9th Avenue East at 16th Street East

C
D
A
C
C
C
A

0.91
0.17
0.46
0.42
0.25
0.21

C
E
A
B
C
B
A

0.98
0.11
0.22
0.36
0.20
0.24

D
F
A
B
C
C
A

1.13
0.13
0.26
0.43
0.25
0.28

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

C
C
D
C
C
A
B
A
B
B

0.05
0.69
0.58
0.27
0.04
0.03
0.29
0.05
0.21

C
C
D
C
B
A
C
A
C
C

0.05
0.76
0.79
0.39
0.03
0.03
0.45
0.15
0.20

C
C
D
C
B
A
B
A
C
C

0.06
0.74
0.78
0.42
0.06
0.05
0.43
0.11
0.27

To improve existing conditions, a set of updated traffic signal timing plans were created. The
updated AM peak hour signal timing plans have a cycle length of 80 seconds. During the PM
peak hour, the first three intersections have a cycle length of 90 seconds and are coordinated,
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whereas, the last intersection has a cycle length of 80 seconds. During the mid-day peak
hour, only the second and third intersections are coordinated and have a cycle length of 80
seconds, whereas, the first intersection has a cycle length of 60 seconds and the last
intersection has a cycle length of 80 seconds. The updated signal timing plan details are
provided in Appendix F4.
The 9th Avenue corridor operations with improvements are summarized in Table 4.19. It is
evident comparing Table 4.18 and Table 4.19 that the operations for all intersections are
improved with the recommended signal timing plans.
Table 4.19: 9th Avenue Corridor Updated Signal Timing Operations
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

9th Avenue East at 6th Street East
Overall
Eastbound left and through
Eastbound right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left
Northbound through
Northbound right
Southbound left, through, and right
9th Avenue East at 8th Street East

A
D
A
B
A
A
A
A

0.43
0.31
0.29
0.16
0.19
0.03
0.26

B
B
A
B
A
A
A
B

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
9th Avenue East at 10th Street East

C
B
D
C
C
C
C
C
B

0.15
0.89
0.71
0.61
0.11
0.79
0.68
0.27

Overall
Eastbound left and through
Eastbound right
Westbound left, through, and right
Northbound left, through, and right
Southbound left and through
Southbound right
th
th
9 Avenue East at 16 Street East

B
C
A
B
B
C
A

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left

B
C
D
C
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0.23
0.16
0.09
0.25
0.17
0.02
0.39

B
D
A
C
A
A
A
A

0.61
0.29
0.24
0.21
0.20
0.02
0.36

C
B
D
C
C
C
B
B
B

0.17
0.76
0.66
0.53
0.11
0.47
0.39
0.29

C
B
D
C
C
C
B
B
B

0.29
0.78
0.76
0.67
0.10
0.54
0.45
0.36

0.82
0.17
0.37
0.50
0.30
0.21

B
C
A
A
C
C
A

0.85
0.11
0.18
0.47
0.27
0.24

C
C
A
A
C
C
A

0.89
0.13
0.17
0.65
0.39
0.28

0.06
0.64
0.60

B
B
C
B

0.04
0.59
0.64

B
B
C
B

0.04
0.52
0.65

Intersection & Movement

Westbound through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

4.7.3

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS
C
0.35
A
0.05
B
0.03
A
0.28
B
0.04
B
0.21

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
A
0.36
A
0.03
B
0.06
A
0.59
C
0.23
B
0.33

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
B
0.41
A
0.06
B
0.08
A
0.57
C
0.19
C
0.43

16th Street Corridor

The existing signal timing plans on the 16th Street corridor have a cycle length of 100
seconds and are coordinated. The Synchro analyses shows that only the eastbound direction
has a through band of 7 seconds, 10 seconds, and 5 seconds during AM, Mid-day, and PM
peak hours respectively. There are no through bands for traffic in the westbound direction
during any of the peak periods. The existing traffic operations on the 16th Street corridor
under the existing signal timing plans are summarized in Table 4.20.
.
Table 4.20: 16th Street Corridor Existing Signal Timing Operations
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

16th Street East at 9th Avenue East
Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
16th Street East at Zehrs Driveway

B
A
B
A
B
B
D
B
D
D

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
16th Street East at Heritage Place Driveway

B
A
A
B
B
D
B
D
C
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0.01
0.21
0.28
0.14
0.02
0.12
0.66
0.26
0.69

B
D
B
B
B
B
D
B
D
D

0.01
0.19
0.04
0.16
0.08
0.23
0.31
0.09

C
A
B
B
C
C
B
D
B

0.10
0.33
0.51
0.27
0.02
0.10
0.73
0.43
0.54

C
D
B
B
B
B
D
B
D
D

0.11
0.28
0.52
0.29
0.04
0.17
0.72
0.36
0.68

0.07
0.33
0.12
0.34
0.10
0.21
0.56
0.28

C
A
B
C
C
C
B
D
C

0.07
0.30
0.13
0.40
0.12
0.18
0.51
0.34

Intersection & Movement

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left and through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
16th Street East at 16th Avenue East

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS
C
A
0.23
E
0.69
C
0.06
D
0.02
A
0.00
D
0.09
A
0.03

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
16th Street East at 18th Avenue East

C
B
B
A
B
D
C
C
C

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

C
D
C
D
D
A
A
A
A

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
C
B
0.58
E
0.84
B
0.10
C
0.31
A
0.19
D
0.46
B
0.64

0.06
0.16
0.06
0.14
0.45
0.26
0.13
0.54

C
B
B
A
B
D
C
C
C

0.16
0.56
0.10
0.57
0.09
0.00
0.01
0.02

B
C
B
D
D
A
A
B
A

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
D
B
0.52
F
1.06
C
0.06
C
0.14
B
0.08
D
0.51
B
0.58

0.07
0.26
0.10
0.20
0.60
0.46
0.25
0.54

C
B
B
A
B
D
C
C
C

0.09
0.27
0.08
0.24
0.71
0.31
0.13
0.57

0.19
0.71
0.16
0.46
0.33
0.02
0.01
0.03

C
C
C
D
D
A
A
B
A

0.10
0.72
0.12
0.48
0.28
0.02
0.03
0.06

A set of updated traffic signal timing plans were created to improve operations. The updated
signal timing plans have a cycle length of 90 seconds for all peak periods and are
coordinated. The updated signal timing details are provided in Appendix F4.
The existing 16h Street corridor operations with the proposed modifications to the signal
timing plans are summarized in Table 4.21. It is evident comparing Table 4.20 and Table
4.21 that the operations for all intersections are improved.
Table 4.21: 16th Street Corridor Updated Signal Timing Operations
Intersection & Movement

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS

16th Street East at 9th Avenue East
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Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c

Intersection & Movement

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
16th Street East at Zehrs Driveway

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS
B
D
0.09
B
0.21
A
0.27
A
0.15
A
0.02
C
0.10
B
0.63
D
0.23
D
0.64

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
B
B
0.03
C
0.40
A
0.48
A
0.27
A
0.02
C
0.09
B
0.71
D
0.39
D
0.49

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
B
A
0.02
B
0.29
A
0.50
A
0.30
A
0.04
C
0.15
B
0.69
D
0.32
D
0.64

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
16th Street East at Heritage Place Driveway

A
A
A
A
A
C
B
D
C

0.01
0.18
0.04
0.16
0.06
0.19
0.22
0.07

A
A
A
A
A
C
B
D
B

0.07
0.34
0.13
0.34
0.10
0.20
0.50
0.25

A
A
A
A
A
C
B
D
B

0.07
0.30
0.14
0.39
0.10
0.19
0.43
0.30

Overall
Eastbound left, through, and right
Westbound left and through
Westbound right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right
16th Street East at 16th Avenue East

B
A
C
A
C
A
D
A

0.25
0.67
0.06
0.02
0.00
0.06
0.03

C
B
C
A
C
A
D
B

0.60
0.84
0.10
0.38
0.19
0.37
0.59

C
B
D
A
C
B
D
B

0.58
0.89
0.05
0.16
0.09
0.44
0.54

Overall
Eastbound left
Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

B
A
A
A
A
C
C
C
C

0.07
0.18
0.07
0.15
0.40
0.23
0.11
0.44

B
A
A
A
A
C
C
C
C

0.08
0.29
0.11
0.22
0.48
0.32
0.27
0.45

B
A
A
A
A
C
B
C
C

0.09
0.30
0.09
0.26
0.54
0.23
0.12
0.44

0.03

B
A

0.05

B
A

0.02

16th Street East at 18th Avenue East
Overall
Eastbound left

A
A
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Intersection & Movement

Eastbound through and right
Westbound left
Westbound through and right
Northbound left
Northbound through and right
Southbound left
Southbound through and right

4.8

Weekday AM
Peak Hour
v/c
LOS
A
0.13
A
0.02
A
0.11
C
0.31
C
0.01
D
0.05
B
0.09

Weekday Midday Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
A
0.27
B
0.02
B
0.11
C
0.71
B
0.04
D
0.07
C
0.15

Weekday PM
Peak Hour
LOS
v/c
A
0.25
B
0.02
B
0.12
C
0.55
B
0.04
D
0.18
B
0.26

Conversion of 1st Avenue West to One-way
Southbound

This section outlines the impacts of converting 1st Avenue West to one-way southbound
from one-way northbound. Presently, 1st Avenue West is one-way northbound between 8th
Street West and 9th Street West. There have been discussions by the Operations Committee
to convert 1st Avenue West to one-way southbound to allow for bus service, drop-offs, and
pick-ups in front of the key attractions on 1st Avenue West (such as the library, art gallery,
and churches), instead of on the opposite side of the street were patrons then have to cross 1st
Avenue West. There have also been discussions to convert 1st Avenue East from two-way to
one-way northbound between 8th Avenue and 9th Avenue to provide a one-way pair.
4.8.1

Only Convert 1st Avenue West to One-Way Southbound

Transit
The existing transit service on 1st Avenue West is the ‘Brooke’ route which services the
northwest part of the city. It currently travels northbound on 1st Avenue West from 8th Street
West. If 1st Avenue West is converted to southbound, the bus service would have to loop
around using 2nd Avenue West, 9th Street West, and then 1st Avenue West southbound, then
proceed back north using 2nd Avenue West again. Additional travel distance and potential
delays at the 2nd Avenue West signal and 8th Street West / 1st Avenue West stop sign will
impact service and potentially increase operating costs. Another alternative would be to
modify the route and use 2nd Avenue West instead of 1st Avenue West. A bus stop would
need to be provided on 8th Street West at 2nd Avenue West immediately south of the library.
Either option results in a route change for the existing transit service resulting in changes to
travel times and route schedules.
Intersection Operations
Turning movement counts were collected at signalized intersections around the area of 1st
Avenue West (2nd Avenue West at 8th Street and 9th Street West, 2nd Avenue East at 8th
Street and 9th Street East, 10th Street at 2nd and 1st Avenues) only. Turning movement
counts on 1st Avenue West at 8th Street West and 1st Avenue West at 9th Street West were
estimated based on the existing turning movement counts.
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Under existing conditions, the intersection of 8th Street West and 1st Avenue West, the
southbound shared left-right turns would operate with a level of service ‘C’ and a volume to
capacity ratio of 0.29. This is based on an estimated 130 southbound trips during the existing
weekday PM peak hour. If the volumes were to increase by 1.7 times to approximately 220
vehicles, then the intersection would reach its capacity (level of service ‘F’ with a volume to
capacity ratio greater than 0.90). Due to the intersection proximity to the existing signalized
intersection of 8th Street West ant 2nd Avenue West, installing traffic signals or an all-way
stop at this intersection is not recommended.
The intersection of 2nd Avenue West and 8th Street West is approximately 30m from 1st
Avenue West. Based on the existing analysis, the 50th and 95th percentile queue reach for
the westbound movement on 8th Street West is 36m and 69m respectively. This indicates
that southbound motorists on 1st Avenue West attempting to make left or right turns would
only be able to do so less than 50% of the time during peak hours without being blocked.
This would result in traffic congestion on three sides of the library and art gallery (1st
Avenue West, 8th Street, and 2nd Avenue West).
The intersection of 1st Avenue West and 9th Street West is currently an all way stop
controlled intersection with prohibited eastbound right turns, westbound left turns, and
southbound through movement. If 1st Avenue West is converted to one-way southbound
from 9th Street West, then it removes the northbound stop control movement, but the
westbound left turn, eastbound right turn, and southbound through movement would need to
be included. As this intersection is already all-way stop controlled, then this should not
impact overall intersection operations.
Sight Distance
As indicated in the previous section, the distance on 8th Street West between 2nd Avenue
West and 1st Avenue West is approximately 30m. Based on the TAC Geometric Design
Guide for Canadian Roads, the minimum stopping sight distance is 45m for a design speed
of 40km/h. Traffic attempting to make a southbound left turn at the 2nd Avenue West and
8th Street may not have sufficient stopping sight distance with the 1st Avenue West at 8th
Street West southbound left turn traffic.
Parking
The current parking is located on the east side of 1st Avenue West. It is angled based on the
northbound direction of travel on 1st Avenue West. By converting 1st Avenue West to
southbound only, it is expected that the parking will be maintained on the east side of 1st
Avenue West and that by converting the angle of parking, the number of spaces should be
equal to what currently exists.
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Pros
 Maintain parking supply
 Intersection of 1st Avenue West and 9th Street
West is converted to three-way stop from fourway stop – improved operations.
 Drop-offs / pick-ups located in front of
attractions

Cons
 Motoring public is conditioned to the current
northbound direction
 Congestion surrounding the library (1st Avenue,
8th Street, and 2nd Avenue) – vehicle queues on
8th Street West block 1St Avenue West more than
50% of the time.
 Proximity of 8th Street and 1st Avenue
intersection to 8th Street and 2nd Avenue
intersection
 Cost to restripe parking
 Cost to relocate bus stop
 Rerouting of bus service may increase annual
operating costs

Summary
It is recommended that 1st Avenue West remain one-way northbound due to the close
proximity of the intersections of 1st Avenue West at 8th Street West, and 2nd Avenue West
and 8th Street West, and the potential for congested conditions if 1st Avenue West was
converted to one-way southbound only.
4.8.2

Convert 1st Avenue West to One-way Southbound and 1st
Avenue East to One-Way Northbound

The same issues related to the option of reversing 1st Avenue West to one-way southbound
can be cited for the potential conversion of 1st Avenue East to one-way northbound. These
include the available sight distance between the intersections of 9th Street East at 1st Avenue
East and 9th Street East and 2nd Avenue East, and the queue reach impact from the
intersection of 9th Street West and 1st Avenue West. Additional disadvantages include:
 The parking spaces on west side of 1st Avenue east are currently oriented to provide
ingress for southbound traffic. Restriping of the parking on the west side of 1st Avenue
East to orient the stalls for northbound traffic would be required and may result in fewer
parking spaces.
 The one-way southbound traffic on 1st Avenue East between 10th Street and 9th Street
will impact the continuity for through traffic with the south leg and therefore traffic
would have to make a left or right turn to select other routes.
 The existing right-of-way constraints limit sight distances at this intersection.
Summary
Converting 1st Avenue East between 8th Street and 9th Street to one-way is not
recommended.
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4.9

Community Traffic Issues

Traffic infiltration is a growing concern among residents in Owen Sound. Traffic infiltration
occurs primarily when delays on the arterial network are perceived by motorists as excessive
due to congestion, or by poor road design that may limit access for larger vehicles. As part of
the TMP the City requested that community traffic and safety issues on roadways such as
Alpha Street, Moores Hill, and 15th Street A/B be addressed through the development of
traffic calming policies and the assessment of the potential of installing traffic calming
measures.
4.9.1

Alpha Street

Alpha Street is classified as an arterial road within the City of Owen Sound. Alpha Street
extends from 9th Avenue West to 14th Street West. It is a two-lane roadway with a posted
speed limit of 50km/h. There are several residential driveways with direct access to the street.
Four major collector roads intersect Alpha Street at skewed angles that can cause difficulties
for vehicles turning to / from Alpha Street. From 14th Street West to 6th Avenue West, the
sidewalks are located at the back of the curb which is a potential safety issues for pedestrians
as they are close to the traveled roadway. There is also no sidewalk on the west side of Alpha
Street between 6th Avenue West and 7th Avenue ‘A’ West, and 8th Avenue West and 11th
Street West. Residents perceive a significant amount of truck traffic using Alpha Street
especially when the grain elevators are operational. Concerns have been expressed by
residents about vehicle speeds and truck traffic. Suggested improvements from residents
include the placement of a stop sign at the top of the hill, installing school or playground
warning signs, and greater enforcement.
Based on the evaluation of alternatives for Alpha Street, the recommended alternative would
be the placement of Speed Cushions based on the anticipated speed reduction. However, due
to the cost to install the speed cushions and the potential negative response they might
receive from the local residents and city services (emergency and winter maintenance), the
following is our recommended traffic calming measures for Alpha Street:
 Improve posted speed signage (larger signs) and install warning signs (traffic calmed
neighbourhood signs).
 Consider transverse lane markings on downhill lane (northbound).
 Install a railing between the travelled portion of the roadway and sidewalk on both sides
of Alpha Street along the hill portion of the road between 6th Avenue West and 7th
Avenue ‘A’ West as a buffer for pedestrians.
 Monitor situation and if conditions do not improve, then consider installing speed
cushions.
4.9.2

Moores Hill

Moores Hill is perceived by some residents to have significant safety issues due to the
existing grade and road configuration. Other residents have reported that there are no
significant safety related issues and that nothing needs to be done. The main concerns on this
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roadway are traffic speeds, left turns from 2nd Avenue West up the hill, vehicles travelling
straight through on 2nd Avenue West and disregarding the yield sign, and vehicles
attempting a right turn onto 2nd Avenue West as it is not possible to do so without
encroaching into the opposing traffic lane.
Based on the evaluation of alternatives for Moores Hill, the recommended alternative would
be to reassess the location of the stop bar at the top of the hill for southbound motorists on
4th Avenue West to improve sight lines down the hill, and also install 40 km/h speed limit
signs on Moores Hill.




Post Maximum Speed limit signs (40 km/h) and warning signs (Traffic Calmed
Neighbourhood signs).
Reassess the location of the stop bar at the top of the hill for southbound motorists on 4th
Avenue West to improve sight lines.
Monitor situation and if conditions do not improve, then revisit traffic calming policy and
reconsider other traffic calming measures.

4.9.3

15th Street East ‘B’

15th Street East ‘B” is a west to east local road from 15th Street East ‘A’ to 12th Avenue
East with a posted speed limit of 40km/h. 15th Street East ‘B’ consists mainly of low rise
semi-detached residential units with no sidewalk on either side of the road. There is a
perceived issue of 15th Street East ‘B’ being used as a short–cut by vehicles and trucks
weaving through the subdivision using 10th Avenue East and 12th Avenue East to by-pass
the intersections of 10th Street East at 9th Avenue East and 9th Avenue East and 16th Street
East.
Based on the evaluation of alternatives for 15th Street East ‘B’, the recommended alternative
would be:




Install a sidewalk on one-side of the road as a minimum.
Monitor traffic in the subdivision subsequent to the extension of 10th Street East to 16th
Avenue East (planned for completion in 2011) should eliminate the perceived shortcutting.
If conditions do not improve, then consider installing speed cushions.

The detailed results of the Community Traffic Issues findings are attached in Appendix G.
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4.10

Review of Street Name Signs

The street name sign system in the City of Owen Sound was reviewed based on a site
investigation undertaken in September 2009. The intent of the review is to enhance the
overall safety for motorists and the improve way finding throughout the City. The aging
population in Owen Sound is also a factor in considering improvements to street name signs.
Generally, the street name sign system in the City of Owen Sound has the following
deficiencies:





No advanced street name signs were provided for key arterials and collector roads,
Street name signs located on the left side of road are not visible to approaching traffic,
No overhead and oversized street name signs are provided at signalized intersections
were traffic signal arms allow for this type of sign; and,
Two street name signs share one pole and are not visible due to size and location of poles.

In addition, there are opportunities for the City of Owen Sound to integrate Corporate
Branding into the street sign design.
The objectives of the street name signs are to:
 Establish a clearly legible message hierarchy for Street Names, Street Numbers, Districts,
and Downtown.
 Coordinate design with overall streetscape improvements.
 Raise the quality of standards of street sign design, construction and attachment method.
 Provide basis for future system expansion.
The challenges for the City to meet the objectives of the street name signs include:
 Accommodate wide range of message lengths.
 Legibility for older drivers (fastest growing demographic).
 Integrate branding (i.e. Downtown, Avenue – Street, West – East, North-South, West Hill
– East Hill, Harbour, etc).
 Fasten securely to a myriad of lamp pole and post conditions.
 Eliminate parts that are prone to rust, discolouration and fading.
The following recommendations are proposed:
 Proceed with a consistent sign form that is appropriate throughout Owen Sound.
 Create a clear message hierarchy that emphasizes Street Name legibility.
 Consistently present street names in reflective white lettering on darker backgrounds for
maximum legibility.
 Place advanced street name signs for key arterial and collector roads.
 Remove clutter around from street name signs (i.e. tree foliage, other signs).
 Provide larger, overhead street name signs on signal arms at signalized intersections.
 Provide each street name sign for all approaches at far (near) right corner of intersections.
The overall recommendation is to proceed with a City wide sign review to inventory all street
name signs, and to develop an overall street name sign strategy that best represents Owen
Sound by using public and stakeholder input.
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5.

FUTURE CONDITIONS

5.1

TRANSPORTATION MODEL

An assessment of future traffic conditions was undertaken as part of the Transportation
Master Plan. The initial step in the traffic assessment was to establish the existing capacity
and operating characteristics of the road network. The future assessment is to identify mid to
long term transportation infrastructure deficiencies. A number of potential improvements
would then be developed to maintain or enhance the mobility for residents of the City of
Owen Sound. A number of improvement alternatives would then be developed to assess the
effectiveness of addressing the specific problems or opportunities. The two measures of
effectiveness used for the analysis of future conditions include link capacity (vehicles per
lane/per hour) and intersection capacity (volume / capacity ratio). Both are reported using a
level of service indicator.
5.1.1

Model Development

A transportation model for the PM peak hour was developed using Microsoft Excel and
Synchro7 software which models intersection and mid-link capacities. The model includes
existing, 5 year, 10 year, and 20 year horizon years. As stipulated in the Terms of Reference
the future horizon years that were assessed include 2011, 2016, and 2026 respectively.
Traffic volumes for the base model where obtained from a series of traffic counts at several
key locations (arterial to arterial, and arterial to collector road intersections) undertaken in
September / October 2009. The future horizon years include the estimated increase in
regional background traffic growth combined with traffic volumes generated from future
planned and/or proposed developments within and around Owen Sound.
In the model, the traffic generated by the smaller future development areas was assumed
covered by the general background growth since the trips generated by the smaller
development areas are relatively low based on population and employment forecasts. Larger
development areas that are anticipated to generate a higher number of trips in the future were
considered separately and specific trip generation rates were applied based on the primary
land use proposed in these larger development areas.
For the background traffic growth, a one percent (1%) annual growth rate was assumed for
the major arterial roads while a half percent (0.5%) annual growth rate was assumed for the
area major and minor collector roads. The traffic growth rates are based on historic traffic
growth rates throughout the City of Owen Sound along with forecasted population and
employment numbers.
The planned and proposed development land uses, sizes, and locations were determined from
the Owen Sound Official Plan, March 2006. Based on the information obtained from the
Appendix Schedule – Vacant Land and the Appendix B – Vacant Residential Land
Consumption, future residential development includes all lands identified (an approximate
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area of 122.6 hectares). For modeling purposes, the residential development was divided into
three zones: southwest residential area; northeast residential area; and east residential area. It
was assumed that no future residential development would occur in the 2011 horizon year.
By the 2016 horizon year, it was assumed that approximately 38 percent of the 122.6ha
(46.6ha) would be developed while the remaining 62 percent of the residential development
would be built out by the 2026 horizon year. The Cobble Beach area which is located
northwest of the City was also accounted for in the development of the future forecasts.
Cobble Beach is expected to be an area that will experience significant future growth in
residential units. Technically the Cobble Beach area is outside of the City but the
attractiveness of Owen Sound as a centre of employment and shopping would suggest that
the majority of traffic generated by this development would have an origin or destination in
Owen Sound. An assumption was made for Cobble Beach area staging for the trip generation
purpose that 20% of total 2,000 residential units will be developed before 2011, additional
50% of total units will be developed between 2011 and 2016, and the rest of 30% will be
developed between 2016 and 2026.
The Owen Sound Official Plan also identifies future employment lands. The developments
incorporated into background traffic growth include vacant commercial, industrial, and
waterfront mixed use lands. It was assumed that a total of 65ha of employment land will be
developed during the period between 2006 and 2026. This 65ha of employment lands include
50ha of industrial land, 1.6ha of waterfront mixed used, and 13.4ha of commercial.
The future trips generated by the proposed lands were estimated using trip rates from Trip
Generation, 8th Edition published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers. For
residential land uses, it was assumed that all residential would consist of Single Family
Detached Housing at an assumed area of 557 sq. metres per unit. All future traffic volumes
for the industrial lands would be estimated using an Industrial Park land use trip rate which
accounts for a variety of industrial land uses from light / office land uses to medium and
large industrial. It was assumed that utilizing a Shopping Centre land use trip rate would be
appropriate to estimate the commercial trips as it encompasses a variety of different
commercial land uses from banks, fast food outlets, variety stores, and larger shopping
centres. It should also be noted that a 40% interaction between residential and the
commercial, industrial land uses was considered. The amount of interaction was determined
using the findings of the origin-destination study. With almost 50 of trips originating in
Owen Sound and almost 90% of trips destine for Owen Sound the utilization of 40% was
considered to be conservative for the purposes of the model development.

5.2

Network Performance Year 2011 and 2016

The intermediate stage 2011 and 2016 network performance was analyzed to assess the road
network deficiencies. The detailed analysis results were provided in Appendix F5.
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5.3

Network Performance Year 2026

Since the long-term population and employment forecasts are most reliable for the year 2026,
it has been selected as the horizon year for the analysis of future conditions in the long-term.
The 2026 horizon year also represents the worst case scenario given that it assumes the full
build-out of vacant residential, industrial and commercial lands. The assessment of travel
conditions assumed that all planned or programmed road network improvements would be in
place. The only planned improvement included in the model was the extension of 10th Street.
The forecasting and network assessment methodology is based on the principal assumption
that current travel trends will remain stable and continue in the future.
5.3.1

2026 Road Network Capacity

Exhibit 5.1 illustrates the volume to capacity ratios calculated for the future travel conditions
during the 2026 PM peak period for select screenlines situated around the City of Owen
Sound.
The screenlines which capture traffic flows on east-west routes such as 10th Street, 9th
Street, and 8th Street across the Sydenham River, 10th Street West and Alpha Street in the
west end, and Superior Street, 8th Street East, 16th Street East, 20th Street East, and 26th
Street East in the east end. As shown in Exhibit 5.1 east-west arterials located in the west
and east sides of the city have sufficient residual capacity available. The east-west crossings
of the Sydenham River also have some reserve capacity available during the PM peak hour
with the exception of 10th Street which is congested in the Downtown area of the City. The
north-south screenlines (Grey County Road 1 and 4th Avenue West in the Northwest, Grey
County Road 15 and 9th Avenue East in the north east, and Grey County Road 5 and 9th
Avenue East in the south) are showing sufficient capacity available during the 2026 PM peak
hour.
5.3.2

2026 Intersection Capacity

Exhibit 5.2 illustrates the level of service calculated for the future (2026) traffic conditions
during the PM peak hour for select signalized and unsignalized intersections situated
throughout the study area.
As shown in Exhibit 5.2, the majority of key intersections (arterial to arterial or collector to
arterial) operate with an overall level of service ‘E’ or worse during the future 2026 PM peak
hour. The signalized intersections along the arterial connecting links (i.e. the 10th Street
corridor downtown, 9th Avenue East, and 16th Street East) show that future intersection
operations are the main cause of congestion on these corridors.
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6.

TRANSPORTATION NEEDS

6.1

Road Capacity Needs

6.1.1

Existing Conditions

Under existing conditions, no major road capacity improvements are seen as necessary.
However, signal timing improvements can be implemented to address intersection needs at
the following locations:
Location

Improvement Opportunity

16th Street at Heritage Place Driveway

Signal Timing Optimization

9th Avenue East at 8th Street East

Signal Timing Optimization

3rd Avenue East at 15th Street East

Traffic Signal Installation

9th Avenue East at 10th Street East

Signal Modification (Split)

3rd Avenue East at 15th Street East

Signal Installation

6.1.2

2016 Conditions

By the year 2016, there are a number of intersections that are expected to have volumes that
will meet the warrants for traffic control signals. Traffic volumes and traffic conditions on
10th Street indicate that vehicle queues may exceed available storage capacity for turning
movements. Potential improvements that may address these needs require capital investment
and may be constrained by property requirements. Improvements that may be considered
further to address these needs are summarized below:
Location

Improvement Opportunity

10th Street at 2nd Avenue West

Add a 15m WBR lane

10th Street at 2nd Avenue East

Add a 63m EBL lane

10th Street at 7th Avenue East

Traffic Signal Installation

10th Street at 9th Avenue East

Modify EB lanes from a left turn lane, a shared through /
left turn lane, and a right turn lane to a left turn lane, a
separate through lane, and a through / right turn lane.

16th Street at 6th Avenue East

Traffic Signal Installation

9th Avenue East at 20th Street East

Traffic Signal Installation

3rd Avenue East at 15th Street East

Traffic Signal Installation

Notes: the italicized texts indicate that the improvements required are constrained by the available spaces
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6.1.3

2026 Conditions

By 2026, it is anticipated that volumes will exceed capacity on 9th Avenue, 10th Street and on
16th Street at a number of intersections. Improvements that could address these needs during
a typical weekday and under peak summer conditions include either new road capacity
(major widening or new corridor) or intersection improvements summarized below:
Location
10th Street at 9th Avenue West
10th Street at 3rdAvenue West

10th Street at 2nd Avenue West

10th Street at 1st Avenue West
10th Street at 1st Avenue East
10th Street at 2nd Avenue East
10th Street at 3rd Avenue East

Improvement Opportunity
Typical Weekday
With Summer Factor
Add a 20m WBR lane
Add a 15m EBR lane
Add a WB through lane and an EB
Add a 40m WBR lane,
through lane, add a northbound
add a northbound through
through lane and taper back to 1
lane and taper back to 1
lane, add an additional SBL lane to
lane
make it a dual left
Add an additional EB through lane
Add an additional WB through
lane
Add a 90m EBL lane and 15m
Add a 90m EBL lane and
WBL lane, and one WB through
15m WBL lane
lane
Add a 20m EBL lane and Add a 30m EBL lane and 20m
20m WBL lane
WBL lane

10th Street at 9th Avenue East

Modify EB Lane from
left, left and through
shared, and right to Left,
through, and through and
right shared.

Add a 15m SBL lane, a 20m WBL
lane, one EB through lane and two
WB through lanes, an additional
EBL to make a dual left

16th Street at 6th Avenue East

Traffic Signal Installation

Traffic Signal Installation

16th Street at 9th Avenue East

Add a 50m NBR lane

Add a 50m NBR lane, change
WBR to WB through lane, add an
additional EB through lane

Add a 75m EBL lane

Add a 75m EBL lane

N/A

Add a 30m EBR lane

9th Avenue East at 20th Street East

Traffic signal installation,
add a 55m WBL lane, a
45m NBL lane

Traffic signal installation, add a
55m WBL lane, a 45m NBL lane

9th Avenue East at 8th Street East

Add a 30m NBR lane

Add a 30m NBR lane and an
additional EB through lane

16th Street at Heritage Place
Driveway
16th Street at 16th Avenue East

Notes: the italicized texts indicate that the improvements required are constrained by the available spaces
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If traffic patterns were to divert to better utilize reserve capacity on streets parallel to 10th
Street (eg. 8th Street and 9th Street), then the operational needs on 10th Street would be less
significant. If traffic were rerouted to 8th Street and 9th Street, intersection improvement
opportunities to address needs on a typical weekday with traffic worth considering further are
noted below:
2026 Total Traffic Improvement Requirements with Downtown Area traffic
transferred from 10th St to 9th and 8th St.
Location

Improvements
With Traffic Diversion
Without Traffic Diversion

10th Street at 9th Avenue West
10th Street at 3rdAvenue West
10th Street at 2nd Avenue West

Add a 70m WBR lane

Add a 40m WBR lane, add a
northbound through lane and
taper back to 1 lane

10th Street at 1st Avenue West
10th Street at 1st Avenue East
10th Street at 2nd Avenue East

*Prohibit EBL traffic
during peak hours

10th Street at 3rd Avenue East
10th Street at 4th Avenue East
10th Street at 7th Avenue East

10th Street at 9th Avenue East

16th Street at 9th Avenue East
16th Street at Heritage Place Driveway
16th Street at 16th Avenue East
9th Avenue East at 20th Street East
9th Avenue East at 8th Street East
3rd Avenue East at 15th Street East

Add a 40m NBR and
52m WBL
Traffic Signal Installation
Modify EB Lane from
left, left and through
shared, and right to Left,
through, and through and
right shared.
Add a 50m NBR lane
Add a 75m EBL lane
Traffic signal
installation, add a 55m
WBL lane, a 45m NBL
lane
Add a 30m NBR lane
Traffic Signal Installation

Add a 90m EBL lane and 15m
WBL lane
Add a 20m EBL lane and 20m
WBL lane

Traffic Signal Installation
Modify EB Lane from left, left
and through shared, and right
to Left, through, and through
and right shared.
Add a 50m NBR lane
Add a 75m EBL lane
N/A
Traffic signal installation, add
a 55m WBL lane, a 45m NBL
lane
Add a 30m NBR lane
Traffic Signal Installation

Notes: 1. *EBL traffic can be redistributed to 1st Avenue E eastbound right turn, 2nd Avenue E eastbound right
turn, 2nd Avenue E northbound through, 3rd Avenue E northbound through, 4th Avenue E northbound through
2. The italicized texts indicate that the improvements required are constrained by the available spaces
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6.2

Active Transportation Modes

The bicycle and pedestrian networks as identified in City of Owen Sound Official Plan have
not been fully developed and implemented. Opportunities for implementation need to be
developed.

6.3

Problem Statement

Based on traffic forecasts and a detailed analysis of existing and future conditions, the key
transportation challenges for Owen Sound are summarized below:
 Owen Sound functions as a regional centre for Grey and Bruce Counties, and is therefore
affected by overall growth in the Region. The majority of traffic in the study area has
origins and destinations to Owen Sound. This reliance on the Owen Sound transportation
network will continue to increase as the City and adjacent municipalities in Grey and
Bruce Counties experience modest growth.
 Approximately 15% to 25% of traffic (depending on the route and principal direction) in
Owen Sound is through traffic originating and/or destined to other municipalities in the
County and Province. As the general population in Ontario and abroad grows, and tourist
and recreational pursuits continue to grow, through traffic will further increase pressures
on the City road network.
 As with the arterial road network, the collector road network lacks mid-block, continuous
east-west and north-south connections due to the natural environmental and cultural
environment heritage of the area. This lack of connectivity puts pressures on the few
through connections present in the City to facilitate longer distance travel. It also
increases the propensity for traffic to find alternative routes on roadways that are not
designed or intended to accommodate modest to heavy volumes of traffic.
 Transportation requirements are closely related to economic activity. In economic terms,
however, transportation is a “diseconomy” factor, meaning that the increase in cost of the
transport of goods and services is directly related to increases in the cost of purchasing
goods and services, and is subsequently passed on the consumers. Increases in traffic
congestion and delays will negatively affect the City’ economic well-being and
competitiveness.
Considering all the above, the assessment of existing and future conditions concludes that the
provision of additional intersection capacity at select intersections is required in addition to
the need for additional capacity on 10th Street through the Downtown.
There also needs to be a greater emphasis or reliance on other modes of travel. Enhanced
public transit, improved walking and cycling facilities, and transportation substitutes such as
communication technologies, will be required to meet the accessibility and mobility needs of
the City’s residents and businesses.
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7.

TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES

7.1

Identification of Transportation Planning
Alternatives

Following the requirements of Phases 1 and 2 of the Environmental Assessment process, the
project team identified and evaluated three long-term, alternative transportation planning
strategies, plus a Do-Nothing scenario. The transportation planning alternatives were
evaluated for 2026 travel demands, against a set of Evaluation Criteria to gauge their ability
to address the challenges identified in the Problem Statement.
Do Nothing
The “Do Nothing” scenario reflects the current condition of the roadway network carried
over to the 2026 horizon year without any capacity improvements. Except for the 10th Street
extension, there are no planned expansions or additions to the arterial road network or
Provincial highway system.
The 10th Street extension has been included in all alternatives as it was as already planned
and programmed to be in service by 2011.
The alternative transportation strategies and Do-Nothing scenario are summarized in Table
7.1. The essential principles of the three alternative transportation planning strategies are
summarized below.
Alternative 1 – Maximize Use of Existing Infrastructure
Alternative 1, illustrated in Exhibit 7.1, does not propose any significant infrastructure
improvements, rather the intent of this alternative is to maximize the use of existing
infrastructure and direct through traffic from routes that have capacity deficiencies onto
alternative routes that have significant reserve capacity. The primary transportation issue that
needs to be resolved to the extent possible is to reduce the amount of through traffic using
10th Street through the Downtown area across the Sydenham River.
Through traffic that normally travels along the corridors of 10th Street and 16th Street East
will be redistributed onto the alternate routes by use of either static or dynamic signage. The
alternate routes include an outer alternate route and inner alternate routes.
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The outer alternate route is intended to direct through traffic away from the City’s core area.
The outer route starts from the intersection of Kings Highways 6 and 21 and Grey Road 18
(Springmount), then travels south along Grey County Road 18, turns to the east to intersect
with Kings Highway 6 and 10 at Rockford, then continues east until Grey County Road 11,
then continues north to Kings Highway 26. The total distance of this outer alternate route is
approximately 21 kilometres. The estimated total travel time along the outer alternate route is
approximately 16 minutes when accounting for the posted speed limits and some delay at
signalized intersections. The total distance for traffic using 10th Street and 16th Street East
through the City is approximately 11kilometres. The calculated total travel time under future
2026 conditions is estimated to be approximately 18 minutes. Although the outer alternate
route is 10 kilometres longer than the 10th Street and 16th Street East (more direct) route
through the City, approximately 2 minutes of travel time will be saved. This time saving is
approximately 10% of the total travel time. By virtue of the fact that your travel along this
outer alternate route is primarily unimpeded most motorists will also perceive a times savings
likely greater than the estimated savings in travel time.
Approximately 10 percent (240 vehicles per hour) of the through trips currently using 10th
Street / 16th Street East will be attracted to this route.
The inner alternate route is intended to redistribute traffic off of 10th Street within the
Downtown core area to free up capacity across the Sydenham River. For westbound traffic,
the inner alternate route would start from the intersection of 4th Avenue East and 10th Street
East, turn left onto 4th Avenue East, turn right onto 9th Street East, turn right at the
intersection of 9th Street West and 8th Avenue West, and then turn left onto 10th Street West
at the intersection of 10th Street West and 8th Avenue West. For eastbound traffic, the inner
alternate route would start from the intersection of 3rd Avenue West and 10th Street West,
turns right onto 3rd Avenue West, turns left at the intersection of 8th Street West, and then
extends along 8th Street easterly. Once on 8th Street, traffic can access the downtown core
via 2nd Avenue East and 3rd Avenue East, and can also access the 16th Street East
commercial area via 9th Avenue East or 16th Avenue East, and can continue to points east
via 8th Street East.
The inner alternate routes also can be modified as a one-way system between 4th Avenue
East and 3rd Avenue West. For instance, 9th Street can be converted for westbound travel
only between 4th Avenue East and 3rd Avenue West while 8th Street can be converted for
eastbound travel only between 4th Avenue East and 3rd Avenue West. While the
implementation of a set of one-way pairs on 8th Street and 9th Street respectively is not
essential for the movement of automobile and truck traffic it may be advantageous for the
development of cycling routes through the downtown.
To increase the effectiveness of the inner alternate route and attract traffic to use the inner
alternate routes, several all-way stop controlled intersections along 8th Street and 9th Street
will need to be removed to give the right-of-way to east-west traffic thereby reducing delay
and reducing travel time for the through traffic.
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8th Street and 9th Street provide additional capacity for approximately 400 vehicles per hour
without the need for any further roadway improvements. If traffic signals are installed at 4th
Avenue East and 8th Street East, the capacity will increase a further 100 vehicles per hour.
By shifting through traffic out of the downtown core via the outer alternative route and by
promoting 8th Street and 9th Street as active transportation routes, this should attract those
who persons to cycle and walk to the downtown core were previously they would have
driven.
Alternative 2 – Multi-Modal Network with Maximum Utility of Existing Infrastructure
Alternative 2, illustrated in Exhibit 7.2, includes all measures in Alternative 1, plus
improvements to the pedestrian, cycling and transit network. The improvements to the
pedestrian, cycling and transit network are listed below:
Cycling Routes
A cycle lane spine network is proposed where a north-south and east-west cycle lane network
will be established to provide strong cycling connections from existing residential areas to
key attractions/generators in the City such as the downtown core, the 16th Street East
commercial area, and the east side industrial area. Several options for the cycle lane spine
network have been identified. These include:
 North-South Options:

2nd Avenue West / 2nd Avenue East & 3rd Avenue East

4th Avenue West / 2nd Avenue East
 East-West Options:

8th Street East & West / 6th Avenue West / 9th Street West / 8th Avenue West / 10th
Street West

9th Street West & East / 8th Street East

Alpha Street / 14th Street West / 10th Street East (3a)

Alpha Street / 14th Street West / 16th Street East (3b)

Alpha Street/ 14th Street West / 15th Street East (3c)

8th Street West / 3rd Avenue East / 6th Street East
One north-south and one east-west option will be selected as the preferred route and will then
be upgraded to include the cycle route by providing either a dedicated on-road cycle lane or a
pathway located within the boulevard area of the roadway. It is then anticipated that cycle
routes into adjacent neighbourhoods will be connected onto the cycle lane spine network to
complete the cycling network.
A cycling and pedestrian only crossing at 14th Street West would be required to provide a
link for cyclists and pedestrians to cross the harbour if that route is chosen as the preferred
route. Bicycle ramps along the stairs on 9th Street East would be required to accommodate
the proposed cycling route along 9th Street East.
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Express Transit Routes and Park and Ride Lots
Two express transit routes (East-West and North-South) are proposed to further enhance
existing transit service and support proposed travel demand management options including
potential Park and Ride lots. Park and Ride lots are recommended to be constructed on the
Provincial Highway network at the west, south, and east, and northwest limits of the City.
Based on the findings of the origin-destination study it is clear that Owen Sound is the
primary destination for travel in the County of Bruce and County of Grey with shopping and
work being the two highest trip purposes. The intent of the Park and Ride lots is to provide
an alternate means to get to places of work and shopping via transit. These Park and Ride lots
will be the origin and destination points for the express transit routes. The East-West Express
route will run from a Park and Ride lot on the west side through the downtown core then
through the 16th Street commercial area to a Park and Ride lot on the east side. The NorthSouth Express route will run from a Park and Ride lot on the south side of the City to the
intersection of 10th Street East and 9th Avenue East where a connection to the East-West
Express Route can be made. Each express route will have connection/transfer stops to the
existing transit routes at key locations along these routes. It is anticipated that the express
routes will serve the popular key destinations of the City with a greater frequency. More
details with respect to routing and service levels for these express routes will need to be
assessed as part of a future transit service review.
Alternative 3 – Multi-Modal Network with Roadway Expansion
Alternative 3, as illustrated in Exhibit 7.3, includes all measures as included in Alternatives
1 and 2, plus a new crossing of the Sydenham River and/or Harbour. There are two potential
options for the location of a bridge/harbour crossing - at 11th Street West or 14th Street
West.
It is anticipated that the new crossing will redistribute local and a limited amount of through
traffic originating from the northwest area of the City to the commercial area along 16th
Street East. The intent of the crossing would be to provide additional east-west capacity in
the area of the downtown to provide relief to the 10th Street corridor which is expected to
have capacity deficiencies in future horizon years through to 2026 and beyond. In addition to
providing for additional vehicular capacity it will also provide an additional cycling and
pedestrian linkage across the harbour. In some respects this may contribute to greater
amenity by making the harbour more of a people place.
The 11th Street West crossing would require a span of approximately 30 metres. It provides
connection from the West via 11th Street West from 1st Avenue, 2nd Avenue, and 3rd
Avenue West. However, there is only a direct connection to 1st Avenue East on the east side
of the river. Access through private property would have to be obtained to gain access to 2nd
Avenue East. It is not anticipated that a crossing at this location will interfere with Harbour
activities.
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A crossing along the alignment of 14th Street West would require a span of approximately
110 metres at the southern end of Owen Sound Harbour. It provides direct connections on
both sides of the harbour to the existing road network. However, there may be some
interference with Harbour activity associated with the storage silos.
Both crossing options are assumed to have a 14m cross-section consisting of two travel lanes,
two cycle lanes and sidewalks on both sides. Should this alternative be selected as the
preferred alternative solution for Owen Sound further study (Class Environmental
Assessment) would be required to select the preferred alignment for the bridge crossing.
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Table 7.1: Transportation Alternatives - 2026 Pedestrian, Cycling, Transit, and Roadways
Do Nothing

Alternative 1
Maximize Use of Existing
Infrastructure

Alternative 3
Multi-Modal Network with
Roadway Expansion

Additional signage required.

Alternative 2
Multi-Modal Network with
Maximum Utility of Existing
Infrastructure
Additional signage required.

Provincial
Highways
County Roads

No improvements.
No improvements.

Additional signage required.

Additional signage required.

Additional signage required.

Arterial
Network

Current network.

No widening of arterial roads.

No widening of arterial roads.

A new river/harbour crossing.
Potential widening of arterial roads to
facilitate connections with the
proposed river crossing.

Collector
Network

Current network.

Change all-way stop controls to twoway stop control at the intersections
of: 9th Street East and 4th Avenue
West, 9th Street West at 1st Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 3rd Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 5th Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 6th Avenue
West to two-way stop control

Change all-way stop controls to twoway stop control at the intersections
of: 9th Street East and 4th Avenue
West, 9th Street West at 1st Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 3rd Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 5th Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 6th Avenue
West to two-way stop control

Change all-way stop controls to twoway stop control at the intersections
of: 9th Street East and 4th Avenue
West, 9th Street West at 1st Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 3rd Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 5th Avenue
West, 9th Street West and 6th Avenue
West to two-way stop control

Transit
Network

Existing level of
service.

Existing level of service.

Express Routes along 9th Avenue
East to the south, along 10th Street to
the west, and along 16th Street to the
east.

Express Routes along 9th Avenue
East to the south, along 10th Street to
the west, and along 16th Street to the
east.
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Additional signage required.

Cycling and
walking

Do Nothing

Alternative 1
Maximize Use of Existing
Infrastructure

No investment
beyond current
levels.

No investment beyond current levels.

Alternative 2
Multi-Modal Network with
Maximum Utility of Existing
Infrastructure
Potential cycling lanes for the
following routes:
 North-South Options
 2nd Avenue West / 2nd Avenue
East & 3rd Avenue East
 4th Avenue West / 2nd Avenue
East
 East-West Options
th
 8th Street East & West / 6
th
Avenue West / 9 Street West /
8th Avenue West / 10th Street
West
 9th Street West & East / 8th
Street East
 Alpha Street / 14th Street West /
10th Street East (3a)
 Alpha Street / 14th Street West /
16th Street East (3b)
 Alpha Street/ 14th Street West /
15th Street East (3c)
th
rd
 8 Street West / 3 Avenue East
th
/ 6 Street East
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Alternative 3
Multi-Modal Network with
Roadway Expansion
Potential cycling lanes for the
following routes:
 North-South Options
 2nd Avenue West / 2nd Avenue
East & 3rd Avenue East
 4th Avenue West / 2nd Avenue
East
 East-West Options
th
 8th Street East & West / 6
th
Avenue West / 9 Street West /
8th Avenue West / 10th Street
West
 9th Street West & East / 8th
Street East
 Alpha Street / 14th Street West /
10th Street East (3a)
 Alpha Street / 14th Street West /
16th Street East (3b)
 Alpha Street/ 14th Street West /
15th Street East (3c)
th
rd
 8 Street West / 3 Avenue East
th
/ 6 Street East

7.2

Evaluation Methodology

The performance and impact of the Do-Nothing scenario and the three transportation
alternatives were evaluated using a consistent set of evaluation criteria.
The six evaluation criteria are:
1. Supporting sustainable development,
2.Providing a high level of service through a multi-modal transportation network,
3.Socio-economic impact,
4.Impact on the natural environment,
5.Public support; and,
6.Capital cost.
Table 7.2 shows how each criterion relates to the Problem Statement and which performance
indicators were used in the rating of each individual criterion. Table 7.3 presents the
performance of each of the transportation planning alternatives and Do-Nothing scenario set
against the evaluation criteria.
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Table 7.2: Evaluation Criteria
Criteria
Supporting sustainable
development

Relation to Problem Statement
Meets requirements of growth management
strategies defined by the City.
Supports land use intensification along transit
corridors and other key areas.

Performance Indicators
Opportunities to support
alternative modes of travel.

2.

Providing a high level of
service on a multi-modal
transportation network

Provides for safe and efficient mobility to transit
vehicles, passenger cars and trucks, cyclists and
pedestrians.
Promotes modal integration, supports goals of
travel demand management.
Meets future travel demand at the acceptable
level of service to the extent possible.
Protects residential neighbourhoods from traffic
infiltration and improves safety.

Three major corridor links
at or approaching capacity
during 2026 PM peak hour
based on 2026 model
forecasts.
Vehicle kilometres of
travel/year during 2026 PM
peak hour based on
SimTraffic outputs.
Percentage of roadways
congested during 2026 PM
peak hour for the three
major corridors based on
2026 model forecasts.

3.

Socio-economic impact

Promotes economic viability and recognizes the
transportation needs of local businesses.
Improves quality of life by reducing congestion
Promotes live-work communities.

Cost of congestion, 2026
$/year during PM peak hour
based on SimTraffic total
delay.

4.

Impact on the natural
environment

Minimizes impact on the natural environment by
improving air quality and reducing land loss to
roadway construction.

5.

Public support

Meets the needs and expectations of the
residents of the City of Owen Sound.

6.

Capital cost

Is affordable and has an acceptable cost-tobenefit ratio.
Provides funding to all modes of travel
including transit, cycling and walking.

GHG emissions 2026
tonnes/year during PM peak
hour for the three major
corridors based on
SimTraffic outputs.
Public input received during
the course of the
Transportation Master Plan;
proportion of support for the
alternative scenario.
Estimated cost of the
required infrastructure
improvements ($).

1.
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Table 7.3: Analysis of Transportation Planning Alternatives
Criterion

Supporting
sustainable
development

Providing a
high level of
service on a
multi-modal
transportation
network

Socioeconomic
impact

Transportation Planning Alternatives
Do Nothing
Alternative 1
Maximize Use of Existing
Infrastructure

Alternative 2
Multi-Modal Network with
Maximum Utility of Existing
Infrastructure
More supportive of principles of
sustainable transportation
planning.

Alternative 3
Multi-Modal Network with
Roadway Expansion

Not supportive, May minimize
growth by lowering the
attractiveness of the area to
residential and industrial
investors and the public.

Generally not sustainable.

Least opportunities to support
alternative modes of travel.

Some opportunities to support
alternative modes of travel.

More opportunities to support
alternative modes of travel.

Most opportunities to support
alternative modes of travel.

Percentage of three major
corridor links at or approaching
capacity during PM Peak Hour
=> 36%.

Percentage of three major
corridor links at or approaching
capacity during PM Peak Hour
=> 29%.

Percentage of three major
corridor links at or approaching
capacity during PM Peak Hour
=> 18%.

Percentage of three major
corridor links at or approaching
capacity during PM Peak Hour
=> 16%.

Total vehicle kilometre of travel
at 7,000,000 km/year
Average percentage of congested
network for the major three
corridors (peak direction of
travel): 3.3%.
Does not support economic
vitality of the City and
undermines quality of living.

Total vehicle kilometre of travel
at 7,360,000 km/year
Average percentage of congested
network for the major three
corridors (peak direction of
travel): 1.1%.
Somewhat supportive to
economic vitality of the City and
limits quality of living.

Total vehicle kilometre of travel
at 7,270,000 km/year
Average percentage of congested
network for the major three
corridors (peak direction of
travel): 0.5%.
Provides additional roadway
capacity and is supportive to
economic development.
Improves quality of life through
support of alternative modes.

Total vehicle kilometre of travel
at 6,930,000 km/year
Average percentage of congested
network for the major three
corridors (peak direction of
travel): 0.5%.
Provides additional roadway
capacity and is supportive to
economic development.
Improves quality of life through
support of alternative modes.

Total annual cost of congestion
from PM peak hour of travel
within Owen Sound:
$5.9 million/year

Total annual cost of congestion
from PM peak hour of travel
within Owen Sound:
$4.6 million/year

Total annual cost of congestion
from PM peak hour of travel
within Owen Sound:
$3.9 million/year

Total annual cost of congestion
from PM peak hour of travel
within Owen Sound:
$3.5 million/year
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Somewhat supportive of
principles of sustainable
transportation planning.

Criterion

Transportation Planning Alternatives
Do Nothing
Alternative 1
Maximize Use of Existing
Infrastructure
Greatest impact on natural
environment.

Minor impact on natural
environment.

Alternative 2
Multi-Modal Network with
Maximum Utility of Existing
Infrastructure
Minor impact on natural
environment.

Total annual GHG emissions
produced during the PM peak
hour of travel on the three
corridors: 25 tonnes/year.

Total annual GHG emissions
produced during the PM peak
hour of travel on the three
corridors: 23 tonnes/year.

Total annual GHG emissions
produced during the PM peak
hour of travel on the three
corridors: 21 tonnes/year.

Total annual GHG emissions
produced during the PM peak
hour of travel on the three
corridors: 23 tonnes/year.

Public
support

xx% of the comments in support
of Do Nothing Alternative.

xx% of the comments in support
of Alternative 1.

xx% of public comments in
support of Alternative 2

xx% of public comments in
support of Alternative 3

Capital cost

No significant capital costs.

Limited costs for traffic direction
signs and signage.

Limited costs for traffic direction
signs and signage. Moderate
costs for roadway improvements
to accommodate cycling
facilities. Moderate costs for
express transit facilities and
operations.

Limited costs for traffic direction
signs and signage. Moderate
costs for roadway improvements
to accommodate cycling
facilities. Moderate costs for
express transit facilities and
operations. High cost of new
river crossing.

Impact on the
natural
environment
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Alternative 3
Multi-Modal Network with
Roadway Expansion
Modest impact on natural
environment due to proposed
crossing.

7.3

Evaluation of Alternatives

Table 7.4 shows the preference rating and the results of the evaluation of the planning
alternatives. Alternative 2, Multi-Model Network with Maximum Utility of Existing
Infrastructure emerged as the “most preferred alternative” with the highest overall score
when assessed using the selected criteria.
Table 7.4: Evaluation of the Planning Alternatives

Do Nothing

Alternative 1Maximize Use of
Existing
Infrastructure

Supporting sustainable
development
Providing high level of
service on a multimodal transportation
network
Mitigating Socioeconomic impact

Mitigating environment
impacts

Public support

Capital cost

Overall

Legend
Least
Preferred

Most
Preferred
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Alternative 2Multi-Modal
Network with
Maximum Utility
of Existing
Infrastructure

Alternative 3Multi-Modal
Network with
Roadway
Expansion

Based on the evaluation of the alternatives, the recommended long-term transportation
strategy for Owen Sound is Alternative 2 – Multi-Modal Network with Maximum Utility of
Existing Infrastructure.
The key advantages of the preferred alternative are that it offers the best opportunity to:
 Address the issues at the root cause of the current and future transportation challenges,
 Satisfy County and City growth objectives,
 Encourage alternate travel trips (cycle and transit) while reducing auto trips,
 Minimize congestion and the cost of congestion,
 Support goods movement and access to employment areas; and,
 Support traveller visiting needs.
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8.

RECOMMENDED LONG-TERM
TRANSPORTATION STRATEGY

The components of the recommended transportation strategy are listed below and described
in the remainder of this section:
 Land Use and Development
 Transit
 Roads
 Goods Movement
 Walking and Cycling
 Travel Demand Management
 Traffic Calming

8.1

Land Use and Development

Intensification of primary transit corridors and downtown areas has been shown in other
jurisdictions to encourage higher transit usage, increased waking and cycling. In turn, it can
reduce reliance on auto travel and relieve accompanying traffic pressures. Within the City of
Owen Sound opportunities exist for encouraging walking, cycling and transit use through the
development along 10th Street, 9th Avenue East and in the downtown core. It is
recommended that development planning and design principles incorporate methods
identified in the Transit-Supportive guidelines prepared by the Province of Ontario.
Road designs could be updated to accommodate cyclist and pedestrian needs. It is
recommended that road design standards be updated to accommodate on-road bicycle lanes
and cyclists within the boulevard, and include pedestrian-friendly treatments at intersections
and along residential and industrial collector roads. It is recommended that development
applications be reviewed to identify requirements of development applications that meet
pedestrian and bicycle needs consistent with this plan. Zoning requirements should be
reviewed to consider the needs for cycling infrastructure such as required bicycle parking on
site.

8.2

Transit

Recommendations for the Owen Sound Transit surface route network would be to undertake
a detailed transit service network review which should include the provision of East-West
and North-South Express services along the key corridors which support commuter and
shopping trips in the City. Accordingly, the recommendations are emphasized to support
TDM based ride-sharing initiatives and discourage single-occupancy vehicle travel.
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8.3
8.3.1

Roads
Arterial Roads

Recommended improvements to the County and City arterial road network should focus on
improving on the available link and intersection capacity, rather than major new
infrastructure investment. This includes further investigating and scheduling intersection
improvements and directing traffic to corridors with reserve capacity.
This policy recommendation is critical in meeting City’s objectives in providing adequate
level of service for transit and maximizing transit modal split. In addition, this study
recognizes that arterial roads and collector roads are multi-modal corridors that serve cars,
transit vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists. The key recommendations for the road network are
summarized below.
 Promote the use of the outer alternate route around Owen Sound for through truck traffic
using the County and Provincial highway network.
 Implement traffic control signal timing improvements on 10th Street
 Monitor traffic conditions and implement traffic control signals when warrants are met
 Initiate corridor studies on 10th Street and 16th Street to assess the functional feasibility of
intersection improvements (as identified in Chapter 6) and develop a preliminary design
with implementation coordinated through the capital program process
8.3.2

Goods Movement

It is recognized that efficient goods movement is an important element of an economically
viable region and that maintaining efficient goods movement is an objective of the City of
Owen Sound. However, there is a need for a balance between efficient goods movement and
maintaining a liveable community and meeting community traffic needs. The following are
recommendations to improve the movement of goods and services in Owen Sound:
 Promote the use of the outer alternate routes (using Grey Roads 11 and 18) around Owen
Sound for through truck traffic using the County and Provincial highway network.
 Work cooperatively with the County and province in review and design of roads used
recommended as the alternate routes.
 Co-operate with the Province of Ontario and Grey County in implementing the use of
traffic management tools such as Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO), Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS), and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS) that
provides detection of traffic conditions in downtown Owen Sound and displays
conditions at the approaches to the City along Highway 6 and 21(approaching County
Roads 11 and 18).
 Discourage truck traffic through the downtown core on 2nd Avenue East by encouraging
truck traffic to utilize north / south through parallel routes such as 3rd Avenue East and
2nd Avenue West.
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8.3.3

Traffic Calming

Traffic calming measures are being applied in both new developments and existing
neighbourhoods in many Ontario municipalities, as a way to mitigate the adverse impacts of
vehicular traffic (such as speeding and high volumes), and to improve the quality of life in
the neighbourhoods.
The primary goals in developing a traffic calming policy is to reduce high traffic speeds and
decrease through traffic on local roads to acceptable levels to maintain the liveability of
residential neighbourhoods, maintain access and mobility of all users of the road allowance,
and improve safety for pedestrians and motorists. Where possible, consideration should be
given to maintaining or improving the aesthetics of the roadway.
Traffic Calming is seen as part of the City of Owen Sound Transportation Master Plan
solution. It may be applicable on certain local roads to manage measured and documented
operational problems. The draft Traffic Calming Policy recommended for the City of Owen
Sound is provided in Appendix I of the Transportation Master Plan Report.
The evaluation of new traffic calming requests is typically coordinated with an annual
construction schedule. Based on the typical cost of traffic calming measures, the required
consultation efforts, and the staff resources, an overall amount of $200,000 should be
sufficient to complete up to three (3) traffic calming projects per year including the data
collection, analysis, design and construction.
The number of traffic calming initiatives undertaken annually will depend on the number of
requests received from the public, the merits of these requests, the funding allocated to the
Operating and Capital Budgets for traffic calming projects and staff resources available. It is
recommended that a list of projects will be maintained and updated annually. Where funding
is limited, a phased project implementation plan should be considered.

8.4

Walking and Cycling

Cycling and walking have evolved to become a practical, cost effective, environmentally
sensitive and healthy mode of travel for both recreational and utilitarian trips. Both are
widely recognized as an integral and necessary part of a community’s transportation system
as an alternative to motorized travel.
With the exception of freeways, all roads are cycling routes and the design of the road
network should recognize the needs of cyclists. It is recognized that most trips involve a
component of walking, and increasingly communities are designed to encourage walking and
provide safe and pleasant pedestrian facilities. Linking neighbourhoods together through a
network of sidewalks, trails and on-road cycling routes will support walking and cycling as
viable transportation modes- and essential elements to building healthy communities.
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8.4.1

Pedestrian Network

We recommend that the City of Owen Sound should focus their efforts and funding towards
the construction of missing links and providing connectivity for the sidewalk network. The
feasibility of establishing pedestrian levels of service related to standards for the requirement
of sidewalks on one or both sides of the street needs further assessment of the feasibility and
cost implications. The ultimate plan for the development of the pedestrian environment will
be the gradual completion of the planned pedestrian network shown in Exhibit 4.8.
8.4.2

Pedestrian Crossings

The implementation and operation of pedestrian crossings in the City of Owen Sound will
need to comply with the legislative context of the Ontario Traffic Act, have regard for best
practices in pedestrian accommodation and meet the needs of the City of Owen Sound.
The Highway Traffic Act indicates that when a pedestrian is about to step from the boulevard
onto the roadway there are fundamentally two different forms of pedestrian crossing. The
crossing may be either / or:
 A controlled crossing where vehicles must yield to pedestrians.
 An uncontrolled crossing where pedestrians must yield to vehicles.
Either form of crossing may be appropriate given the range of pedestrian demand. There is
generally a higher degree of concern for pedestrian safety at unprotected crossing points.
However, both forms of crossing must be designed to maximize safety. The standard practice
for traffic control in Ontario is defined by the Ontario Traffic Manuals (OTM), Book 12 for
traffic signals and Book 5 for regulatory signs (including stop signs); and is defined by the
2006 School Crossing Guard Guide document for school crossing guards. The manuals are
designed to be used as a guideline by traffic practitioners.
The manuals incorporate current best practices in the Province of Ontario and have
recommended thresholds for the implementation of the following protected crossings:
 Traffic control signals at intersections and mid-block
 Pedestrian crossovers (PXOs)
 Intersection pedestrian signals (IPS)
 All-way stop signs
 School crossing guards and school patrollers
A non-protected crossing is a location where there is measurable pedestrian crossing activity,
but has no designation or traffic control measures to protect the movement. An unprotected
crossing may or may not have warning signage. Some jurisdictions supplement non-protected
crossings to improve safety. These additional roadway features either increase driver or
pedestrian awareness, or simplify the crossing process.
These features may include:
 Refuge islands and centre medians
 Bulb Outs (Curb Extensions)
 Textured pavement or high-visibility markings
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Standard warning signage or specialize pedestrian signage (e.g. Wait for Gap)
Above ground Flashing Beacons or in-pavement flashers
Special Message Signs

The Ontario Traffic Manual Book 15 – Pedestrian Crossings is currently under development.
It will provide the framework for implementation of crossing features from which each
municipality can develop local policies for features it chooses to implement and the
thresholds under which they are warranted.
The City of Owen Sound can proactively monitor the safety of operations at pedestrian
crossings to identify hazards and plan mitigation, establish policies that are consistent with
accepted engineering practice and sensitive to the local environment, and implement
improvements that are consistent with the policies / practices or their underlying principles.
Practices should avoid ambiguity that may lead to confusion and misinterpretation of traffic
control devices.
From the review of current practices, risk and research into operational characteristics of
crossings, the following points have been considered in the development of the pedestrian
crossing policy:
 There are operational concerns with PXOs related to the dilemma zone and clearance
requirements and there is a trend toward the use of IPS’ and a trend away from PXOs
amongst Ontario municipalities surveyed. PXO’s are not recommended for Owen Sound.
 The implementation of controlled pedestrian crossings (traffic control signals,
intersection pedestrian signals and midblock signals) based on OTM warrants and
prioritized and implemented through an on-going capital program is a proactive and
defensible method of addressing pedestrian needs.
 Given that there is limited statistical research into the operations of IPS’, the City of
Owen Sound should consider driver workload turning from side streets and potential for
vehicle-pedestrian conflicts at any new IPS locations.
 The marking of mid-block uncontrolled crossings with pavement markings are not
recommended as they may lead unaware pedestrians or drivers to believe that the
crossing is a controlled for pedestrians or lead to inconsistent driver or pedestrian
behaviour.
 At mid-block locations, where the adjacent land uses such as high pedestrian generators
and trails create high mid-block crossing demand, signage can contribute to driver
awareness and pedestrian caution without making the rules of right of way ambiguous for
drivers and pedestrians.
 If implementing protected crossing features (IPS’) to supplement traffic control signals,
they should be done in sufficient quantity such that pedestrians and drivers are familiar
with their operation (They may be set up as a pilot project at several (3) potential
locations that are in close proximity within a unique localized area.)
It is recommended that the City of Owen Sound proactively address pedestrian safety needs
and establish a program of reviews of pedestrian crossings either through on-going traffic
operations studies or annual corridor reviews. It is recommended that pedestrian crossing
features be implemented where warranted, where environmental conditions are consistent
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with other geometric and design requirements, and when funds are available within the City’s
capital programming process.
It is recommended that the City of Owen Sound reassess its pedestrian crossing policy with
regard to recommended pedestrian features upon completion of OTM Book 15.Compliance
with pedestrian crossing practices is recommended for review regular review including
identifying and programming the necessary roadway and traffic control modifications for
implementation.
8.4.3

Bicycle Network

The benefits of cycling as an activity and mode of travel are well documented. The
development of an active transportation strategy for the City of Owen Sound provides focus
and direction in increasing bicycle use and realizing benefits that include:
 Integrating healthy, physical activity into everyday travel, fostering active lifestyles;
 Reducing transportation costs;
 Reducing traffic congestion and carbon dioxide emissions;
 Conserving energy resources; and
 Contributing to a more connected community.
The physical exercise gained from cycling is generally linked with increased health and wellbeing. Cycling and walking contribute to reduced obesity and can reduce the risk of coronary
heart disease, strokes, diabetes and helps manage blood pressure and stress. Walking and
cycling can contribute to lower health care costs in the order of $100 to $400 per person
(Source: National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 552).
Cycling is a cost effective mode of travel. The cost and maintenance of bicycle ownership is
substantially less than a motor vehicle. The annual cost of operating a motor vehicle,
including fuel, insurance, maintenance and parking, is between approximately $8,000 and
$15,000 (Source: Canadian Automobile Association Driving Costs, 2008).
Cycling can be developed and promoted as a viable means of transportation in Owen Sound,
helping to address traffic congestion. Opportunities exist through the development of a
commuter cycling grid, allowing bicycling to compete with other modes for longer distance
commuter travel.
It is broadly recognized that changes in world climate due to Greenhouse Gases (GHG)
would influence the functioning of many ecosystems and their member species. Travel
accomplished by biking and other active modes that do not generate GHG emissions can be
encouraged through the establishment, design, and maintenance of trails and bicycle lanes.
Cycling friendly neighbourhoods can improve the liveability of streets, increasing public
presence for safety and security and contributing to the sense of place and belonging. The
development of a bicycle network including on-road routes is part of the transportation
strategy of the Transportation Master Plan.
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8.4.3.1

Network Strategy

In order to support cycling as a competitive mode of travel, there is a need to develop
continuous and direct routes to cycling destinations (primary corridors) within the City and to
neighbouring municipalities. The public has indicated that a key factor affecting their
decision to consider cycling to work is the need for safe and direct routes. The public had
indicated a need for well marked cycling “routes, paths, roads” and that there is a need for
“more bike friendly designs of streets”.
Primary corridors (trails or arterial and collector roads) provide connections to commercial
and employment centres along corridors that are attractive to both recreational and commuter
cyclists. Institutional uses, downtown commercial and open space represent key destination
areas. Corridors that link these destinations are potential primary corridor, as are links to the
industrial areas within the harbor and the eastern portion of the City.
Primary cycling routes are identified in the Official Plan Trail Master Plan. They provide
opportunities for commuting along continuous corridors and provide connections key
municipal destinations. Key destinations served by the planned routes are identified below.
 Downtown (eg. City Hall, Farmers’ Market, Public Library, Tom Thomson Art Gallery)
 Shopping centres (eg. Heritage Place Shopping Centre)
 Offices such as Grey County
 Institutional uses (including Georgian College, Grey Bruce Regional Health Centre)
 Community uses (eg. Harry Lumley Bayshore Community Centre, Victoria Park)
Secondary cycling routes provide access to community or neighbourhood origins or
destinations. The majority of cycling trips in most Ontario Municipalities are short
distance trips, the majority of recorded trips are less than 2 kilometres. Typically, the
majority of cycling trips are to destinations for leisure purposes within the neighbourhood.
Increasing the frequency of shorter community based trips can be encouraged through the
provision of new cycling routes within neighbourhoods. This component of the network
represents a high potential for increasing cycling activity for all ages and contributes to
creating a culture of cycling for future generations.
Secondary cycling routes supplement primary routes. They are the local and collector
connections within the neighborhoods. Secondary connections can help to reduce traffic
congestion and improve traffic safety around school zones and promote active, healthy
living. It is recommended that additional routes be considered in conjunction with the school
boards in developing cycle to school / walk to school programs. Objectives include:
 Safe connections to the primary and off-road multi-use trail routes;
 Opportunity to provide a parallel alternative routes to primary routes;
 Provide connections to neighbourhood destinations such as schools; and,
 Promote healthy and active living within communities by providing cycling
opportunities.
Implementation of these routes is subject to further detailed assessment of feasibility and the
determination of any local safety issues or impacts to operations such as street parking.
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8.4.3.2

Parking and Amenities

The provision of bicycle parking and amenities is essential to support the development of
cycling as a practical active transportation choice. The fear of bicycle vandalism and theft is
common reason given for not riding a bicycle. Bicycle parking, storage and shower /
changing rooms and rest areas with benches (collectively called end-of-trip facilities) are
important ways to provide convenience and security for cyclists at cycling destinations.
It is recommended that the City of Owen Sound incorporate provisions for bicycle parking
within the Zoning By-law. Bicycle parking definitions should also provide guidance on what
is not considered as acceptable to qualify as bicycle parking (e.g. storage for an apartment
not be within a dwelling unit, on a balcony or in a storage locker). In addition to quantity,
minimum space dimensions, definitions of long term and short term parking and the
requirement for shower / change facilities should be included within the Zoning By-law.
8.4.3.3

Cycling Network Implementation

An implementation strategy for cycling in Owen Sound is based on the recommendations of
this Cycling Plan. To ensure that the Active Transportation Master Plan forms part of the
Transportation Master Plan remains valid, a review and update of the plan will occur
approximately every five years.
Implementation of these recommendations is projected over a 20 year planning horizon and
will include timing, anticipated costing, and life-cycle opportunities of existing road
infrastructure. It is recognized that the rate of implementation of the cycling network and the
supporting policies and programs will be dependant upon the degree and rate of funding
allocated through the City capital programs and external funding sources.
Short, medium and long-range targets for implementation of bicycle routes will be
established. The first priorities will include routes that meet one or more of the following
criteria:






Develop a spine network of major north / south and east / west routes;
Recognize the Downtown as the primary activity centre and destination;
Connect to other key City destinations;
Provide cycling route connectivity in cycling routes; and
Achieve feasible low cost “early wins” to demonstrate successes.

Cycling functional reviews are recommended for each corridor to develop a design consistent
with the design guidelines in this document, confirm that traffic and parking impacts are
acceptable and ensure that the public is informed and have an opportunity to provide input.
Prior to the reconstruction of any roadway identified in the cycling plan noted below, it is
recommended that a cycling functional review be implemented.
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North-South Route
6th Avenue West (1st Street W. to 7th Street W to Alpha Street)
2nd Avenue West (6th Street to 8th Street)
1st Avenue West – Eddie Sargent Pkwy (8th Street W to 22nd Street W)
West Waterfront (10th Street W to 22nd Street W)
East Waterfront – 3rd Avenue East (10th Street E to 36th Street E)
2nd Avenue East (Harrison Park to 7th Street E)
4th Avenue East –15th Street East- 5th Avenue East (Harrison Park to 28th Street E)
5th Avenue East (7th Street East to 10th Street East)
7th Avenue East (City Boundary to 10th Street)
8th Avenue East (15th Street East to 23rd Street East)
16th Avenue East (8th Street E to 17th Street E)
Former CP Railway (8th Street E to 28th Street E)
28th Avenue East (Superior Street to 20th Street E)
East-West Route
6th Street – Superior Street (Sydenham River to 28th Avenue E)
8th Street West (2nd Avenue W to 28th Avenue E)
11th Street West (Alpha Street to 1st Avenue W)
Alpha Street (West boundary to 4th Street West)
16th Street West (3rd Street W to 8th Street W)
15th Street East – 10th Street East (4th Avenue E to Georgian College)
20th Street East – 17th Street East (Heritage Place to 28th Avenue)

To support the network development, it is recommended that the City implement the
following:
 Establish a signage (wayfinding) for corridors as the cycling network as route
development
 Incorporate bicycle parking requirements for major developments within the zoning bylaw
 Establish bicycle parking including covered bicycle parking a key multimodal transfer
points and bicycle racks at key community destinations and throughout the downtown
An Active Transportation Plan that the City can implement is attached to the TMP Report in
Appendix H.
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8.5

Transportation Demand Management

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Programs are being developed in several
progressive municipalities and are intended to encourage greater reductions in automobile
travel through coordination of alternative modes. For example, transit improvements,
pedestrian improvements, and parking policies can have far greater travel impacts and
consumer benefits when implemented as a coordinated program.
TDM Programs are typically established by local governments and are spearheaded by the
department responsible for transportation services to the community. The program should be
ongoing so it provides continual support and encouragement, and responds to future
opportunities and changes in individual’s travel needs and preferences.
A well managed and properly supported TDM Program can affect a relatively significant
portion of total travel. Most programs result in reductions between 10% and 30%. As the
City of Owen Sound is a small and relatively isolated community the effects of TDM will be
limited. The attainment of a 10% reduction in travel as a result of TDM measures should be
considered a great success for Owen Sound.
A TDM program forms part of the overall TMP strategy. The following are the
recommendations for TDM measures in Owen Sound.










Reviewing and modifying transit, cycling and pedestrian-related Official Plan policies to
acknowledge their important role in City wide travel demand management.
Reviewing and modifying site design guidelines, traffic impact study requirements and
site plan approval process to encourage applicants to adopt TDM initiatives.
Development of TDM supportive parking policy such as paid parking, shared parking
and other parking management strategies.
Development of Park and Ride lots located at the edges of the City to encourage transit
usages as well as carpooling initiatives.
Reviewing alternative work schedules at larger employment centres to encourage flexitime, compressed work week, and staggered shifts to encourage peak travel to/from these
employment areas to occur at different times of the days instead of one set time in the
morning and one set time in the afternoon.
Encourage the use of tele-commuting as a substitute of physical travel.
Encourage the citizens of Owen Sound to be active and have a positive attitude toward
reducing car use and relying on alternative forms transportation through promotional
efforts.
A staff position be created to support and manage all pedestrian, cycling, transit and
TDM initiatives undertaken by the City to ensure compliance with the various polices
and measures being recommended as part of the Transportation Master Plan.
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9.

IMPLEMENTATION

9.1

Cost Considerations

The timing and implement strategy of recommended road network improvements, pedestrian,
cycling, TDM, transit and other support programs is directly related to cost and available
budget. Funds will be necessary for the planning, design, property, utility impact mitigation,
capital construction/acquisition and on-going operation and maintenance of new
transportation infrastructure and services.
Preliminary cost estimates have been identified for identified improvements based on their
anticipated need (i.e. short term, medium term, long term). The timing of improvements will
be dependant on the City of Owen Sound capital budget approval process.
9.1.1

Short Term Needs

The costs associated with improvements addressing shorter term needs are summarized in
Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Solution Cost for Short Term Needs
Capital Works
Program Item

Recommendation

Cost

Land Use and
Development
Planning Department to initiate a Corridor Intensification
Study along 10th Street, 9th Avenue, and 16th Street

$50,000

Undertake Transit Service Review Study

$50,000

Install larger, overhead street name signs at major signalized
intersections (approximately $1,000 /intersection)
Install signage directing motorists to use 8th Street and 9th
Street as an alternative to 10th Street
Signal Timing Optimization at:
 16th Street at Heritage Place Driveway
 9th Avenue East at 8th Street East
Traffic Signal Installation at:
 3rd Avenue East at 15th Street East
 9th Avenue East at 20th Street East
 16th Street East at 6th Avenue East
Traffic Signal Modification (Split) at:
 9th Avenue East at 10th Street East
Intersection Geometric Improvements:
 10th Street West and 2nd Avenue West
 Add 15m westbound right turn lane
 10th Street East and 9th Avenue East
 Modify eastbound lanes from a left turn / shared
left-through turn lane / right turn lane to a left
turn lane / through lane/ and a shared through-

$15,000

Transit
Roads
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$5,000

$10,000
$10,000*
$100,000*
$100,000
$100,000
$10,000
$75,000*
$100,000

Capital Works
Program Item

Recommendation


Cost

right turn lane
6th Street East and 9th Avenue East
 To provide north-south opposite left turn lanes

$4,000*

TDM
Identify potential lands to acquire for commuter parking lots
near the northwest, east, west, and south limits of the City.
Initiate procedure for a staff position be created to support and
manage engineering needs including: pedestrian, cycling,
transit and TDM initiatives undertaken by the City to ensure
compliance with the various polices and measures being
recommended as part of the Transportation Master Plan.

$1,000
$50,000

Walking and
Cycling
Installation of sheltered bicycle parking at the Central Transit
Station, Heritage Mall, Regional Recreation Centre, Library,
Bayshore Community Centre, and City Hall
Engineering Department to initiate a Pedestrian Crossing
Policy
Initiate EA study to select preferred routing and type of Cycle
Lane Spine Network (i.e. on-road, off-road)

$30,000

Initiate traffic calming measures at the following locations as
recommended in the TMP:
 Alpha Street
 Moores Hill
 15th Street East ‘B’
Evaluation of traffic calming requests should be coordinated
with the annual construction schedule, or twice per year. An
overall amount of $200,000 should be sufficient to complete
up to three (3) traffic calming projects per year including the
data collection, analysis, design, consultation, staff resources,
and construction.

$55,000

$15,000
$75,000

Traffic Calming

$145,000

Goods Movement

Total Cost:

Along with the Ministry of Transportation, Ontario and Grey
County, improve signage to advise through truck traffic on
Highways 6,10,21 and 26 to use ‘Alternate Route’
City Total
County Total

*Funding from the County
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$5,000

$816,000
$189,000

9.1.2

Medium Term Needs

Recommended improvements to address medium-term transportation needs are summarized
in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2: Solution Costs for Medium Term Needs
Capital Works
Program Item

Recommendation

Cost

Transit
Initiate EA study for Express transit service between Park and
Ride lots. Study to include route schedules, frequencies, stop
locations, and stop facilities such as shelters, pads, and realtime information displays.

$75,000

Roads
Intersection Geometric Improvements:
 10th Street West and 2nd Avenue West:
 Extend westbound right turn lane from 15m to
40m
 10th Street East and 9th Avenue East:
 Modify eastbound approach to left turn lane /
through lane / and shared through-right turn lane
 16th Street East and 9th Avenue East:
 Add a 50m northbound right turn lane
 16th Street East and Heritage Place Driveway:
 Add a 75m eastbound left turn lane
 9th Avenue East at 8th Street East:
 Add a 30m northbound right turn lane
Initiate study to review City wide Street Signage to to
inventory all street name signs, and to develop an overall
street name sign strategy

$50,000*

$75,000

$50,000
$50,000
$100,000*
$50,000

TDM
Initiate study to review City wide Parking Standards and Fees
to encourage alternative transportation modes

$50,000

Initiate construction on Cycle Lane Spine Network starting
from Downtown Core and working outwards. Initial corridors
for review include 8th Street, 6th Avenue West and 2nd Avenue
East

Cost to be
determined (TBD)
(est. $1.0 to 1.5
million)

Evaluation of traffic calming requests should be coordinated
with the annual construction schedule, or twice per year. An
overall amount of $200,000 should be sufficient to complete
up to three (3) traffic calming projects per year including the
data collection, analysis, design, consultation, staff resources,
and construction.
City Total
County Total

$200,000
Per year

Walking and
Cycling

Traffic Calming

Total Cost:

*Funding from the County
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$1,950,000
$150,000

9.1.3

Long Term Needs

Recommended improvements for to address long-term transportation needs are summarized
in Table 9.3.
Table 9.3: Solution Costs for Long Term Needs
Capital Works
Program Item

Recommendation

Cost

Transit
Undertake update to the transit service review study to
determine if any improvements to the transit service are
required. Consider possible expansion of routes to include
future growth areas in neighbouring municipalities such as
Georgian Bluffs and Meaford as well as inter-city transit
improvements to outlying Cities such as Barrie and Toronto.

$50,000

Along with the MTO, and Grey and Bruce Counties develop a
detailed travel forecasting auto/transit model. This can
included a comprehensive transportation travel survey to be
undertaken by all citizens of Grey and Bruce Counties to
determine overall travel patterns.

$100,000

Undertake a review of TDM policies and measures to
determine effectiveness of TDM measures

$50,000

Roads

TDM

Walking and
Cycling
Continue outward expansion of Cycle Lane Spine Network
including cycle routes that connect to/from the spine network.

Cost TBD
est $1.5 million

Evaluation of traffic calming requests should be coordinated
with the annual construction schedule, or twice per year. An
overall amount of $200,000 should be sufficient to complete
up to three (3) traffic calming projects per year including the
data collection, analysis, design, consultation, staff resources,
and construction.

$200,000

Initiate a study to develop travel patterns of goods movement
within and through the City. This can be used to modify
current truck routes, add/remove truck routes, and prohibit
through truck traffic through the City.

$50,000

Traffic Calming

Goods Movement

$2,000,000

Total Cost:

9.1.4

Administrative Needs

The management of the implementation of the City of Owen Sound Transportation Master
Plan will require expertise and efforts beyond current staff levels of service. The
implementation will require functional feasibility studies, engineering design and experience
in alternative modes of travel. It is recommended that consideration be given to additional
transportation engineering support in the form of allocation of staff resources (transportation
engineer) or consultant support.
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9.2

Infrastructure Cost

The recommended long-term transportation strategy will require an estimated $5 million in
capital projects and engineering studies. Additional costs will be associated with the
administration, operation and maintenance of these improvements. Transit related costs will
be determined through a separate Transit Strategy Study.

9.3

Funding Sources

Improvements to arterial roads and collector roads are under the jurisdiction of the City of
Owen Sound. Improvements triggered by growth within the City are eligible for funding
through City of Owen Sound Development Charges (DC) and Capital Program. It is
recommended that the City develop/ update a development charge by-law to reflect the costs
of identified improvements.
Expansion of pedestrian facilities, cycle paths and travel demand management services
should be included in future development charge updates. Recognizing constraints on
capital and operating budgets, alternative funding sources will be investigated. The
following sections identify opportunities for federal, provincial, and third party funding
sources. Below is a list of possible financial resources available to implement the Master
Plan:








Bicycle Trade Association of Canada
Health Canada Grant/Contributions Program
Ontario Cycling Association and
International Mountain Biking Association
Gas Tax Contributions
Federal Government
Ontario Transportation Demand Management
Municipal Grant Program
Provincial Government dedicated funding









TD Friends of the Environment
Shell Environment Fund
Environment Canada – EcoAction
Community Funding
Trillium Foundation
Communities in Action Fund
Moving on Sustainable
Transportation (MOST) program
Developers or affected businesses

In order to make use of available external funding, the City of Owen Sound will need to
develop projects within the scope of the master plan that are ‘shovel ready’.

9.4

Plan Maintenance

The goal of the OS-TMP study is to outline a long-term plan for the transportation system in
response to a changing socio-economic, fiscal and political environment. In particular, the
recent provincial and municipal initiatives regarding land use intensification – including the
Provincial Policy Statement. To ensure that the transportation master plan stays current and is
fully coordinated with planning policies, it is recommended that the Owen Sound
Transportation Master Plan be:
 Reviewed upon the completion of an Owen Sound Official Plan update to ensure
conformity with the OP; and
 Subject to a comprehensive update no more than five years after an OP update.
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1

Introduction

An Environmental Assessment (EA) for Physical and Operational Improvements to 10th Street was
initiated by the City of Owen Sound in September 2016. 10th Street forms an integral part of the
east-west arterial roadway network in the City of Owen Sound. The corridor carries an average of
over 30,000 vehicles per day crossing the Sydenham River and experiences significant traffic
congestion and vehicle delays during daytime peak travel times. 10th Street is a Connecting Link in
the provincial highway network, forming parts of Highways 6 and 21.
The study documents the transportation need and defines physical and operational improvements
intended to increase capacity and decrease delay on 10th Street. The Recommended Plan
addresses current and future operational needs. This roadway is a critical link that accommodates
travel for vehicles and pedestrians. The study has also considered improvements to better
accommodate cyclists.
The EA followed the Schedule ‘B’ requirements under the Planning and Design process of the
“Municipal Class Environmental Assessment”, as amended in 2015. This is a self-assessment
process that includes mandatory public consultation.

1.1 Study Area
The Study Area includes the 10th Street corridor between 9th Avenue West/Grey Road 17B and
9th Avenue East (Highway 6 and 10). The Study Area also includes 8th Street and 9th Street
between 2nd Avenue West and 9th Avenue East.
The study area is located in the City of Owen Sound and is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Study Area
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2

EA Process

2.1 Environmental Assessment Process
2.1.1

Municipal EA Process

This project was undertaken to satisfy the provincial EA Act following the “Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment, 2015” process for a Schedule ‘B’ project based on the range of
potential improvement alternatives. The Class EA document specifies the procedures required to
plan specific transportation projects according to an approved planning process.
The study approach included the MOE’s five guiding principles for EA studies, namely:






Consider all reasonable alternatives;
Provide a comprehensive assessment of the environment;
Utilize a systematic and traceable evaluation of net effects;
Undertake a comprehensive public consultation program; and
Provide clear and concise documentation of the decision-making process and public
consultation program.

The Class EA Process was undertaken in a series of phases commencing with problem identification
and culminating in the filing of a Project File Report (for a Schedule ‘B’ project). The Planning and
Design Process for the Municipal Class EA is illustrated in Figure 2.
The Class EA process includes an evaluation of all reasonable alternatives and the selection of a
preferred alternative(s) with acceptable effects (including avoidance and mitigation of any residual
effects) on the natural and social/cultural environments. The EA process entails three phases.
The following is the specific breakdown of tasks by phase for a Schedule ‘B’ project1:
Phase 1:

Identify the Problem

Phase 2:

Alternative Solutions

Phase 5:

Implementation

The project will be approved for design and construction if no written concerns are provided within
the review period.
2.2 Procurement of Formal Environmental Approvals and Bylaw Exemptions
In consultation with the approving agencies, the City of Owen Sound will identify and obtain all
necessary formal applicable environmental approvals and bylaw exemptions required for the
project.

1

Municipal Class Environmental Assessment, Municipal Engineers Association, 2015.
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Figure 2: Municipal Class Planning and Design Process
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3

Consultation Program

The public consultation approach used several techniques to proactively involve the public and
stakeholders. The Study was carried out in consultation with Grey County staff, MTO, external
agencies, emergency services, stakeholders, and technical specialists. The consultation utilized
the following tools outlined in this section.
3.1 Notices
Notices for the Study Commencement, Public Information Centre (PIC), and Notice of Filing Study
Completion were publicized as follow:


Study Commencement and PIC: Owen Sound Sun-Times on Thursday March 8, 2017 and City
of Owen Sound website, beginning Wednesday March 7, 2017



Filing of Study Completion – Owen Sound Sun-Times: (TBD).

See Appendix A for Notice of Study Commencement.
3.2 Contact List
An agency contact list was developed and expanded throughout the study. See Section 3.4.1 for
the list of agencies and interest groups contacted and contact persons.
The Notification of Study Completion has also been sent to all study contacts.
3.3 Public Information Centre (PIC)
The PIC meeting was held on Wednesday, March 22, 2017 at the Harry Lumley Bayshore
Community Centre in Owen Sound from 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm and as part of the PIC a public
presentation was made at 5:30 pm to the City of Owen Sound’s Operations Committee.
Display panels (text, photos and drawings) were set up around the perimeter of the room for
leisurely viewing. The panels presented the Class EA process, background information,
transportation characteristics, improvement alternatives, analysis and a preliminary screening of
alternatives.
City and consultant staff was available to respond to any verbal comments/questions.
Ten (10) people registered at the PIC. Each person was encouraged to provide a written response
to any issues or concerns. A total of four (4) written responses were received in the period
following the PIC.
Appendix B provides the PIC Summary Report which includes the Notice and comment sheets.
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3.4 Stakeholder Consultation
3.4.1

Interest Groups and Agencies

All agencies or groups that may have had an interest in the project or any documentation to
contribute to the study were contacted at the start of the EA for their input. All agencies were
invited to attend the PIC meeting.
The following agencies were contacted for information and/or input into the project:










Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change
Ministry of Transportation
Environment and Climate Change Canada
Transport Canada
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
Ministry of the Attorney General
Grey Bruce Health Unit
Owen Sound Downtown Improvement
Area Board of Management

3.4.2












Owen Sound and District Chamber of
Commerce
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
Grey Sauble Conservation Authority
City of Owen Sound Fire Department
Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry
County of Grey
Bell Canada
Hydro One Networks Inc.
Union Gas Ltd.
Rogers

First Nations

The following First Nations groups and agencies were contacted at various milestones throughout
the project, including EA Commencement, the PIC and Study Completion.




Saugeen First Nation
Metis Nation of Ontario
Saugeen Ojibway Nation Environmental
Office




Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First
Nation
Ministry of Indigenous Relations and
Reconciliation
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4

Transportation

10th Street is a Connecting Link for Highways 6 and 21, and is the main east-west arterial
roadway through the City of Owen Sound. There are three north-south oriented geographic
barriers that 10th Street crosses. These barriers include:
1. Niagara Escarpment – West Face: 10th Street (2 lanes/direction) and 9th Street (1 lane
per direction) are the only two east-west crossings serving the City’s Central Business
District (CBD);
2. Sydenham River: 10th Street (2 lanes/direction), 9th Street (1 lane per direction) and
8th Street (1 lane per direction) are the three east-west crossings of the River; and
3. Niagara Escarpment – East Face: 10th Street (2 lanes per direction) and 8th Street (1
lane per direction) are the only two east-west crossings serving the City’s CBD.
10th Street is the only roadway in the City that crosses all of the geographic barriers identified
above.
4.1 Existing Travel Demands and Lane Geometry
The critical section on the corridor is the crossing of the Sydenham River where the roadway
carries an average of over 30,000 vehicles per day. Figure 3 illustrates daily traffic volumes
throughout the study area.

Figure 3: Daily Traffic Volumes
.
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Figure 4: 10th Street Daily Traffic Distribution
Figure 4 provides the temporal distribution of traffic volumes on 10th Street through the
daytime hours. It illustrates that the peak travel direction is eastbound during the AM and
westbound during the PM. The daily traffic distribution on 10th Street is unlike many other
urban roadways in that there is a less defined AM and PM peak travel period. Traffic demands
have the following characteristics:




build at a steady rate until 10 or 11 am;
remain relatively constant through the mid-day period; and
decrease gradually after approximately 5:00 or 6:00 pm.

Existing peak hour turning movement volumes are illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b. The
existing lane geometry is illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b.
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Figure 5a: Existing Peak Hour Traffic Demand
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Figure 5b: Existing Peak Hour Traffic Demand
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Figure 6a: Existing Lane Configuration
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Figure 6b: Existing Lane Configuration
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4.2 Existing Traffic Operations
Existing traffic operations were modelled using the Synchro macroscopic analysis and
optimization software package. Table 1 provides a detailed summary of the existing traffic
operations during the AM and PM peak periods. The traffic operations are reflected by the
volume to capacity ratio (v/c) of each movement, the average delay measured in seconds per
vehicle and Level of Service (LOS). Level of Service is a qualitative measure of traffic
operations ranging from A through F. Level of Service A represents the best traffic operations
and level of service F represents the worst.

Table 1: Existing Traffic Operations
AM Peak Hour
Intersection

10th Street
& 9th
Avenue W
(Grey Road
17B)

A

95
queue
(m)
18.5

10.2

B

0.31

21.4

WBT

0.28

WBR

v/c

LOS

0.25

5.1

A

95
queue
(m)
15.3

47.3

0.15

6

A

18.5

C

26.3

0.04

11.8

B

5.2

15.7

B

40.6

0.33

12.1

B

47

0.14

4.8

A

9.9

0.19

2.9

A

10.4

NBLTR

0.36

12.1

B

17.3

0.66

37.3

D

39.1

SBLT

0.71

39.6

D

51.6

0.39

35

D

22.3

SBR

0.36

5.9

A

13.7

0.22

8.1

A

8.9

14.5

B

0

12.7

B

v/c

Delay
(s)

LOS

EBL

0.22

7.6

EBTR

0.35

WBL

EBLTR

0.47

11.8

B

61.3

0.5

12.9

B

65

WBLTR

0.26

10.6

B

32

0.47

13.1

B

61.8

NBLTR

0.82

48

D

64.1

0.83

50.9

D

#79.5

SBLTR

0.03

21.9

C

5

0.09

22.2

C

10.9

17.4

B

18.4

B

Overall

10th Street
& 7th
Avenue W

th

Delay
(s)

Movement

Overall

10th Street
& 8th
Avenue W

PM Peak Hour
th

EBLTR

0.39

8.8

A

48.6

0.3

5.6

A

32

WBLTR

0.27

8.1

A

28.8

0.35

5.9

A

40

NBLTR

0.23

17.1

B

13.4

0.54

26.3

C

21.3

SBLTR

0.68

40.4

D

41.3

0.47

26.6

C

19.6

12.8

B

8.3

A

Overall
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10th Street
& 3rd
Avenue W

EBLTR

0.4

11

B

50.5

0.52

16.9

B

73.6

WBLTR

0.32

7.3

A

m23.4

0.59

10.1

B

43.1

NBLTR

0.24

34.9

C

25.1

0.29

33.7

C

35.8

SBLTR

0.23

37.1

D

29.9

0.12

26.6

C

18.1

12.3

B

14.7

B

Overall

10th Street
& 2nd
Avenue W

EBLTR

0.43

10.9

B

33.6

0.64

19.2

B

55.5

WBLTR

0.3

1.9

A

3.3

0.71

12.3

B

29.1

NBL

0.66

51.7

D

#37.8

0.48

31.1

C

41.3

NBTR

0.52

51.2

D

54.9

0.56

43.2

D

76.8

SBL

0.56

42.3

D

51

0.48

31

C

42.5

SBTR

1.12

133.9

F

#151.7

0.6

44.7

D

82.8

39.4

D

23.0

C

Overall

10th Street
& 1st
Avenue W

EBLTR

0.4

12.9

B

35.4

0.44

9.4

A

27.5

WBT

0.3

15.8

B

57.5

0.47

18.4

B

93.8

WBR

0.24

6.5

A

36.1

0.53

11.3

B

90

NBL

0.05

43.1

D

7.3

0.13

44.8

D

13.1

NBT

0.37

49.1

D

39

0.51

53.2

D

52.3

NBR

0.05

0.4

A

0

0.06

0.4

A

0

SBL

0.94

73.1

E

#138.2

1.1

120.8

F

#146.6

SBTR

0.16

29.9

C

26.6

0.2

31.5

C

29.6

26.2

C

28.8

C

Overall

10th Street
& 2nd
Avenue E

EBLTR

0.86

94.8

F

m138.4

0.95

98.4

F

m#158.4

WBLTR

0.51

34.8

C

63.2

0.77

60.1

E

105.2

NBL

0.09

35.7

D

12.1

0.22

40.8

D

20.5

NBTR

0.37

38.3

D

47.9

0.47

39.9

D

54.3

SBL

0.04

35

C

6.6

0.14

39

D

13.5

SBT

0.14

36.3

D

22.7

0.34

41.4

D

44.5

SBR

0.26

2.6

A

12.4

0.57

14.8

B

78.9

62.4

E

64.4

E

Overall

10th Street
& 3rd
Avenue E

EBLTR

0.59

4.8

A

m13.1

0.59

45.1

D

m80.6

WBLTR

0.29

8.6

A

22.2

0.47

11.9

B

34

NBL

0.1

32.5

C

11.3

0.23

30.2

C

22.8

NBT

0.41

35.9

D

51.5

0.46

31.9

C

65.1

SBLT

0.47

50.2

D

47

0.5

47

D

57.8

SBR

0.19

1.3

A

0

0.2

1.5

A

0.8

13.1

B

29.8

C

Overall
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10th Street
& 4th
Avenue E

EBLTR

0.45

3.5

A

9.8

0.43

5

A

18.6

WBLTR

0.32

10.2

B

31.7

0.43

11.5

B

51.8

NBL

0.04

33.4

C

7.4

0.04

34.1

C

7.5

NBTR

0.3

26.3

C

32

0.32

23.1

C

32.7

SBL

0.1

34.4

C

13

0.13

35.8

D

15.6

SBTR

0.16

31.3

C

21.8

0.21

31.5

C

28.3

10.0

A

11.1

B

Overall

10th Street
& 7th
Avenue E

EBL

0.12

5.2

A

7.8

0.13

4.9

A

7.1

EBTR

0.24

4.6

A

19.5

0.31

4.1

A

26.7

WBL

0.08

5.1

A

5

0.1

4.8

A

5.4

WBTR

0.18

4.4

A

14.5

0.26

3.9

A

21.7

NBL

0.12

19.4

B

6.4

0.09

19.2

B

5.8

NBTR

0.43

14.1

B

15.2

0.28

15

B

11.5

SBL

0.07

18.5

B

4.4

0.06

18.7

B

4.5

SBTR

0.11

13.2

B

6.1

0.24

13.4

B

9.6

6.1

A

5.1

A

Overall

10th Street
& 9th
Avenue E
(Highway 6)

EBL

0.38

22.6

C

45.9

0.77

40.7

D

76.7

EBTR

0.31

27.2

C

41.7

0.49

35.7

D

56.1

WBL

0.18

20.7

C

18.2

0.25

25.5

C

18.7

WBTR

0.28

33.9

C

33

0.68

52.1

D

51.2

NBL

0.32

20.3

C

33.4

0.28

14.7

B

21.9

NBTR

0.21

26.3

C

29.9

0.17

19

B

29.5

SBL

0.14

18.4

B

16.7

0.08

13.2

B

11.5

SBTR

0.35

17.3

B

30.4

0.45

16.2

B

57.5

24.1

C

29.3

C

Overall

m – vehicle arrival is metered by the upstream traffic signal
# - 95th percentile demand exceeds capacity, queue could be longer

Traffic operations along the 10th Street corridor are adversely affected by a range of factors
that are discussed in the following sections:
4.2.1

Close Proximity of Traffic Signals

To accommodate two-way progression of traffic through adjacent intersections, traffic signals
should ideally be spaced a minimum of approximately 400 metres apart. Through Owen
Sound’s downtown core, the spacing between traffic signals on 10th Street ranges from
approximately 105 metres to 145 metres. This close spacing of traffic signals will therefore not
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accommodate 2-way signal progression. In addition, due to the close spacing of traffic signals,
traffic queues can at times extend the full length of the block from one signal to the next, as
shown in Figure 7. This can create a form of gridlock: traffic signals turn green but traffic, at
times, is unable to move through because traffic is queued from the downstream signal.

Figure 7 – 10th Street Traffic Queuing

4.2.2

Eastbound and Westbound Split Phasing at 10th Street and 2nd Avenue West

Unlike all other intersections along the corridor, to safely accommodate a limited number of
westbound left turning motorists, the intersection of 10th Street East and 2nd Avenue East is
required to utilize split phasing (eastbound and westbound traffic moves separately). This
severely limits the available roadway capacity and creates a bottleneck for traffic movements
along the corridor. In addition, to accommodate the split phasing, the traffic signals are
required to operate on a longer cycle length. The longer cycle length can exacerbate the
problems with traffic queuing through the adjacent signal.
4.2.3

Absence of Left Turn Lanes at Key Intersections

With 2 lanes per direction on 10th Street and the proximity of development to the street,
exclusive left turn lanes cannot be accommodated at key intersections within the downtown
core. As a result, a single vehicle waiting to turn left can block one of the through lanes. This
can effectively reduce the available road capacity by as much as 50%.
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4.2.4

Poor Utilization of Existing Capacity

In addition to the gridlock that can be created by traffic queuing between traffic signals (i.e.
motorists are unable to move when the light turns green for them), the traffic volumes in the
curb lane and the centre lane are often imbalanced so that the full roadway capacity is not
utilized. Eastbound traffic on 10th Street at 1st Avenue West is one example where motorists
often queue in the centre lane while the curb lane flows freely. These typically are motorists
who will be turning left when they reach 2nd Avenue East and they are aware of the potential
delays trying to merge back into the centre lane to turn left at the next signal. Elsewhere along
the corridor, traffic can at times be observed using the curb lane seeking to avoid potential
delays created by left turning motorists.
4.2.5

10th Street is Operating at or Near Capacity

The existing roadway is operating at or near capacity throughout much of the day. Table 1
illustrates that many key turning movements operate near or above capacity. City staff have
observed that this situation is particularly acute during rainy days in the summer months.
Seasonal cottage/tourist traffic originating from vacation areas on Lake Huron and Georgian
Bay elect to visit Owen Sound to access shopping areas. The resulting sudden influx of traffic
far exceeds the capacity of the roadway. City staff have observed queues on 10th Street
extending as far as 6th Avenue West and beyond.

4.3 10th Street Bridge Environmental Assessment Study
Concurrent with this study is the 10th Street Bridge Environmental Assessment (EA). The 10th
Street Bridge EA is investigating replacement/rehabilitation alternatives for the bridge over the
Sydenham River. The bridge is within the Study Area of this EA located between 1st Avenue
West and 1st Avenue E.
The recommendations from this study will be used as input to the 10th Street EA to help
determine the lane configuration of the new structure.
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5

Environmental Conditions

The 10th Street corridor passes through an entirely urbanized area including the downtown
core of the City of Owen Sound. The adjacent land use throughout the study area varies
between Lower Density Highway Commercial outside of the downtown core to High Density
Mixed Use Residential/Commercial within the downtown core.
Natural environmental features within or near the right-of-way are limited to a few green
spaces near the Sydenham River.
The improvements being considered as part of this study will be carried out entirely within the
existing right-of-way with minimal disturbance to the natural environment.
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6

Generation of Alternatives

Based on the existing transportation conditions and built environment, several operational and
cross section alternatives were developed as potential alternatives to improve traffic operations
on 10th Street. These alternatives are described in the following sections.
6.1 Alternative 1 - Operational and Signal Timing Improvements
This alternative comprises many sub-alternatives that involve operational and signal timing
changes, but maintain 2-way traffic and the existing cross-section and lane configuration on
10th Street.
The sub-alternatives included the following (see Figure 8):










Replace existing split phasing at 10th Street and 2nd Avenue East with an eastbound
advanced green phase only. Requires prohibition of westbound left turn;
Minor adjustments to all signal timings and coordination throughout the corridor;
Convert all traffic signals to semi-actuated operation. While all signalized intersections in
the study area have detectors installed, they are all operating on fixed timing;
Prohibit eastbound left turns at 10th Street and 1st Avenue West;
Widen the existing substandard westbound curb lane on the 10th Street bridge;
Extend the southbound right turn lane on 2nd Avenue East at 10th Street;
Extend the northbound left turn lane on 2nd Avenue East at 10th Street;
Extend the northbound left turn lane on 3rd Avenue East at 10th Street; and
Remove the traffic signals at 1st Avenue West.

Figure 8: Alternative 1 Improvements
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6.2 Alternative 2 – Diversion of Traffic from 10th Street by Provision of New Structure
Alternative 2 involves the construction of a new structure across the Sydenham River providing
1 additional through lane in each direction. Alternative 2 would eliminate direct access for
vehicles to/from the north between 10th Street and both 1st Avenue East and 1st Avenue
West. Alternative 2 was further sub-divided into 2 sub-alternatives, including:
A. New structure aligned immediately north of new 10th Street bridge; and
B. New structure aligned approximately 150 m north of the new 10th Street bridge.
Alternative 2 is being considered conceptually only to determine its capability to improve traffic
conditions on 10th Street. If it is recommended to be included as part of the recommended
plan, more in-depth design and environmental inventories will be completed as part of the 10th
Street Bridge EA study. The basic concept is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Alternative 2 Concept
Alternative 2 could be implemented in conjunction with Alternative 1.
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6.3 Alternative 3 - Conversion to a 3-Lane Cross Section
Alternative 3 would involve geometric changes to the cross section of 10th Street. The existing
configuration of 2 shared lanes per direction would be changed to 1 through lane per direction
and a Two Way Left Turn Lane (TWLTL) in the median. This would result in additional space
in the right-of-way that, following a “Complete Streets” approach, could be dedicated for:




Bicycle Lanes;
Wider sidewalks; or
Green space/plantings.

A conceptual cross section is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Alternative 3 - 3-Lane Cross Section

6.4 Alternative 4 – One-way Couplet
Alternative 4 involves converting 10th Street and another parallel street into a one-way couplet.
Two sub-alternatives were considered:
A. One-way couplet of 10th Street and 9th Street between 2nd Avenue West and 3rd
Avenue East (See Figure 11); and
B. One-way couplet of 10th Street and 8th Street between:
i. 2nd Avenue West and 3rd Avenue East (See Figure 12); or
ii. 2nd Avenue West and 9th Avenue East (See Figure 12).
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Figure 11: Alternative 4A - One Way Couplet with 9th Street
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Figure 12: Alternative 4B - One Way Couplet with 8th Street
6.5 Alternative 5 – Do Nothing
Alternative 5 involves making no changes to the existing configuration of 10th Street and no
changes to the traffic signal operations. This alternative must be considered as part of the EA
Process; however, it would fail to address any of the issues that have been identified and
downtown businesses would continue to suffer from the congested traffic conditions on 10th
Street.

6.6 Other Potential Corridor Improvements
Some additional improvement opportunities that have been identified during the course of the
study (which can be considered separately since they do not impact traffic flow through the
downtown core, the primary focus of the study), include the intersections of:




Highway 6/21/10th Street W and 9th Avenue W/Grey Road 17B/Alpha Street
10th Street West and 8th Avenue West
10th Street West and 7th Avenue West

Concerns were expressed regarding pedestrian safety at the intersection with 9th Avenue
West and Grey Road 17B. The free-flow right turn channelization and the close proximity to the
intersection with Alpha Street are considered to be major factors. The intersection is controlled
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by MTO but the City of Owen Sound is in the process of considering changes to the school
crossing guard program that could help to address those concerns.
Traffic demands at the intersection of 10th Street and 8th Avenue West are impacted by the
adjacent school and due to being an alternative route (9th Street West to 8th Avenue West) to
avoid 10th Street through the downtown core. Based on the existing traffic demands, localized
improvement alternatives that should be considered in order of priority include provision of:




a northbound left turn lane on 8th Avenue West
right turn radii improvements to accommodate larger vehicles including school buses
left turn lanes on 10th Street

Recent consolidation of classes at the Owen Sound District Secondary School has resulted in
increased traffic at the intersection of 10th Street and 7th Avenue West. The duration of the
peak periods and the corresponding delays at the intersection that have been observed often
do not extend through the full peak hour period. Localized intersection improvements to better
accommodate the school generated traffic would include provision of:



a northbound right turn lane on 7th Avenue West, and
left turn lanes on 10th Street
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7 Evaluation of Alternatives
The evaluation of alternatives was completed using a two-stage evaluation process to
compare the net effects and performance of the alternatives. The comparative evaluation
considered the advantages and disadvantages of each of the alternatives using evaluation
criteria as descriptors to measure the relative differences of the options being considered.
The first stage involved a qualitative coarse screening of the alternatives to carry forward only
those that could reasonably address the operational and capacity issues on 10th Street.
The second phase used a quantitative Multi-Attribute Trade-off System (MATS) evaluation to
rank the alternatives that were carried forward.
The Analysis and Evaluation Summary Report is provided in Appendix C.
7.1 Coarse Screening
As an initial step, the alternatives were subjected to a Coarse Screening to determine which
could reasonable address the operational issues on 10th Street. The Coarse Screening is
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Coarse Screening of Alternatives
Alternative

Advantages

1A

Eliminate split
phasing at

2nd Ave
E/10th St

20% increase in critical
movement capacity
Improves vehicle safety

1B

Signal Timing
Improvements

Maximizes capacity and
minimizes delay

1C
SemiActuated
Signal Timing



1D





Maximized capacity and
minimizes delay; particularly
during off-peak times
Necessary hardware is
already in place
Improves traffic flow and

Disadvantages




Prohibits westbound left
turns at 2nd Ave E & 10th
St impacting a very limited
volume of traffic (30
vehicles in the PM Peak
hour)

Carried
Forward?



None






Condition of existing
detectors may require
maintenance.



Diverts a small amount of
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Table 2: Coarse Screening of Alternatives
Alternative
Prohibit E/B
Left Turns at
1st Ave
W/10th Street

Advantages



1E

Widen W/B
Curb Lane on
10th St Bridge


1F
Extend S/B
Right Turn
Lane on 2nd
Ave E



1G
Extend N/B
Left Turn
Lane on 2nd
Ave E



1H



Extend N/B
Left Turn
Lane on 3rd
Ave E



Disadvantages

eliminates lane blocking at a
key location
10th Street Bridge EA could
consider a centre median
Improves capacity at 1st Ave
W/10th St intersection by
separating heavy w/b right
turn movement
Helps facilitate the “hairpin”
movement; S/B right turn
from 1st Ave E to 10th St
followed immediately by W/B
right from 10th St to 1st Ave
W
Doubles right turning vehicle
storage;
Reduces the frequency of
right turning vehicle queues
extending into the shared
lane
Reduces the frequency of left
turning vehicles blocking
through vehicles

Reduces the frequency of left
turning vehicles blocking
through vehicles

Carried
Forward?

traffic (3 vehicles
observed during the PM
peak hour)


Additional Cost









Extending the turn lane to
50 m eliminates 4 onstreet parking spaces on
2nd Ave E



Eliminates 1-2 on-street
parking spaces on 2nd
Ave E



Eliminates 1-2 on-street
parking spaces on 3rd
Ave E
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Table 2: Coarse Screening of Alternatives
Alternative

Advantages

Disadvantages

1I
Remove
Signals at 1st
Ave W/10th St





2A
Additional
Crossing
Immediately
north of 10th
St Bridge






Improves traffic flow on 10th
Street

Would divert traffic from a
congested 10th Street
corridor
Eliminates left turns at 10th
St/1st Ave W
Signals could be removed at
1st Ave W unless needed for
pedestrians








2B

Additional
Crossing 150
m north of

10th St Bridge



3
Conversion to
3-Lane CrossSection





Would divert traffic from a
congested 10th Street
corridor
Eliminates left turns at 10th
St/1st Ave W
Signals could be removed at
1st Ave W unless needed for
pedestrians
Requires less widening 1st
Ave E
Could accommodate wider
sidewalks; or
Could accommodate cycling
lanes
TWLTL would allow for
removal of split phasing at
2nd Ave E/10th St











Traffic diverted from 1st
Ave W would overload the
signals at 2nd Ave W

Access to 10th St from 1st
Ave E & 1st Ave W
eliminated
Requires widening 1st
Ave E
Restricts truck access to
businesses on 1st Ave E
Some traffic diverted to
2nd Ave E and 2nd Ave W
Increased Cost
Access to 10th St from 1st
Ave E & 1st Ave W
eliminated
Some traffic diverted to
2nd Ave E and 2nd Ave W
Some green space
impacted
Increased Cost

Further limits capacity on
an already congested
10th St
Substantial increase in
traffic delays over and
above existing conditions

Carried
Forward?
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Table 2: Coarse Screening of Alternatives
Alternative

Advantages

Disadvantages

4A
One Way
Couplet with
9th Street







Improves westbound traffic
flow significantly (reduces
travel time by up to 2
minutes)
Opportunity to widen
sidewalks and provide
landscaping on 10th St






4B i and ii
One Way
Couplet with
8th Street





Improves westbound traffic
flow significantly (reduces
travel time by up to 2
minutes)
Opportunity to widen
sidewalks and provide
landscaping on 10th St










5
Do Nothing



None



Carried
Forward?

Loss of on-street parking
on 9th St, 2nd Ave W, and
3rd Ave E
Eastbound travel times,
on average, are similar or
slightly worse than
existing conditions
Up to 400 m of out-of-way
travel for E/B vehicles
Requires converting 2nd
Ave W to one-way S/B
between 10th St and 9th
St



Loss of on-street parking
on 8th St, 2nd Ave W, and
3rd Ave E
Eastbound travel times,
on average, are much
worse than existing
Insufficient capacity at 8th
St/2nd Ave W intersection
to accommodate
additional traffic
Up to 1.3 km of out-of-way
travel for E/B vehicles
Requires converting 2nd
Ave W to one-way S/B
between 10th and 9th St



Does not address any of
the operational issues on
10th Street
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7.2

Quantitative Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation of the improvement alternatives through the downtown core area was
completed using a quantitative evaluation assessment (Multi Attribute Trade-off System
(MATS)) to compare the net effects and performance of the alternatives. This assessment
used a weighted average score method to mathematically determine the options being
considered using various global factors.
The quantitative approach is based on the “Weighted Additive Method” which focuses on the
differences between the alternatives, addressing the complexity of the base data collected and
providing a traceable decision-making process. Sensitivity tests are also performed to
determine the impact of the alternatives and the trade-offs between each alternative.
Overall scores are assigned to each alternative and the competing alternatives were ranked
from 1 to 10 to complete the evaluation. The initial task in the evaluation is to develop criteria
from which alternatives will be evaluated with and assessed. This process includes the
identification of “global” groups of factors followed by the selection of a number of “local” subfactors, or sub-factors, under these global groups.
The evaluation criteria are grouped into broad categories (global factors) to describe the study
specific engineering and environmental concerns. Four global factors were selected for the
evaluation of the access alternatives:


Transportation



Natural Environment



Socio-Economic Environment



Cost

Under each of the four global factors, a number of sub-factors were selected under which
measurements could be made. Each sub-factor must adequately describe the issue or aspect
of the environment to be evaluated and the unique features of each alternative. To evaluate
the alternatives using the evaluation criteria, the TAC rated each global factor and subfactor
based on their opinion. Every person assigning weights has a personal bias and understanding
of the scope of the project, with various life experiences. Hence, the TAC was comprised of a
diversified team of professionals with varied backgrounds including transportation/
environmental planners, transportation engineers/ technicians, councillors and emergency
services personnel.
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Each member of the TAC assigned percentage weights to each global factor and sub-factor
based on their opinion of the relative importance of each. Their individual weights were then
averaged to determine the TAC weight for each global factor and sub-factor.
The results of the weights and rankings of the MATS evaluation for the improvement
alternatives are illustrated on Figure 13 and Figure 14.
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Figure 13: MATS Weighting Results for Improvement Alternatives
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Figure 14: Improvement Alternatives MATS Evaluation Ranking Results
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7.3

Sensitivity Testing

Sensitivity testing can determine if the nature of the evaluation is sensitive to the weights assigned
to each criterion. Since each specialist assigns weights based on their professional opinions, there
is a spread of values for the selection of weights. The range is dependent on the value judgement
of individuals and specialists. Using the average of the group does not necessarily capture what
the standard deviation was among individual scores. Therefore, sensitivity testing is conducted to
test a range of weights either higher or lower than the group’s average.
A series of tests were completed varying the weight for each global factor. The three tests
included:


Average TAC weight



Highest weight in a factor group by any TAC member



Lowest weight in a factor group by any TAC member

The sensitivity test results, shown in Table 3, demonstrate there were no significant trade-offs in
the ranking of alternatives.
Table 3: Sensitivity Testing Results for Improvement Alternatives
Alternatives

1A

1B

1C

1D

1E

1F

1G

1H

2A

2B

Score

99.2

80.5

88.8

72.2

81.1

72.8

71.2

73.5

17.2

18.8

RANK

1

4

2

7

3

6

8

5

10

9

High

1

4

2

7

3

6

8

5

10

9

Low

1

4

2

6

3

7

8

5

10

9

Natural
Environment

High

1

4

2

7

3

6

8

5

9

10

Low

1

4

2

5

3

8

6

7

10

9

Socio-Economic
Environment

High

1

4

2

6

3

7

8

5

10

9

Low

1

4

2

7

3

6

8

5

9

10

Cost

High

1

4

2

6

3

7

8

5

10

9

Low

1

4

2

7

3

6

8

5

9

10

Transportation
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8

Recommendations

8.1 Technically Preferred Plan
Alternative 1A, eliminating the split phasing that exists at the intersection of 10th Street East and
2nd Avenue East was found to have the greatest benefit to area traffic operations and was ranked
the number 1 alternative by the evaluation process. It would result in approximately a 20%
improvement to the available roadway capacity. It is recommended that, as short-term
improvements, the City of Owen Sound proceed with the following operational improvement
alternatives:
1a - Eliminate split traffic signal phasing at the intersection of 10th Street and 2nd Avenue East
1c – Convert traffic signals to semi-actuated operation
1b – Adjustments to the traffic signal timings and coordination
Alternatives1a, 1c, and 1b represent three of the four highest ranked improvement measures and
can be considered to be a series of localized operational improvements which are pre-approved
(Schedule A+) under the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process. Improved traffic
operations through the downtown will improve access to area businesses and will benefit local
retailers.
Eliminating the split traffic signal phasing at 10th Street and 2nd Avenue West (Alternative 1a) is a
change that should be implemented all day throughout the week (24 /7). It could, however, be
implemented for a 3 to 6 month trial period so that the benefits of the improvement could be
assessed. To eliminate the split traffic signal phasing, it will be necessary to prohibit westbound left
turns at the intersection. Concerns that were expressed regarding the impact that prohibiting
westbound left turns would have on businesses in the downtown core could be mitigated with the
introduction of a westbound left turn phase at the intersection of 10th Street and 3rd Avenue East.
Providing a wider westbound curb lane (Alternative 1e ranked 3rd overall in the evaluation) is also
recommended to be provided as part of the 10th Street Bridge replacement. The existing area
used as the westbound curb lane had previously been the sidewalk. It is a substandard width and
the pavement markings and signage do not actually designate this as a lane. Widening of the
structure to accommodate this is being considered as part of the 10th Street Bridge Replacement
EA.
Alternatives 2a or 2b, provision of a 2nd structure connecting 1st Avenue East and 1st Avenue
West are not recommended for implementation, due predominantly to the cost and the limited
benefit to the transportation network that would be achieved.
The remaining 4 improvement alternatives that benefit traffic operations through the downtown
area are:
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1d – prohibit eastbound left turns at the intersection with 1st Avenue West
1f – extend the southbound right turn lane on 2nd Avenue East at 10th Street
1g – extend northbound left turn lane on 2nd Avenue East
1h - extend northbound left turn lane on 3rd Avenue East
These could be considered as future (medium term) improvements. These would have a less
significant benefit to traffic operations.
It is also recommended that the concerns for pedestrian safety at the intersection with Grey County
Road 17B and 9th Avenue West be referred to MTO in the event that future improvements to the
intersection are considered.
Longer term improvements are recommended at the intersections of:




10th Street and 8th Avenue West, including the provision of a northbound left turn lane on
8th Avenue West, left turn lanes on 10th Street and radii improvements to better
accommodate school buses
10th Street and 7th Avenue West, including the provision of left turn lanes on 10th Street
and a northbound right turn lane on 7th Avenue West.

These longer term improvements are localized operational improvements and would be preapproved under the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process.
Improvements through the downtown core that better accommodate pedestrians and streetscaping
are recognized to ultimately be desirable and should be protected for if opportunities become
available. They are not currently considered viable given the proximity of existing development to
the street.
With the exception of the widening of the 10th Street Bridge which is being addressed as part of a
separate EA, the improvement recommendations can all be considered “localized operational
improvements” and are pre-approved under the Municipal Class EA process. The City of Owen
Sound could therefore issue a Notice of Completion identifying the improvements as Schedule A
projects and proceed directly to implementation.
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Glossary of Terms


AADT

Annual Average Daily Traffic – the average 24-hour, twoway traffic for the period from January 1st to December
31st.



Alignment

The vertical and horizontal position of a road.



Alternative

Well-defined and distinct course of action that fulfils a
given set of requirements. The EA Act distinguishes
between alternatives to the undertaking and alternative
methods of carrying out the undertaking.



Alternative Planning Solutions

Alternative ways of solving problems or meeting demand
(Alternatives to the Undertaking).



Alternative Design Concepts

Alternative ways of solving a documented transportation
deficiency or taking advantage of an opportunity.
(Alternative methods of carrying out the undertaking).



Alternative Project

Alternative Planning Solution, see above.



ANSI

Area of Natural or Scientific Interest



Berm

Earth landform used to screen areas.



BMP

Best management practice.



Bump-Up

The act of requesting that an environmental assessment
initiated as a class EA be required to follow the individual
EA process. The change is a result of a decision by the
proponent or by the Minister of Environment to require
that an individual environmental assessment be
conducted.



Bypass

A form of realignment in which the route is intended to go
around a particular feature or collection of features.
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Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act (CEAA)

The CEAA applies to projects for which the federal
government holds decision-making authority. It is
legislation that identifies the responsibilities and
procedures for the environmental assessment.



Class Environmental
Assessment Document

An individual environmental report documenting a
planning process which is formally submitted under the
EA Act. Once the Class EA document is approved,
projects covered by the class can be implemented
without having to seek further approvals under the EA
Act provided the Class EA process is followed.



Class Environmental
Assessment Process

A planning process established for a group of projects in
order to ensure compliance with the Environmental
Assessment (EA) Act. The EA Act, in Section 13 makes
provision for the establishment of Class Environmental
Assessments.



Compensation

The replacement of natural habitat lost through
implementation of a project, where implementation
techniques and other measures could not alleviate the
effects.



Consortium

A group of businesses or organizations allied to take on
a project.



Corridor

A band of variable width between two locations. In
transportation studies a corridor is defined area where a
new or improved transportation facility might be located.



Criterion

Explicit feature or consideration used for comparison of
alternatives.



Cumulative Effects Assessment Cumulative Effects Assessment assesses the interaction
and combination of the residual environmental effects of
the project during its construction and operational phases
on measures to prevent or lessen the predicted impacts
with the same environmental effects from other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects and
activities.



Decibel (dB)

A logarithmic unit of measure used for expressing level
of sound.



dBA

‘A’ weighted sound level; the human ear cannot hear the
very high and the very low sound frequencies as well as
the mid-frequencies of sound, and hence the predicted
sound levels, measured in dBA, are a reasonable
accurate approximation of sound levels heard by the
human ear.
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Detail Design

The final stage in the design process in which the
engineering and environmental components of
preliminary design are refined and details concerning, for
example, property, drainage, utility relocations and
quantity estimate requirements are prepared, and
contract documents and drawings are produced.



DFO

Department of Fisheries and Oceans.



EA

Environmental Assessment



EA Act

Ontario Environmental Assessment Act (as amended by
S.O. 1996 C.27), RSO 1980.



Environment



Air, land or water,



Plant and animal life, including man,



The social, economic and cultural conditions that
influence the life of man or a community,



Any building structure, machine or other device or
thing made by man,



Any solid, liquid, gas, odour, heat, sound,
vibration or radiation resulting directly or indirectly
from the activities or man, or



Any part or combination of the foregoing and the
interrelationships between any two or more of
them, in or of Ontario.



Environmental Effect

A change in the existing conditions of the environment
which may have either beneficial (positive) or detrimental
(negative) effects.



Environmentally Sensitive
Areas (ESA’s)

Those areas identified by any agency or level of
government which contain natural features, ecological
functions or cultural, historical or visual amenities which
are susceptible to disturbance from human activities and
which warrant protection.



Equivalent Sound Level (Leq)

The level of a continuous sound having the same energy
as a fluctuating sound in a given time period. In this
report Leq refers to 24-hour, 16 or 18-hour averages.



ESR

Environmental Study Report.



Evaluation

The outcome of a process that appraises the advantages
and disadvantages of alternatives.
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Evaluation Process

The process involving the identification of criteria, rating
of predicted impacts, assignment of weights to criteria,
and aggregation of weights, rates and criteria to produce
an ordering of alternatives.



External Agencies

Include Federal departments and agencies, Provincial
ministries and agencies, conservation authorities,
municipalities, Crown corporations or other agencies
other than MTO.



Factor

A category of sub-factors.



HADD

Harmful Alternation, Disturbance or Destruction of fish
habitat.



Harmonized EA Process

Harmonized planning process for this project that will
meet both the Provincial and Federal EA requirements.



Individual Environmental
Assessment

An environmental Assessment for an undertaking to
which Assessment the EA Act applies and which
requires formal review and approval under the Act.



Mitigating Measure

A measure that is incorporated into a project to reduce,
eliminate or ameliorate detrimental environmental
effects.



Mitigation

Taking actions that either remove or alleviate to some
degree the negative impacts associated with the
implementation of alternatives.



MNR

Ministry of Natural Resources.



MOE

Ministry of the Environment



MTO

Ministry of Transportation Ontario



Noise Attenuation

A mitigation measure used to lessen the intensity of the
noise level (dBA) where the noise level is increased in a
noise sensitive area greater than 5 dBA 10 years after
completion.



NSA

Noise Sensitive Area is a noise sensitive land use, which
has an outdoor living area associated with the residential
unit.



OLA

Outdoor Living Area is the part of an outdoor amenity
area provided for the quiet enjoyment of the outdoor
environment.
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Planning Alternatives

Planning alternatives are “alternative methods” under the
EA Act. Identification of significant transportation
engineering opportunities while protecting significant
environmental features as much as possible.



Planning Solutions

That part of the planning and design process where
alternatives to the undertaking and alternative routes are
identified and assessed. Also described as “Alternative
Project” under the federal EA Act.



PIC

Public Information Centre



Prime Agricultural Areas

Prime agricultural areas as defined in municipal official
plans and other government policy sources.



Project

A specific undertaking planned and implemented in
accordance with this Class EA including all those
activities necessary to solve a specific transportation
problem.



Project File

The final product of a Schedule B project. This is a
completion of all data/reports produced for the project.



Proponent

A person or agency that carries or proposes to carry out
an undertaking, or is the owner or person having change,
management, or control of an undertaking.



Public

Includes the general public, interest groups, associates,
community groups, and individuals, including property
owners.



Realignment

Replacement or upgrading of an existing roadway on a
new or revised alignment.



Recommended Plan

That part of the planning and design process, during
which various alternative solutions are examined and
evaluated including consideration of environmental
effects and mitigation; the recommended design solution
is then developed in sufficient detail to ensure that the
horizontal and vertical controls are physically compatible
with the proposed site, that the requirements of lands
and rights-of-way are satisfactorily identified, and that the
basic design criteria or features to be contained in the
design, have been fully recognized and documented in
sufficient graphic detail to ensure their feasibility.



Route Alternatives

Location alternatives within a corridor.
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SADT

Summer Average Daily Traffic – the average 24-hour,
two-way traffic for the period from July 1st to August 31st
including weekends.



Screening

Process of eliminating alternatives from further
consideration, which do not meet minimum conditions or
categorical requirements.



Steering Committee

The Steering Committee includes municipal staff and the
Consultant. In this study, this group is also described as
the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). It will act as
the decision-making body for the study
recommendations.



Sub-factor

A single criterion used for the evaluation. Each subfactor is grouped under one of the factors.



TAC

Technical Advisory Committee



TMP

Transportation Master Plan



Traceability

Characteristics of an evaluation process which enables
its development and implementation to be followed with
ease.



Undertaking

In keeping with the definition of the Environmental
Assessment Act, a project or activity subject to an
Environmental Assessment.
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CITY OF OWEN SOUND
PHYSICAL AND OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS TO 10TH STREET
SCHEDULE B – MUNICIPAL CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
NOTICE OF PROJECT INITIATION AND INVITATION TO PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
BACKGROUND AND PROJECT STATEMENT
10th Street is a Connecting Link in the Provincial
highway network joining Highways 6 and 21 to
Highways 10 and 26. 10th Street forms an integral part
of the east-west arterial roadway network in the City of
Owen Sound. The corridor carries over 27,000 vehicles
per day during peak periods and experiences significant
traffic congestion and vehicle delays during those peak
travel periods. The City of Owen Sound has initiated
this study to identify and evaluate physical and traffic
operational improvements to the 10th Street corridor
that could improve traffic flow and safety through the
City for all road users.
STUDY PROCESS
The 10th Street Corridor EA is being planned as a Schedule ‘B’ project under the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment (2015). The Study will complete all necessary phases of the Municipal Class EA to receive
environmental clearance; namely, establish the need and justification for the Project, define the traffic
management plan and roadway cross-sections, document existing environmental conditions, consider all
alternatives, proactively involve the public and regulatory agencies in defining a recommended plan for
improvements, and carry out the related roadway design. This project will plan the future roadway cross-section
through the downtown core of Owen Sound for motorized vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians.
A number of potential alternatives are being investigated, including:
1. Do Nothing;
2. Operational and signal timing improvements;
3. Geometric Changes - conversion to a 3-lane cross section (opposing left turn lanes and 1 through lane per
direction) that also accommodates wider sidewalks and enhanced streetscaping; and
4. Improve traffic flow by creating a 1-way couplet between 2nd Avenue West and 3rd Avenue East using:
a. 10th Street (westbound) and 9th Street (eastbound) or
b. 10th Street (westbound) and 8th Street (eastbound)
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
A Public Information Centre is planned for:
Date: March 22, 2017
Time: 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm – Formal Presentation – 5:30 pm
Location: Harry Lumley Bayshore Community Centre (Shore Room 2), 1900 3rd Ave East, Owen Sound

Persons wishing to be included on the study mailing list should contact the EA Project Manager identified below.
Persons will be advised of future communication opportunities by electronic notice. Notices and updates will be
posted on the City of Owen Sound’s web site http://owensound.ca/.
There is an opportunity at any time during the EA process for interested persons to provide comments. Any
comments received pertaining to the study will be collected under the Environmental Assessment Act and, with
the exception of personal information, will become part of the public record.
For more information or if you wish to be placed on the study’s mailing list, please contact:
Chris Webb, P.Eng.
Manager of Engineering Services
City of Owen Sound
808 2nd Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2H4
Tel: 519-376-1440 ext. 3300
Fax: 519-376-1209
email: cwebb@owensound.ca

Stephen Brook, P. Eng.
EA Project Manager
BT Engineering
25 Base Line Road West, Suite 11A
London, ON N6J 1V1
Tel: 519-672-2222
Fax: 1-519-488-0775
email: stephen.brook@bteng.ca
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1

Introduction

This report summarizes the Public Information Centre carried out by BT Engineering (BTE), for the Class
Environmental Assessment of Physical and Operational Improvements to the 10th Street corridor from 9th
Street East to 9th Street West in Owen Sound, as shown in Figure 1. The City of Owen Sound initiated the Class
Environmental Assessment (EA) to identify and evaluate physical and traffic operational improvements to the
10th Street corridor that could improve traffic flow and safety. Improving traffic flow on 10th Street would
benefit downtown merchants. The subject section of 10th Street is a Connecting Link for Highways 6 and 21.
The Public Information Centre was held on Wednesday March 22nd, 2017, from 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm, at the
Harry Lumley Bayshore Community Centre. A formal public presentation to the City of Owen Sound
Operations Committee was made at 5:30 pm followed by a question and answer period.

Figure 1 Study Area

The Public Information Centre included presenting the following:




Municipal Class EA Process
Details on existing conditions
Identification and preliminary screening of improvement alternatives

City and consultant representatives were available to respond to any inquiries.
All members of the public and interest groups were invited to the Public Information Centre to view the
presentation materials and to discuss the project with the City and consultant representatives.
10 people signed the register at the Public Information Centre. Each person was encouraged to provide a
written response to any issues or concerns.
1.1

Public and Agency Consultation

One of the key aspects of the project is to provide the public, interested parties, affected agencies and
municipalities with the opportunity for input. In order to ensure this objective is met, a public and agency
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notification program was undertaken. The program includes a number of communication mechanisms,
discussed in the following sections.
1.1.1 Notification
Notice of the Public Information Centre was placed in the Owen Sound Sun Times and posted on the City of
Owen Sound website. The newspaper notice is found in Appendix A.
1.1.2 Agency Contacts
The following agencies were invited to attend the PIC and Community Café:


Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change



Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport



Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing



Ministry of Transportation



Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs



Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry



Grey County



Grey Bruce Health Unit



Owen Sound Downtown Improvement Area Board of Management



Transport Canada



Owen Sound and District Chamber of Commerce

2
2.1

Public Information Centre
PIC Comments

Display panels/boards were set up around the perimeter of the room, to be viewed at leisure. A copy of the
PIC presentation boards is provided in Appendix B.
Comments were received verbally from the public and Committee members at the PIC. Four (4) comment
sheets were received during the subsequent 2-week comment period. The comments and discussions are
summarized in the following sections.
2.1.1 Summary of Comments
The comments received and discussions held at the Public Information Centre are summarized below.
Comments received include:






Recognition that traffic conditions on 10th Street can be a problem
Concern for the removal of on-street parking
Signal timing and operational improvements should be considered since the proximity of buildings
to the roadway limits other alternatives
Support for improvements to traffic signals that reduce delays and improve traffic flow and safety
That a “Complete Streets” approach be considered recognizing the importance of accommodating
pedestrians and cyclists
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Safety concerns for pedestrians near the intersection of 10th Street West /Grey Road 17B/Alpha
Street
Adverse impacts on the operation of 2nd Avenue West and 3rd Avenue East should be avoided
Provide a wider road by reducing the sidewalk width
Utilize the boulevard in front of Shoppers Drug mart to provide a westbound right turn lane at 2nd
Avenue West
A high level bridge across the harbour ultimately be provided
Opposition to a one way street system - it would create confusion
Opposition to reducing the number of traffic lanes on 10th Street

While there was acknowledgement of existing traffic problems and the need for improvements, some
comments were also received expressing opposition to any improvements.
Questions that were raised during the meeting included:



3

The effect that semi-actuated signal operation would have on side street traffic
Potential that additional traffic might be attracted to 10th Street if traffic delays are reduced

Conclusions

Based upon the input that has been provided from the PIC and input from the project’s Technical Advisory
Committee we would conclude:


Problems with traffic operations on 10th Street through Owen Sound’s downtown core are generally
recognized



Support exists for traffic operational improvements along 10th Street



Despite acknowledgment of the need for traffic operations improvements on 10th Street and that these
improvements would benefit downtown merchants, there remains some opposition to any changes.
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CITY OF OWEN SOUND
PHYSICAL AND OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS TO 10TH STREET
SCHEDULE B – MUNICIPAL CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
NOTICE OF PROJECT INITIATION AND INVITATION TO PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
BACKGROUND AND PROJECT STATEMENT
10th Street is a Connecting Link in the Provincial
highway network joining Highways 6 and 21 to
Highways 10 and 26. 10th Street forms an integral part
of the east-west arterial roadway network in the City of
Owen Sound. The corridor carries over 27,000 vehicles
per day during peak periods and experiences significant
traffic congestion and vehicle delays during those peak
travel periods. The City of Owen Sound has initiated
this study to identify and evaluate physical and traffic
operational improvements to the 10th Street corridor
that could improve traffic flow and safety through the
City for all road users.
STUDY PROCESS
The 10th Street Corridor EA is being planned as a Schedule ‘B’ project under the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment (2015). The Study will complete all necessary phases of the Municipal Class EA to receive
environmental clearance; namely, establish the need and justification for the Project, define the traffic
management plan and roadway cross-sections, document existing environmental conditions, consider all
alternatives, proactively involve the public and regulatory agencies in defining a recommended plan for
improvements, and carry out the related roadway design. This project will plan the future roadway cross-section
through the downtown core of Owen Sound for motorized vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians.
A number of potential alternatives are being investigated, including:
1. Do Nothing;
2. Operational and signal timing improvements;
3. Geometric Changes - conversion to a 3-lane cross section (opposing left turn lanes and 1 through lane per
direction) that also accommodates wider sidewalks and enhanced streetscaping; and
4. Improve traffic flow by creating a 1-way couplet between 2nd Avenue West and 3rd Avenue East using:
a. 10th Street (westbound) and 9th Street (eastbound) or
b. 10th Street (westbound) and 8th Street (eastbound)
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
A Public Information Centre is planned for:
Date: March 22, 2017
Time: 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm – Formal Presentation – 5:30 pm
Location: Harry Lumley Bayshore Community Centre (Shore Room 2), 1900 3rd Ave East, Owen Sound

Persons wishing to be included on the study mailing list should contact the EA Project Manager identified below.
Persons will be advised of future communication opportunities by electronic notice. Notices and updates will be
posted on the City of Owen Sound’s web site http://owensound.ca/.
There is an opportunity at any time during the EA process for interested persons to provide comments. Any
comments received pertaining to the study will be collected under the Environmental Assessment Act and, with
the exception of personal information, will become part of the public record.
For more information or if you wish to be placed on the study’s mailing list, please contact:
Chris Webb, P.Eng.
Manager of Engineering Services
City of Owen Sound
808 2nd Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2H4
Tel: 519-376-1440 ext. 3300
Fax: 519-376-1209
email: cwebb@owensound.ca

Stephen Brook, P. Eng.
EA Project Manager
BT Engineering
25 Base Line Road West, Suite 11A
London, ON N6J 1V1
Tel: 519-672-2222
Fax: 1-519-488-0775
email: stephen.brook@bteng.ca
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City of Owen Sound
10th Street Physical and Operational Improvements
Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) Study
Welcome
Welcome to the Public Information Centre (PIC) meeting. Please record your
attendance and obtain a comment sheet at the registration desk.
The City of Owen Sound has initiated this Schedule B Class EA for the planning of
potential physical and operational improvements to the 10th Street Corridor. Traffic
congestion can often exist along the corridor throughout the day. The objective of
the study is to examine the 10th Street corridor and provide recommendations to
improve traffic flow through Owen Sound.
Should you have any questions regarding the presentation materials or any other
aspect of the study, please speak to the City or Consultant study team members in
attendance. We encourage your input/feedback on the material being presented on
the display boards. Please deposit completed comment sheets in the comment box
or mail/fax/e-mail to the address at the bottom of the form by March 30th, 2017.
There is an opportunity at any time during the Class EA process for interested
persons to provide written input. Any comments received will be collected under the
Environmental Assessment Act and, with the exception of personal information, will
become part of the public record.

.

0

Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) Process

This Class Environmental Assessment was initiated as a Schedule B project, and
will meet the Phase 1 and 2 requirements of the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment (amended 2015) a copy of which is available at the Resource Table.
The Class EA study will culminate in the delivery of a Project File, which is a
detailed compilation of all data and reports produced for the project.

Study process is here

1

Existing Traffic Demands

• Peak traffic demands are eastbound in the morning and westbound in the afternoon
• Through the downtown core:
• Total daily traffic volume was observed to be marginally higher on Friday
• The typical pattern of AM and PM Peak traffic demands does not exist
• Traffic volumes remain relatively constant through the mid-day period
• Traffic congestion is most apparent in the core area with the close proximity of signals
• The school contributes to increased traffic volumes west of the river
• The 10th Street Bridge is the critical link for the corridor

2

AM Peak Hour (PM Peak Hour)

Peak Hour Critical Turning Movements

3

Existing Conditions / Issues

The 10th Street corridor, as a connecting link for Highways 6 and 21, represents the
major east-west corridor through the City while serving Owen Sound’s downtown
core. Issues affecting traffic flow along the corridor include:
1) The close proximity of traffic signals cannot accommodate 2-way vehicle
progression, as a result:
•

The light turns green but traffic is unable to move because traffic is
queued from the next signal

•

After waiting for sometimes 2 or more cycles before getting through an
intersection, traffic is again stopped at another signal

2) With no left turn lanes at key intersections:
•

One of the through lanes is often blocked (reducing the capacity by 50%)

•

Eastbound motorists will often stay in the centre lane even when the curb
lane is open to avoid having to merge back into the centre lane at the
next intersection (poor utilization of available capacity)

3) The roadway is operating near its capacity and as a result:
•

The signals need to be operated on a longer cycle length to maximize the
available capacity

•

With longer cycle lengths, traffic queues are also longer, exacerbating the
difficulties with closely spaced signals

4) The split phasing (eastbound and westbound) on 10th Street at 2nd
Avenue East is a major constraint on the available corridor capacity.

4

Summary of Improvement Alternatives

Alternative

Evaluation

Alternative 1 - Operational and Signal Timing Improvements
Alternative 2 – Diversion of Traffic
(1st Avenue E – 1st Avenue W Structure)
Alternative 3 – Geometric Changes to 10th Street
(Conversion to a 3-Lane Cross-Section)
Alternative 4a – Create a One-Way Couplet
(10th Street and 9th Street)
Alternative 4b – Create a One-Way Couplet
(10th Street and 8th Street)

✘
✘

Alternative 5 – Do Nothing

✘
Legend
Preferred
Carried forward

✘

Screened from further
consideration

5

Improvement Alternatives

Alternative 1: Operational and Signal Timing Improvements

4
1

1) Replace existing Split Phasing at the 2nd Avenue East intersection
with an Eastbound Advanced Green



•
•
•

Requires westbound left turns to be prohibited
Results in a 20% increase in critical movement capacity
Improves safety with relatively minor impacts (diverts only 30
vehicles during the PM peak hour)
2) Minor Adjustments to signal timings and coordination
3) Convert Traffic Signals to Semi-Actuated Operation
•
•





Would maximize the available green time on 10th Street
Pedestrian push buttons and vehicle detectors are already in place

4) Remove the Traffic Signals at 1st Avenue West
•
•





Would improve traffic flow on 10th Street, but
The diversion of southbound left turning motorists would overload
the intersection at 2nd Avenue West

Carried Forward

 Screened from Consideration
6

Improvement Alternatives

Alternative 1: Operational and Signal Timing Improvements

6
7

8

8

5
5)

Prohibit E/B left turns on 10th Street at 1st Avenue West

•
•
•

Improves traffic flow at a key location
Would divert a limited number of motorists (only 3 vehicles
observed during the PM Peak Hour)
10th Street Bridge EA could consider provision of a centre median

6) Widen the W/B curb lane crossing the 10th Street Bridge
•

This is a major movement and the existing lane is only 24 m long
A 50 metre right turn lane would impact 4 parking spaces

8) Extend the N/B left turn lanes on 2nd Avenue East and 3rd Avenue
East
•
•



To accommodate movement of the hairpin turn

7) Extend the S/B right turn lane on 2nd Avenue East at 10th Street
•
•







Existing lanes provide storage for only 2-3 vehicles
Improves traffic flow (reduces through movements blocked by left
turn queues)
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Improvement Alternatives
Alternative 2: Diversion of Traffic from 10th Street
(Provide a New Structure Connecting 1st Avenue W to 1st Avenue E )

1st Ave E and W
traffic movement

Pedestrians

Advantages:
• Would divert some traffic away
from a congested 10th Street
corridor
• Eliminates left turn movements
on 10th Street at 1st Avenue
West
• Traffic signals at 1st Avenue
West could be removed unless
needed for pedestrians

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disadvantages:
No access would be provided between
10th Street and 1st Avenue East or West
Requires widening of 1st Avenue East
Would be difficult to accommodate truck
traffic across the new structure
Would restrict truck access to businesses
Some traffic diversion to 2nd Avenue West
and 2nd Avenue East
Vehicle - Pedestrian conflicts to maintain
sightlines of the harbor to be addressed
Increased cost
8

Improvement Alternatives

Alternative 3: Geometric Changes to 10th Street
(Conversion to a 3-Lane Cross Section)*

Advantages:
• Would accommodate wider sidewalks
and an enhanced public realm, or
• Provision of bicycle lanes on 10th
Street*
• Left turn lane would allow removal of
split phasing at 2nd Avenue East

Disadvantages:
• Further limits the available capacity on
an already congested 10th Street
• Substantial increase in Traffic Delays
unless traffic volumes are reduced**
• All 10th Street through traffic would:
• Be delayed by right turning
vehicle / pedestrian conflicts, and
• Be forced to travel the speed of
the slowest vehicle

* The use of parallel (lower volume) corridors for cyclists would be preferred.
** Alternative 3 may become viable in combination with Alternative 2 if sufficient
traffic volumes can be diverted away from the 10th Street corridor.
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Improvement Alternatives
Alternative 4A: One-Way Couplet (9th Street)

1

1
2
1

Advantages:
• Improves westbound traffic flow
significantly (reduces travel time by
up to 2 minutes)
• Opportunity to widen sidewalks and
provide landscaping on 10th Street

•

•
•
•

Disadvantages:
Loss of on-street parking on 9th
Street, 2nd Avenue East, and 3rd
Avenue East (see 1 )
No improvement in eastbound travel
times
Up to 400 m of eastbound out-of-way
travel
Requires converting 2nd Avenue West
to one-way southbound between 10th
Street and 9th Street
(see 2 )
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Alternative 4A – Impact on Downtown River Precinct

One-way Couplet Additional Considerations:
• Would require reversal of traffic circulation around the Downtown
River Precinct
• Delays would be experienced crossing 9th Street with increased
traffic
• During peak periods, circulation of the Downtown River Precinct
could for many people be limited to between 10th Street and 9th
Street
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Improvement Alternatives
Alternative 4B: One-Way Couplet (8th Street)

Advantages:
• Up to 2 minute improvement in
travel time over existing
conditions for westbound traffic
only (same improvement as 9th
Street couplet)

•

•
•

•

Disadvantages:
Issues identified on 9th Street
are further exacerbated
Up to 1.3 km of out-of-way travel
for eastbound traffic.
Insufficient capacity at the 2nd
Avenue West/ 8th Street
intersection
Potential that traffic would
continue to use 9th Street
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Other Potential Improvements

These include construction of turning lanes at:
•
10th Street and 8th Avenue West, and
•
10th Street and 7th Avenue West
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Next Steps
Following this meeting we will:
• Review all comments

• Make refinements to the Technically Preferred Solution
• Finalize the Recommendations
• Public presentation of Draft Report to the Operations Committee
• Adoption of Recommendations by Council
• Issue a Notice of Completion for public review
• Implementation, subject to budget constraints

How can you remain involved in the Study?
• Request that your name/e-mail be added to the mailing list
• Provide a completed comment sheet
• Contact the City’s representative or the consultant at any time
Chris Webb, P.Eng.
Manager of Engineering Services
City of Owen Sound
1900 20th Street East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 5N3
Tel: 519-376-1440 ext. 3300
Fax: 519-376-1209
email: cwebb@owensound.ca

Stephen Brook, P.Eng.
EA Project Manager
BT Engineering
25 Baseline Road West, Suite 11A
London, ON N6J 1V1
Tel: 519-672-2222
Fax: 1-613-280-1305
email: stephen.brook@bteng.ca

Any of our representatives that are present can assist you with the above activities.
Thank you for your participation in tonight’s meeting. Your input into this study is

valuable and appreciated. Please provide your completed comment form on or
before March 30th, 2017. All information is collected in accordance with the
Freedom of Information and Privacy Act.
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City of Owen Sound

10th Street Physical and Operational
Improvements
Environmental Assessment
Public Information Centre
March 22, 2017

Study Purpose
As a connecting link for Highways 6 and 21:
• 10th Street carries a mix of local and provincial (through) traffic
• Traffic congestion can often exist throughout the day
The objective of the study is to examine the 10th Street corridor through
Owen Sound and provide recommendations to improve traffic flow.

Class EA Process

Existing Conditions
10th Street is operating near its capacity, the
capacity constraints include:
•
•
•
•

The close proximity of signals
Existing development and the inability to widen the road
The absence of left turn lanes
Traffic signal operations at 2nd Avenue East

Existing Traffic

• Peak demands are eastbound in AM and westbound in PM
• Volumes remain relatively constant through mid-day period

Existing Traffic

• The 10th Street Bridge is the critical link
• Greatest traffic congestion is in the core area
• Close proximity of signals contributes to the congestion

Improvement Alternatives

Alternative 1
Operational and Signal Timing Improvements

1) Eliminate Split Phasing at 10th Street and 2nd Avenue East
(Prohibit westbound left turns at the intersection)
2) Adjust signal timings and co-ordination
3) Convert traffic signals to semi-actuated operation

Alternative 1
Operational and Signal Timing Improvements

4)
5)
6)
7)

Additional turn restrictions (eastbound left turn at 1st Avenue West)
Widen the westbound curb lane crossing the 10th Street Bridge
Extend the southbound right turn lane on 2nd Avenue East
Extend the northbound left turn lanes on 2nd and 3rd Avenue East

Alternative 2
Diversion of Traffic

With provision of a new
1st Avenue East to/from
1st Avenue West structure

Alternative 2
Diversion of Traffic
• No access to 10th Street from 1st Avenue
E or W would remain
• Requires widening of 1st Avenue East
• Would be difficult to accommodate truck
traffic across the new structure
• Would restrict truck access to businesses

• Requires measures to address VehiclePedestrian conflicts to maintain sightlines
• Effectiveness in reducing traffic volumes
on 10th Street is still being evaluated

Alternative 3
Geometric Changes to 10th Street
Conversion to a 3-Lane Cross Section

• Could create a more pedestrian friendly corridor or allow provisions for cyclists
• Left turn lane would allow split phasing at 2nd Avenue East to be removed
However:
• It would further limit capacity on 10th Street
(may become viable in combination with a new crossing of the Sydenham River)
• With only one through lane / direction, all through traffic would;
- Be delayed by right turning vehicle / pedestrian conflicts
- Travel the speed of the slowest vehicle

Alternatives 4a and 4b
Conversion to One-Way Couplet
Alternative 4a

Alternative 4b

Alternatives 4a and 4b
Conversion to One-Way Couplet
A One-Way Couplet would:
Improve westbound traffic flow significantly
Result in fewer stops for eastbound traffic
✘ Not improve travel time for eastbound motorists
✘ Impact on-street parking
✘ Affect the ability to close 9th Street for special events
✘ Affect traffic circulation for the Downtown River Precinct

Other Potential Improvements
Include construction of
turning lanes at:
• 8th Avenue West, and
• 7th Avenue West

Next Steps
•
•
•
•
•

Review the comments received following this meeting
Complete the evaluation of alternatives
Make refinements to the Technically Preferred Solution
Finalize Recommendations
Public presentation of Draft Report to the Operations
Committee
• Adoption of Recommendations by Council
• Issue a Notice of Completion for public review
• Implement Recommendations as budget permits

Appendix C
Analysis and Evaluation
Report

Physical and Operational Improvements to 10th Street
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION REPORT

Presented to:

City of Owen Sound
808 2nd Avenue East
Owen Sound, Ontario
N4K 2H4

May 2017
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AADT

Annual Average Daily Traffic – the average 24-hour, two-way traffic for
the period from January 1st to December 31st.

Alignment

The vertical and horizontal position of a road.

Alternative

Well-defined and distinct course of action that fulfills a given set of
requirements. The EA Act distinguishes between Alternatives to the
Undertaking and Alternative Methods of Carrying out the Undertaking.

Alternative Planning
Solutions

Alternative ways of solving problems or meeting demand (Alternatives
to the Undertaking).

Alternative Design
Concepts

Alternative ways of solving a documented transportation deficiency or
taking advantage of an opportunity. (Alternative methods of carrying
out the undertaking).

Alternative Project

Alternative Planning Solution, see above.

ANSI

Area of Natural or Scientific Interest

Berm

Earth landform used to screen areas.

BMP

Best Management Practice

Bump-up

The act of requesting that an environmental assessment initiated as a
class EA be required to follow the individual EA process. The change is a
result of a decision by the proponent or by the Minister of Environment
to require that an individual environmental assessment be conducted.
This is described as a Part II Order. Also see Part II order.

Bypass

A form of realignment in which the route is intended to go around a
particular feature or collection of features.

Canadian
Environmental
Assessment Act
(CEAA)

The CEAA applies to projects for which the federal government holds
decision-making authority. It is legislation that identifies the
responsibilities and procedures for the environmental assessment.

Class Environmental
Assessment
Document

An individual environmental report documenting a planning process
which is formally submitted under the EA Act. Once the Class EA
document is approved, projects covered by the class can be
ii
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implemented without having to seek further approvals under the EA Act
provided the Class EA process is followed.
Class Environmental
Assessment Process

A planning process established for a group of projects in order to ensure
compliance with the Environmental Assessment (EA) Act. The EA Act, in
Section 13, makes provision for the establishment of Class
Environmental Assessments.

Coarse Screening

Initial screening of a group of alternatives. Also see Screening.

Compensation

The replacement of natural habitat lost through implementation of a
project, where implementation techniques and other measures could
not alleviate the effects.

Corridor

A band variable width between two locations. In transportation studies
a corridor is a defined area where a new or improved transportation
facility might be located.

Criterion(a)

Explicit feature or consideration used for comparison of alternatives.

Cumulative Effects
Assessment

Cumulative Effects Assessment assesses the interaction and
combination of the residual environmental effects of the project during
its construction and operational phases on measures to prevent or
lessen the predicted impacts with the same environmental effects from
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects and
activities.

Decibel (dB)

A logarithmic unit of measure used for expressing level of sound.

dBA

‘A’ weighted sound level; the human ear cannot hear the very high and
the very low sound frequencies as well as the mid-frequencies of
sounds, and hence the predicted sound levels, measured in dBA, are a
reasonable accurate approximation of sound levels heard by the human
ear.

Detail Design

The final stage in the design process in which the engineering and
environmental components of preliminary design are refined and details
concerning, for example, property, drainage, utility relocations and
quantity estimate requirements are prepared, and contract documents
and drawings are produced.

DFO

Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

Dichotomous Utility

A utility function that represents a desirable or undesirable response
iii
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Function

from a criterion (yes/no, present/absent, true/false).

Dimensionless
Number

A number that does not have a unit of measurement, such as length
(m), time (s), mass (kg) associated with it. Examples include Utility Score
and Overall Score.

Do Nothing
Alternative

This alternative is a mandatory requirement of the Class EA. This option
is the null or no action alternative and it becomes the baseline to which
all alternatives are compared.

Double Counting

Unintentional accounting for a particular factor or attribute more than
once in the evaluation.

EA

Environmental Assessment

EA Act

Ontario Environmental Assessment Act (as amended by S.O. 1996 C.27),
RSO 1980.

Environment



Air, land or water,



Plant and animal life, including humans,



The social, economic and cultural conditions that influence the life
of man or a community,



Any building structure, machine or other device or thing made by
man,



Any solid, liquid, gas, odour, heat, sound, vibration or radiation
resulting directly or indirectly from the activities or man, or



Any part or combination of the foregoing and the interrelationships
between any two or more of them, in or of Ontario.

Environmental Effect

A change in the existing conditions of the environment which may have
either beneficial (positive) or detrimental (negative) effects.

Environmentally
Sensitive Areas
(ESA’s)

Those areas identified by any agency or level of government which
contain natural features, ecological functions or cultural, historical or
visual amenities which are susceptible to disturbance from human
activities and which warrant protection.

Equivalent Sound
Level (Leq)

The level of continuous sound having the same energy as a fluctuating
sound in a given time period. In this report Leq refers to 24-hour, 16 or
18-hour averages.
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ESR

Environmental Study Report.

Evaluation

The outcome of a process that appraises the advantages and
disadvantages of alternatives.

Evaluation Process

The process involving the identification of criteria, rating of predicted
impacts, assignment of weights to criteria, aggregation of weights, and
rating to produce an ordering of preference of alternatives.

External Agencies

Include Federal departments and agencies, Provincial ministries and
agencies, conservation authorities, municipalities, Crown corporations
or other agencies other than the City of Cambridge.

Factor

See Global Factors.

Flyover

A grade separation with the side road over the freeway. Also described
as an underpass.

Freeway

Freeway is defined as an existing completed, partially developed
(staged) or proposed divided highway with full control of access and
grade separated intersections. This definition may include some
highways that are not officially designated as freeways.

Function Form

See Utility Function

Grade Separation

The separation of a cross road with a vertical grade difference from the
freeway. Also see overpass, underpass or flyover.

Global Factors

The main categories of factors, (i.e. Transportation, Economic
Environment, Natural Environment, Social and Cultural, Land Use and
Property and Cost). All sub-factors are components or a subset of global
factors.

HADD

Harmful Alteration, Disturbance or Destruction of fish habitat.

Harmonized EA
Process

Harmonized planning process for this project that will meet both the
Provincial and Federal EA requirements.

Individual
Environmental
Assessment

An Environmental Assessment for an undertaking to which the EA Act
applies and which requires formal review and approval under the Act.

Interchange

The intersection between two roadways at different levels with
connecting ramps for traffic turning between them.
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Linear Utility
Function

A function that can be defined using a linear equation of the form:
y = a + bx, where
y is the dependent variable (raw score)
x is the independent variable (measurement)
b is the slope of the function, and
a is the y intercept, normalized in this study to be equal to one or zero

Matrix

A rectangular array of criteria and values.

Mitigating Measure

A measure that is incorporated into a project to reduce, eliminate or
ameliorate detrimental environmental effects.

Mitigation

Taking actions that either remove or alleviate to some degree the
negative impacts associated with the implementation of alternatives.

MNRF

Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry

MOECC

Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change

MTO

Ministry of Transportation Ontario

Noise Attenuation

A mitigation measure used to lessen the intensity of the noise level
(dBA) where the noise level is increased in a noise sensitive area greater
than 5 dBA 10 years after completion.

NSA

Noise Sensitive Area is a noise sensitive land use, which has an outdoor
living area associated with the residential unit.

OLA

Outdoor Living Area is the part of an outdoor amenity area provided for
the quiet enjoyment of the outdoor environment.

Overall Score

The final value of an alternative’s score derived by summing all of the
weighted scores.

Part II Order

The Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) has provisions that allow an
interested person, Aboriginal community, or government agency to ask
for a higher level of assessment for a class environmental assessment
(Class EA) project if they feel that there are outstanding issues that have
not been adequately addressed. This is known as a Part II Order.

Planning Alternatives

Planning alternatives are “alternative methods” under the EA Act.
Identification of significant transportation engineering opportunities
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while protecting significant environmental features as much as possible.
Planning Solutions

That part of the planning and design process where alternatives to the
undertaking and alternative routes are identified and assessed. Also
described as “Alternative Project” under the federal EA Act.

Prime Agricultural
Areas

Prime agricultural areas as defined in municipal official plans and other
government policy sources.

Project

A specific undertaking planned and implemented in accordance with
this Class EA including all those activities necessary to solve a specific
transportation problem.

Proponent

A person or agency that carries or proposes to carry out an undertaking,
or is the owner or person having change, management, or control of an
undertaking.

Public

Includes the general public, interest groups, associates, community
groups, and individuals, including property owners.

RA

Responsible Authority from the Federal government who will act as the
lead agency in administering the processing of the federal CEAA
screening for this project.

Ranking

The ordering of alternatives from first to last for comparison purposes.

Raw Data

The measurement of the impact, or measured data, under each
criterion.

Realignment

Replacement or upgrading of an existing roadway on a new or revised
alignment.

Recommended Plan

That part of the planning and design process, during which various
alternative solutions are examined and evaluated including
consideration of environmental effects and mitigation measures; the
recommended design solution is then developed in sufficient detail to
ensure that the horizontal and vertical controls are physically
compatible with the proposed site, that the requirements of lands and
rights-of-way are satisfactorily identified, and that the basic design
criteria or features to be contained in the design have been fully
recognized and documented in sufficient graphic detail to ensure their
feasibility.

Risk

Probability that a given outcome will or will not materialize. Distinct
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from uncertainty in that the alternative outcomes are known or defined
and that the probability of each is measureable.
Route Alternatives

Location alternatives within a corridor.

SADT

Summer Average Daily Traffic – the average 24-hour, two way traffic for
the period from July 1st to August 31st including weekends.

Screening

Process of eliminating alternatives from further consideration, which do
not meet minimum conditions or categorical requirements.

Step Function

A utility function can be defined by several linear functions within
separate ranges that have a slope equal to zero. For this study, two step
functions are used:
Case A: y = 1, for x = desirable and y = 0, for x = undesirable
Case B: y = 1 for x = desirable, y = 0.5 for x = medium performance and y
= o for x = undesirable

Study Team

The Study Team will include the City of Cambridge and Consultant
Technical management team who will lead all technical elements of the
study.

Sub-factor

A single criterion used for the evaluation. Each sub-factor is grouped
under one of the factors.

TAC

Technical Advisory Committee

TPA

Technically Preferred Alternative

TPP

Technically Preferred Plan

Traceability

Characteristic of an evaluation process which enables its development
and implementation to be followed with ease.

Undertaking

In keeping with the definition of the Environmental Assessment act, a
project or activity subject to an Environmental Assessment.

Utility Function

A function (linear, step, dichotomous) that represents the Utility Score
versus the criterion measurement or desirableness.

Utility Score

The “y” value derived from the Utility Function of the measurement of
the impact induced by a particular alternative’s criterion. A
measurement of the usefulness or attractiveness of an alternative with
respect to an individual evaluation criterion based on its measured
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effect (a number between 0 and 1). The utility score is dimensionless.
Weight

The importance attributed to a criterion relative to other criterion. The
value of the weight is expressed in a percentage and the sum of all
criterion weights is equal to 100%.

Weighted Additive
Method

The method used in the quantitative evaluation of alternatives, which
reduces the project’s numerous criteria into a dimensionless number for
each alternative suitable for comparison.

Weighted Score

A raw score that has been multiplied by the criterion weights. The
weighted scores reflect the social value or importance of the specific
group providing weights.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to summarize the analysis and evaluation of physical and
operational improvements to the 10th Street Corridor in Owen Sound. This report is a
component of the Municipal Class Schedule ‘B’ Environmental Assessment (EA). Based on
the study recommendations and public and agency interest, the study documentation will
produce a Project File which will be available upon request.
The EA process requires that all candidate alternatives be evaluated in a manner that is
systematic, traceable and transparent. This includes a commitment to open and meaningful
public consultation. The analysis and evaluation process must recognize public and agency
input as well as Municipal and MTO standards and requirements. This report documents the
decision-making process used to select the Technically Preferred Alternatives (TPAs),
including the following activities:


Assessment of Alternative Planning Solutions;



Development of a long-list of physical and operational improvement alternatives;



Screening out of alternatives which do not achieve the basic project requirements and/or do
not comply with standards/requirements;



Identification of the benefits and potential impacts for the short-listed alternatives;



Evaluation of short-listed alternatives using a recognized evaluation technique including
weighting the relative importance of criteria;



Ranking alternatives;



Sensitivity testing to assess the robustness of the evaluation and alternative scores; and



Selection of the technically preferred alternatives based on the evaluation results.

At the conclusion of the evaluation exercise, the combination of the top TPAs will be
presented as the Recommended Plan of improvements.
An Environmental Assessment for the replacement of the 10th Street Bridge is being
completed parallel to this study. The Recommended Plan of improvements identified in this
report will correspond with the recommended alternative for the replacement of the 10th
Street Bridge.
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2 STUDY PURPOSE
2.1 Scope
This project will prioritize the candidate projects for physical and operational improvement
alternatives to improve traffic flow along 10th Street in the City of Owen Sound. 10th Street
is a connecting link for Highways 6 and 21 and carries a mix of local and provincial (through)
traffic. Traffic congestion often exists through the main part of the day.
This study is following the Class EA process for a Schedule ‘B’ project under the Municipal
Class Environmental Assessment (EA). At the completion of this study, a Project File will be
prepared and published for public review.
Several alternatives have been considered for improvements to 10th Street. Engineering,
environmental, and socio-economic impacts will be established, along with the identification
of mitigation measures to reduce or negate short term (construction related) and long term
residual effects of the proposed alternatives.
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3 STUDY AREA
This Environmental Assessment (EA) Study is for operational improvements to the 10th Street
corridor between 9th Avenue East (Highway 6 and 10) and Grey Road 17B/9th Avenue West.
This study will determine the appropriate strategy for improvements to the corridor. The
Study Area is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Study Area
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4 GENERATION AND ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE
PLANNING SOLUTIONS
The analysis and evaluation process is a central requirement of the EA process and has been
the subject of review by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC).
MOECC’s review of Evaluation Methods in Environmental Assessment provided the
framework for the detailed evaluation processes followed for this study.
Within the Study Area, numerous candidate projects have been generated for consideration.
The long list of candidate projects is summarized in the following sections.

4.1 Candidate Projects
Candidate projects for physical and operational improvements to 10th Street were identified
through analysis of existing traffic demands and patterns, discussions with the Project Team,
and input from the public at the Public Information Centre. These alternatives include:


Alternative 1: Operational and Signal Timing Improvements



Alternative 2: Diversion of Traffic (1st Avenue East - 1st Avenue West Structure)



Alternative 3: Geometric Changes to 10th Street (Conversion to a 3-Lane CrossSection)



Alternative 4a: Create a One-Way Couplet (10th Street and 9th Street)



Alternative 4b: Create a One-Way Couplet (10th Street and 8th Street)



Alternative 5: Do Nothing

4.1.1 Coarse Screening of Planning Solutions
The long list of candidate projects was generated to consider a wide range of alternatives for
improvements. These alternatives were subjected to a coarse screening analysis before
proceeding with a detailed evaluation of the alternatives. The coarse screening is summarized
in Error! Reference source not found.. The evaluation criteria were defined as follows:
Transportation & Traffic Operation: Will the alternative improve capacity/delays, and limit
out-of-way travel?
Natural Environment: Does the alternative minimize impacts to the adjacent terrestrial and
aquatic habitat (i.e. mature trees, fish habitat, air quality etc.)?
Socio-Economic Impact: Does this alternative minimize impacts to the adjacent businesses
and public realm?
Cost: Is there a low capital cost to implement the alternative?
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Table 4.1: Coarse Screening of Improvement Alternatives
Alternative

Advantages

Disadvantages

1A
Eliminate split
phasing at 2nd
Avenue E/10th
Street



20% increase in critical
movement capacity
Improves vehicle safety



1B
Signal Timing
Improvements
1C
Semi-Actuated
Signal Timing



Maximizes capacity and
minimizes delay





Maximized capacity and
minimizes delay;
particularly during offpeak times
Necessary hardware is
already in place



Improves traffic flow and
eliminates lane blocking
at a key location
10th Street Bridge EA
could consider a centre
median
Improves capacity at 1st
Ave W/10th St
intersection by
separating heavy W/B
right turn movement
Helps facilitate the
“hairpin” movement; S/B
right turn from 1st Ave E
to 1st Ave W
Doubles right turning
vehicle storage
Reduces the frequency of
right turning vehicle
queues extending into
the shared lane






1D
Prohibit E/B Left
Turns at 1st Ave
W/10th Street



1E
Widen W/B Curb
Lane on 10th
Street Bridge







1F
Extend S/B Right
Turn Lane on 2nd
Avenue E






Prohibits Westbound
Left Turns at 2nd Ave E
& 10th St (impacts 30
vehicles in the PM Peak
hour)
None

Detector condition is
unknown. May require
maintenance.

Diverts a small amount
of traffic (3 vehicles
observed during the PM
peak hour)

Carried
Forward?







Additional Cost





Extending the turn lane
to 50 m eliminates 4
on-street parking
spaces on 2nd Ave E
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Alternative

Advantages

Disadvantages

1G
Extend N/B Left
Turn Lane on 2nd
Avenue E
1H
Extend N/B Left
Turn Lane on 3rd
Avenue E
1I
Remove Signals
at 1st Avenue
W/10th Street



Reduces the frequency of
left turning vehicles
blocking through vehicles



Reduces the frequency of
left turning vehicles
blocking through vehicles



Improves traffic flow on
10th Street



2A
Additional
Crossing
Immediately
North of 10th St
Bridge



Would divert traffic from
a congested 10th Street
corridor
Eliminates left turns at
10th St/1st Ave W
Signals could be removed
at 1st Ave W unless
needed for pedestrians



2B
Additional
Crossing 150m
North of 10th St
Bridge














3
Conversion to 3Lane CrossSection




Would divert traffic from
a congested 10th Street
corridor
Eliminates left turns at
10th St/1st Ave W
Signals could be removed
at 1st Ave W unless
needed for pedestrians
Requires less widening
1st Ave E
Could accommodate
wider sidewalks
Could accommodate
cycling lanes
















Carried
Forward?

Eliminates 1-2 on-street
parking spaces on 2nd
Ave E



Eliminates 1-2 on-street
parking spaces on 3rd
Ave E



Traffic diverted from
1st Ave W would
overload the signals at
2nd Ave W
Access to 10th St from
1st Ave E & 1st Ave W
eliminated
Requires widening 1st
Ave E
Restricts truck access to
businesses on 1st Ave E
Some traffic diverted to
2nd Ave E and 2nd Ave
W
Increased Cost
Access to 10th St from
1st Ave E & 1st Ave W
eliminated
Some traffic diverted to
2nd Ave E and 2nd Ave
W
Some green space
impacted
Increased Cost
Further limits capacity
on an already
congested 10th St
Substantial increase in
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Alternative

Advantages



4A
One Way Couplet
with 9th Street


TWLTL would allow for
removal of split phasing
at 2nd Ave E/10th St
Improves westbound
traffic flow significantly
(reduces travel time by
up to 2 minutes)
Opportunity to widen
sidewalks and provide
landscaping on 10th St

Disadvantages
traffic delays over and
above existing
conditions









4B i and ii
One Way Couplet
with 8th Street


Improves westbound
traffic flow significantly
(reduces travel time by
up to 2 minutes)
Opportunity to widen
sidewalks and provide
landscaping on 10th St











5
Do Nothing



None

Carried
Forward?



Loss of on-street
parking on 9th St, 2nd
Ave W, and 3rd Ave E
Eastbound travel times,
on average, are similar
or slightly worse than
existing conditions
Up to 400m of out-ofway travel for e/b
vehicles
Requires converting
2nd Ave W to one-way
s/b between 10th St
and 9th St
Loss of on-street
parking on 8th St, 2nd
Ave W, and 3rd Ave E
Eastbound travel times,
on average, are much
worse than existing
conditions
Insufficient capacity at
8th St/2nd Ave W
intersection
Up to 1.3km of out-ofway travel for e/b
vehicles
Requires converting
2nd Ave W to one-way
s/b between 10th St
and 9th St
Does not address any of
the operational issues
on 10th Street
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5 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION PROCESS
This section describes the formal quantitative evaluation approach known as the MultiAttribute Trade-Off System (MATS) process used in this study for evaluating improvement
alternatives.
The evaluation resulted in a ranked list of all candidate projects. The implementation of the
highest ranked alternatives will be subject to approvals and funding by the City of Owen
Sound.

5.1 Quantitative Evaluation Methodology
The short-listed improvement alternatives were evaluated quantitatively. This evaluation
approach is based on the “Weighted Additive Method” which focuses on the differences
between the alternatives, addresses the complexity of the base data collected, and provides
a traceable decision-making process. In addition, the method allows quick sensitivity tests to
be performed because of the matrix configuration of the assessment and the use of
numerical scores to measure the impact of the alternatives. The sensitivity tests are also
documented in this report. This approach is consistent with the MTO and MOECC practices
for the evaluation of numerous and complex alternatives. Using the “Weighted Additive
Method”, overall scores are assigned to each alternative and ranked relative to each other to
provide a list of alternatives that best suit the City’s need for improvements.
The steps shown below are followed with input from the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
to arrive at an overall score for each alternative:


Development of Evaluation Criteria (coarse screening a long list of criteria to develop a short
list of criteria to carry forward for evaluation). These factors and sub-factors are used to
measure the differences between the alternatives;



Public review (PIC No. 1);



Development of definitions and utility functions for each sub-factor carried forward. (Data
must be collected for each alternative under each sub-factor. Measurements for each
alternative, under each sub-factor, is conducted using topographic plans, field surveys,
numerical modelling etc.);



Weighting of Criteria (assigning weights to each factor and sub-factor based on their
importance to each team member’s discipline or area of expertise);



Rating Alternatives (based on Average TAC Weights);



Ranking of Alternative Improvements; and



Sensitivity testing.
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This systematic approach is consistent with MOECC practices for the evaluation of numerous and
complex alternatives. It avoids many of the pitfalls associated with qualitative assessments by
using an analytical approach that measures scores based on a mathematical relationship, i.e. the
degree of subjectivity by the Evaluation Committee is minimized. This traceable process allows
the Evaluation Committee and the public an opportunity to assess trade-offs involved in the
evaluation and use of this information in the decision making process. These steps are briefly
described in the following sections.

5.2 Evaluation Criteria
The initial task in the evaluation is to develop evaluation criteria from which alternatives will
be assessed. This process includes the identification of “global” groups of factors followed by
the selection of a number of “local” sub-factors under the global groups.
5.2.1 Global Evaluation Factors
As an initial step, the evaluation criteria were grouped into broad categories, or factors,
established to describe the study specific engineering and environmental concerns. Four
factors were selected which were used for each evaluation.
The global factors for the improvement alternatives are:


Transportation;



Natural Environment;



Socio-Economic Environment; and



Cost.

5.2.2 Evaluation Sub-Factors
Under each of the four general global factors listed above there were a number of sub-factors
selected under which measurements could be made. These sub-factors, under one of the
applicable global factors, were the individual descriptors for the evaluation. The selection of
the sub-factors is very important to the decision-making process because they must
adequately describe the issue or aspect of the environment to be evaluated and the unique
features of each alternative. Any information regarding an alternative, where there are
differences among alternatives, is incorporated into the decision making process by including
it as a sub-factor. Generally, the process begins by establishing a long list of potential subfactors through discussions with the TAC, Stakeholders and the Public. Then, for each group
of alternatives being evaluated the sub-factors are reviewed and screened by eliminating
those that were considered equal or not applicable among the alternatives. Table 5.1
provides the Short List of Factors and Sub-Factors carried forward for interchange
alternatives to the analysis for each alternative.
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Table 5.1: Short List of Factors and Sub-factors for Combined Interchange Alternatives
Factors and Sub-Factors
Transportation
10th Street Corridor Traffic Operations (Capacity and Delay)
Side Street (Avenues) Traffic Operations (Delay)
Out-of-Way Travel
Natural Environment
Air Quality/Climate Change/Vehicle Emissions
Aquatic Habitat Impacted
Mature Trees Impacted
Socio-Economic Environment
Green Spaces Impacted
Visual Impacts
Truck Delivery Access to Local Businesses
On-Street Parking Impacts
Cost
Capital Cost

Unit of Measurement
High/Med/Low
High/Med/Low
m
High/Med/Low
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
No.
$

5.3 Social Utility Function
The evaluation method (Weighted Additive Method) used to evaluate alternatives related the
performance or attractiveness of alternatives using a mathematical relationship. This
included two variables. The first was the raw, measured or modelled data, and the second
was the utility score. The utility score is the measure of the attractiveness of the alternative
under the particular sub-factor. For this study, the relationship between these two variables
was described by either a linear, stepped or a dichotomous social utility function. These
utility functions assigned a dimensionless score between 0 and 1 to an alternative for each
sub-factor.
Examples of dichotomous, stepped and linear functions used in this study are explained in
the following sections.
5.3.1 Dichotomous Utility Function
The dichotomous utility function, shown in Figure 5.1, permits the decision-makers to
establish criteria that present an “either-or” situation (desirable or undesirable, negative or
positive, present or absent, etc.). If a “no” answer is desirable then a utility score of ‘one’
would be assigned to this criterion, otherwise a value of ‘zero’ would be assigned; no other
utility score being available.
5.3.2 Stepped Utility Function
The stepped utility function, shown in Figure 5.1, permits the decision-makers to assess
criteria when the sub-factor presents more than one level of impact. An example of this
situation is where the sub-factor can be categorized into “high, medium or low” degrees of
10
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impact. If a “high” answer is undesirable then a utility score or zero is assigned to this
criterion, a “medium” answer would be 0.5 and “low” would have a value of 1.0 assigned to
it. The stepped function may have more than three categories, with each category assigned a
value between one and zero.
The value for each step is determined by the subject area specialist (expert). The maximum
value found within the group is either the highest or lowest step. If the maximum value is
undesirable it is given a value of zero and conversely the lowest value is desirable and is
assigned a value of one.
5.3.3 Linear Utility Function
The linear function, shown in Figure 5.1, was used to convert scores for sub-factors that had
varying measurements. Given a measurement, a unique score between zero and one could
be assigned to a sub-factor.
The slope of the linear utility function is either negative or positive depending on the
desirability of the impact. In the example below, the slope of the function is negative.
The short listed criteria, including definitions and their respective social utility functions are
included as Appendix A.
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Dichotomous Function
1
0.8
0.6
Score
0.4
0.2
0
Yes

No

Measurement

Stepped Function
1
0.75
Utility 0.5
0.25
0

A0

B1. 5

C3

D
2.5

E5

Measurem ent

Score

Linear Negative Function
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Best

Worst
Measurement

Figure 5.1: Sample Utility Functions
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5.4 Weighted Global Factors and Sub-Factors
Factors were eliminated where they were not applicable (because there was no difference
between alternatives or they were considered equal). The selection of weights for the
factors and sub-factors was based on assessments by the Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC). Within a group of factors, inevitably there was an ordering with some sub-factors
having more importance than others. This is accounted for by each individual assigning
weights to each factor and sub-factor, which is reflected in the “Global Factor Weight” and
“Sub-factor Weight” columns in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Sample Global Factor / Sub-Factor Weights
TAC
Global Factors/Sub-factors

Transportation

Global Factor
Weight

Sub-factor
Weight

41.7%

10th Street Corridor Traffic Operations (Capacity
and Delay)
Side Street (Avenues) Traffic Operations (Delay)

20.5%

Out-of-Way Travel

4.5%

TOTAL

75%

100%

The percentage weight for all global factors totalled, (considered as global weights), is 100%.
As well, the percentage weight for the sub-factors under each global factor, described as local
weights, must total 100%. There is a degree of subjectivity in deciding which the most
important global factor is and which the least important factor is. Every person assigning
weights has a personal bias and understanding of the scope of the project and life
experience. Hence, there is an advantage to having a diversified team of professionals with
varied backgrounds performing the evaluation. The members of the TAC consisted of a
diverse group of transportation planners, environmental planners plus structural and
transportation engineers and technicians.
Each member assigns percentage weights to each global factor and sub-factor based on their
opinion of the relative importance of each after a presentation to TAC members. Their
individual weights were then averaged to determine the TAC weight for each global factor
and sub-factor.
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5.4.1 Weighting Results
The weighting exercises were carried out by the TAC. The results of the weighting exercises
and the sensitivity tests have been included in the following sections. The sensitivity tests
provided the TAC with an indication of possible trade-offs between indicators.
The Multi Attribute Trade-off System (MATS) evaluation method is a numerical quantitative
evaluation methodology based on the Weighted Additive Method. For the purpose of this
report, they can be treated as identical terms.
Improvement Alternatives
The results of the weights and rankings of the MATS evaluation for the improvement
alternatives are illustrated on Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, respectively, with the results of the
weights for each sub-factor shown in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: MATS Weighting Results for Improvement Alternatives
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120.00

100.00

99.21
88.82
81.15

80.59
Weighted Score

80.00

72.81

72.27

71.25

73.51

60.00

40.00

20.00

17.26

18.58

2A

2B

0.00
1A

1B

1C

1D

1E

1F

1G

1H

Alternative

Figure 5.3: Improvement Alternatives MATS Evaluation Ranking Results
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Transportation

Natural
Environment

Socio-Economic
Environment

Cost

Table 5.3: MATS Evaluation Weighted Scores for Improvement Alternatives
ALTERNATIVE 1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
10th Street Corridor Traffic Operations
(Capacity and Delay) 20.6 10.3 20.6 10.3 10.3
0.0
Sidestreet (Avenues) Traffic Operations
(Delay) 11.2
5.6
0.0
0.0
5.6 11.2
Out-of-way Travel 5.6
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.9
5.9
Sub-Total 37.4 21.8 26.5 16.1 21.8 17.1
Air Quality/Climate Change/Vehicle
Emissions 5.9
3.0
5.9
0.0
3.0
3.0
Aquatic Habitat Impacted 3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
Mature Trees Impacted 4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
Sub-Total 13.2 10.3 13.2
7.3 10.3 10.3
Green Space Impacted 6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
Visual Impacts 6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
Truck Delivery Access to Local Businesses 5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
On-Street Parking Impacts 2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
0.0
Sub-Total 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.2 18.4
Capital Cost 27.4 27.4 27.9 27.7 27.9 27.1
Sub-Total 27.4 27.4 27.9 27.7 27.9 27.1
TOTAL 99.2 80.6 88.8 72.3 81.2 72.8
RANK
1
4
2
7
3
6

1G

1H

2A

2B

0.0

0.0

10.3

10.3

11.2
5.9
17.1

11.2
5.9
17.1

0.0
0.0
10.3

0.0
0.0
10.3

0.0
3.2
4.2
7.3
6.2
6.7
5.5
1.4
19.8
27.1
27.1
71.3
8

3.0
3.2
4.2
10.3
6.2
6.7
5.5
0.7
19.1
27.1
27.1
73.5
5

0.0
0.0
4.2
4.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.8
2.8
0.0
0.0
17.3
10

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.5
2.8
8.3
0.0
0.0
18.6
9
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5.5 Sensitivity Testing
It should be recognized that the scope of the evaluation and determination of weights
for the evaluation criteria are a matter of professional judgment. Accordingly, it is
considered essential to conduct sensitivity testing to determine if the nature of the
evaluation is sensitive to the weights assigned to each criterion.
There is a spread of values among the groups of evaluators for the selection of weights.
The range is dependent on the value judgment of individuals and specialists. Using the
average of the group does not necessarily capture what the standard deviation was
among the individual scores. Therefore, sensitivity testing is conducted to test a range
of weights either higher or lower than the group’s average.
For this study an independent test was undertaken which placed greater or less
emphasis on a global factor and redistributing the weight to the other factors using the
average values of the TAC. In fact, a separate test was completed for each factor using
the highest weight given by anyone in the TAC as well as the lowest weight.
Following this methodology a series of tests was completed varying the weight for each
global factor. The three tests included:


Average TAC Weight



Highest Weight in a factor group by any TAC member



Lowest Weight in a factor group by any TAC member

Following this series of tests, the results were reviewed to assess whether the ranking
changed when the weights were varied.
Using this information alone is not the only justification for selecting a particular option,
but it provides a level of confidence in the selection and the ability to assess trade-offs.
The sensitivity testing is shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Sensitivity Testing Results for Improvement Alternatives
Alternatives
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
1G
1H
2A
Score
99.2 80.5 88.8 72.2 81.1 72.8 71.2 73.5 17.2
RANK
1
4
2
7
3
6
8
5
10
Transportation High
1
4
2
7
3
6
8
5
10
Low
1
4
2
6
3
7
8
5
10
Natural
High
1
4
2
7
3
6
8
5
9
Environment
Low
1
4
2
5
3
8
6
7
10
Socio-Economic High
1
4
2
6
3
7
8
5
10
Environment
Low
1
4
2
7
3
6
8
5
9
Cost
High
1
4
2
6
3
7
8
5
10
Low
1
4
2
7
3
6
8
5
9

2B
18.8
9
9
9
10
9
9
10
9
10
18
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6 RECOMMENDED PLAN
The evaluation of improvement alternatives has determined a prioritization and ranking
of short-listed alternatives as follows:
1. Alternative 1a: Eliminate split phasing at 10th Street/2nd Avenue East
intersection
2. Alternative 1c: Convert signals to semi-actuated operation
3. Alternative 1e: Widen the westbound curb lane crossing the 10th Street Bridge
4. Alternative 1b: Improve signal timing and coordination
5. Alternative 1h: Extend northbound left turn lane on 3rd Avenue East
6. Alternative 1f: Extend the southbound right turn lane on 2nd Avenue East at
10th Street
7. Alternative 1d: Prohibit eastbound left turns at 10th Street and 1st Avenue West
8. Alternative 1g: Extend northbound left turn lane on 2nd Avenue East
9. Alternative 2b: New structure connecting 1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East
– Aligned south of “Mister Transmission” parking lot
10. Alternative 2a: New structure connecting 1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East
– Aligned immediately north of new 10th Street structure
Alternatives 1a to 1g, ranked from 1 to 8, all have the potential to be implemented. This
evaluation has provided a prioritized list for the implementation of the candidate
projects. Alternative 1e would be an alternative to either Alternative 2a or 2b.
Eliminating the split phasing that exists at the intersection of 10th Street East and 2nd
Avenue East was found to have the greatest benefit to area traffic operations and was
ranked the number 1 alternative by the evaluation process. It is recommended that the
City of Owen Sound proceed with improvement Alternatives 1a, 1c, and 1b, three of the
four highest ranked improvement measures, as short term improvements and that a
wider westbound curb lane (alternative 1e ranked 2nd in the evaluation) be provided as
part of the 10th Street Bridge replacement. Alternatives 2a and 2b are not
recommended for implementation, due predominantly to the cost and the limited
benefit to the transportation network that would be achieved. The remaining 4
improvement opportunities (Alternatives 1d, 1f, 1g and 1h) could be considered as
future (medium term) improvements.
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Following the prioritization of the candidate projects, the next steps to be completed
include:


Completion of the Environmental Assessment Project File



Review by the City of Owen Sound



Review by Stakeholders (Ministry of Transportation, County of Grey etc.)



City of Owen Sound to consider implementation subject to priorities, and
affordability /budgeting
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Appendix D
Presentation to Owen Sound
Operations Committee

City of Owen Sound

10th Street Physical and Operational
Improvements
Environmental Assessment
Operations Committee Meeting
May 25, 2017

Study Purpose
As a connecting link for Highways 6 and 21:
• 10th Street carries a mix of local and provincial (through) traffic
• Traffic congestion can often exist throughout the day
The objective of the study is to examine the 10th Street corridor through
Owen Sound and provide recommendations to improve traffic flow*

* Improved traffic operations will benefit downtown businesses

Class EA Process

Public Information Centre
Wednesday March 22, 2017
10 individuals signed the
attendance register
Comments received:
• Recognized existing traffic
problems along the corridor
• Generally supported some
measures to improve traffic
flow

PIC Comments

Support for:
• One-way option
• Changes to signal timings

Suggestions:
• Reduce sidewalk widths to add traffic lanes
• Construct a new bridge over the harbour
• Promote Active Transportation
Concerns:
• That traffic operations on 3rd Ave E (Grey
Road 15) and 2nd Ave W (Grey Road 1) not
be adversely affected
• Pedestrian safety at 9th Ave W/Grey Rd
17B/Alpha Street requires improvement

Existing Conditions
10th Street is operating near its capacity.
The capacity constraints include:
•
•
•
•

Close proximity of signals
Existing development and the inability to widen the road
Absence of left turn lanes
Traffic signal operations at 2nd Avenue East

Existing Traffic

• Peak demands are eastbound in AM and westbound in PM
• Volumes remain relatively constant through mid-day period

Existing Traffic

• The 10th Street Bridge is the critical link
• Greatest traffic congestion is in the core area

Existing Traffic

• Close proximity of signals contributes to the congestion
• As traffic delays increase tourists and residents will avoid the
downtown core

Development and Evaluation of
Alternatives
A Value Planning Workshop was conducted to
assist in identifying 15 improvement alternatives.
Three Stage Evaluation Process:
1) Traffic Analysis of Alternatives
2) Course Screening
3) MATS (Multi Attribute Trade-off System)
Evaluation

Coarse Screening of Alternatives
• Do Nothing -  Not Carried Forward
– Fails to address any existing problems
– Provides no benefit to downtown businesses

Coarse Screening of Alternatives
• Improve Signal spacing by removing the signal
from 1st Avenue West -  Not Carried Forward
– Resulting diversion of traffic would cause the
intersection at 2nd Avenue West to fail

Alternative 3
Geometric Changes to 10th Street
Conversion to a 3-Lane Cross Section -  Not Carried Forward

• Could create a more pedestrian friendly corridor or allow provisions for cyclists
However:
• It would further limit capacity on 10th Street
• With only one through lane / direction, all through traffic would:
- Be delayed by right turning vehicle / pedestrian conflicts
- Travel the speed of the slowest vehicle

Alternative 3
Geometric Changes to 10th Street
Conversion to a 3-Lane Cross Section -  Not Carried Forward

• Diversion of traffic at the 10th Street Bridge would not be effective enough to make a
3-lane cross section viable
• An average of 20,000 to 25,000 vehicles /day would remain on the corridor which is
beyond the capacity of a 3-lane roadway

Alternatives 4a and 4b
Conversion to One-Way Couplet  Not Carried Forward
Alternative 4a

Alternative 4b

Alternatives 4a and 4b
Conversion to One-Way Couplet  Not Carried Forward
A One-Way Couplet would:
Improve westbound traffic flow significantly
Result in fewer stops for eastbound traffic
✘ Not improve travel time for eastbound motorists
✘ Impact on-street parking
✘ Affect the ability to close 9th Street for special events
✘ Affect traffic circulation for the Downtown River Precinct

Remaining Improvement Options
10 Improvement Alternatives were carried
forward for further evaluation:
1) 8 Traffic Operational and Signal Timing Improvements
2) 2 alternatives to divert traffic from the 10th Street
Bridge to a new structure

Alternatives 1A to 1H
Operational and Signal Timing Improvements include:

1A - Eliminate Split Phasing at 10th Street and 2nd Avenue East
(Prohibit westbound left turns at the intersection)
1B - Adjust signal timings and co-ordination
1C - Convert traffic signals to semi-actuated operation

Alternatives 1A to 1H
Operational and Signal Timing Improvements continued:

1D - Prohibit eastbound Left Turns at 1st Avenue West
1E - Widen the westbound curb lane crossing the 10th Street Bridge
1F - Extend the southbound Right Turn Lane on 2nd Avenue East
1G - Extend the northbound Left Turn Lane on 2nd Avenue East
1H - Extend the northbound Left Turn Lanes on 3rd Avenue East

Alternatives 2a and 2b
Diversion of Traffic
With provision of a new 1st Avenue East to/from
1st Avenue West structure

Alternative 2a

Alternative 2b

Alternatives 2a and 2b
Diversion of Traffic
• No access to 10th Street from 1st Avenue
E or W would remain
• Requires widening of 1st Avenue East
• Would be difficult to accommodate truck
traffic across the new structure
• Could restrict truck access to businesses

• Requires measures to address vehiclepedestrian conflicts to maintain sightlines
• Effectiveness in reducing traffic volumes
on 10th Street would be limited

MATS Evaluation
•
•
•
•
•
•

A quantitative computer based methodology
Developed by US Ministry of Interior
Approach provides flexibility for different types of alternatives
Provides traceability of the evaluation exercise
Process is readily explained and results are replicable
Sensitivity tests are possible to assess alternative value
judgments

MATS Weighting of Evaluation Criteria

Summary of Alternatives
Alt 1 - Operational and Signal timing Improvements:
1A - Eliminate Split Phasing at 10th Street and 2nd Avenue East
1B - Adjust signal timings and co-ordination
1C - Convert traffic signals to semi-actuated operation
1D - Prohibit eastbound Left Turns at 1st Avenue West
1E - Widen the westbound curb lane crossing the 10th Street Bridge
1F - Extend the southbound Right Turn Lane on 2nd Avenue East
1G - Extend the northbound Left Turn Lane on 2nd Avenue East
1H - Extend the northbound Left Turn Lanes on 3rd Avenue East

Alt 2 – Diversion of Traffic
2a – New bridge located adjacent to the 10th Street structure
2b – New bridge located approximately 120 m north of 10th Street

MATS Ranking of Alternatives

Sensitivity Testing
Alternatives
Score
RANK
Transportation
Natural Environment
Socio-Economic
Environment
Cost

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

1A
99.2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1B
80.5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1C
88.8
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1D
72.2
7
7
6
7
5
6
7
6
7

1E
81.1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1F
72.8
6
6
7
6
8
7
6
7
6

1G
71.2
8
8
8
8
6
8
8
8
8

1H
73.5
5
5
5
5
7
5
5
5
5

2A
17.2
10
10
10
9
10
10
9
10
9

2B
18.8
9
9
9
10
9
9
10
9
10

Removing the Split Phasing from the intersection with 2nd Avenue West was
evaluated to be the #1 Alternative, followed in order by:
• Conversion to Semi-Actuated Signal Operation
• Widening the W/B Curb Lane crossing the 10th Street Bridge to meet
Geometric Design Standards
• Adjustments to Signal Timings

Other Potential Improvements
Include construction of
turning lanes at:
• 8th Avenue West, and
• 7th Avenue West

Recommendations
• That the City of Owen Sound proceed with the following short-term
Traffic Operational Improvements:
1. Eliminate split phasing at the intersection of 10th Street and 2nd Avenue East
2. Convert Traffic Signals to Semi Actuated Operation
3. Update the Signal Timings and Coordination
Removing the Split Phasing would provide the single
greatest benefit to traffic operations (increasing
corridor capacity by approximately 20%).
It was evaluated to be the Number 1 improvement
alternative.

Vehicle detectors and push buttons for SemiActuated Signal Operations were installed previously
at many intersections but the improvement has yet
to be implemented.
Periodic updates to signal timings are always
necessary.

Recommendations
• That widening the existing westbound curb lane to meet current
Geometric Design Standards be implemented as part of the 10th
Street Bridge EA

Recommendations
•

That a second structure connecting 1st Avenue East and 1st Avenue West
not be provided at this time due partly to the limited benefit the diversion
of traffic would have on network traffic operations with current traffic
volumes.

Recommendations
• The 4 remaining alternatives benefiting the
downtown core be considered as future (medium
term) improvement opportunities:
– Alt. 1f - extend the S/B right turn lane on 2nd Avenue
East at 10th Street
– Alt. 1g - extend N/B left turn lane on 2nd Avenue East
– Alt. 1h - extend N/B left turn lane on 3rd Avenue East
– Alt. 1d - prohibit E/B left turns at the intersection with 1st
Avenue West

Recommendations
• Concerns for safety of pedestrians at the 10th
Street W intersection with 9th Avenue West
and Grey Road 17B be referred to MTO
• Longer term improvements for provision of
turn lanes at the intersections of:
– 10th Street West and 8th Avenue West
– 10th Street West and 7th Avenue West

EA Process
• Widening the 10th Street Bridge is being
addressed as part of a separate EA
• All other recommendations are Schedule A+
projects under the Municipal Class EA Process
and the City can proceed directly to
implementation subject to budget constraints

APPENDIX G:
SERVICING INFORMATION AND REPORTS

Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kevin Schimus <KSchimus@uniongas.com>
Thursday, June 28, 2018 12:41 PM
Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; Jeremy Miller
John Slocombe - GM BluePlan; Webb, Chris (cwebb@owensound.ca)
RE: 215235 10th Street Bridge: Notice of PIC No.2 (EA Phase 3)
10th St E Bridge Abandonment.pdf; 1st Ave E 10th St E Detail.pdf

Hi Drea,
I’ve reviewed our system and as-built records to confirm this old NPS 6 steel natural gas bridge crossing was abandoned
in 2006. A new NPS 4 PE main was directional drilled under Sydenham River to the south.
Please see attached as-built records and GIS map below.
Jeremy - Fyi

Regards,
Kevin Schimus
Advisor – Construction & Project Management
Union Gas Limited | An Enbridge Company
Tel: 519-885-7400 ext 5067506 | Cell: 519-635-9488
603 Kumpf Drive | Waterloo, Ontario N2V 1K3

kschimus@uniongas.com | uniongas.com

From: Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan [mailto:Drea.Nelson@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: June 27, 2018 9:30 AM
1
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1.

BACKGROUND
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited (GMBP) was retained by the City of Owen Sound to undertake a Schedule
th
‘C’ EA planning process towards addressing the aging 10 Street Bridge. The first two phases of the process
concluded that the Preferred Solution was to replace the aging bridge. As part of Phase 3 and 4 of the
process, a review of servicing alternatives was considered appropriate to better inform the project design.
The purpose of this report is to review sanitary sewage flows, and alternatives, as they relate to infrastructure
th
that will be affected by the 10 Street Bridge replacement project.
The original City services included a combined sewer system, which transported both wastewater and storm
water in a single pipe from building drains and road drains directly to the Sydenham River, the Pottawatomi
River and the inner harbour of Owen Sound Bay. About 1962, the City undertook a major sanitary sewage
works project, in which the main outlets to the original combined system were connected with interceptor
sewers, and flows were directed to a Water Pollution Control Plan (WPCP) on the City’s east side. Flows from
th
the south-west quadrant of the City were directed to 8 Street where an inverted siphon under the Sydenham
River conveyed flows to the East Side Interceptor Sewer (ESIS). Flows from the north-west quadrant of the
th
City were directed to 14 Street West where the West Side Pumping Station (WSPS) conveyed flows via
th
forcemain to a gravity sewer, then to an inverted siphon at 10 Street, which emptied into the East Side
th
th
Interceptor Sewer. A central area between 8 Street West and 10 Street West also drained by gravity to the
th
10 Street siphon.
th

th

In 2010, coincident with the construction of the 9 Street Bridge, a plan was developed to off-load the 10
th
Street siphon by constructing a new gravity sewer across the 9 Street Bridge. Phase 1 of that plan was
th
completed as part of the 9 Street Bridge construction.

2.

SEWAGE FLOWS – 10TH STREET SIPHON
th

Currently, the 10 Street siphon receives sewage flows from the WSPS, from the north half of SW1 and from
st
th
th
SW2, plus from the 1 Avenue West sewer between 8 Street West and 10 Street West.
th

th

Prior to the construction of the 9 Street Bridge, sewage flows to the 10 Street siphon were about as follows:
th

i) 10 Street Siphon Capacity .......... 220 L/s
ii) WSPS Firm Capacity .................... 200 L/s (variable)
iii) SW1 & SW2 (Measured Flows) .... 20 L/s
* Note: Calculated Design Flow is 95L/s from SW1 and SW2.
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th

th

Following construction of the 9 Street Bridge, a first phase of flow diversion from the 10 Street siphon,
th
across the 9 Street Bridge, achieved a 20 L/s design flow diversion from the south half of SW1. A future
Phase 2 diversion is planned to achieve a total design flow diversion of 55 L/s from the south half of SW1 and
th
st
SW2. A remnant design flow of about 25 L/s would remain to the 10 Street siphon from 1 Avenue West 800
th
and 900 Blocks plus a residual from 9 Street West 100 Block, plus from the north half of SW1. We note that
design flow numbers do not add up due to variations in the calculation of the peaking factor.

3.

CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES
th

It is considered that the reconstruction of the 10 Street Bridge may provide an opportunity to divert additional
th
sewage flows from the aging 10 Street siphon. The following alternatives are considered:
i) Divert WSPS forcemain flows,
th
ii) Divert WSPS forcemain flows plus 10 St. West gravity flows and reduce siphon diameter,
iii) Divert all flows and eliminate siphon.

3.1

Divert WSPS Forcemain Flows
The firm capacity of the WSPS was upgraded in 2005 to achieve the approved rating of 200 L/s. With the
th
reconstruction of the 10 Street Bridge, the existing 350mmØ forcemain could be re-routed across the bridge
th
st
to an ESIS manhole on 10 Street at 1 Avenue West.
th

The remaining “design flow” to the 10 Street siphon, under current conditions, would be about 60 L/s from the
st
north half of SW1 and from SW2, and from residual flows on 1 Avenue West – 800, 900 and 1000 Blocks, and
th
on 9 Street West remnant flow in the 100 Block.
The Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP, formerly the MOECC) Guidance Manual
th
suggests a 0.9 m/s design flow through a siphon for self-cleaning. Therefore, the existing 400mmØ 10 Street
siphon could be retrofitted with 2 x 150mmØ siphon barrels to maintain a flow velocity of 1.7m/s under design
flow conditions.

3.2

Divert WSPS Forcemain Flows plus 10th Street West Gravity Flows
th

Further to the discussion in Section 3.1, a gravity sewer could theoretically be constructed across the 10
th
Street Bridge to convey WSPS forcemain flows plus gravity flows from 10 Street West.
th

st

The existing invert at the ESIS manhole at 10 Street East and 1 Avenue East is about elevation 175.64m.
Due to continuous flows in the ESIS, a connection to this manhole would have to be achieved above the
springline, about elevation 176.0m, which matches the existing NW invert connection of the local gravity sewer
st
on 1 Avenue East; enters from the north.
th

st

The existing invert of the sanitary sewer on 10 Street West at 1 Avenue West is about elevation 176.64m.
Over a distance of about 60m, the average available grade would be 1.0%. The expected design flow would
be 200 L/s WSPS forcemain + 60 L/s from the north half of SW1 and SW2 = 260 L/s.
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th

The residual flow of about 25 L/s would remain to be conveyed by the 10 Street siphon. This residual flow is
considered too low to provide adequate cleaning velocities, while maintaining an adequate siphon diameter for
maintenance.

3.3

Divert All Flows and Eliminate Siphon
th

st

Further to the discussion in Section 3.2, the sewer invert at 9 Street West and 1 Avenue West is about
elevation 178.2m.
th

st

The existing sewer invert at 10 Street West and 1 Avenue West is about elevation 176.64m. The distance
between is about 210m, which provides an available grade of about 0.74%.
th

The total design flow to a gravity sewer on the 10 Street Bridge would be about 315 L/s. A 600mmØ sewer at
0.5% grade would have a capacity of 430 L/s.

4.

OTHER CONSTRAINTS
th

th

Based on the girder bridge design for the 9 Street Bridge, a deck thickness of 2.0m is estimated for the 10
Street Bridge. Assuming a bridge deck elevation of about 180.3m, approximately to match existing, the
underside of girder elevation would be about 178.3m. Having verified benchmarks and existing sewer invert
th
st
elevations, the elevation of the gravity sewer invert at 9 Street West and 1 Avenue West is 178.20m and,
th
th
therefore, it is not possible to achieve gravity drainage from 9 Street to 10 Street, while maintaining a gravity
sewer up within the protection of the girders.
th

st

Further, the existing gravity sewers on the 100 Block of 10 Street West and on the 1000 Block of 1 Avenue
West would have to be raised (grade flattened) by about 1.8m to achieve an invert of 178.45m, which would
th
provide 0.3% fall across the 10 Street Bridge while maintaining the sewer up within the zone protected by the
girders. This would prevent gravity drainage from adjacent properties to the sewer main. Therefore, it is
th
concluded that full diversion of flows from the 10 Street Siphon is not technically achievable.
th

Based on the foregoing, it remains technically achievable to divert WSPS forcemain flows from the 10 Street
siphon while maintaining gravity flows through 2 x 150mm ø barrels retrofitted into the existing 400mmØ
system.
th

Although a new forcemain could be constructed across the 10 Street Bridge at this time, with the bridge
th
reconstruction project, an alternate route under the harbour at 13 Street also has been considered by the
City.

Considering the additional effort required also to retrofit the existing siphon, the uncertainty of an appropriate
forcemain crossing location at this time, and the tight time-line available to construct the bridge project, it is
th
recommended to defer these sewage works to a later date. If a forcemain crossing of the 10 Street Bridge is
considered appropriate, one could be suspended within the girders at that time, along with a siphon retrofit
th
project. Diversion of additional flows to the 9 Street sanitary sewer crossing, and appropriate design flows for
th
the 10 Street siphon should be resolved at that time.
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10TH STREET BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
SEWAGE FLOWS ANALYSIS REPORT
FILE NO, 215235

APPENDIX ‘A’ – DESIGN FLOW CALCULATIONS
10

TH

STREET BRIDGE REPLACEMENT

Design Flows – SW1 & SW2
AT = 30 + 60

= 90 ha

Residential

= 58.5 ha

Commercial

= 18 ha

Institutional

= 13.5 ha

A) Residential Flows at 38 Persons/ha – Mixed Residential
P=

×.

= 2.22



M=1+




.

.

= 6.62

I = 0.2 L/ha.s

QR =

.

 // . 
.

+ (0.2)(58.5) = 71 L/s

B) Commercial Flows
3

QC = 28m / ha.d + IA
=

×
 / ../

+ 0.2 L/ha.s x 18 ha

= 21 L/s

C) Institutional
QL = 100 L/d . students x 1000 students / 8hr/d = 3.5 L/s
D) QR + QC + QI = 95.5 L/s
* Measured Flows = 15 L/s to 20 L/s

APPENDIX H:
PRESENTATION (PIC NO.1: JANUARY 26, 2017) - PHASE 2
CONSULTATION

10th STREET BRIDGE
Schedule 'C' - Phase 2 Consultation
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
Public Information Centre #1
City of Owen Sound
May 2015

GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Public Information Centre #1
10th STREET BRIDGE
Schedule ‘C’ – Phase 2 Consultation
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
City of Owen Sound
Harry Lumley Bayshore Community Centre
(Shore Room 2)
January 26, 2017
Information Session: 4:30 to 5:30 pm
Presentation: 5:30 pm
GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Presentation Summary:
 Overview of EA Process;
 Problem Definition;
 Alternative Solutions;
 Evaluation of Alternative Solutions;
 Recommended Solution; and
 Next Steps (EA Process and Timeline)

GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Alternative Design
Concepts to be
Determined

Alternative Solutions
1) Do Nothing
2) Repair
3) Replace

We are HERE

Council gives
authorization to
proceed
Anticipated
Path
GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Site Location Plan:

GM BluePlan
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Site Plan:

GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Problem Definition
A) Identified Issues:
 Poor condition, limited life span;
 Future rehabilitation costs high;
 Relied upon by personal, commercial and emergency
vehicles; and
 Potential future load restrictions.

B) Project Statement:
The 10th Street Bridge is part of the main east-west arterial
route through Owen Sound. The bridge is deteriorating at an
advancing rate due to its age, and the effects of road salt and
truck traffic. Load posting restrictions may be required in the
near future. This would have significant negative effects on the
local and regional transportation system and the economy.
GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Existing Bridge on North Side:

GM BluePlan
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Existing Bridge on South Side:

GM BluePlan
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Existing Bridge Detail A:

GM BluePlan
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Existing Bridge Detail B:
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Existing Bridge Detail C:

GM BluePlan
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Existing Bridge Detail D:

GM BluePlan
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Alternative Solutions:
1. Do Nothing
 Would not address the identified problem.

2. Rehabilitate
 Technical: Restoration would extend the useful life of the bridge in
the short-term, with on-going restoration efforts and eventual
(near-term) bridge replacement likely.
 Social: Would lead to a greater number of traffic flow interruptions,
at different stages (i.e. load-postings, repairs and replacement).
 Economic:
 Estimated bridge rehabilitation costs are marginally less than
the estimated bridge replacement costs (bridge alone).
 Overall costs would be greater: Sum of the short-term
rehabilitation and the near-future replacement costs.
GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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3. Replace
 Technical:
 Provides opportunity for improvements to servicing systems.
 Provides a long-term solution to structural issues.
 Social:
 Provides opportunity for improvements to transportation
systems.
 Traffic flow interruptions are minimized: limited to bridge
replacement.
 Economic:
 Avoids “throw-away” rehabilitation costs and minimizes overall
economic impact.
 Avoids load postings and/or bridge closure, due to repairs,
which would have significant negative effects on the local
transportation system and the economy as a whole.
GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Recommended Solution:
Evaluation of Alternatives:

REPLACEMENT is the Recommended Solution:
 Addresses identified problems;
 Less expensive over the long-term;
 Federal / Provincial funding may be available; and
 Opportunity for improvements to existing servicing systems
and to transportation systems.
GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Next Steps:
Environmental Assessment – Process and Timeline
Phases 1 and 2



a) Publish Notice of Project Initiation

January 10, 2017



b) Circulate ESR (Version 1) to Review Agencies

January 11, 2017



c) Hold Public Information Centre (PIC No.1)

January 26, 2017

d) Preferred Solution Selection by City Council
(Completes Phase 2)

February 2017

GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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Next Steps:
Following the Selection of the Preferred Solution
a) Initiate Phase 3

March 2017

Phase 3: The Evaluation of Alternative Design Concepts will be coordinated with the
concurrent 10th Street corridor MCEA process. The Preferred Design will be selected
following consultation with review agencies and the public (PIC No. 2)

b) Initiate Phase 4:

Fall 2017 (Estimated)

Phase 4: Completion of the Environmental Study Report and circulation of the Notice of
Completion.

c) Initiate Phase 5: Design and Construction

To be Determined
(Funding Dependent)

GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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- YOUR INPUT IS IMPORTANT Comment Sheets are Available at this Public
Information Session
Please Submit by February 9th, 2017

THANK YOU

GM BluePlan

10th Street Bridge, Schedule C – Municipal Class Environmental Assessment - January 2017
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APPENDIX I:
PUBLIC, STAKEHOLDER AND AGENCY COMMENTS (PHASE 2)

Summary of Public Comments Received From Required PIC Phase 2 (EA)

Tracking # and
General Source

Comments
(recorded sic erat scriptum)

1
Resident
E-mail: Jan 14, 2017
7:17PM

The fact that there is a four lane entrance now on 11th St. West, which
would serve as an entrance for a bridge across the river to 1st Ave. East.
Would it not be the best way to go, for to build a new bridge across from
11th St. West . This would not interfere with big boats or the small boats.
Larger boats, up to 11th St. as it is now, then repair 10th St. bridge. By
doing this it would open up 2nd Ave east north of 11th St east to better
quality business & get rid of some of the eyesore buildings like the half
torn down stone building near 14th St. East - With Cobble Beach traffic &
cars coming into Owen Sound from Wiarton area via Ben Allen Wolsley,
it would take a lot of traffic off 10th St. bridge. This may cost more now,
but will be cheaper in the long term. Thanks for considering my
comment.

2A and 2B
PIC Attendant
E-mail: Jan 27, 2017
10:31AM
2:47PM

Comment Sheet (2A) and Email (2B):
1. Yes ”replace” existing old structure with new.
2. Widen (new) bridge for centre E/B RT lane and W/B RT TN lane.
Acquire widening N/S 1st Ave to 2nd Ave. Move SW along inside
building wall. Land (widening) exists in front of Shoppers.
3. Up-grade watermain crossing (24”Ø) 600 mm and incorporate in
new structure and other utilities.
4. Provide temporary 2-way bridge at 11th Street location (Bailey or
steel modular type) – including pedestrian crossing north side.
5. Due to the proposed widening on the north side, a separate
pedestrian crossing bridge needs to be provided detached for the
main structure mainly for safety away from vehicle traffic and this
could serve a temporary and permanent after the new bridge is
opened.

How the Comments Were
Considered During This
Study
Additional Bridge
Crossing location was
considered.

Comments will be
considered in Phase 3
(i.e. Alternative
Designs) of this EA
process.
Additional Bridge
Crossing location was
considered.

3
Resident
Phone: Jan 27, 2017

Called to clarify that the building identified as 95/99 10th St E in the ESR
– Version1, which abuts the SE corner of the bridge, has joint ownership.
The southern portion of the building is identified as 994 1st Ave E.

Mailed Notices were
provided to each
owner.

4
PIC Attendant
Comment Sheet:
Jan 27, 2017

Comment Sheet:
I was somewhat disappointed that the meeting scheduled for 4:30PM
was delayed and there was no announcement on a revised start time. I
left at 5:15 as nothing was happening.
However, I do not want this bridge to end up financially like the rec centre
where Owen Sound taxpayers got screwed left and right. Except for a
token donation from Georgian Bluffs, we got stuck with the bill while
everyone else got a free ride.
The City has an adequate number of bridges – Jubilee, 8th Street and 9th
Street for its population to cross the Sydenham River. In fact anyone
living south of 10th Street West probably already uses these 3 bridges to
cross town.
The problem breaks down when out-of-towners who don’t pay a nickel in
property taxes come to work in the morning and go home at night.
Throw in school buses and traffic can be backed up partway up 10th
Street West Hill.
So after the hosing we got from the rec centre I cannot see going ahead
with this project. Unless Ottawa and Toronto pay 100% of the cost. City
taxpayers cannot afford to build a bridge for the convenience of residents
of Georgian Bluffs and South Bruce Peninsula. Everyone wants a job in
Owen Sound but no one wants to pay no taxes.
A fairer way would be a toll bridge such as the 407. $2 per crossing is a
reasonable amount with a scanner. $5 without. The billing computer
could be programmed that non-Grey/Bruce (i.e. tourists) are free. $10
per truck and buses. 500 cars per day x 5 days = $2,500 billings x 2 =
$5,000 per week x 52 weeks = 260,000 per year. Enough so other
people pay.

Comments Noted.
The City is staying
abreast of potential
funding opportunities.

1

Tracking # and
General Source

Comments
(recorded sic erat scriptum)

5
PIC Attendant
E-mail: Jan 30, 2017
4:13PM

Can your plan incorporate a dedicated hair pin lane that can
accommodate traffic from 1st Ave E to 1st Ave W which would require
signs to prohibit right hand turns from 10th to 1st Ave W. 1st Ave E would
be a one way. Traffic on 1st Ave W going north, south of 10th can still go
straight through. This would save the merging that takes place crossing
the bridge and make things safer. Maybe large trucks should be directed
to use 2nd Ave W. What do you think???

6
Business Owner
E-mail: Mar 1, 2017
10:04AM

As a business owner I recognize the importance of maintaining the
infrastructure. Without it any business be it a town or a private venture is
destined to failure. As a business investing substantial money in
improving the Chicago Building on 10th St and looking out for the
interests of my commercial tenants (2 out of 3 are NEW businesses), I’ve
been thinking of ways to try and offset the disruption to the 10th Street
corridor during bridge construction. Since the road will be blocked at the
bridge and traffic between 3rd and 1st will be greatly reduced perhaps
allowing on street parking along 10th in that area would help those
businesses.
Sketch of Valley Overpass Concept interpreted to extend across the
valley from 10th Street West Hill to 10th Street East Hill.

7
Resident (Wiarton)
Hand Delivered to
City of Owen Sound

8
Resident
(Nearby Landowner)
Email: Aug 16, 2017
9:15AM

My building is the 2nd South of 10th Street on 1st Avenue East. Located
on the West Side of 1st Avenue East, facing the Sydenham River.

9
Resident (M.C.)
E-mail: March 28,
2018

Congratulations on getting funding for the new bridge. We spoke about it
at the public meeting regarding having a pedestrian underpass at water
level. The current height from the water to the road surface is only 12
feet which is not a lot. I know you would favour a poured concrete
structure, if it had a large main arch and a smaller one for the walkway
the arches could be smaller giving the 80" required for a walkway.

I feel the construction could have a significant impact on my building
structure, and would need to be assured as the process moves along,
that this wouldn’t be the case. Also, how the construction will effect my
business.

If it was a suspension bridge, the deck would be thin but as you said, it
might be noisy or shaky. I'm sure that could be designed out but here is a
point to consider about designing in this way.
Owen Sound's main feature is it's river precinct and the harbour, Many
people passing through the downtown pass over this charming aspect of
the city without even noticing there is a river/bridge at all. People are
putting a lot of thought into how to do honour to our river.
Suspension bridges are hard to miss with their tall structures and
beautiful shapes. Add to that the opportunity to fly banners and flags
from the tall structures, lighting, display a large Owen Sound sign, and in
other ways encourage passers-by to notice Owen sound, take a moment,
see the sights, shop, eat etc.
A dramatic structure could make an important statement.
Even a poured structure could have a "gateway" aspect to it's design
which I think would be a good thing.

2

How the Comments Were
Considered During This
Study
The City retained BTE
Engineering to
complete a corridor
management study
along 10th Street. The
transfer of traffic from
1st Avenue West to 2nd
Avenue West was not
supported by BTE.
On-street parking on
10th Street between
2nd Ave E and 3rd Ave
E will be considered
during the detailed
design phase of this
process.

Bridge span would
need to be greater
than 1300 meter.
Concept is cost
prohibitive.
Resident was added
to the mailing list for
future notifications.
A pre-construction
building condition
assessment will be
completed.
Construction related
issues will be
reviewed by the
contractor’s insurer.
Noted. Bridge styles
are addressed in
ESR.

+Øcil'
Feb 2017

Thanks for meetlng

wlth

us

REFERTO:

pedestrian bridge in the lnner harbour
We will give you a synopses of our investigation to date for a
ldentification of the
with an opportunity forthe order of oooJcneerto be involved and add a lasting
public contributions it has made to the public of the city and Surrounding Area'
WHYTHE ORDER SHOUTD BE INVOTVED

improve the
ltem 3 of the Orde/s Mission Statement says: the focus of the club shall be to
All proleets
Area'
and
waterfront, rivers and natural and cultural features of the Clty of Ouren Sound
freely to the public at
nevertheless shall be located where the benefit of such pro¡ects is available
large'

1

2

Great visible recognitlon for the Order

3ProridegreaterpedestrianactivfitothelnnerHarbour
Encourage economic development on both sides of the harbour

4
5

Proiect within the financial capability of the Order

CONTACTS

pam

Coulter Very much in favour

-

see attached email Dec 5th note referrals

to weyne Ritchie, Ken

Becking and GM BluePlan
Susan Schrempf 6STC

very much in favour - - bridge et llth 5t will not interfere wlth the Chi-

Cheemaun

the
Wanda Campesg Operations Manager Owen Sound Harbour perconally supports and in opinion
studies
habour wall restoration they did the past 2 yearc should support a pedestrian bridge however
See
Manager.
Regional
Canning
need to be done to verify. Further contact penon ls Mary louise
attached.
Thinks it is a great ldea. Depending on weight ¡t mey take hiro cranes, one
Vanwyck Crane Doug
00
is
on each side of the harbour ( like they did on thê Pottewatomi bri$r&ost for a large crane 5600,
it'
per hour, 2 cranes $4OO.OO per hour one day should do

---

Steve Furness Economic Manager Grey

County strongly supports it.

Martin cooper once planned to use the trusses from the collseum see attached
Wayne

King

Supports - - would like to see it this year to support the dining car and the museum

Chris

Hachey GSCA

Supports Their bridge 76.7

ft

by 6

ft steel deck Cost $72,000. Cost of bridge

540.000.

lyle report to the Directors lan26of 2ß15 attached
George & tyle lan 26lt7 Attended the consultants report to the Operations Committee

Tom &

at the

Bayshore where their recommendation was to replace the 10ù st bridge, This was part of the
process. lf Council approves, the design process starts. Estimated construction in 2018-19.

lan3OllT

E

A

Lyle emailed Mary l.ouise Canning RegionalManagerAirport & Port Programmes

requesting process direction and the Navigable Water Boundary.

2lt7

Arrangements made to meet on Feb 8ñ at the inner harbour with Wanda Campese
proposed
bridge location.
look at the
Feb

NEXT STEPS

Secure commitment to the proiect from the Order

Solid¡fy Clty staff support
Present project to the Recreation & Parks Committee
Expedite approvals from the Ministry of Transportation
Time lines --Approvals 2017 ---Construction 201&19
Commence plans for public fundraising

BUDGET

See attached.

to
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Isabelle 9nd Lyle Love
"Coulter, Pam" <pcoulter@owensound.ca>
December45-16 3:00 PM

From:
Date:
To:

<ilove@)mts.com>

Cc:

Subject:

"Ritchie, Wayne" <writchie@owensound.ca); "Becking, Ken" <kbecking@owensound.ca>
RE: Attached Image

Hi Lyle,

Great to see you today.
Here is a marked up copy of the names for the plaques with my suggestions and thoughts.

,-

We don't use one particular supplier for signs - however, Don Miller at Miller Photoplaques has done many
signs for the City in the past. Keelings and Austins also do this type of work.
ln terms of the pedestrian bridge - I have shared your concept plan and photos and diagrams with Wayne and
Ken Becking - the Director of Public Works and Engíneering.
We agree that your timing on thinking about this project is perfect as the City has embarked on a municipal class
EA

for 3 relevant projects:
1. Downtown River Precinct

2.
3.

lOth Street Corridor
10th street bridge.

I have asked Mr. Becking to share your information with Mr. Slocombe of GM Blueplan (who is working for the
City on 2 of these projects).
There will be public information meetings and opportunity for public input as we work through this process.
Have a great Chrístmas Season Lyle.

Pamela Coulter,

BA, MctP RPP

Director of Community Services
519 376 4440x1252

trhr¡t'!ot¡ rilJf lr) li\('

From: City Hall Mailroom [mailto:chcopier@owensound.ca]
Sent: December-05-16 L:47 PM
To: Coulter, Pam <pcoulter@owensound.ca>
Subject: Attached lmage

t9/12/2016

Page 1
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Isabelle and Lyle love
"Isabelle and Lyle Love" <ilove@bmts.com>
January-14-17 9:09 A¡ivl

From:
Dste:
To:

"Camp€s€, Wandau <wanda.campe se@,tc. gc. ca>

Cc:

Subject:

"gary wood" <gbwood@sympatico.cÈ; "george prentice" <gprenticeS@grnail.com>
Re: Order ofGood Cheer - Pedestrian Bridge Project - Owen Sound Harbour

Thanks Wanda. will do.Nice talk¡ng with

you.

Enjoy your stay in Florida in

Feb.

Lyle

From: Camoese, Wanda
Sent: Fnday, January L3,2Ol7 2:49PM
To: Lvle Love
Subtech Order of Good Cheer - Pedstrian Bridge Project - O,wen Sound Harbour
Hi Lyle, I discussed your project with my manager and she asked that you direct your initial request to her
attention. Her contact information is as follows:

Mary Louise Canning
Regional Manager/Gestionnaire regional
Airport & Port Programs/Programmes Aeroportuaires et Portuaires
Ontario Region / Région de I'Ontario
Transport Canada / Transports Canada
4900 Yonge St., 4th Floor /4900, rue Yonge, 4ième étage
Toronto, Ontarío M2N 645
tel / tér (416) 9s2-0484
cellular / cellulaire (416)988-4701
e-mail

f

courriel: marylouise.canning@tc.ec.ca

Wanda Campese
Area Operations Officer
Airport & Port Programs
Transport Canada - Ontario Region

Cellufan 416-988-4703
wanda.campese@tc.gc.ca

t4/0t/2017

Page 1
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Isabelle and Lyle Love

Cc:

"Isabelle and Lyle Love" <ilove@bmts.com>
January-30-17 9:24 AM
<m a ry lou i se.cannin g@¡c. gc.ca>
"gary wood" <gbwood@sympatico.ca>; "georgeprentice" <gprenticeS@gmail'com>;

Subjecf:

Pedestrian Brídge

From:
Date:
To:

<wanda. campese@tc. gc.ca>

Good Morning Mary Louise My name is Lyle Love a past harbour master in Owen Sound, a retired
City Manager and a member of a local group called The Scenic City Order of Good Cheer who raise
monies to construct projects for the benefit of the general public of Owen Sound and Area. Such as a
Splash Pad, Outdoor Artificial lce Rink, A Bandstand, a Washroom & Change Room.
We wish to construct a Pedestrian Bridge across the lnner Harbour north of the l0th st bridge, close to
1lth st.
The bridge will promote more public activity in our harbour. The City has shown interest.

We need to know.
The boundary of the Navigable Water Act

1

2

The contact and procedure

to gain approvals

lf you could direct us to the right Dív¡sions it will be very helpful. Thank you.
Lyle

3010U20t7
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GOOD CEEERBRII}CE
January 26lts

For_úhe lastmany_Direcûofs meeúingr discorsionr ccntred

¡bont täc rbility of thc
Order to n¡i¡e sufñc¡ent fund¡ to build tho Äctivtúy C€nhc Thoro r¡s coir"orus
thrtthephyground end ¡heltsr bc con¡tn¡cted ¡¡phocc one ¡nd thcplc*lc bdl
court¡ phase two. The estfunated coeús wcre playground t3{lrg4r.(X}, shelter
$30,000.00 pickle ball eout$ Í¡:¡0,000.00 fortotal of $S4{Xtp4f.m.
VYe havc about SStt'000.00 fhat could bc uscd for a pnojcct The onþ fu¡dr¡iserwe
have boolrcd k tüe cmice. Ihe hog rally is in ll¡nbo.-T¡L n¡¡rt¿de iunctlon esn't bc
done if tbe hog raþ goe ehead bec¡u¡e of thtng. Ihc con¡ensu¡ Í¡ úb¡t we will be
yesrs before we could build tùe Activþ Centrc.

Attachcd lc correspondercc, pkace re¡d, rreloted to buildhg tüe Good Chcer Brldge
to úie the easú to thcwæt, probabty ne¡r ihc lrt¡ ct The ordcfs m¡nd¡te Ís to
enbance úbe h¡rbour ¡nd Ara. whlch wc hcve done wilh the gazefurpark bencùes,
ldash pad. The Tom Thom¡on tr¡ll conmittee ic vory supporitrg Col¡ncillor
Rich¡rd Thoma¡ is very supportivc andwill bo ourvóice-a:ú CounciL you can read
what Christy Hempel
Sr000.00. Cr*V SuoUl.
Conscrvoüon spent that
The bridge ovcr the
Pottaw¡hml monyyearu
(Xl. Lots of det¡il¡ úo fuvkgste ¡n¿
epprovals. At th¡s polnt we need to h¡ve o ûonscnsus tùrt ws change co,i*o and
do
Iorlhet¡ilar.All Dirccúons aú hcú
form and get commenfi from the
f,wsy guy¡.

srys.
on
b

Christy has donc ¡ skctch and wilt do a watorcolour once we havc úhe type of
bridge
decíded. could you get back to us a8 soon as poseible" Any questÍon
s?
Lyle & Tom

(139) Owen Sound

llth

StBridge

of4
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Attentìon : George Prentlce

WSP

g eo rge. p

Ref

re ntice @ ws Pg rou P. com

#7590 - Harbour Ped Crossino Bridoe - Owen Sound' ON

-

supply of pre-engíneered steel pedestríon brídge complete

wîth the lollowing specificatìons;

- 2.44m cleør inside wídth between chords
- design in occordance to CAN/CSA-56-74, Prot-t truss design & underslung floor beoms
- weothering steel construction
- 58 kN mointenance vehicle lood rating
- 700mm spoced verticolsafety roils
- 27m long bridge to have 7 mechonicol bolt splice, shipped ta site in 2 sections
-

bearing ossemblies

- detoiled ønd seoled shop drowings
- delivery to site

- îtems not Íncluded;
- off-loading
-

of delivery vehicles
of
bolt splíce hridge sections and bolt tensioning supervision
hoisting of bridge onto obutments
supply & instoll of bridge onchors
peer review, 2nd seal, cert of conformonce, NDT testing, inspections beyond EB QA
Length
27m
27m
72m
72m

DeckÍng
SOmm x 250mm PT SPF wood
a nti-sli p w eøthe ri n g ste el
50mm x 250mm PTSPF wood
ø nti-sli p weøtheri n g stee I

Prlce

HST

Extro

Ertro
Extro
Extra

s

59,075.(n
S da,eo2.oo
s 24,976.(n

S zg,gtg.æ

Sincerely,

77fdn¿

Acþrl

Morc Bisch, Pres,

@
CERTIFfED

csA w47.1

EAGLE BRIDGE LTD.
250 Shirley Avenue, Kitchener, ON N2B-ZEL CANADA

T 579-743-4353

x20j

marc@eaglebrîdge.ca

cisc

E icci

ï.íJ,,

City of Bridges
lovely excursion to Holland, Belgium and northern parts of
France. We haven't travelled there together for l8 years, and I wondered what changes I would
notice. Wind tr¡rbines dot the hills of the rural countryside, and many shiny towers have been added
to the architectural collections of modern sþscrapers in large centers. But most ofthe small towns
and cities we visited in Belgium and the Netherlands looked as they did in 1992, and many looked
much Iike they did ín 1492 whenthe structure of medieval Europe was formed.

My husband and I just retumed from

a

Port cities along the North Sea prospered for centuries through trade, and systems of man-made
canals were used for transportation, as protective moats, and were the backbone of water and
sewage systems. The hard edged canals and the systems of brídges that criss+ross them are key to
the identity of the best loved and most beautiful places Iike Amsterdam, Bruges and Ghent and
although many of those early hubs lost their role as merchant senters, they are now beloved for their
intrigue and beauty.

I love the romance of bridges, and enjoyed wandering ove¡ so many.

Cars used many of them, but

others were small and built for pedestrians and cyclists. In European towns walkability is not some

new ideal, but a way of life centuries old. rtrith gas prices double what they are here, the traffic
infrastructure is best suiæd for trains, buses, cyclists and pedestrians, and they all use bridge
systems.

I don't know who first described Owen

Sound as a"City of Bridges" but they form part of our
identity not only as a traffic system, but a public place from which the local landscapes can be

viewed. From the dramatic Inglis Falls through the scenic woodlands at the Conservation Authority,
the river consûantly changes as it carves its way through the valley. From the walking bridges at
Harrison park we gaze at spawning salmon, or take photos of stunning winter scenery over the fast
running river. We stop of look at picturesque swans at the Jubilee Bridge, and as the Sydenham
wanders through the downtown, the bridges provide not only traffrc crossings but nodes to examine

the heart of the older city as the water moves steadily beneath. At the l0ú street bridge, our
industrial heritage is easily imagined looking out over the harbour toward the ships and the expanse
of Georgian Bay beyond.
Our city has undert¡aken such large infrastructure projects this past year with the help of federal and
provincial funding, and with the sewage treatment plant on the horizon we have our hands full with
new public works. Consultants who drafted our new transportation master plan recommend that
there is no need for a new large vehicular crossing across the harbour, which is a ¡elief though not a
surprise. Operations have had their hands full with bridge replacements in the central core, and
consultants agnee that there is enough space to accommodate our present and ñlture traffic needs
with these alone. But the study does suggest a future pedestrian/ cycling link across the harbour

north of tenth street, echoing our Ha¡bour and Downtown Master Plan which highlighted this key
crossing 10 yean ago. With new construc'tion on the west harbour, and the recent political emphasis
on attracting development to both sides of the harbour, perhaps a simple span across I lú sûreet
should be part of our future vision Not a great feat of engineering or a major experise which
burdens the city coffers, but something suaightforward and elegant. Simple, utilitarian pedesFian
bridges don't need to cost much mo¡e than $125,000, ar¡ our recent structure at the Conservation

Authority attests.
Municipalities can't be responsible for building all of ow infrastructure projects. Service clubs,
business owners, developers, fi¡nding agencies and volunteers migbt make such a bridge a reality
without burdening tan payers. But the municipality does have to make sr¡re its long term strategies
include physical planning for the futt¡re. Our unique sense of place, pas! present and fifure, is built
on the backbone ofthe river syste,m and ou¡ harbor¡r. Envísioning those places down the road is the
first step to building them.
Christy Hempel
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Planning and Development
595 gth Avenue East, Owen Sound Ontario N4K 3E3
519-372-0219 I I -800-567-GREY I F ax: 519-37 6-7 97 0

February 3,2017

John Slocombe, P. Eng.
GM BluePlan
1260 2nd Ave East, Unit 1
Owen Sound, Ontario
N4K 2J3
*Sent via E-mail
RE

lOrH Street Bridge Evaluation
Version I (Phase I and 2)

-

Environmental Study Report

Notice of Projection lnitiation
Dear Mr. Slocombe,

This correspondence is in response to the above noted project. We have had an
opportunity to review the project in relation to the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) and
the County of Grey Official Plan (OP). We offer the following comments.
The purpose and effect of the subject project is to review the alternative solutions in
order to rehabilitate the bridge on 1Oth Street in order to continue to provide a high level
of service for personal, commercial, and emergency vehicles through the City's
downtown corridor, while providing minimal disruption to the community in the coming
years.
Schedule A of the OP designates the surrounding lands as 'Primary Settlement Area'
Section 2.6.3(2) of the OP statest

Land Use policies and development standards in areas designated Primary
Settlement Areas will be in accordance with local Official Plans and/or Secondary
Plans.

Comments should be received from the City of Owen Sound
Schedule A also designates a portion of the surrounding lands as 'Hazard Lands'
Section 2.8.2(3) of the OP states,

Grey County: Colour lt Your Way

Page 2
February 3,2017
f

n the Hazard Lands designation buildings and structures are generally not

permitted. Minor extensions or enlargements of existing buildings and structures
may be permitted subject to the policies of Section 2.8.

Appendix B also identifies Sydenham River as a watercourse. Section 2.8.6(5) of the
OP states,
No development shall be permitted within 30 metres of the banks of a stream,
river, lake or Georgian Bay.

Comments should be received from the Conservation Authority in regards to the above
noted natural feature and hazardous feature.
Transportation Services have reviewed the above noted project, the only area of
concern that Transportation Services would have with the potential construction of the
1Oth Street Bridge is if Grey Road 15 (3'd Avenue East) or any other County Road would
be used as a detour route. Please contact Matt Mark, C.E.T., Engineering Manager at
519-372-0219 ext. 1218rt any County Road is being considered.
Provided positive comments are received from the Conservation Authority and
Transportation Services comments are adhered to, County planning staff have no
further concerns with the above noted project.

The County requests notice of any decision rendered with respect to this project.
lf you wish to discuss this matter further, please do not hesitate to contact me
Yours truly,

K S¡t **Y.-¡-Kelly Henderson
Planner
+1 519-372-0219 ext. 1233
kel ly. henderson@g rey. ca
www.grey.ca

Grey County: Colour lt Your Way

237897 Inglis Falls Road, R.R.#4, Owen Sound, ON N4K 5N6
Telephone: 519.376.3076 Fax: 519.371.0437
www.greysauble.on.ca

February 10, 2017
Mr. John Slocombe, P. Eng.
Project Manager
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited
1260 2nd Avenue East, Unit 1
Owen Sound ON
N4K 2J3
Dear Mr. Slocombe:
RE:

10th Street Bridge - Municipal Class EA
Applicant: City of Owen Sound
City of Owen Sound
Our File: P12400

Subject Proposal
It is our understanding that the City of Owen Sound has initiated the Municipal Class EA process
for the purposes of evaluating options for addressing existing structural problems with the 10th
Street Bridge in the core area of the City of Owen Sound. The Grey Sauble Conservation
Authority has received circulation of the “10th Street Bridge Evaluation – Schedule ‘C’
Environmental Study Report – Version 1 (Phases 1 and 2)” prepared by GM BluePlan
Engineering Limited (GMBP).
The GSCA has reviewed this application in accordance with our mandate and policies for natural
hazards, for natural heritage issues as per our Memorandum of Agreement with the City of Owen
Sound, and relative to our policies for the implementation of Ontario Regulation 151/06. We offer
the following comments.
Site Description
The property is the bridge structure located on 10th Street between 1st Avenue West and 1st
Avenue East in the City of Owen Sound. This is a barrel arch bridge structure that was reportedly
constructed in 1911. The structure contains five traffic lanes, and one sidewalk, which occurs on
the south side of the bridge.
GSCA Regulations
The entire proposed works are is regulated by the GSCA under Ontario Regulation 151/06:
Regulation of Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and
Watercourses.
Under this regulation, a permit is required from this office prior to the construction, reconstruction,
erection or placing of a building or structure of any kind; any change to a building or structure that
1 of 2

Watershed Municipalities
Arran‐Elderslie, Chatsworth, Georgian Bluffs, Grey Highlands
Meaford, Owen Sound, South Bruce Peninsula, Blue Mountains

Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: NEATS 43779: Class EA - 10th Street Bridge Replacement Project, Owen Sound ONT
(Property No. 21956)
NEATS 43779 Class EA - 10th Street Bridge Replacement Project, Owen Sound ONT
(Property No. 21956).pdf

From: Smith, Benjamin [mailto:benjamin.smith@tc.gc.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2017 7:59 AM
To: Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Cc: Webb, Chris (cwebb@owensound.ca); Becking, Ken (kbecking@owensound.ca) (kbecking@owensound.ca); Labelle,
JP (jplabelle@owensound.ca); John Slocombe - GM BluePlan; Kim Donnelly - GM BluePlan
Subject: RE: NEATS 43779: Class EA - 10th Street Bridge Replacement Project, Owen Sound ONT (Property No. 21956)

Good afternoon,
Thank you for providing this correspondence, it has been received.
Thank you,
Environmental Assessment Program | Programme d'évaluation environnementale
Transport Canada, Ontario Region | Transports Canada, Région de l'Ontario
4900 Yonge St., Toronto, ON M2N 6A5 | 4900, rue Yonge, Toronto, ON, M2N 6A5
Email | Courriel: EnviroOnt@tc.gc.ca
Facsimile | télécopieur: (416) 952-0514
Government of Canada | Gouvernement du Canada
From: Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan [mailto:Drea.Nelson@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:32 PM
To: EnviroOnt <EnviroOnt@tc.gc.ca>
Cc: Webb, Chris (cwebb@owensound.ca) <cwebb@owensound.ca>; Becking, Ken (kbecking@owensound.ca)
(kbecking@owensound.ca) <kbecking@owensound.ca>; Labelle, JP (jplabelle@owensound.ca)
<jplabelle@owensound.ca>; John Slocombe - GM BluePlan <John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca>; Kim Donnelly - GM
BluePlan <Kim.Donnelly@gmblueplan.ca>
Subject: RE: NEATS 43779: Class EA - 10th Street Bridge Replacement Project, Owen Sound ONT (Property No. 21956)
An Environmental Study Report (ESR – Version 1) has been completed for the 10th Street Bridge in Owen Sound to satisfy
the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process (Municipal Engineers Association, 2015). Version 1 of this report
discusses the findings, to date, of Phases 1 and 2 of the Environmental Assessment. This correspondence is being
provided as it has been identified that Transport Canada Property No. 21956 (i.e. the Owen Sound Harbour) may be
affected by this bridge project.
The Notice of Project Initiation is attached and a link to the Report, available on the City of Owen Sound website, is
provided below.
https://www.owensound.ca/news/public-notice/10th-street-bridge-notice-project-initiation
Your input and comments pertaining to this project are encouraged. While written comments can be provided to the
Project Manager at any time during the process, it is requested that comments specific to Phases 1 and 2 of the
Environmental Assessment process be provided by February 9th, 2017.
1

Regards,
Andrea
Andrea Nelson, M.Sc.
Senior Hydrogeologist

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 | c: 519.372.4678
andrea.nelson@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

From: EnviroOnt <EnviroOnt@tc.gc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:24 AM
To: cwebb@owensound.ca; John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
Subject: NEATS 43779: Class EA - 10th Street Bridge Replacement Project, Owen Sound ONT

Hello,
Thank you for your correspondence.
Please note Transport Canada does not require receipt of all individual or Class EA related notifications. We are
requesting project proponents to self-assess if their project will interact with a federal property and require approval
and/or authorization under any Acts administered by Transport Canada*.
Under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012, Transport Canada is required to determine the likelihood of
significant adverse environmental effects of projects that will occur on federal property prior to exercising a power,
performing a function or duty in relation to that project. The project proponent should review the Directory of Federal
Real Property, available at http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/dfrp-rbif/, to verify if the project will potentially interact with any
federal property and/or waterway. The project proponent should also review the list of Acts that Transport Canada
administers and assists in administering that may apply to the project, available at: https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/actsregulations/acts.htm.
If the aforementioned does not apply, the Environmental Assessment program should not be included in any
correspondence. If there is a role under the program, correspondence should be forwarded electronically to:
EnviroOnt@tc.gc.ca.
*Below is a summary of the most common Acts that have applied to projects in an Environmental Assessment context:
•

Navigation Protection Act (NPA) – the Act applies primarily to works constructed or placed in, on, over, under,
through, or across scheduled navigable waters set out under the Act. The Navigation Protection Program
administers the NPA through the review and authorization of works affecting scheduled navigable waters.
Information about the Program, NPA and approval process is available at: http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/programs621.html. Enquiries can be directed to NPPONT-PPNONT@tc.gc.ca or by calling (519) 383-1863.

•

Railway Safety Act (RSA) – the Act provides the regulatory framework for railway safety, security, and some of
the environmental impacts of railway operations in Canada. The Rail Safety Program develops and enforces
regulations, rules, standards and procedures governing safe railway operations. Additional information about

2

the Program is available at: https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/railsafety/menu.htm. Enquiries can be directed to
RailSafety@tc.gc.ca or by calling (613) 998-2985.
•

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act (TDGA) – the transportation of dangerous goods by air, marine, rail
and road is regulated under the TDGA. Transport Canada, based on risks, develops safety standards and
regulations, provides oversight and gives expert advice on dangerous goods to promote public safety. Additional
information about the transportation of dangerous goods is available at: https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tdg/safetymenu.htm. Enquiries can be directed to TDG-TMDOntario@tc.gc.ca or by calling (416) 973-1868.

•

Aeronautics Act – Transport Canada has sole jurisdiction over aeronautics, which includes aerodromes and all
related buildings or services used for aviation purposes. Aviation safety in Canada is regulated under this Act and
the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs). Elevated Structures, such as wind turbines and communication
towers, would be examples of projects that must be assessed for lighting and marking requirements in
accordance with the CARs. Transport Canada also has an interest in projects that have the potential to cause
interference between wildlife and aviation activities. One example would be waste facilities, which may attract
birds into commercial and recreational flight paths. The Land Use In The Vicinity of Aerodromes publication
recommends guidelines for and uses in the vicinity of aerodromes, available at:
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/civilaviation/publications/tp1247-menu-1418.htm. Enquires can be directed to CASOSACO@tc.gc.ca or by calling 1 (800) 305-2059 / (416) 952-0230.

Please advise if additional information is needed.
Thank you,
Environmental Assessment Program | Programme d'évaluation environnementale
Transport Canada, Ontario Region | Transports Canada, Région de l'Ontario
4900 Yonge St., Toronto, ON M2N 6A5 | 4900, rue Yonge, Toronto, ON, M2N 6A5
Email | Courriel: EnviroOnt@tc.gc.ca
Facsimile | télécopieur: (416) 952-0514
Government of Canada | Gouvernement du Canada
From: Kim Donnelly - GM BluePlan [mailto:Kim.Donnelly@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 11:15 AM
To: 'cwebb@owensound.ca' <cwebb@owensound.ca>; kbecking@owensound.ca; Labelle, JP (jplabelle@owensound.ca)
<jplabelle@owensound.ca>
Cc: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan <John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca>; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
<Drea.Nelson@gmblueplan.ca>
Subject: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound - Project Initiation
An Environmental Study Report (ESR – Version 1) has been completed for the 10th Street Bridge in Owen Sound to satisfy
the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process (Municipal Engineers Association, 2015). Version 1 of this report
discusses the findings, to date, of Phases 1 and 2 of the Environmental Assessment. This correspondence is being
provided to your agency (i.e. department, ministry, or authority) as it has been identified to have an area of interest that
may be affected by this bridge project.
The Notice of Project Initiation is attached and a link to the Report is provided below. Please click on the links provided
to access the files. These links will be valid for 14 days.
The ESR Report (Version 1) is provided in the following link:
https://sendafile.gmblueplan.ca/uploads/01-11-17_103859_10th_St_Bridge_Sch_C_ESR_Version_1__Jan_10__2017.pdf
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The Report Appendices are provided in the following Link:
https://sendafile.gmblueplan.ca/uploads/01-11-17_103940_10th_St_Bridge_Sch_C_ESR_Version_1_Appendices__Jan_10__2017.pdf
Your input and comments pertaining to this project are encouraged. While written comments can be provided to the
Project Manager at any time during the process, it is requested that comments specific to Phases 1 and 2 of the
Environmental Assessment process be provided by February 9th, 2017.
If this message was not sent to the correct representative of your agency, we request that you forward it to the
representative within your organization responsible for reviewing Environmental Assessment Approvals and cc.
Andrea Nelson (email: andrea.nelson@gmblueplan.ca) so that the contact information in our files can be updated.
Kim Donnelly
Office Administrator

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805
kim.donnelly@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

N O T I C E - This message from GM BluePlan Engineering Limited is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information which is privileged, confidential or proprietary. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be
intercepted, corrupted, lost, arrive late or contain viruses. By communicating with us via e-mail, you accept such risks. When addressed to our clients, any
information, drawings, opinions or advice (collectively, "information") contained in this e-mail is subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
agreements. Where no such agreement exists, the recipient shall neither rely upon nor disclose to others, such information without our written consent. Unless
otherwise agreed, we do not assume any liability with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information set out in this e-mail. If you have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail and delete the message from your computer systems.
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Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Webb, Chris <cwebb@owensound.ca>
Wednesday, March 22, 2017 5:39 PM
Henderson,Kelly
John Slocombe - GM BluePlan; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; Labelle, JP
Re: 10th Street Bridge

Thanks Kelly.
We will be sure to include the County Planning Department in the mailing/contact list.
Chris Webb, P.Eng.
Manager of Engineering Services
City of Owen Sound
On Mar 22, 2017, at 3:48 PM, Henderson,Kelly <Kelly.Henderson@grey.ca<mailto:Kelly.Henderson@grey.ca>> wrote:
Hi Chris,
The County planning department does not have any further comments at this time, however we would like to ensure we
are on the mailing list.
Thanks,
Kelly Henderson
Planner
Grey County
595 9th Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 3E3
Phone: +1 519-372-0219 ext. 1233
Fax: +1 519-376-7970
Kelly.Henderson@grey.ca<mailto:Kelly.Henderson@grey.ca>
http://www.grey.ca
http://www.visitgrey.ca<http://www.visitgrey.ca/>
http://www.greyroots.com
[Facebook]<https://facebook.com/CountyOfGrey>[Twitter]<https://twitter.com/GreyCounty>[LinkedIn]<http://www.lin
kedin.com/company/505390>
[Grey County]
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Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kim Donnelly - GM BluePlan
Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:36 AM
Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
FW: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound Project Initiation
Notice of Project Initiation - Jan 10, 2017.pdf; 20170125160940.pdf

See comments from Hydro One below.
Kim Donnelly
Office Administrator

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805
kim.donnelly@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

From: Breanne.Bader@HydroOne.com [mailto:Breanne.Bader@HydroOne.com] On Behalf Of
Zone5PlanningDept@HydroOne.com
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:35 AM
To: Kim Donnelly - GM BluePlan
Cc: cwebb@owensound.ca; Zone5PlanningDept@HydroOne.com
Subject: FW: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound - Project Initiation

Good Morning Kim,
Please see the response below from the technician:
Please see attachment for clearances between the 10th St. bridge in Owen Sound and Hydro one plant. Hydro one may
be contacted if any clearance issues arise during construction planning.
In the future, please send all requests through Zone5PlanningDept@HydroOne.com.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Thanks,
Breanne Bader
Distribution Planning Technician, Zone 5 Planning, BA1
Hydro One Networks Inc.
Tel:
705.728.5017 Ext. 6308
Fax:
705-727-9621
Email: Breanne.Bader@HydroOne.com
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From: HAYWARD Jim
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:23 PM
To: ZONE 5 PLANNING DEPT
Cc: BADER Breanne; AARUP Kenneth
Subject: FW: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound - Project Initiation

Please see attachment for clearances between the 10th St. bridge in Owen Sound and Hydro one plant. Hydro one may
be contacted if any clearance issues arise during construction planning.
From: BADER Breanne On Behalf Of ZONE 5 PLANNING DEPT
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 2:06 PM
To: HAYWARD Jim
Cc: AARUP Kenneth; ZONE 5 PLANNING DEPT
Subject: FW: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound - Project Initiation

Hi Jim,
You have been scheduled 4 hours to look into the request below for the 10th Street Bridge.
NO# 301228883
Please send all correspondence through Zone 5 Planning.
Thanks,
Breanne Bader
Distribution Planning Technician, Zone 5 Planning, BA1
Hydro One Networks Inc.
Tel:
705.728.5017 Ext. 6308
Fax:
705-727-9621
Email: Breanne.Bader@HydroOne.com

From: AARUP Kenneth
Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2017 12:13 PM
To: ZONE 5 PLANNING DEPT
Subject: FW: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound - Project Initiation

Hello Planning:
Please see below for the ESR instructions to satisfy the EA below.
This reconstruction may have an impact on our 44kV and 3ph which crosses on the north side of 10th Street.
Please schedule Jim to touch base with GMbluePlan. Further follow up beyond that may not be required.
Thanks
Ken
From: MACDONALD Andy
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 2:52 PM
To: 'kim.donnelly@gmblueplan.ca'; AARUP Kenneth
Subject: FW: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound - Project Initiation
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Hi Kim
I am no longer the SDET for OwenSound Area
Ken Aarup is the SDET and I have forward this Email onto him
Thanks Andy
From: Kim Donnelly - GM BluePlan [mailto:Kim.Donnelly@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 11:15 AM
To: 'cwebb@owensound.ca'; kbecking@owensound.ca; Labelle, JP (jplabelle@owensound.ca)
Cc: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject: 215235: MCEA Environmental Study Report (V1) - 10th Street Bridge, Owen Sound - Project Initiation

An Environmental Study Report (ESR – Version 1) has been completed for the 10th Street Bridge in Owen Sound to satisfy
the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process (Municipal Engineers Association, 2015). Version 1 of this report
discusses the findings, to date, of Phases 1 and 2 of the Environmental Assessment. This correspondence is being
provided to your agency (i.e. department, ministry, or authority) as it has been identified to have an area of interest that
may be affected by this bridge project.
The Notice of Project Initiation is attached and a link to the Report is provided below. Please click on the links provided
to access the files. These links will be valid for 14 days.
The ESR Report (Version 1) is provided in the following link:
https://sendafile.gmblueplan.ca/uploads/01-11-17_103859_10th_St_Bridge_Sch_C_ESR_Version_1__Jan_10__2017.pdf
The Report Appendices are provided in the following Link:
https://sendafile.gmblueplan.ca/uploads/01-11-17_103940_10th_St_Bridge_Sch_C_ESR_Version_1_Appendices__Jan_10__2017.pdf
Your input and comments pertaining to this project are encouraged. While written comments can be provided to the
Project Manager at any time during the process, it is requested that comments specific to Phases 1 and 2 of the
Environmental Assessment process be provided by February 9th, 2017.
If this message was not sent to the correct representative of your agency, we request that you forward it to the
representative within your organization responsible for reviewing Environmental Assessment Approvals and cc.
Andrea Nelson (email: andrea.nelson@gmblueplan.ca) so that the contact information in our files can be updated.
Kim Donnelly
Office Administrator

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805
kim.donnelly@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

N O T I C E - This message from GM BluePlan Engineering Limited is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information which is privileged, confidential or proprietary. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be
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APPENDIX J:
REVIEW OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES DURING
CONSTRUCTION

November 15, 2017
Project: 170235
John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited
1260 2nd Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2J3
Dear Mr. Slocombe:

RE:

10TH STREET BRIDGE OPTIONS, CITY OF OWEN SOUND
TRANSPORTATION ASSESSMENT BRIEF

Paradigm Transportation Solutions Limited has been retained by GM BluePlan Engineering Limited
to prepare an assessment of various travel demand management options for 10th Street during bridge
reconstruction. This letter summarizes the advantages, disadvantages, required remedial measures
and the resulting intersection operations impacts for the following preliminary alternatives:


Retaining two travel lanes on the 10th Street Bridge during construction;



One-way pairs on 2nd Avenue East/West and 3rd Avenue East/West with two-way traffic
maintained on 8th Street East/West and 9th Street East/West and signage to encourage use of
alternative routes;



One-way pairs with:





All eastbound traffic using 3rd Avenue East/West and the 9th Street bridge;



All westbound traffic using 2nd Avenue East/West and the 8th Street Bridge; and



Signage to encourage use of alternative routes

Bridge north of 10th Street with signage to encourage use of alternative routes

Provision of Two Travel Lanes on Bridge During Construction (Eastbound
traffic diverted to 3rd Avenue West and 4th Avenue East via 8th Street,
Westbound traffic diverted to 3rd Avenue East and 2nd Avenue West via 9th
Street)
Advantages


Minimizes traffic to be detoured to approximately 40% of existing 10th Street volume between
3rd Avenue West and 3rd Avenue East; and



Removal of traffic control on 1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East (they will be closed at 10th
Street)

Disadvantages


Intersection improvements and changes in traffic control and turning permissions will be
required;



2nd Avenue East/West and 3rd Avenue East/West do not have adequate capacity to handle
additional traffic, even with remedial measures;



Traffic on detour may incur extensive delay that makes detour less attractive, resulting in not
enough traffic detouring away from 10th Street (assuming two lanes retained on bridge during
construction);



Restricted access to businesses on 10th Street corridor, especially trucks; and



Overall increase in delay, congestion and queuing on the network.

Remedial Measures Required


Retention of two travel lanes on 10th Street Bridge during construction;



1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East closed at 10th Street;



Lane reductions on 10th Street will need to occur between 2nd Avenue West and 1st Avenue
West and 2nd Avenue East and 3rd Avenue East;



Detour routing will be required to re-route 1st Avenue West traffic (north of 10th Street) to 3rd
Avenue West (2nd Avenue West will not have sufficient capacity to accommodate re-routed
traffic);



Temporary signalization required at three intersections;



All-way stop control converted to two-way stop control at two intersections;



Several intersections will require lane re-assignment;



Removal of left-turns at two intersections;



Removal of on-street parking in select locations; and



Additional turn restrictions to/from 10th Street may be required to facilitate detour routing

Operational Impacts
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Multiple intersections and movements will be near or over capacity;



Multiple movements will have poor levels of service and be near capacity but will not be
considered critical under City’s Transportation Impact Study guidelines;



95th percentile queues will exceed available storage capacity on multiple movements with
dedicated storage;



95th percentile queues at multiple intersections are forecast to spill back and interfere with
multiple surrounding intersection operations. In some cases, queues are forecast to be
“theoretically infinite” as per results of Synchro 9 analyses; and



Additional remedial measures over and above those outlined above will be required to provide
adequate levels of service and reasonable queues on the network.

One-Way Pairs on 2nd Avenue East/West and 3rd Avenue East/West and
Two-Way Operation on 8th Street and 9th Street
Advantages


2nd Avenue East/West and 3rd Avenue East/West will have adequate capacity to accommodate
increased traffic volumes;



Removal of traffic control on 1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East (they will be closed at 10th
Street); and



With diversion of about 40% of traffic to detour route, two lanes can be maintained on 10th
Street Bridge during construction.

Disadvantages


Intersection improvements and changes in traffic control and turning permissions will be
required across network;



Traffic on detour may incur extensive delay that makes detour less attractive, resulting in not
enough traffic detouring away from 10th Street (assuming two lanes retained on bridge during
construction);



Overall increase in delay, congestion and queuing on the network, especially at beginning and
end of detour route;



Requires removal of on-street parking in select locations;



Increased traffic on 2nd Avenue East/West and 3rd Avenue East/West; and



Additional remedial measures will be required if more than 40% of traffic utilizes detour routes.
This will result in a further deterioration of levels of service and delay than outlined herein.

Remedial Measures Required


Retention of two travel lanes on 10th Street Bridge during construction;



1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East closed at 10th Street;



Lane reductions on 10th Street will need to occur between 2nd Avenue West and 1st Avenue
West and 1st Avenue East and 2nd Avenue East;
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Detour routing will be required to re-route 1st Avenue West traffic (north of 10th Street) to 3rd
Avenue West (2nd Avenue West will not have sufficient capacity to accommodate re-routed
traffic);



Temporary signalization required at two intersections;



All-way stop control converted to two-way stop control at one intersection;



Several intersections will require lane re-assignment;



Removal of left-turns at two intersections;



Removal of on-street parking in select locations; and



Additional turn restrictions to/from 10th Street may be required to facilitate detour routing.

Operational Impacts


Five study area intersections are forecast to operate over capacity;



Multiple individual movements throughout the network will be near or over capacity;



Multiple movements will have poor levels of service and be near capacity but will not be
considered critical under City’s Transportation Impact Study guidelines;



95th percentile queues will exceed available storage capacity on multiple movements with
dedicated storage;



95th percentile queues at multiple intersections are forecast to spill back and interfere with
multiple surrounding intersection operations. In some cases, queues are forecast to be
“theoretically infinite” as per results of Synchro 9 analyses; and



Additional remedial measures over and above those outlined above will be required to provide
adequate levels of service and reasonable queues on the network.

One-Way Pairs on 2nd Avenue East/West and 3rd Avenue East/West and
One-Way Operation on 8th Street and 9th Street
Advantages


2nd Avenue East/West, 3rd Avenue East/West, 8th Street and 9th Street will have adequate
capacity to accommodate increased traffic volumes;



Removal of traffic control on 1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East (they will be closed at 10th
Street); and



With diversion of about 40% of traffic to detour route, two lanes can be maintained on 10th
Street Bridge during construction.

Disadvantages


Intersection improvements and changes in traffic control and turning permissions will be
required across network;
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Traffic on detour may incur extensive delay that makes detour less attractive, resulting in not
enough traffic detouring away from 10th Street (assuming two lanes retained on bridge during
construction);



Overall increase in delay, congestion and queuing on the network, especially at beginning and
end of detour routes;



Requires removal of on-street parking in select locations;



Increased traffic on 2nd Avenue East/West, 3rd Avenue East/West, 8th Street East/West and 9th
Street East/West; and



Additional remedial measures will be required if more than 40% of traffic utilizes detour routes.
This will result in a further deterioration of levels of service and delay than outlined herein.

Remedial Measures Required


Retention of two travel lanes on 10th Street Bridge during construction;



1st Avenue West and 1st Avenue East closed at 10th Street;



Lane reductions on 10th Street will need to occur between 2nd Avenue West and 1st Avenue
West and 1st Avenue East and 2nd Avenue East;



Detour routing will be required to re-route 1st Avenue West traffic (north of 10th Street) to 3rd
Avenue West (2nd Avenue West will not have sufficient capacity to accommodate re-routed
traffic);



Temporary signalization required at one intersection;



All-way stop control converted to two-way stop control at one intersection;



Most intersections on one-way conversion routes will require lane re-assignment;



Removal of left-turns at two intersections;



Removal of on-street parking in select locations; and



Additional turn restrictions to/from 10th Street may be required to facilitate detour routing.

Operational Impacts


Six study area intersections are forecast to operate over capacity;



Multiple individual movements throughout the network will be near or over capacity;



Multiple movements will have poor levels of service and be near capacity but will not be
considered critical under City’s Transportation Impact Study guidelines;



95th percentile queues will exceed available storage capacity on multiple movements with
dedicated storage;



95th percentile queues at multiple intersections are forecast to spill back and interfere with
multiple surrounding intersection operations. In some cases, queues are forecast to be
“theoretically infinite” as per results of Synchro 9 analyses; and



Additional remedial measures over and above those outlined above will be required to provide
adequate levels of service and reasonable queues on the network.
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Bridge North of 10th Street with Signage to Encourage Use of Alternative
Routes (Alternative 2a and 2b from BTE report)
A detailed assessment was not conducted for this alternative for the following reasons:


Routing of vehicles, especially trucks, to/from new bridge will be difficult due to limited road
options, existing development and restricted cross-sections/turning radii (e.g. westbound on
10th Street to northbound on 1st Street East);



Additional routing options will not be available to motorist north of 10th Street in the event new
bridge is severely congested or closed;



New bridge may be perceived as “out of the way”, resulting in minimal traffic diversion to the
bridge; and



The operational impacts outlined for the intersections south of 10th Street are likely indicative of
the impacts that will be experienced north of 10th Street. As well, given that there will be no
other crossing alternatives north of 10th Street, the impacts may very well be greater and
require significant additional remedial measures over and above those outlined above. This
may result in a low volume of traffic opting to use the new bridge.

Assessment of Alternatives
Overall, significant remedial measures will be required to facilitate any of the four options considered
in this assessment and with an assumed 40% diversion. With these improvements, multiple study area
intersections are forecast to operate at unacceptable levels of service and with severe congestion and
queuing. Provision of a separate bridge north of 10th Street may reduce some delay and congestion on
the 10th Street Bridge; however, access to this bridge may be perceived as inconvenient, especially if
located further north. Additionally, the assessed options are not likely to achieve the desired level of
traffic diversion away from the 10th Street corridor (assuming two lanes are retained on bridge during
construction). Therefore, it is recommended that additional alternatives for accommodation of traffic
during construction are discussed and analyzed.
Yours very truly,

PARADIGM TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS LIMITED

Stew Elkins

BES, MITE
Vice-President
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10th Street Bridge Traffic Management During Construction
Decision Tree

Is capacity available on by-pass and on 8
th
and 9 Street Bridges?

th

YES
NO

PTSL Report – November 2017

Plan detour routes.
Is it feasible to maintain lanes on 10
Street Bridge during construction?

YES

th

GMBP Report – Oct. 2017

NO

Plan construction
phasing.
Is an additional crossing feasible?

YES

Plan additional
crossing.

NO

Optimize existing routes.

Assessment Table

PRELIMINARY SCREENING OF BRIDGE CROSSING LOCATIONS: NORTH OF 10th STREET BRIDGE
CITY OF OWEN SOUND
IMPROVEMENT OF EAST WEST FLOW OF TRAFFIC ACROSS CITY DURING 10TH STREET BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

CROSSING

A
At the 10th Street Bridge
Approaches are not zoned as Hazard Lands (ZH).

12th / 13th Street West
↕
1st Avenue East
Approaches are not zoned as Hazard Lands (ZH).

1. Existing open space is landscaped (i.e. trees and grass).
Tree removal may be required.
2. Approaches include the harbour walls.

1. Existing open space is landscaped (i.e. trees and grass).
Tree removal may be required.
2. Approaches include the harbour walls.

Approach from west side includes an existing ROW.
Approaches include the harbour walls.

1. Existing open space is landscaped (i.e. trees and grass).
Tree removal may be required.
2. Approaches include the harbour walls.

1. Existing open space is landscaped (i.e. trees and grass).
Tree removal may be required.
2. Approaches include the harbour walls.

Fishery Impact

None

None

None

None

None

Bank Stability

Sheet piling stabilizes both sides of the river along the harbour
wall.
Longest connection between northwest and northeast quadrants
of the City.

Sheet piling stabilizes both sides of the river along the harbour
wall.
Longer connection between northwest and northeast quadrants
of the City.

Sheet piling stabilizes both sides of the river along the harbour
wall.
Good: Provides a direct connection between the northwest and
southwest quadrants of the City.

Sheet piling stabilizes both sides of the river along the harbour
wall.
Good: Provides a direct connection between the northwest and
southwest quadrants of the City.

Sheet piling stabilizes both sides of the river along the harbour
wall.
Good: Provides a direct connection between the northwest and
southwest quadrants of the City.

Implications to Traffic Flow through
Downtown Corridor

Traffic Impact Studies do not support the addition of another
bridge acroos the harbour, north of 10th Street.

Traffic Impact Studies do not support the addition of another
bridge acroos the harbour, north of 10th Street.

Traffic Impact Studies do not support the addition of another
bridge acroos the harbour, north of 10th Street.

Traffic Impact Studies do not support the addition of another
bridge acroos the harbour, north of 10th Street.

Traffic Impact Studies do not support the addition of another
bridge acroos the harbour, north of 10th Street.

Water-Front Trail

Would impact connectivity of waterfront multi-use trail (i.e.
pedestrian signals).
Modifications to 1st Avenue West: No access to 10th Street.
Signals would remain for pedestrian crossing.
Modifications to 1st Avenue East: Access to 10th street would
be limited to trucks and RT westbound.

Would impact connectivity of waterfront multi-use trail (i.e.
pedestrian signals).
Modifications to 1st Avenue West: No access to 10th Street.
Signals would remain for pedestrian crossing.
Modifications to 1st Avenue East: Access to 10th street would
be limited to trucks and RT westbound.

Would impact connectivity of waterfront multi-use trail (i.e.
pedestrian signals).
1st Avenue West currently provides easy access to this potential
bridge location from the west side. Some modifications along 1st
Avenue East would need to be considered to accommodate the
increased traffic flow through this commercial area.

Would impact connectivity of waterfront multi-use trail (i.e.
pedestrian signals).
1st Avenue West currently provides easy access to this potential
bridge location from the west side. Some modifications along 1st
Avenue East would need to be considered to accommodate the
increased traffic flow through this commercial area.

Would impact connectivity of waterfront multi-use trail (i.e.
pedestrian signals).
1st Avenue West currently provides easy access to this potential
bridge location from the west side. Some modifications along 1st
Avenue East would need to be considered to accommodate the
increased traffic flow through this commercial area.

Zoning and Existing Property Use

West Side: Current property use = Municipal Park.
East Side: Existing ROW

West Side: Mixed Use Commercial (MC). A small building would
likely need to be removed.
East Side: Existing ROW

Right of ways exist at both approaches.

West Side: The approach from 1st Avenue West towards the
harbour would impact the Community Waterfront Heritage
Centre (i.e. former Marine Rail Museum) property, which is
situated within the direct link between the two approaches.
East Side: Open Space (OS) and Existing ROW.

West Side: Open Space (OS)
East Side: Open Space (OS) and Mixed Use Industrial Holding
(MU(H))
Community Waterfront Heritage Centre is located to the south of
12th Street East and the former CP Railway Station (i.e.
Mudtown Station) is located on the east side. Approaches would
need to accommodate these structures/properties.

Impact to Business

West Side: Driveway only access to Shoppers Drug Mart
East Side: Maintain deliveries to businesses. Loss of parking.

West Side: Driveway only access to Shoppers Drug Mart
East Side: Maintain deliveries to businesses. Loss of parking.

East Side: Maintain deliveries to businesses. Loss of parking.

West Side: Would divide the Community Waterfront Heritage
Centre and result in lost parking spaces.
East Side: Maintain deliveries to businesses.

NATURAL

Hazard Lands (not including
Sydenham River)
Vegetative Cover

SOCIAL

Ease of Access / Area of Influence

Crossing Width = ± 25 meters

Crossing Width = ± 25 meters

Crossing Width = ± 30 to 40 meters

Crossing Width = ± 80 to 90 meters

West Side: Minimal impacts to the Community Waterfront
Heritage Centre property.
East Side: Would significantly impact Mudtown Station property
(i.e. former CN Rail property).
Crossing Width = ± 90 to 100 meters

Shortest span: Estimated to be less than 30 meters

Shortest span: Estimated to be less than 30 meters

Moderate span: Estimated to be in the range of 40 meters

Would be greater than 2 X longer than other bridge location
options situated to the north of the 10th Street Bridge.

Would be greater than 2 X longer than other bridge location
options situated to the north of the 10th Street Bridge.

Similar:
The elevation of the east harbour wall is about 600 mm higher
than the west harbour wall. Limited grading at approaches
expected.
1. Road improvements along 1st Avenue East and potentially
along 11th Street East up to 3rd Avenue East would be
necessary to facilitate traffic flow. Area available between
buidlings and harbour wall is limited.
2. Road improvements along 1st Avenue West would be
required.
3. Additional traffic signals likely required.
Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

Similar:
The elevation of the east harbour wall is about 600 mm higher
than the west harbour wall. Limited grading at approaches
expected.
1. Road improvements along 1st Avenue East and potentially
along 11th Street East up to 3rd Avenue East would be
necessary to facilitate traffic flow. Area available between
buidlings and harbour wall is limited.
2. Road improvements along 1st Avenue West would be
required.
3. Additional traffic signals likely required.
Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

Similar:
The elevation of the east harbour wall is about 600 mm higher
than the west harbour wall. Limited grading at approaches
expected.
1. Road improvements along 1st Avenue East and potentially
along 11th Street East up to 3rd Avenue East would be
necessary to facilitate traffic flow.
2. Road improvements along 11th Street West would be
required.
3. Additional traffic signals likely required.

Similar:
The elevation of the east harbour wall is about 600 mm higher
than the west harbour wall. Limited grading at approaches
expected.
1. Road improvements along 11th Street East up to 3rd Avenue
East would be necessary to facilitate traffic flow.
2. Road improvements along 1st Avenue West would be
required.
3. Additional traffic signals likely required.

Similar:
The elevation of the east harbour wall is about 600 mm higher
than the west harbour wall. Limited grading at approaches
expected.
1. Road improvements along 1st Avenue East and potentially
along 12th Street East up to 3rd Avenue East would be
necessary to facilitate traffic flow.
2. Road improvements along 12th and/or 13th Street West and
potentially along 1st Avenue West would be required.
3. Additional traffic signals likely required.

Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

Would not impact harbour access:
Docking of large vessels within the harbour does not currently
extend beyond (i.e. south of) 11th Street West.
Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

Would not impact harbour access:
Docking of large vessels within the harbour does not currently
extend beyond (i.e. south of) 11th Street West.
Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

Would not impact harbour access:
Docking of large vessels within the harbour does not currently
extend beyond (i.e. south of) 11th Street West.
Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

1. Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.
2. A tunnel bridge may need to be considered to accommodate
the Community Waterfront Heritage Centre.
Bridge height would impact accessibility to inner harbour,
particularly for large vessels (i.e. the Chi Cheemaun and other
Cargo ships).
Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

1. Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.
2. A tunnel bridge may need to be considered to accommodate
Mudtown Station.
Bridge height would impact accessibility to inner harbour,
particularly for large vessels (i.e. the Chi Cheemaun and other
Cargo ships).
Deep foundations are expected due to the anticipated lowbearing capacity of the soils.

Federal
Transport Canada owns Harbour
(Property No. 21956)

Recent port divestiture negotiations between the City and
Transport Canada ended without an agreement (April, 2018).
Negotiations for land use may be challenging, resulting in
additional expenses.

Recent port divestiture negotiations between the City and
Transport Canada ended without an agreement (April, 2018).
Negotiations for land use may be challenging, resulting in
additional expenses.

Recent port divestiture negotiations between the City and
Transport Canada ended without an agreement (April, 2018).
Negotiations for land use may be challenging, resulting in
additional expenses.

Recent port divestiture negotiations between the City and
Transport Canada ended without an agreement (April, 2018).
Negotiations for land use may be challenging, resulting in
additional expenses.

Recent port divestiture negotiations between the City and
Transport Canada ended without an agreement (April, 2018).
Negotiations for land use may be challenging, resulting in
additional expenses.

Provincial

The Province is financially supporting the Connecting Link (i.e.
10th Street Bridge) and is unlikely to support an additional
bridge.

The Province is financially supporting the Connecting Link (i.e.
10th Street Bridge) and is unlikely to support an additional
bridge.

The Province is financially supporting the Connecting Link (i.e.
10th Street Bridge) and is unlikely to support an additional
bridge.

The Province is financially supporting the Connecting Link (i.e.
10th Street Bridge) and is unlikely to support an additional
bridge.

The Province is financially supporting the Connecting Link (i.e.
10th Street Bridge) and is unlikely to support an additional
bridge.

County

Bridge would ultimately connect County Road network (i.e. 2nd
Ave West and 3rd Ave East). County has declined the
opportunity to pursue another bridge location.
Could not pursue this project without significant financial support
from the County and other levels of government.

Bridge would ultimately connect County Road network (i.e. 2nd
Ave West and 3rd Ave East). County has declined the
opportunity to pursue another bridge location.
Could not pursue this project without significant financial support
from the County and other levels of government.

Bridge would ultimately connect County Road network (i.e. 2nd
Ave West and 3rd Ave East). County has declined the
opportunity to pursue another bridge location.
Could not pursue this project without significant financial support
from the County and other levels of government.

Bridge would ultimately connect County Road network (i.e. 2nd
Ave West and 3rd Ave East). County has declined the
opportunity to pursue another bridge location.
Could not pursue this project without significant financial support
from the County and other levels of government.

Bridge would ultimately connect County Road network (i.e. 2nd
Ave West and 3rd Ave East). County has declined the
opportunity to pursue another bridge location.
Could not pursue this project without significant financial support
from the County and other levels of government.

West Side: Owned by the City.
East Side: Existing ROW, would require widening within area of
less than 20 meters between existing buidlings and river.
Shortest span = lowest cost

West Side: Owned by the City.
East Side: Existing ROW, would require widening within area of
less than 20 meters between existing buidlings and river.
Shortest span = lowest cost

Not Required

Not Required

Not Required

Greater than options to the south, less than options further to the
north.

Longest span = significant capital costs

Longest span = significant capital costs

Operations and Maintenance
(Relative)

Bridge: Shortest span will result in the lowest operations and
maintenance costs.
Harbour: If Transport Canada negotiates harbour acquisition as
a condition for the bridge, long-term maintenance costs (i.e.
harbour wall, dredging) would become the City's responsibility.

Bridge: Shortest span will result in the lowest operations and
maintenance costs.
Harbour: If Transport Canada negotiates harbour acquisition as
a condition for the bridge, long-term maintenance costs (i.e.
harbour wall, dredging) would become the City's responsibility.

Bridge: Shortest span will result in the lowest operations and
maintenance costs.
Harbour: If Transport Canada negotiates harbour acquisition as
a condition for the bridge, long-term maintenance costs (i.e.
harbour wall, dredging) would become the City's responsibility.

Bridge: Shortest span will result in the lowest operations and
maintenance costs.
Harbour: If Transport Canada negotiates harbour acquisition as
a condition for the bridge, long-term maintenance costs (i.e.
harbour wall, dredging) would become the City's responsibility.

Bridge: Shortest span will result in the lowest operations and
maintenance costs.
Harbour: If Transport Canada negotiates harbour acquisition as
a condition for the bridge, long-term maintenance costs (i.e.
harbour wall, dredging) would become the City's responsibility.

Chi Cheemaun Docking Area

Would not be affected. Chi Cheemaun docking area would be
removed by a minimum distance of approximately 60 meters
from the bridge.

Would not be affected. Chi Cheemaun docking area would be
removed by a minimum distance of approximately 60 meters
from the bridge.

The Chi Cheemaun owns a portion of the harbour for winter
docking purposes. This is located immediately to the north of the
11th Street West ROW. The placement of a bridge at this
location may impact the current docking configuration.

The Chi Cheemaun owns a portion of the harbour for winter
docking purposes. This is located immediately to the north of the
11th Street West ROW. The placement of a bridge at this
location may impact the current docking configuration.

The Chi Cheemaun owns a portion of the harbour for winter
docking purposes. This is located immediately to the north of the
11th Street West ROW. The placement of a bridge in the vicinity
of 12th Street West would prevent access to this area.

Width of River Crossing
Bridge Length
Length
Bridge
Approaches

Road Improvements

TECHNICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

E

D
1st Avenue West
↕
11th Street East
Approaches are not zoned as Hazard Lands (ZH).

Road Connectivity : Improvement

Level of Complexity

Harbour Access

Foundations

GOVERNANCE

C
11th Street West
↕
1st Avenue East
Approaches are not zoned as Hazard Lands (ZH).

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

City
Land Acquisition

Construction (Relative)

ECONOMIC

B
Between 10th Street and 11th Street West
from
1st Avenue East ↔ 1st Avenue West
Approaches are not zoned as Hazard Lands (ZH).

STATUS
Project No. 215235
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

Not Supported
(Subject to a more detailed assessment)

Not Supported
(Subject to a more detailed assessment)

Not Supported
(Subject to a more detailed assessment)

Not Supported
(Subject to a more detailed assessment)

Not Supported
(Subject to a more detailed assessment)

F

G

14th Street West
to
1st Avenue East

North of 14th
Street West

NOT FEASIBLE DUE
NOT FEASIBLE
TO:
DUE TO:
(i) Location of the
(i) Location of the
Owen Sound Medical Grain Elevators and
Centre Building; and Boat Launches; and
(ii) Length of Bridge
(ii) Length of Bridge
Span
Span

Not Feasibile

Not Feasibile
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AGENDA
1. Overview of Municipal Class EA Process
2. Recap of Phase 2
3. Phase 3: Evaluation of Alternative
Design Concepts
4. Recommended Design Concepts
5. Next Steps (EA Process and Timeline)

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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We are
HERE

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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PHASE 2 (Recap):
Alternatives Considered &
Preferred Solution
Project Statement:
The 10th Street Bridge carries the highest traffic volume through the
City and is deteriorating at an advanced rate. The proponent wishes
to explore opportunities to address the needs of the community with
minimal disruption.
Phase 2: Alternative Project Solutions Considered
 Do Nothing
 Rehabilitate
 Replace

Preferred Solution: Replace the 10th Street Bridge
Proceed to Phase 3:
Review of Alternative Design Concepts
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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PHASE 3:
Alternative Design Concepts
Considerations/Concepts
1. Traffic Management During Construction;
2. Traffic Lane Configuration on the New Bridge;
3. Pedestrian Movements;
4. Bridge Style;
5. Bridge Construction Efficiencies;
6. Municipal Services and Utilities; and
7. Construction Implementation.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 1
Traffic Management During Construction
Current traffic counts estimate that approximately 20,000
vehicles per day cross the 10th Street Bridge.

What will be done with traffic during
construction?
The feasibility of three options for Traffic Management have been
reviewed, including:
i.

Diversion of traffic to the by-pass and other existing crossings;

ii.

Maintaining lanes on 10th St. Bridge during construction; and

iii. Construction of an additional temporary bridge crossing.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Option 1: Traffic Diversion
Is capacity available on alternate routes?
Potential Detour Routes to 8th and
9th Street:
A variety of options consider:
Bridge
Closure

• Intersection improvements (turning
lanes);
• Traffic signal additions/timing changes;
• Removal of on-street parking; and
• Lane re-assignments.

Anticipated Outcome:
Increased Traffic in Downtown Area

Assume 40% Diversion to By-Pass
(Springmount ↔ Rockford)

• Several intersections over capacity.
• Traffic queuing “theoretically infinite”.
• Significant cost to establish temporary
detour.
• Parking disruptions.

- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Option 2: Traffic Diversion
Is it feasible to maintain lanes on 10th Street?
Additional Cost
 Would require significant additional remedial measures on remaining
route.
 Construction process would be more costly.
 Would prolong construction period.

Safety Concerns
 Existing structure to remain would be structurally weakened.
 Significant public and worker safety concerns.

Overall Viability
 Area available to facilitate construction efforts would be insufficient.
 Would not address capacity issues on other routes.
 Traffic congestion on bridge adjacent to construction activities.
- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Option 3: Traffic Diversion
Is it feasible to construct additional crossing capacity?
Background Studies:
Transportation Master Plan and Corridor
Optimization Study both conclude that a permanent
additional crossing north of 10th Street is not
warranted.

Governance and Financing Issues:

Harbour:
Federally
Owned
North of
10th Street

South of 10th Street:
Crossing opportunities are limited

 City’s financial capacity is limited.
 MTO has provided funding for the 10th Street
Bridge.
 County could potentially provide financial
support.

Funding Approval Timeline Limitations:
MTO grant valid to March 2021. This would provide
insufficient time to plan, design and build an
additional crossing.

- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 1
Traffic Management During Construction
What will be done with traffic during construction?
SUMMARY OF OPTIONS
1.
2.
3.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT OPTION

CONCLUSION

Diversion of traffic to By-Pass and other existing crossings:
Insufficient capacity available on existing alternate routes.

Not Supported

Maintain lanes on 10th Street Bridge during construction:
Not feasible due to technical and safety issues.

Not Supported

Construction of an additional temporary bridge crossing:
Not feasible due to harbour ownership, timeline and lack of
County & Provincial funding.

Not Supported

Diversion of traffic to By-Pass plus optimize
existing routes (Feasible)

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018

Supported
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Design Concept 2
Traffic Lane Configuration
What is the appropriate lane configuration long-term?
1. Corridor Optimization Study
recommended a 5-Lane Bridge,
similar to existing with:
Increased
Lane Width

 Two Lanes Eastbound;
 Two lanes Westbound; and
 One westbound turn lane to 1st
Avenue West (northbound).

2. Modest widening of northerly
westbound lane to standard design
width is recommended.

Preferred Configuration:
Maintain Status Quo with respect to traffic
lane configuration, with a wider north lane.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
How will pedestrian movements be accommodated?
a) East ↔ West
 South Side
 North Side

b) North ↔ South
 East Side
 West Side

River Trail

Bridge

c) Multi-Use
Trail System
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
East ↔ West Pedestrian Movements
South Side:
• Maintenance of the existing alignment of the 10th Street (eastbound)
through lane: 3 meters is available.
• May include:
 A standard 1.5 m wide sidewalk;
 A 1.0 m boulevard for snow storage and splash protection; and
 A railing.

North Side:
Paths of travel include:
a) Urban pedestrian movements connecting the commercial districts.
b) Inner Harbour multi-purpose trail system.

Options (at Grade) include:
1. Separate Uses; or
2. Combine Uses
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
Pedestrian Movements – North Side
i. Overloaded Left Turn
ii. Increased Right Turns

Option 1:
Separate Urban and Trail Uses
1. Increased bridge width and cost.
2. Introduces two additional pedestrian
crossings.

One-Way

3. Requires inclusion of additional signals.
4. Pedestrian visibility may be restricted.

28m

5. Eliminates 10th Street westbound merge
to right turn lane.
6. 1000 Block of 1st Avenue West would be
converted to one-way (northbound).

Requires:
1.5m Sidewalk
2 (1.0m) Boulevards

7. Diversion of southbound left turns from
1st Avenue West to 2nd Avenue West (not
supported by traffic studies).
- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
Pedestrian Movements – North Side
Option 2:
Combined Urban and Trail Uses
1. Reduced bridge width and cost.
2. Minimizes pedestrian conflicts.
Improved
Visibility

3. Signals at 1st Avenue West would support
both pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

Two-Way

4. Pedestrian visibility improvements may
include:
 Elimination of existing north bridge railing.
 Raised sidewalk elevation relative to road.

26m

5. Maintains westbound right turn merge.
5.5m

Improved
Visibility

6. Maintains southbound left turn move at 1st
Avenue West.
7. Maintains two-way traffic on 1st Avenue
West (1000 Block).
- Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
North ↔ South Pedestrian Movements
East Side
• Proximity of traffic signals at 2nd Avenue East to 1st Avenue East is
considered sufficient.
• Additional crossing location at 1st Avenue East would impede traffic
flow along 10th Street.
• Reflects current conditions.
- Status quo supported -

West Side
• Multi-purpose trail connection.
• Crosses 4 through lanes and one right turn lane.
• Traffic studies recommend traffic signals remain at 1st Avenue West in
order to maintain southbound left turns and westbound right turns.
Option 1 – Pedestrian Underpass
Option 2 – At Grade Crossing (similar to existing)
Option 3 – Pedestrian Overpass
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
Pedestrian Movements – West Side
Option 1
(Underpass)

Option 2
(at Grade)

Option 3
(Overpass)

↑

↓

↑

1.

Separation of vehicular from pedestrian traffic.

2.

Removal of traffic signals at 1st Avenue West.

3.

Maintenance of multipurpose trail connection.

↑

↑

↑

4.

Security (i.e. Safety): Isolation from public view.

↓

↑

--

5.

Accessibility: Area Requirements
(i.e. AODA: approaches/ramps)

↓

↑

↓

6.

Technical Issues (i.e. vertical clearances)

↓(1)

↑(2)

--(3)

7.

Cost

High

Low

High

Traffic studies do not support the removal of
traffic signals at 1st Avenue West.

OVERALL

PREFERRED

(1) Insufficient vertical clearance between high water level and bridge. Raising bridge elevation would
lead to other complications.
(2) Existing poor sight lines could be addressed.
(3) Minimum height clearance is 5 meters. This would provide opportunities for visual enhancements.
(4) Traffic signals must remain regardless at 1st Avenue West to support vehicular traffic.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 4
Bridge Style
Bridge style choices generally relate to:
i. Materials:
 Concrete
 Steel

ii. Construction Method:
 Pre-Cast
 Cast-in-Place

iii. Geometry (i.e. supporting system for deck structure)
 Above-Grade Support systems are usually used for spans longer than the
10th Street Bridge (i.e. Truss or Suspension Bridges).
 For spans less than 30 meters, Below-Grade Support systems are
preferred (i.e. Girder and Arch Bridges).

Arch Bridge

Steel Girder Bridge

Concrete Girder Bridge

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 4
Bridge Style
GEOMETRY
Construction
Material
1. Relative Cost
2. Quality

3. Construction
Efficiency

4. Appearance
5. Natural
Environment

GIRDER STYLE

ARCH STYLE

Pre-Cast
Concrete

Pre-Fabricated
Steel

Pre-Cast
Concrete

Cast-in-Place
Concrete

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Plant manufacturing generally provides greater quality
control over construction material.

Girder bridges typically require less
time to construct than arch bridges.

Modest

Industrial

A girder bridge provides greater
potential to improve flow hydraulics.

OVERALL - Preferred -

An arch bridge
typically takes
longer to
construct.

Exposure to
elements may
impact strength
and durability of
concrete.
Longest
construction
period.

Similar to existing arch profile.
An arch bridge may have more
impact on flow hydraulics.

2

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
GOAL:
In order to minimize impacts
to traffic flow and local
businesses, construction
methods that streamline
construction are preferred.

TIME

COST

QUALITY

EVALUATION PROCESS
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
Pre-Cast Components
Advantages:
 Reduces construction time.
 Better quality control.

Disadvantages:
 Requires transportation to
site.
 Higher cost.
 Cold joints between pre-cast
units.

CONSTRUCTION
PROCESSES

APPLICATION

1. Construct Foundations
(Piles driven to bedrock
and pile caps)

Not Supported

2. Construct Abutments

Not Supported

3. Install Girders

Supported

4. Construct Bridge Deck

Supported*

5. Railings

Supported*

* Subject to Detailed Design *

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
Rapid Replacement Technologies
Process:
 Construction of the structure in close proximity to the Site.
 Commonly used for secondary roads over expressways.

Advantages:
Duration of road closure(s) can be greatly reduced.

Disadvantages:
 Requires a large area: Existing constraints include buildings,
steep slopes and high voltage hydro lines.
 Locally poor soil conditions would require temporary foundations
during pre-fabrication.
 Challenges in moving new bridge into position.
 Insignificant reduction in construction time at a significantly
greater cost.

- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
Contractor Incentives
1. Set Completion Date.
2. Penalty clause for late completion: Liquidated
Damages.
3. Incentive clause for early completion: Contractor
Bonus.
- Supported -

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 6
Municipal Services and Utilities
A. Watermains
 Removal of existing Low Pressure (LP) and High Pressure (HP)
watermain will affect NW quadrant of City.
 Provisions to ensure service is not interrupted will include:
i. 2018: New PRV at 4th Avenue West near 14th Street West (HP to LP).
ii. 2019: New 300mØ watermain on 2nd Avenue West (900 Block).

 Proposed new 600mmØ HP watermain across new bridge.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 6
Municipal Services and Utilities
B. Sanitary Sewers
Reconstruction of the 10th Street Bridge provides an opportunity to divert sewage
flows from the existing aging gravity flow siphon that crosses the Sydenham River
south of 10th Street.
The 10th Street Siphon currently receives flows from three sources:
i. The West Side Pumping Station (WSPS) forcemain;
ii. Gravity flows from 10th Street West; and
iii. Gravity flows from 1st Avenue West.

Options:
i. Divert WSPS forcemain flows from siphon to new gravity sewer across bridge;
ii. Divert WSPS forcemain flows plus 10th Street West gravity flows and reduce siphon
diameter; or
iii. Divert all flows and eliminate siphon.

Recommendations:
 Construct new gravity sewer across new girder bridge (subject to technical review).
 Divert 10th Street West gravity flows to new sewer.
 Maintain WSPS forcemain flows to existing siphon.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 6
Municipal Services and Utilities
C. Storm Sewers
East Side:
 Existing storm sewer (1500mmØ) was constructed in 2000 and will not be
impacted.
 Upgrades to headwall/harbour wall are recommended.

West Side:
 Existing storm sewer (675mmØ) was constructed in 1972.
 Upgrades to storm sewer outlet recommended (900mmØ).
 Water quality provisions to be resolved with detailed design.

D. Utilities
i. Gas: Relocation will be required prior to construction;
ii. Traffic Signal Interconnect: Will be provided across new bridge; and
iii.Existing overhead utilities that will not be affected by construction
include electrical, telephone, CATV, internet providers, and fibre
optics.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 7
Construction Implementation and Timing
Timing Considerations:
i.

APRIL: ‘Half Load Season’
 Restricts the use of heavy trucks due to frost conditions.
 Light preparatory work may be completed during this time.

ii. JULY 1 to SEPTEMBER 15:
Timing window for in-water work.
ii. NOVEMBER THROUGH MARCH: Winter work season.
iii. MTO Grant is valid until March 31, 2021. Substantial
completion by December 31, 2020.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Design Concept 7
Implementation and Estimated Timing
OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Bridge Removal (Deck and Abutments)

August 2019

2.

Installation of Sheet Piling (in-water work*)

Aug/Sept 2019

3.

Removal of Existing Foundations

October 2019

4.

Installation of Foundation Piles
(driven to Bedrock) and Pile Caps

Nov/Dec 2019

5.

Installation of Abutments

Jan-March 2020

6.

Girder Placement

April 2020

7.

Construction of Bridge Deck

May 2020

8.

Completion of Services and Utilities

June/July 2020

9.

Concrete Work and Paving

August 2020

Nov/Dec 2020

10.

Landscaping

September 2020

May 2021

11.

Clean-Up

October 2020

June 2021

Estimated Construction Period

15 Months

June 2020
Bridge Closure = 12 months

1.

July 2020
July/Aug 2020
Aug/Sept 2020
Sept/Oct 2020
October 2020
October 2020
November 2020

Bridge Closure = 7 months

TASK

13 Months

i. MNRF/DFO consultation to provide consideration for an extended in-water timing window has been initiated.
ii. Winter work season (November through March).
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Summary of Recommended Design
Considerations/Concepts

Solutions

1.

Traffic Management
During Construction

Divert traffic to the by-pass and optimize other
existing crossing locations.

2.

Traffic Lane Configuration

Maintain 5-lane traffic configuration with widened
right-turn lane onto 1st Avenue West.

3.

Pedestrian Movements

Pedestrian crossing similar to existing with:
• Provisions for improved visibility; and
• Minimum 3.0 m wide multi-purpose trail
connection (along north side).

4.

Bridge Style

Pre-cast concrete girder (similar to 9th Street).

5.

Bridge Construction
Efficiencies

i. Consideration for pre-cast components; and
ii. Contractor incentives.

6.

Municipal Services and
Utilities

Provide for water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer and
utilities, as appropriate.

7.

Construction
Implementation

Plan to initiate, as soon as practicable.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Next Steps
 Receive Comments from Public, First Nations, and Agencies.
 Compile and assess comments received.
 Update Environmental Study Report (ESR) and recommend a
Preferred Design Alternative to Council.
 Council Endorsement of Preferred Design Alternative.
 Finalize ESR (Phase 4).
 Advertise Notice of Completion.
 30-day Public Review Period to satisfy Part II Order Request
Period.
 Proceed to detailed design, tender, and construction (Phase 5).

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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Your Feedback is Important
Please provide any comments you
have by completing a comment
sheet or by submitting comments
via mail, phone, fax, or email to
the Project Team members below:

Please Provide
Comments by
August 7, 2018

City of Owen Sound, Public Works and Engineering Department
Mr. Chris Webb, P.Eng., Manager of Engineering Services

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited
Mr. John Slocombe, P.Eng., Project Manager

Mailing Address & Contact Info:
808 – 2nd Avenue East,
Owen Sound, ON, N4K 2H4
Tel: (519) 376-1440
cwebb@owensound.ca
www.owensound.ca

Contact Information:
1260 - 2nd Avenue East, Unit 1
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2J3
Tel: (519) 376-1805
John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca
www.gmblueplan.ca

Temporary Location:
945 – 3rd Avenue East, Suite 223
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2K8

Thank You!
Your involvement is essential to the successful completion of this project.
We welcome your comments.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: July 10, 2018
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER COMMENTS RECEIVED FOLLOWING PIC No. 2 (June to August 2018)
No. Source

Date

Comments
(recorded sic erat scriptum)

General Response

1 J.F.

4-Jul-18 Thank you for the update and information regarding replacement of the 10th Street Bridge. I will be at the meeting
on July 10th.
I am requesting a meeting with Chris Webb and/or John Slocombe regarding the impact this will have on my
building. It has been brought to my attention, the building to the North of me will be demolished. It is a concern of
mine as to how this will effect the structure of my building and would like to discuss this with Chris and/or John.
I look forward to hearing from you to set up a time convenient to all.
Thank you,

2 J.F.

1-Aug-18 I would still like a follow-up meeting with you and the City to go over the information you gave me at the meeting of
July 10th.
There are a number of questions I have and I would like to clarify the information we talked about at that time.
I look forward to hearing from you to set up a time convenient to all.
Thank you

Email Response (Aug 1, 2018): Dennis Kefalas and I can be
available to meet with you on August 14th between 10:30AM
and 5:30PM.
Would you prefer to meet at your building?
Please let me know your availability.
Thanks

3 J.F.

24-Jul-18 Good Morning,
These are my comments regarding construction of the 10th Street Bridge:
I am concerned about pedestrian crossings. As the intersection is constructed now it is very difficult to cross on the
river side of 1st Avenue West due to some cars not conscious of pedestrians.
a) There is not enough room on the South East sidewalk to stand (especially in the winter months when snow isn’t
cleared on the walk) there needs to be a marker where the sidewalk and road meet. I suggest this area be larger
and clearly marked with a 'sidewalk yellow pad'. I have seen cars drive over the sidewalk as they right hand turn
from 1st. Ave W. onto 10th Street Bridge.
b) I suggest there are 'pedestrian stripped markers' across the road from South to North, marking where
pedestrians walk. This will help drivers awareness.
c) On the north side, yes it is difficult for cars turning north from 10th Street to see pedestrians, however some cars
do not look or stop when the light is red. I suggest this sidewalk area is marked also with ’sidewalk yellow pads’.
d) I suggest 'stripped pedestrian markers’ for the crossing at 2nd Avenue East, this keeps vehicles aware it is
downtown area and pedestrians safe.
As far as the design, I have always been a fan of reproducing the original style of bridge. The curve is much more
pleasing to the eye and enhances the aesthetics of the community.
These comments are from experience crossing 10th Street West at 1st Avenue West.
Thanks

Comments noted.
Pedestrian safety at the intersection of 10th Street and 1st
Avenue West will be further considered during the detailed
design phase. Pedestrian safety considerations, such as
those outlined, will form part of the review process.

File No. 215235 (10th Street Bridge)
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

Noted. Meeting arranged.
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER COMMENTS RECEIVED FOLLOWING PIC No. 2 (June to August 2018)
No. Source
4 Deb
Blackshaw
and David
Parsons
OSDIA

5 J.F.
OSDIA

6 G.P.

Date

Comments
(recorded sic erat scriptum)

General Response

19-Jul-18 Having attended the July 10th Public Information Centre regarding the 10th Street Bridge replacement, the Owen
Sound Downtown Improvement Area Board of Management have serious concerns surrounding the project
supported Traffic Management option of diverting up to 40% of traffic to the By-Pass (Rockford/Springmount).
It is the opinion of the OSDIA Board of Management that re-training travellers to avoid Owen Sound by using the ByPass will have a devastating effect on the Downtown and the following three recommendations should be given
consideration when a Traffic Management Plan is put in place:
a. There should be significant signage established well in advance of the Rockford and Springmount intersections
advising that Downtown Owen Sound is OPEN FOR BUSINESS!
b. There should be no mention of the By-Pass in any new signage as By-Pass signage is already in place.
c. There should be significant signage at the entrances to the City of alternative routes through the City that include
the Downtown.
It is the hope of the OSDIA Board of Management that the above three recommendations will be taken into
consideration when decisions are made regarding the matter at hand.

Paradigm Traffic Solutions has been requested to review the
traffic diversion alternatives to better inform traffic
management during the bridge construction period.

19-Jul-18 I am the owner of barebirch as well as the vice chair of the OSDIA.
Thank you for your presentation about the 10th street bridge replacement. Looks like it will be a struggle for those of
you involved, but I’m sure it will be a success.
My only concern is that of rerouting the traffic around the bypass. From past experience, I know that if people are
rerouted for the time of the construction, they will continue to do so when it is completed. I think training 40% of
traffic that comes through town would be disastrous. Not just to downtown, but to the other retail areas of town they
drive through. I think with the right approach, we can manage the traffic downtown.
I would like to see signs at Springmount and Rockford instead advertising that downtown is open.
If the DIA can be of any help with marketing or communicating with our membership, please let us know. We are
happy to help make this go as smoothly as possible.
Thank you for your consideration.

Paradigm Traffic Solutions has been requested to review the
traffic diversion alternatives to better inform traffic
management during the bridge construction period.

24-Jul-18 No provision is proposed to accommodate existing traffic (vehices & pedestrians) during construction, only detour on
existing 9th and 8th Street crossings & bypass. Major traffic gridlock will result due to lack of excess capacity along
these routes.
A temporary/perminent crossing north of 10th for pedestrians is needed. Relocate the existing precast concrete
structure (north side) of existing 10th St. Bridge since it requires removal during construction. New ped. crossing
(N/S) of 10th St. would be part of new structure.
A temporary vehicle crossing at 11th St. (Bailey Bridge available from province) is needed to accomodate
unaccounted detour traffic.

Paradigm Traffic Solutions has been requested to review the
traffic diversion alternatives to better inform traffic
management during the bridge construction period.

File No. 215235 (10th Street Bridge)
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

Signage options can be explored.
Public, stakeholder and agency consultation will continue
through the detailed design phase.

Signage options can be explored.
Public, stakeholder and agency consultation will continue
through the detailed design phase.

The provision for an additional crossing north of 10th Street
was reviewed and discussed in the ESR. In addition to
financial constraints, the Harbour Lands are federally owned.
Provided that MTO funding for the 10th Street bridge has
been granted, consequently bridge construction must be
completed by the end of 2020, there in insufficuent time to
design and negotiate an additional crossing north of 10th
Street.
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER COMMENTS RECEIVED FOLLOWING PIC No. 2 (June to August 2018)
No. Source
7 T.S.

Date

Comments
(recorded sic erat scriptum)

25-Jul-18 To Whom It May Concern,
As a downtown business owner, as well as a downtown resident that uses the 10th street bridge daily, I understand
the complexity of finding solutions that accomodate all interests in regards to the bridge replacement. My concern is
that in trying to increase the ease, speed and flow of traffic through town, not enough attention is being paid to the
goal of maintaining and increasing tourist traffic in the heart of our beautiful city. For this reason, I would propose
that significant effort be paid to increase signage helping out of towners navigate to downtown shopping areas,
rather than encouraging them to bypass. I would also propose that all downtown parking fees be waived during the
construction process and that this fact be advertised in print, radio, and online. I believe these good-faith gestures
of solidarity with downtown businesses (which will undoubtedly be heavily affected by the construction process)
would be a signal that Owen Sound is indeed a good place to do business. Thank you for your consideration.

General Response
Paradigm Traffic Solutions has been requested to review the
traffic diversion alternatives to better inform traffic
management during the bridge construction period.
Signage options can be explored.
Waiving of parking fees during construction will be
considered by the City.
Public, stakeholder and agency consultation will continue
through the detailed design phase.

8 D.M.

26-Jul-18 Good day Gentlemen:
1. The option to maintain half of the bridge open was
1. Question: Is it not possible to build the bridge one side at a time? It seeems to work other places - I was not at
reviewed in Section 10.1 of the ESR Report.
meeting so I am asking this question.
2. Noted and further addressed in ESR (Version 3)
2. Bypassing people to Rockford is going to kill downtown. It will be a painful death to these people who rely on retail
sales for their livelyhood. Detour them to 8th or 9th or 6th Street - not outside of Owen Sound.

9 P.R.

7-Aug-18 I attended the public meeting and have some serious concerns regarding the planned traffic routing for the time the
bridge is out of service. The plan to bypass 40% of the traffic at Rockford is a killer for downtown business. Once
those people start on that route it will be difficult to bring them back through the city in the future. Through a creative
use of one way streets 8th and 9th can handle most of the load.
There should be ample signage indicating alternate routes through the downtown as well as promoting the varied
and unique businesses. How the city handles this project will decide the fate of many in the downtown. This is an
area already struggling and to reroute 40% of the potential customers out of the area towards other markets is just
plain bad planning.

Paradigm Traffic Solutions has been requested to review the
traffic diversion alternatives to better inform traffic
management during the bridge construction period.

7-Aug-18 I propose that sometime in the future that a new road be built from the stop lights at the Julie MacArthur Recreation
Centre through the present football field through the present forest below it + through the present baseball field to
connect up with 11th Street East behind St.Georges and St.Thomas church to follow through 11 St East to 1st
Avenue East where hopfully a new bridge will be built from 1st Avenue East to 1st Aveune West, therefore providing
an alternate route through the City of Owen Sound. Sample Provided.

An assessment of additional bridge crossing locations to the
north of 10th Street is provided in the ESR. Ultimately, the
Harbour lands are federally owned and the City's
Transportation Master Plan and the Corridor Optimization
Study completed by BTE in May 2017 both conclude that a
permanent additional crossing north of 10th Street is not
warranted.

10 J.V.

File No. 215235 (10th Street Bridge)
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

Signage options can be explored.
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Source: M.C. (email dated June 27, 2018)
PART 1A Comments
From the 10th St evaluation report
"Steel girders have a shallower profile than concrete girders and therefore, where below bridge clearance
is an issue, steel girders can be advantageous. At the subject bridge location, clearance has not been
identified as an issue. "
Hi Chris,
Just doing my civic thing here. Clearance for a pedestrian walkway to the harbour has been identified as
an issue by me talking to you at the last meeting and you drawing an arrow on the plan.
You have a lot on your plate but It’s very disappointing to be asked for public input, to write a letter to you
personally and then have it be overlooked or ignored. Putting that wording in the report is putting a nail in
the coffin of this potential aspect of a safer intersection and more walkable river precinct.

PART 1B Comments
Hello,
I am forwarding a letter and it’s reply between myself and Chris Webb in Owen Sound about the 10th St
bridge replacement.
A report on the plan has just been made public and I immediately went to look at the options being
considered for this bridge and noted that;
"Steel girders have a shallower profile than concrete girders and therefore, where below bridge clearance
is an issue, steel girders can be advantageous. At the subject bridge location, clearance has not been
identified as an issue. “
These letters show that the statement above is incorrect. Clearance for a pedestrian walkway under the
bridge has been identified as an issue by me and others. I spoke to Chris about it at the public meeting
and he drew an arrow on the plans.
There is 12 feet of clearance from the water to the bridge surface which admittedly is not a lot but an
access the height of a regular door could, I believe be managed with careful design.
Keeping baby strollers and pedestrians away from the traffic flow is, I am certain, a good thing from the
standpoint of the re-design of this busy, noisy intersection and I don’t like to see this option being
overlooked as it has been in the report.
Also, much effort and discussion over many years has been included making a walkway along the river
bank linking the outer harbour and then inner riverside parks. The river is a fundamental and charming
feature of Owen sound. Rebuilding the bridge without consideration of this option will create a permanent
barrier to any future efforts in this direction. It’s easy to say “People can climb up and use an above
ground crossing” but that is not so easy for people with strollers and wheelchairs etc. and once again puts
car traffic ahead of the walking/living people that use the downtown.
At the public meeting we watched a generic movie about how great it is to have vibrant downtown street
life and the first topic following that was how to work out clearance for a 53 foot highway truck to fit down
into this “people" zone. Clearly saying one thing and doing another. I’m aware a balance of interests is
essential, but I’d like to see this walkway at least being mentioned or considered when so much money is
going to be spent.
Thanks for your attention,

PART 1 Response to Comments (J.S. email dated June 27, 2018)
Firstly, thank you for your interest and comments on this project. All comments received are considered
through the process.
The version of the Environmental Study Report (ESR) recently made available includes considerable
discussion on a variety of topics. The intention of the ESR at this point in the process is to get people
thinking and commenting on various aspects of the project design elements.
Consideration to date of Bridge Styles is included in Section 10.4, which provides general discussion on
bridge styles, and more specific discussion related to girder and arch bridge styles. The quotation you
provide below is from Section 10.4.2, which provides discussion specifically related to a girder bridge
style. The particular reference to “<clearance has not been identified as an issue.”, was intended to
relate more to flood clearances, rather than to head space for navigation or pedestrian underpass, within
that context.
th

I understand your interest relates primarily to pedestrian crossing opportunities at 10 Street West; more
specifically related to the potential for a pedestrian underpass associated with the bridge.
th

st

More specific discussion regarding pedestrian movements across 10 Street West at 1 Avenue West
can be found in Section 10.3.2. In that Section, more fulsome discussions related to the Options of
Pedestrian Underpass, At Grade Crossing, and Pedestrian Overpass are included.
We appreciate your interest in exploring the Pedestrian Underpass option and we have provided
considerations to date on this topic, from a variety of perspectives.
We encourage more perspectives and input to this discussion.
Please review Section 10.3.2 of the ESR and provide us with any additional comments you wish to make.
Please let us know if you would like Section 10.3.2 provided directly.
Please note, a point ii) references an assumed “<girder and deck thickness of 1.0m<”, which would be
representative of a shallower bridge profile, which may be achievable with a steel girder style. This
suggests that a concrete girder bridge design would have a somewhat deeper profile than the steel girder
design, offering less underpass clearance, or an even higher bridge deck elevation to achieve underpass
clearance.
Specific details of the bridge design will not be known until the design phase of the project.
We certainly are trying, through this process,
balance of interests.

to understand a variety of perspectives to achieve a
th

We hope you are able to attend the Public Information Centre, to be held on July 10 at the Bayshore
(see attached).
Thank you for your interest.

PART 2 Comments (June 27, 2018)
Dear John,
Thank you for your letter, I will read the other parts you mention in more detail and I watch the
developments in my city with interest.
Best regards,

PART 3 Comments (July 12, 2018)
Hello again John,
Continuing with my "Public input” have a look at this.
http://mx3d.com/smart-bridge/
The little canal being crossed here could easily have been dealt with by a conventional bridge of some
sort but this will become a landmark of technology and art.
I don’t suggest for a minute that this is the right idea for the bridge under discussion but what I do like is
the creativity and new technology that we have available these days to solve difficult problems in new
ways.
Relating to the bridge at 10th St, I see that location as a keystone of the landforms and the history of the
city. The bridge that is there is appalling and I hope some artful design can be applied there. There once
was an additional railway crossing running at a sharp diagonal at that point and many of the structures
and alignments were driven by a railways and needs that are no longer there. There are also sewer
outfalls and other things that make it difficult to see any charm and replacing that sphincter with
something lovelier there would be a lasting benefit.
The main issue about the walkway is clearance. I would hope that making small adjustments in several
directions at once could build the required headroom.
•

•

•

Building up the road level 12 inches, particularly at the Western side. A small bow to this
surface up over a walkway should not create any problems because the traffic should not be
travelling at any speed.
The bridge deck could be thinner at that point by the use of a mix of steel and concrete. Making
the structure as airy as possible will help allow daylight below. Consider a slim light-well gap
between the east and westbound lanes.
Lower the underpass floor. People walk through enormous fishtanks in tubes of glass in many
cities. The engineering and waterproofing of such structures is well established. The Sydenham
is a site of annual fish migrations. Would not a walkway that brings you right close to the fish be
a unique tourist draw?

Even lowering it to put water level at waist height would add 1.5 M of clearance (one glass wall) and the
only difficulty might be flooding. (At that depth no one would be drowned but on a bad day it might require
pumping out. Perhaps the constant flow of water in the tributary streams could be harnessed and
constantly drive the pump.)
Ok, I may be getting a bit wiggy but my point is I hope a little bit of exploration and ingenuity could get the
walkway that has been forever identified as needed at this site to get built.
Policing is another concern but less so if it is attractive and used by the public.
These are my thoughts,
Thanks you for listening. Crazier stuff has been built. No real need to reply.

PART 4 Comments (August 13, 2018)
Hello again John,
I attach here pictures of a main highway bridge in Denmark who’s design is a perfect match for what is
required at 10th street Owen Sound. Perhaps this can help.
In this situation he river water level is only slightly below the path level and there is a short steel wall
allowing a temporary water level rise with no flooding onto the path.
The bridge is higher on one side than the other allowing more room for the path. I believe the eastern side
of the Sydenham poses more issues than the west in terms of changing the road height so this is also a
good match for our situation.
The bridge deck is no more that 3 feet above the lower surface of the welded steel box girders making the
total about 10 feet. In Owen Sound the road is 12 feet above the water.
Thank you for taking a look, If you want more information, I’d be happy to tell you where it is to learn
more. I also know someone living close by who could do some measurements.
Best wishes,
M.C.

Planning and Development
595 9th Avenue East, Owen Sound Ontario N4K 3E3
519-372-0219 / 1-800-567-GREY / Fax: 519-376-7970
July 18, 2018
John Slocombe, P. Eng.
GM BluePlan
1260 2nd Ave East, Unit 1
Owen Sound, Ontario
N4K 2J3
*Sent via E-mail
RE:

10TH Street Bridge Evaluation – Schedule C
Environmental Study Report
Version 2 (Phase 3)

Dear Mr. Slocombe,
This correspondence is in response to the above noted project. We have had an
opportunity to review the project in relation to the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) and
the County of Grey Official Plan (OP). We offer the following comments.
The purpose and effect of the Environmental Study Report (ESR) is to consolidate the
information prepared to address the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act
and to document the planning, consultation and design consideration processes
required for the determination of a Preferred Solution, and of a Preferred Design, for the
10th Street Bridge.
Comments provided by County planning staff February 3rd, 2017 are still relevant.
Of a general planning nature, the alternative design concepts proposed should be
reviewed while further considering pedestrian, cyclists, and other multimodal
transportation systems as a focal point. Included under section 1.7 (e) of the PPS –
Long-Term Economic Prosperity, the long-term economic prosperity should be
supported by providing for an efficient, cost-effective, reliable multimodal transportation
system that is integrated with adjacent systems and those of other jurisdictions, and is
appropriate to address projected needs to support the movement of goods and people.
Efficient development patterns are also encouraged to optimize use of land, resources
and public investment in infrastructure and public service facilities. These land use
patterns promote a mix of transportation choices that increase the use of active
transportation and transit before other modes of travel. Emphasis is placed throughout
the PPS in developing strong, livable and healthy communities to enhance human
Grey County: Colour It Your Way
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health and social well-being. As part of the background research conducted by the
consultant, the bridge accordingly accommodates on average greater than 30,000
vehicles per day, 20% of which is considered to be truck traffic. A general assessment
of pedestrian, cycling, motorized scooters, and other forms of active transportation
would be helpful to conduct an overall needs assessment of those using the bridge
aside from automobiles.
The City of Owen Sound Transportation Master Plan identified alternative 2 – MultiModal Network with Maximum Utility of Existing Infrastructure as the recommended
long-term transportation strategy. Key advantages were listed as follows: encourage
alternate travel trips (cycle and transit) while reducing auto trips, support traveler visiting
needs, etc. Section 10.3 identifies pedestrian and bicycle movements. County planning
staff recommend consideration is provided for a segregated bicycle route that would be
independent of pedestrian and automobile traffic. This may also be simply achieved by
including markings on the pavement that clearly delineate the space provided for
cyclists. Further information should be provided as part of the overall summary of
recommended design solutions that highlights cycling traffic flow.
Furthermore, there is also an opportunity to showcase the harbor and Sydenham River
for tourists and local residents alike. Maximizing scenic views should be considered,
while also ensuring safety and accessibility for all those crossing the bridge.
County Transportation Services has reviewed the subject file and have no concerns or
further comments at this time.
The County requests notice of any decision rendered with respect to this project.
If you wish to discuss this matter further, please contact me.
Yours truly,

Stephanie Lacey-Avon
Planner
(519) 372-0219 ext. 1296
stephanie.lacey-avon@grey.ca
www.grey.ca

Grey County: Colour It Your Way

July 18, 2018
John Slocombe, P.Eng
GM BluePlan
1260 2nd Avenue East, Unit 1
Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 2G3
Re:

City of Owen Sound 215235 - 10th St. Bridge Evaluation, Schedule 'C' Municipal Class EA

Dear Mr. Slocombe:
The Grey Bruce Health Unit is mandated by the Ontario Public Health Standards to work with
municipalities to create safe and supportive environments. Our vision of “a healthier future for all” supports
initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding lifestyles and a safer community.
With these principles in mind, the Environmental Study Report was viewed with a lens of supporting active
communities by ensuring the concepts of complete streets are considered throughout the project. Complete
streets concepts ensure all road users, including cyclists and pedestrians, are given equal consideration
during the planning process. As such, we respectfully request that pedestrians, cyclists and other
multimodal transportation systems remain a focal point of the project. There is a growing body of evidence
about the health, safety, environmental, economic and business benefits of incorporating cycling and
pedestrian friendly features into street design.
Our two key recommendations are outlined as follows:
1. While the report highlights soil conditions and safety as key concerns with the north-south
pedestrian underpass, the Health Unit envisions great benefit to the connectivity and safety this link
would provide in by-passing the on road crossing of 10th street. The underpass would also support
pedestrian traffic flow between the downtown and harbour, both key destinations within the City.
2. Health Unit staff would also recommend that consideration be given to a segregated bike route
along the 10th street corridor. While this route is not identified as a primary cycling route by the
City, cyclists may still choose to use this route as they travel east-west across the City. Options such
as widening the pedestrian pathway or the inclusion of pavement markings could enhance the safety
of cyclists in this area.
The Grey Bruce Health Unit wishes to continue to participate in this process and respectfully requests to be
notified of any decision rendered in regard to this project. Should further questions arise, do not hesitate to
contact Jason Weppler, Health Promoter, at j.weppler@publichealthgreybruce.on.ca or 519-376-9420 ext.
1408.
Sincerely,

Karen Sweiger
Director of Operations and Program Development
Grey Bruce Health Unit
519-376-9420 ext. 1230
101 17th Street East, Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 0A5 www.publichealthgreybruce.on.ca
OWEN SOUND
519-376-9420
1-800-263-3456
Fax 519-376-0605

WALKERTON
519-881-1920
1-800-263-3456
Fax 519-881-3920

Risk Management Office
237897 Inglis Falls Road
RR4 Owen Sound, ON N4K 5N6
Phone: 519-470-3000 Toll Free: 877-470-3001
Fax: 519-470-3005
c.seider@greysauble.on.ca

July 3, 2018

Matthew Nelson
GM BluePlan Engineering Ltd.
Dear Matt:
Re:

Clean Water Act, 2006 – Section 59(2a)
10th Street Bridge – Owen Sound

In response to your letter dated June 25, 2018 and the information noted in Schedule ‘C’
Environmental Study Report for the 10th Street Bridge Evaluation, it has been determined that
neither section 57 (Prohibited Activities) nor section 58 (Regulated Activities) applies on this
project, pursuant to the Clean Water Act, 2006.
As noted in your letter, the 10th Street Bridge is located within an Intake Protection Zone 2 (IPZ2) and an Events Based Area (EBA) where the threshold for on-site storage of fuel is 50,000L.
Consequently, no policies apply to the proposed activities to replace the 10th Street Bridge
identified in the Environmental Study Report, under the approved Source Protection Plan for
the Saugeen, Grey Sauble, Northern Bruce Peninsula Source Protection Region (effective July 1,
2016).
Furthermore, the replacement of the bridge will not change or create new vulnerable areas as
delineated within the Source Protection Plan. EBA areas were determined based on modeled fuel
spills at a constant flow rate and did not require consideration of possible obstructions (e.g.
bridge footings) along the flow path.
If any activities or operations on this property change, please contact this office. If you have
any questions, please contact this office (519-470-3000 or toll-free 1-877-470-3001) or via email
at c.seider@greysauble.on.ca.
Sincerely,

Carl Seider, Risk Management Official
Risk Management Office

Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject:

215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 4:12 PM
To: Scheifley, Jody (MNRF)
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; Kefalas, Dennis (dkefalas@owensound.ca)
Subject: Re: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

Tuesday at 9AM works for me.
See you then, onsite.
Thanks.

John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited
1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

-------- Original message -------From: "Scheifley, Jody (MNRF)" <jody.scheifley@ontario.ca>
Date: 2018-07-13 4:10 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan <John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca>
Cc: "'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'" <cwebb@owensound.ca>, Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
<Drea.Nelson@gmblueplan.ca>, "Kefalas, Dennis (dkefalas@owensound.ca)" <dkefalas@owensound.ca>
Subject: RE: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON
Hi John,
I trust we all would like to keep this moving ahead as quickly as possible. Can we meet on-site
Tues/Wed next wk? anytime is good for me.
Jody Scheifley
BIOLOGIST | ONTARIO MINISTRY of NATURAL RESOURCES and FORESTRY | OWEN SOUND FIELD OFFICE
TH

1450 7 Avenue East Owen Sound, Ontario, N4K 2Z1 | PH: 519.371.8471 | FAX: 519.372.3305 | EMAIL: jody.scheifley@ontario.ca

From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan [mailto:John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: July 13, 2018 4:06 PM
To: Scheifley, Jody (MNRF)
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; Kefalas, Dennis (dkefalas@owensound.ca)
Subject: Re: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON
1

Jody,
As promised, attached is a preliminary sketch showing the proposed bridge overlaying the existing bridge.
You will note the existing bridge is square to the road, which projects the NE and SW corners into the natural
flow of the river. Also, the building at the SE corner encroaches into the flow channel.
The proposed bridge is planned on a 19 degree slew to the centerline of the road, to better align the opening
with the alignment of the river. The proposed span is greater and the building at the SE corner would be
removed. Retaining walls are proposed above the HWL at the SE and SW corners.
With this proposed plan there would be a net gain in fish habitat, even with the minor encroachment by the
sheer pile walls around the foundations.
Please review and let me know what next steps we need to take to formalize May 1 in water work to support
this project timeline.
Thank you for your help.

John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited
1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

-------- Original message -------From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan <John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca>
Date: 2018-07-12 11:45 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: jody.scheifley@ontario.ca
Cc: "'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'" <cwebb@owensound.ca>, Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
<Drea.Nelson@gmblueplan.ca>, "Kefalas, Dennis (dkefalas@owensound.ca)" <dkefalas@owensound.ca>
Subject: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON
Jody,
I appreciate your voicemail message today indicating that MNRF would be willing to consider in-water
work outside of the usual timing window to assist with the 10th Street Bridge construction timeline.
As requested, we will soon provide you with a sketch to illustrate the intended sheet piling arrangement near the banks
of the river to isolate the foundation working areas on each side of the river (a clear span is planned; no centre pier), for
your consideration.
We greatly appreciate the cooperation of the MNRF with this project.
Please feel free to contact me any time if you wish to discuss.
Thanks.
John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca
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From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2018 4:10 PM
To: 'jody.scheifley@ontario.ca'; 'craig.todd@ontario.ca'
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; Kefalas, Dennis (dkefalas@owensound.ca);
'amanda.conway@dfo-mpo.gc.ca'
Subject: FW: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

Jody and Craig,
Please see the following e-mail train…also thanking Amanda at DFO for her prompt reply.
Basically, we are interested to see if there is any opportunity to install sheet piling to isolate the working area for bridge
foundations earlier than the usual timing window; thinking that a start as early as May 1 for these limited “in-water”
works would reduce the overall bridge construction timeline, and impact on traffic and downtown businesses.
Please feel free to call me if you have any questions or need any additional information.
We look forward to your advice on this issue.
Thanks.
John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

From: Conway, Amanda [mailto:Amanda.Conway@dfo-mpo.gc.ca]
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2018 1:51 PM
To: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Brent Willis - GM BluePlan; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject: RE: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON
Hi John,
Thank you for your inquiry. Fisheries and Oceans Canada would work with the province to discuss the proposal to work
inside of the restricted in-water timing window. As reviewing biologists, we engage the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry for their expert advice to help make our decisions. The decision would also be based on how far into the timing
window the work is proposed to start. As with any project, I recommend sending in the Request for Review as soon as the
technical drawings and construction sequencing has been planned including the details of the fish salvage. I would also
recommend engaging with the MNRF early on to determine their considerations for work inside of the restricted activity
period.
If you have any further inquiries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Best regards,
Amanda Conway
Fisheries Protection Biologist | Biologiste, protection des pêches
Fisheries and Oceans Canada| Pêches et Océans Canada
Fisheries Protection Program| Programme de protection des pêches
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867 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, ON, L7S 1A1 | 867, ch. Lakeshore, Burlington, ON, L7S 1A1
T: (905) 336-4588
Email/Courriel: Amanda.Conway@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has changed the way new project proposals (referrals), reports of potential Fisheries Act violations
(occurrences) and information requests are managed in Central and Arctic Region (Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Nunavut
and the Northwest Territories). Please be advised that general information regarding the management of impacts to fish and fish habitat
and self-assessment tools (e.g. Measures to Avoid Harm) that enable you to determine Fisheries Act requirements are available at
DFO’s “Projects Near Water” website at www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html. For all occurrence reports, or project proposals
where you have determined, following self-assessment, that you cannot avoid impacts to fish and fish habitat, please submit to
fisheriesprotection@dfo-mpo.gc.ca. For general inquiries, call 1-855-852-8320.

From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan [mailto:John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: July-09-18 11:35 AM
To: FPP.CA / PPP.CA (DFO/MPO)
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Brent Willis - GM BluePlan; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

Hello,
We are working with the City of Owen Sound to replace the aging 10th Street Bridge across the Sydenham River,
on a Provincial Highway Connecting Link through the downtown core of the City.
The project has received MTO funding for planned construction in 2020.
There are multiple issues with this bridge replacement, including significant impact to traffic flow as the available detour
routes are limited. The expected traffic congestion is expected to have a negative impact on the downtown core
businesses.
A goal of the project is to minimize the construction time and to re-open the bridge as soon as possible.
The attached report addresses existing natural environment conditions and a preliminary impact assessment for the
bridge reconstruction, and indicates an available in-water works timing window of July 1 through September 15.
The intention is simply to install a sheet pile wall around the foundations to isolate the working area from the river. The
single clear span is about 30 metres.
Other sediment and erosion control measures would be implemented as usual (i.e. dewatering pumped through
sediment containment bags etc.)
Considering the impact to the construction timeline, we are hopeful that the DFO would consider relief from the inwater timing window, allowing installation of the sheet pile walls prior to the July 1 timeline.
Please advise if this may be considered in this case, and if so, what other information you would require, if any, to assist
with DFO consideration.
We appreciate any assistance in this regard.
Thank you.

John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca
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Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject:

FW: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

From: Scheifley, Jody (MNRF) [mailto:jody.scheifley@ontario.ca]
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2018 11:46 AM
To: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
Subject: RE: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

Hi John,
As per our meeting on-site July 17th you explained the scope of the project. With that, it is my
understanding that the extent of the in-water works is limited to the replacement of the existing
abutments. The only concern I have for this construction activity will be the spring migration midMarch – end of April and fall migration from end of September to end of October. Both migration
periods are based on water temperature and fish congregation. To remain flexible we will determine
acceptable timing windows based upon current conditions. Based upon the scope of this project and
the minimal impact there is certainly a lot of flexibility to the normal timing windows guideline.
Please share with whom you deem necessary.

Jody Scheifley
BIOLOGIST | ONTARIO MINISTRY of NATURAL RESOURCES and FORESTRY | OWEN SOUND FIELD OFFICE
TH

1450 7 Avenue East Owen Sound, Ontario, N4K 2Z1 | PH: 519.371.8471 | FAX: 519.372.3305 | EMAIL: jody.scheifley@ontario.ca

From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan [mailto:John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: July 25, 2018 1:04 PM
To: Scheifley, Jody (MNRF)
Subject: Fwd: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

Jody,
When you get a chance, can you please provide a summary of our onsite discussions and your comments on in
water timing works as discussed?
Thanks.

John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President
GM BluePlan Engineering Limited
1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca
1

-------- Original message -------From: "Conway, Amanda" <Amanda.Conway@dfo-mpo.gc.ca>
Date: 2018-07-25 12:50 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan <John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca>
Subject: RE: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON
Hi John,
Thanks for that information. If you have an email from Jody summarizing the details of the site visit please include that in
your submission. We will need to either talk to Jody or log evidence that there are no concerns working within the timing
window from the MNRF.
You can send the submission to the FisheriesProtection@dfo-mpo.gc.ca email address – I monitor the files coming in.
If you have further questions do not hesitate to contact me,
Amanda Conway
Fisheries Protection Biologist | Biologiste, protection des pêches
Fisheries and Oceans Canada| Pêches et Océans Canada
Fisheries Protection Program| Programme de protection des pêches
867 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, ON, L7S 1A1 | 867, ch. Lakeshore, Burlington, ON, L7S 1A1
T: (905) 336-4588
Email/Courriel: Amanda.Conway@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has changed the way new project proposals (referrals), reports of potential Fisheries Act violations
(occurrences) and information requests are managed in Central and Arctic Region (Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Nunavut
and the Northwest Territories). Please be advised that general information regarding the management of impacts to fish and fish habitat
and self-assessment tools (e.g. Measures to Avoid Harm) that enable you to determine Fisheries Act requirements are available at
DFO’s “Projects Near Water” website at www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html. For all occurrence reports, or project proposals
where you have determined, following self-assessment, that you cannot avoid impacts to fish and fish habitat, please submit to
fisheriesprotection@dfo-mpo.gc.ca. For general inquiries, call 1-855-852-8320.

From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan [mailto:John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: July-25-18 12:00 PM
To: Conway, Amanda
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Brent Willis - GM BluePlan; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; Paquette, Peter
(ppaquette@owensound.ca); jody.scheifley@ontario.ca; Kefalas, Dennis (dkefalas@owensound.ca)
Subject: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

Hi Amanda,
We recently met on-site with Jody Scheifley of MNRF Owen Sound (cc on this e-mail).
He was of the opinion that installation of sheet piling (in-water work) in November 2019, would be acceptable given the
local conditions.
We will be sending in the Request for Review (to your attention?) as soon as the technical drawings, sediment control
plan and construction sequencing are planned, including the details of the fish salvage.
Thank you for your assistance.
John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca
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From: Conway, Amanda [mailto:Amanda.Conway@dfo-mpo.gc.ca]
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2018 1:51 PM
To: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Brent Willis - GM BluePlan; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject: RE: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON
Hi John,
Thank you for your inquiry. Fisheries and Oceans Canada would work with the province to discuss the proposal to work
inside of the restricted in-water timing window. As reviewing biologists, we engage the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry for their expert advice to help make our decisions. The decision would also be based on how far into the timing
window the work is proposed to start. As with any project, I recommend sending in the Request for Review as soon as the
technical drawings and construction sequencing has been planned including the details of the fish salvage. I would also
recommend engaging with the MNRF early on to determine their considerations for work inside of the restricted activity
period.
If you have any further inquiries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Best regards,
Amanda Conway
Fisheries Protection Biologist | Biologiste, protection des pêches
Fisheries and Oceans Canada| Pêches et Océans Canada
Fisheries Protection Program| Programme de protection des pêches
867 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, ON, L7S 1A1 | 867, ch. Lakeshore, Burlington, ON, L7S 1A1
T: (905) 336-4588
Email/Courriel: Amanda.Conway@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has changed the way new project proposals (referrals), reports of potential Fisheries Act violations
(occurrences) and information requests are managed in Central and Arctic Region (Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Nunavut
and the Northwest Territories). Please be advised that general information regarding the management of impacts to fish and fish habitat
and self-assessment tools (e.g. Measures to Avoid Harm) that enable you to determine Fisheries Act requirements are available at
DFO’s “Projects Near Water” website at www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html. For all occurrence reports, or project proposals
where you have determined, following self-assessment, that you cannot avoid impacts to fish and fish habitat, please submit to
fisheriesprotection@dfo-mpo.gc.ca. For general inquiries, call 1-855-852-8320.

From: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan [mailto:John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: July-09-18 11:35 AM
To: FPP.CA / PPP.CA (DFO/MPO)
Cc: 'Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)'; Brent Willis - GM BluePlan; Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject: 215235 - 10th Street Bridge Replacement - Owen Sound ON

Hello,
We are working with the City of Owen Sound to replace the aging 10th Street Bridge across the Sydenham River,
on a Provincial Highway Connecting Link through the downtown core of the City.
The project has received MTO funding for planned construction in 2020.
There are multiple issues with this bridge replacement, including significant impact to traffic flow as the available detour
routes are limited. The expected traffic congestion is expected to have a negative impact on the downtown core
businesses.
3

A goal of the project is to minimize the construction time and to re-open the bridge as soon as possible.
The attached report addresses existing natural environment conditions and a preliminary impact assessment for the
bridge reconstruction, and indicates an available in-water works timing window of July 1 through September 15.
The intention is simply to install a sheet pile wall around the foundations to isolate the working area from the river. The
single clear span is about 30 metres.
Other sediment and erosion control measures would be implemented as usual (i.e. dewatering pumped through
sediment containment bags etc.)
Considering the impact to the construction timeline, we are hopeful that the DFO would consider relief from the inwater timing window, allowing installation of the sheet pile walls prior to the July 1 timeline.
Please advise if this may be considered in this case, and if so, what other information you would require, if any, to assist
with DFO consideration.
We appreciate any assistance in this regard.
Thank you.

John Slocombe, P.Eng.
Branch Manager, Vice President

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2204 | c: 519.372.4600
john.slocombe@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

N O T I C E - This message from GM BluePlan Engineering Limited is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information which is privileged, confidential or proprietary. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be
intercepted, corrupted, lost, arrive late or contain viruses. By communicating with us via e-mail, you accept such risks. When addressed to our clients, any
information, drawings, opinions or advice (collectively, "information") contained in this e-mail is subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
agreements. Where no such agreement exists, the recipient shall neither rely upon nor disclose to others, such information without our written consent. Unless
otherwise agreed, we do not assume any liability with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information set out in this e-mail. If you have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail and delete the message from your computer systems.
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Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
Subject:

FW: 215235 - 10th St. Bridge Notice of Public Information Centre - Schedule 'C'
Municipal Class EA

-------- Original message -------From: Tony Dominguez <Tony.Dominguez@rci.rogers.com>
Date: 2018-07-09 1:55 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Melissa Zammit - GM BluePlan <Melissa.Zammit@gmblueplan.ca>, John Slocombe - GM BluePlan
<John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca>, "Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)" <cwebb@owensound.ca>
Subject: RE: 215235 - 10th St. Bridge Notice of Public Information Centre - Schedule 'C' Municipal Class EA
Hi Malissa
Please note that Rogers has aerial and buried plant in the immediate area.
Let me know when your engineering is ready for Rogers’ mark-drawings.
Thank you,

Tony Dominguez
System planner
Rogers Communications Inc.
1 Sperling Drive,
Barrie, ON L4M 6B8
tony.dominguez@rci.rogers.com
o 705.812.4585 m 705.896.9620

From: Melissa Zammit - GM BluePlan [mailto:Melissa.Zammit@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2018 9:31 AM
To: John Slocombe - GM BluePlan <John.Slocombe@gmblueplan.ca>; Chris Webb (cwebb@owensound.ca)
<cwebb@owensound.ca>
Subject: 215235 - 10th St. Bridge Notice of Public Information Centre - Schedule 'C' Municipal Class EA
Good Morning,
Please find attached a Notice of Public Information Centre(PIC No.2) for the Schedule ‘C’ Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment for the 10th Street Bridge, located within the City of Owen Sound. In February 2017, replacement of the 10th
Street Bridge was selected as the Preferred Solution following the initial consultation period. This PIC is planned to
provide further information specific to the Alternative Design Concepts for the bridge and to receive comments from the
public.
The Schedule ‘C’ Environmental Assessment Environmental Study Report is available for viewing and can be
accessed/saved by clicking on the links below. These links will be valid for 14 days.
Report Text and Figures:
1

https://sendafile.gmblueplan.ca/uploads/06-27-18_085114_10th_Street_Bridge_Schedule_C_ESR_(V2-Phase_3__Text___Figures)_June_2018.pdf
Report Appendices:
https://sendafile.gmblueplan.ca/uploads/06-27-18_085916_10th_Street_Bridge_Schedule_C_ESR_(V2-Phase_3__Appendices)_June_2018R.pdf
The City of Owen Sound has the Environmental Study Report posted on their website for viewing purposes as well,
under their “Current Projects” section (https://www.owensound.ca).
Please contact Chris Webb (City of Owen Sound) and/or John Slocombe (GM BluePlan Engineering) at the addresses
listed on the attached Notice of Public Information Centre (PIC No.2), with any questions or comments regarding this
project.
Best Regards,
Melissa Zammit
Administrative Assistant

GM BluePlan Engineering Limited

1260-2nd Avenue East | Owen Sound ON N4K 2J3
t: 519.376.1805 ext. 2238
melissa.zammit@gmblueplan.ca | www.gmblueplan.ca

N O T I C E - This message from GM BluePlan Engineering Limited is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information which is privileged, confidential or proprietary. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be
intercepted, corrupted, lost, arrive late or contain viruses. By communicating with us via e-mail, you accept such risks. When addressed to our clients, any
information, drawings, opinions or advice (collectively, "information") contained in this e-mail is subject to the terms and conditions expressed in the governing
agreements. Where no such agreement exists, the recipient shall neither rely upon nor disclose to others, such information without our written consent. Unless
otherwise agreed, we do not assume any liability with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information set out in this e-mail. If you have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail and delete the message from your computer systems.

This communication is confidential. We only send and receive email on the basis of the terms set out at
www.rogers.com/web/content/emailnotice

Ce message est confidentiel. Notre transmission et réception de courriels se fait strictement suivant les
modalités énoncées dans l’avis publié à www.rogers.com/aviscourriel
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Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kevin Schimus <KSchimus@uniongas.com>
Thursday, June 28, 2018 12:41 PM
Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan; Jeremy Miller
John Slocombe - GM BluePlan; Webb, Chris (cwebb@owensound.ca)
RE: 215235 10th Street Bridge: Notice of PIC No.2 (EA Phase 3)
10th St E Bridge Abandonment.pdf; 1st Ave E 10th St E Detail.pdf

Hi Drea,
I’ve reviewed our system and as-built records to confirm this old NPS 6 steel natural gas bridge crossing was abandoned
in 2006. A new NPS 4 PE main was directional drilled under Sydenham River to the south.
Please see attached as-built records and GIS map below.
Jeremy - Fyi

Regards,
Kevin Schimus
Advisor – Construction & Project Management
Union Gas Limited | An Enbridge Company
Tel: 519-885-7400 ext 5067506 | Cell: 519-635-9488
603 Kumpf Drive | Waterloo, Ontario N2V 1K3

kschimus@uniongas.com | uniongas.com

From: Drea Nelson - GM BluePlan [mailto:Drea.Nelson@gmblueplan.ca]
Sent: June 27, 2018 9:30 AM
1

10th STREET BRIDGE
REPLACEMENT
Schedule 'C' EA: Phase 3
Presentation to Council
Recommended Design Alternatives
City of Owen Sound
August 27, 2018
May 2015

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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AGENDA
1. Overview of Municipal Class EA Process.
2. Recap of Phase 2.
3. Phase 3: Evaluation of Alternative
Design Concepts.
4. Overview of Comments Received in
regards to Phase 3 Consultation.
5. Recommended Design Concepts.
6. Next Steps (EA Process and Timeline).
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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We are
HERE

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018

Council gives
authorization to
proceed
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PHASE 2 (Recap):
Alternatives Considered &
Preferred Solution
Project Statement:
The 10th Street Bridge carries the highest traffic volume through the
City and is deteriorating at an advanced rate. The proponent wishes
to explore opportunities to address the needs of the community with
minimal disruption.
Phase 2: Alternative Project Solutions Considered
 Do Nothing
 Rehabilitate
 Replace

Preferred Solution: Replace the 10th Street Bridge
Proceed to Phase 3:
Review of Alternative Design Concepts
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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PHASE 3:
Alternative Design Concepts
Considerations/Concepts
1. Traffic Management During Construction;
2. Traffic Lane Configuration on the New Bridge;
3. Pedestrian & Bicycle Movements;
4. Bridge Style;
5. Bridge Construction Efficiencies;
6. Municipal Services and Utilities; and
7. Construction Implementation.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 1
Traffic Management During Construction
Current traffic counts estimate that approximately 20,000 to
30,000 vehicles per day cross the 10th Street Bridge. Daily
vehicle counts are subject to seasonal and daily (i.e. weekday
versus weekend) fluctuations.

What will be done with traffic during
construction?
The feasibility of four options for Traffic Management have been
reviewed, including:
i.

Do Nothing;

ii.

Maintaining lanes on 10th Street Bridge during construction;

iii. Construction of an additional temporary bridge crossing; and
iv. Optimize existing routes through the downtown core and
encourage through traffic to use the By-Pass.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Option 1
Do Nothing Option
Re-route traffic on existing road
network, across the 8th and 9th
Street Bridges.

Bridge
Closure

 All study area intersections would
experience significant congestion,
queuing, and delays.
 Congestion would not likely be
limited to the beginning and end
of the alternate routes.

Increased Traffic in Downtown Area

 The magnitude of increased
traffic volume would significantly
impact local businesses and
residences.
- Not Supported -

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Option 2
Is it feasible to maintain lanes on Bridge?
Additional Cost
 Would require significant additional remedial measures on remaining
route.
 Construction process would be more costly.
 Would prolong construction period.

Safety Concerns
 Existing structure to remain would be structurally weakened.
 Significant public and worker safety concerns.

Overall Viability
 Area available to facilitate construction efforts would be insufficient.
 Would not address capacity issues on other routes.
 Traffic congestion on bridge adjacent to construction activities.
- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Option 3
Is it feasible to construct additional crossing capacity?
Background Studies:
Transportation Master Plan and Corridor
Optimization Study both conclude that a permanent
additional crossing north of 10th Street is not
warranted.

Governance and Financing Issues:
 City’s financial capacity is limited.
 MTO has provided funding for the 10th Street
Bridge.
 County could potentially provide financial
support.
 Harbour north of 10th Street is federally-owned.

Harbour:
Federally
Owned
North of
10th Street

Funding Approval Timeline Limitations:
MTO grant valid to March 2021. This would provide
insufficient time to plan, design and build an
additional crossing.

South of 10th Street:
Crossing opportunities are limited

- Not Supported -

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Option 4
Optimize existing routes
Traffic management alternatives
are being assessed by Paradigm.

Bridge
Closure

Considerations within alternatives
include:

Through traffic: Use of By-Pass
(Springmount ↔ Rockford)

 Conversion to one-way traffic on
select streets;
 Lane re-assignments and/or additions;
 Addition of turning lanes;
 Turning restrictions;
 Traffic signal timing changes;
 Traffic signal additions; and
 Removal of on-street parking.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Traffic Management During Construction
Optimize existing routes
Preliminary Assessment:
Of the alternatives considered, three provide a ‘good’ level of service
and will be carried forward for a more detailed cost/benefit analysis.
Cost ↔ Benefit Analysis may include consideration for:
 Level of Traffic Congestion and Delays.
i. Intersections forecast to operate at or over capacity.
ii. Traffic queuing (i.e. spill back to one or multiple intersections).

 ‘Capital’ Costs.
i. Temporary signalizations to optimize traffic flow;
ii. Traffic signal additions; and
iii.Lane additions and/or re-assignments.

 Practicality of implementation.
 Removal of on-street parking.
 Social Impacts: Residential properties and businesses within the
downtown core.
Cost ↔Benefit analysis will be addressed during the Detailed Design Phase.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 1
Traffic Management During Construction
What will be done with traffic during construction?
SUMMARY OF OPTIONS
1.
2.
3.

4.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT OPTION

CONCLUSION

Diversion of traffic to By-Pass and other existing crossings:
Insufficient capacity available on existing alternate routes.

Not Supported

Maintain lanes on 10th Street Bridge during construction:
Not feasible due to technical and safety issues.

Not Supported

Construction of an additional temporary bridge crossing:
Not feasible due to harbour ownership, timeline and lack of
County & Provincial funding.

Not Supported

Optimize existing routes through the downtown
core and encourage through traffic to use the
By-Pass. (Feasible)

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018

Supported
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Design Concept 2
Traffic Lane Configuration
What is the appropriate lane configuration long-term?
1. Corridor Optimization Study
recommended a 5-Lane Bridge,
similar to existing with:
Increased
Lane Width

 Two Lanes Eastbound;
 Two lanes Westbound; and
 One westbound turn lane to 1st
Avenue West (northbound).

2. Modest widening of northerly
westbound lane to standard design
width is recommended.

Preferred Configuration:
Maintain Status Quo with respect to traffic
lane configuration, with a wider north lane.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
How will non-vehicular movements be accommodated?
a) East ↔ West
 South Side
 North Side

b) North ↔ South
 East Side
 West Side

River Trail

Bridge

c) Multi-Use
Trail System
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
East ↔ West Movements
South Side:
• Maintenance of the existing alignment of the 10th Street (eastbound)
through lane: 3 meters is available.
• May include:
 A standard 1.5 m wide sidewalk;
 A 1.0 m boulevard for snow storage and splash protection; and
 A railing.

North Side:
Paths of travel include:
a) Urban pedestrian movements connecting the commercial districts.
b) Inner Harbour multi-purpose trail system.

Options (at Grade) include:
1. Separate Uses; or
2. Combine Uses
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
North Side of Bridge
i. Overloaded Left Turn
ii. Increased Right Turns

Option 1:
Separate Urban and Trail Uses
1. Increased bridge width and cost.
2. Introduces two additional pedestrian
crossings.

One-Way

3. Requires inclusion of additional signals.
4. Pedestrian visibility may be restricted.

28m

5. Eliminates 10th Street westbound merge
to right turn lane.
6. 1000 Block of 1st Avenue West would be
converted to one-way (northbound).

Requires:
1.5m Sidewalk
2 (1.0m) Boulevards

7. Diversion of southbound left turns from
1st Avenue West to 2nd Avenue West (not
supported by traffic studies).
- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
North Side of Bridge
Option 2:
Combined Urban and Trail Uses
1. Reduced bridge width and cost.
2. Minimizes pedestrian conflicts.
Improved
Visibility

3. Signals at 1st Avenue West would support
both pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

Two-Way

4. Pedestrian visibility improvements may
include:
 Elimination of existing north bridge railing.
 Raised sidewalk elevation relative to road.

26m

5. Maintains westbound right turn merge.
5.5m

Improved
Visibility

6. Maintains southbound left turn move at 1st
Avenue West.
7. Maintains two-way traffic on 1st Avenue
West (1000 Block).
- Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
North ↔ South Movements
East Side
• Proximity of traffic signals at 2nd Avenue East to 1st Avenue East is
considered sufficient.
• Additional crossing location at 1st Avenue East would impede traffic
flow along 10th Street.
• Reflects current conditions.
- Status quo supported -

West Side
• Multi-purpose trail connection.
• Crosses 4 through lanes and one right turn lane.
• Traffic studies recommend traffic signals remain at 1st Avenue West in
order to maintain southbound left turns and westbound right turns.
Option 1 – Pedestrian Underpass
Option 2 – At Grade Crossing (similar to existing)
Option 3 – Pedestrian Overpass
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 3
Pedestrian and Bicycle Movements
West Side of Bridge
Option 1
(Underpass)

Option 2
(at Grade)

Option 3
(Overpass)

↑

↓

↑

1.

Separation of vehicular from pedestrian traffic.

2.

Removal of traffic signals at 1st Avenue West.

3.

Maintenance of multipurpose trail connection.

↑

↑

↑

4.

Security (i.e. Safety): Isolation from public view.

↓

↑

--

5.

Accessibility: Area Requirements
(i.e. AODA: approaches/ramps)

↓

↑

↓

6.

Technical Issues (i.e. vertical clearances)

↓(1)

↑(2)

--(3)

7.

Cost

High

Low

High

Traffic studies do not support the removal of
traffic signals at 1st Avenue West.

OVERALL

PREFERRED

(1) Insufficient vertical clearance between high water level and bridge. Raising bridge elevation would
lead to other complications.
(2) Existing poor sight lines could be addressed.
(3) Minimum height clearance is 5 meters. This would provide opportunities for visual enhancements.
(4) Traffic signals must remain regardless at 1st Avenue West to support vehicular traffic.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 4
Bridge Style
Bridge style choices generally relate to:
i. Materials:
 Concrete
 Steel

ii. Construction Method:
 Pre-Cast/Pre-Fabricated
 Cast-in-Place

iii. Geometry (i.e. supporting system for deck structure)
 Above-Grade Support systems are usually used for spans longer than the
10th Street Bridge (i.e. Truss or Suspension Bridges).
 For spans less than 30 meters, below-grade support systems are
preferred (i.e. Girder and Arch Bridges).

Arch Bridge

Steel Girder Bridge

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018

Concrete Girder Bridge
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Design Concept 4
Bridge Style
GEOMETRY
Construction
Material
1. Relative Cost
2. Quality

3. Construction
Efficiency

4. Appearance
5. Natural
Environment

GIRDER STYLE

ARCH STYLE

Pre-Cast
Concrete

Pre-Fabricated
Steel

Pre-Cast
Concrete

Cast-in-Place
Concrete

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Plant manufacturing generally provides greater quality
control over construction material.

Girder bridges typically require less
time to construct than arch bridges.

Modest

Industrial

A girder bridge provides greater
potential to improve flow hydraulics.

OVERALL - Preferred -

An arch bridge
typically takes
longer to
construct.

Exposure to
elements may
impact strength
and durability of
concrete.
Longest
construction
period.

Similar to existing arch profile.
An arch bridge may have more
impact on flow hydraulics.

2

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
GOAL:
In order to minimize impacts
to traffic flow and local
businesses, construction
methods that streamline
construction are preferred.

TIME

COST

QUALITY

EVALUATION PROCESS
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
Pre-Cast Components
Advantages:
 Reduces construction
time.
 Better quality control.

Disadvantages:
 Requires transportation
to site.
 Higher cost.
 Cold joints between precast units.

CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES

APPLICATION

1. Construct Foundations (Piles
driven to bedrock and pile caps)

Not Supported

2. Construct Abutments

Not Supported

3. Install Girders

Supported

4. Construct Bridge Deck

Supported*

5. Railings

Supported*
* Subject to Detailed Design *

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
Rapid Replacement Technologies
Process:
 Construction of the structure in close proximity to the Site.
 Commonly used for secondary roads over expressways.

Advantages:
Duration of road closure(s) can be greatly reduced.

Disadvantages:
 Requires a large area: Existing constraints include buildings,
steep slopes and high voltage hydro lines.
 Locally poor soil conditions would require temporary foundations
during pre-fabrication.
 Challenges in moving new bridge into position.
 Insignificant reduction in construction time at a significantly
greater cost.

- Not Supported 10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 5
Bridge Construction Efficiencies
Contractor Incentives
1. Set Completion Date.
2. Penalty clause for late completion: Liquidated
Damages.
3. Incentive clause for early completion: Contractor
Bonus.
- Supported -

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 6
Municipal Services and Utilities
A. Watermains:
Proposed new 600mmØ HP watermain across new bridge.

B. Sanitary Sewers
Opportunities to divert sewage flows from the existing aging gravity flow siphon
that crosses the Sydenham River south of 10th Street may be addressed as a
separate project following bridge construction.

C. Storm Sewers
 Upgrades to storm sewer outlet on the west side are recommended.
 Water quality provisions to be resolved with detailed design.

D. Utilities:
Will continue to be consulted during the Detailed Design Phase.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 7
Construction Implementation and Timing
Timing Considerations:
i.

APRIL: ‘Half Load Season’
 Restricts the use of heavy trucks due to frost conditions.
 Light preparatory work may be completed during this time.

ii. *JULY 1 to SEPTEMBER 15*:
 Timing window for in-water work.
 * Consultation with the MNRF has provided for alternative
in-water timing windows.
iii. NOVEMBER THROUGH MARCH: Winter work season.
iv. MTO Grant is valid until March 31, 2021. Substantial
completion by December 31, 2020.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Design Concept 7
Implementation and Estimated Timing
OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

2.

Sheet Piling Installation (in-water*)

Aug/Sept

May

3.

Removal of Existing Foundations

4.

Installation of Foundation Piles
(driven to Bedrock) and Pile Caps

Nov/Dec

5.

Installation of Abutments

Jan - March

6.

Girder Placement

April

7.

Construction of Bridge Deck

May

8.

Completion of Services and Utilities

9.

Concrete Work and Paving

August

Nov/Dec

September

10.

Landscaping

September

May

October

11.

Clean-Up

October

June

November

Estimated Construction Period

16 Months

2020

July/Aug
Aug/Sept
October
Oct/Nov
November

15 Months

November
December
Jan/Feb
March/April
May

2020

June/July

June

2021

2020

October

October
2019

April
Bridge Closure = 9 months

July/Aug
Bridge Closure = 14 months

Bridge Removal
2019

1.

June
July/August

Bridge Closure = 12 months

TASK

14 Months

i. MNRF and DFO consultation confirmed an alternative in-water timing window may be considered.
ii. Winter work season (November through March).
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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PIC No.2 COMMENTS
GENERAL SUMMARY
1. Additional provisions for pedestrians and bicycles:
i. Add provisions to improve pedestrian visibility and safety
(detailed design).
ii. Request to further pursue the opportunity to provide to a
separate pedestrian and bicycle crossing at 1st Avenue West (i.e.
below-grade crossing).
iii. Further support active communities by ensuring consideration
for the Complete Streets Concepts.

2. Bridge Design: Opportunity to showcase the Harbour.
3. Traffic management during construction: Potential
impact to downtown businesses due to the use of the
By-Pass as an alternative route.
4. Construction Timing: Consideration for an alternate
in-water timing window.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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PIC No.2 COMMENTS
(1) Complete Streets Concepts
Complete streets concepts ensure all road users, including cyclists and
pedestrians, are given equal consideration during the planning process.

Comment:
Provide for segregated bicycle route(s) along 10th Street.

Assessment:
Accommodations to provide for bike lanes could include:
1. Widen the existing Right-of-Way:
Opportunities to widen the 20 m ROW are limited due to existing development.

2. Narrower traffic lanes:
 The City and likely the MTO would not support narrower lanes on this Connecting Link.
 Bicycle safety would be an issue considering the significant volume of trucks.

3. Geometric changes to the 10th Street Cross-Section:
 Reduction to three lanes for vehicular traffic, with the additional lane being dedicated
to bike lanes.
 Corridor Optimization Study (BTE) found that this would further limit capacity on an
already congested 10th Street.

Other, more appropriate, pedestrian and bicycle routes
are being implemented through other initiatives.
10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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PIC No.2 COMMENTS
(2) Bridge Design

Bridge replacement provides the
‘opportunity to showcase the Harbour and the Sydenham
River for tourists and local residents alike’.
1. Detailed Design Phase:
Will consider provisions to beautify the structure, including landscaping,
retaining walls, lighting and bridge enhancements (i.e. railing, viewing
platform).

2. Additional opportunities will ultimately be subject to funding
constraints.
3. Future bridge enhancements could be considered.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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PIC No.2 COMMENTS
(3) Traffic Diversion to By-Pass:
Impact on Downtown Businesses
 10th Street accommodates a significant volume of the City’s traffic.
 Travel management during construction will need to balance the
following:
i. The use of the By-Pass by through traffic (i.e. traffic not intending Owen Sound as a
destination). This will lower traffic volumes within the City.
ii. Traffic flow through the City’s downtown core with minimal congestion and delays.
iii. The needs of the downtown businesses.

The degree of traffic congestion and delays will be inversely related to
the volume of traffic diverted on the By-Pass, particularly during peak
traffic periods.
 Several strategies to support Owen Sound businesses could include:




Signage advertising that Downtown Owen Sound is open for business;
Waiving of parking fees for the duration of the construction period; and
Advertising in print, radio, and online to promote the Downtown businesses.

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Summary of Recommended Design
(Presented at PIC No.2)
Considerations/Concepts

Solutions

1.

Traffic Management
During Construction

Optimize existing routes through the downtown
core, while continuing to inform travelers not
intent on stopping in Owen Sound of the By-Pass
as an alternative. A signage plan will be
developed to promote the downtown.

2.

Traffic Lane Configuration

Maintain 5-lane traffic configuration with widened
right-turn lane onto 1st Avenue West.

3.

Pedestrian Movements

Pedestrian crossing similar to existing with:
• Provisions for improved visibility; and
• Minimum 3.0 m wide multi-purpose trail
connection (along north side).

4.

Bridge Style

Pre-cast concrete girder (similar to 9th Street).

5.

Bridge Construction
Efficiencies

i. Consideration for pre-cast components; and
ii. Contractor incentives.

6.

Municipal Services and
Utilities

Provide for water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer and
utilities, as appropriate.

7.

Construction
Implementation

10th

Plan to initiate, with shortest construction
timeline, as practical.
Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Next Steps
 Council Endorsement of Preferred Design Alternative.
 Finalize ESR (Phase 4).
 Advertise Notice of Completion.
 30-day Public Review Period to Satisfy Part II Order
Request Period.
 Proceed to detailed design, tender, and construction
(Phase 5).

10th Street Bridge, Schedule ‘C’ EA: August 27, 2018
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Staff Report
Report To: Owen Sound City Council
Report From: Dennis Kefalas, P. Eng., Director Public Works & Engineering
Meeting Date: September 10, 2018
Report Code: OP-18-040
Subject: 10th Street Bridge Replacement Preferred Design Alternative

Recommendations:
That in consideration of Staff Report OP-18-040 respecting 10th Street Bridge
Replacement Preferred Design Alternative, City Council approve moving
forward with the preferred design alternative of a five (5) lane, precast
concrete girder style bridge with pedestrian sidewalks on each side as
recommended by the Project Team and as presented by GM BluePlan
Engineering Limited.

Strategic Initiative:
9. Address the City’s infrastructure deficit

Background:
The 10th Street Bridge is part of the main east-west arterial route through
Owen Sound carrying the highest traffic volumes through the City. It
services large volumes of truck traffic and commercial and emergency
vehicles. Based on the results of the biennial bridge inspections report, the
10th Street Bridge is deteriorating at an advancing rate. The bridge was built
in 1911. In addition to being an integral part of the local road network, it
functions as a Connecting Link across the Sydenham River for Provincial
Highways 6, 10, 21 and 26. It also connects Grey County Roads 1, 5, 15 and
17B.
A study was initiated to look at alternative solutions to continue to provide
high levels of service for all vehicles through the downtown core with
minimal disruptions to the community in the coming years.

Report: 10th Street Replacement Preferred Design Alternative
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GM BluePlan Engineering Limited (GMBP) was retained by the City of Owen
Sound (City) to undertake a Schedule ‘C’ Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) planning process to resolve issues with the aging bridge.
The purpose of this Environmental Study Report (ESR) is to consolidate the
information prepared to address the requirements of the Environmental
Assessment Act and to document the planning, consultation and design
consideration processes required for the determination of a Preferred
Solution, and of a Preferred Design, for the 10th Street Bridge. The ESR is
considered as a “living document”, which will be and has been updated as
the Study progresses through the five (5) Phases of the EA process.
The five main study Phases are summarized as follows:
•

Phase 1: Identify the Problem or Opportunity.

•

Phase 2: Identify Alternative Solutions to address the problem or
opportunity, taking into consideration the existing environment, and
establish the Preferred Solution, taking into account public, First
Nations and review agency input.

•

Phase 3: Examine Alternative Design Concepts for implementing the
Preferred Solution and identify the Preferred Design.

•

Phase 4: Document, in an Environmental Study Report, a summary of
the rationale and the planning, design and consultation process of the
project and make the documentation available to the public,
stakeholders, First Nations and review agencies for comment.

•

Phase 5: Implementation – Complete contract drawings and
documents and proceed to construction and operation.

On February 13th, 2017, City Council approved the Operations Committee
recommendation for Bridge Replacement as the Preferred Solution to the
Phase 2 process, thus directing the next Phase 3 of the Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment process; to consider Alternative Design Concepts
for the Preferred Solution.
The ESR was updated to include considerations of various design elements
and presented to the public during the Public Information Centre (PIC) held
on July 10, 2018.
On August 27, 2018 GM BluePlan presented the recommended design
alternative to Council and a list of comments received as a result of the PIC,
which were either addressed directly to the commentator, during the Council
presentation or in the ESR.
Some questions and concerns were raised during the presentation, which are
being address in this report for the purposes of getting Council’s
Report: 10th Street Replacement Preferred Design Alternative
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endorsement for the recommended design alternative. The main questions
and/or concerns include requests for additional information on the following
design alternatives:
•
•
•
•

Increase the width of the bridge by one lane to allow for two lanes that
would link the northwest quadrant of the City with the northeast
quadrant.
Install a temporary bridge linking both sides of the harbour at 11th
Street West.
Increase the width of the bridge and 10th Street in the downtown core
to improve traffic flow.
Keep a portion of the bridge open to allow for two lanes of traffic to be
maintained during construction, essentially building the bridge in two
phases.

It should be noted that the City of Owen Sound has received a grant from
the provincial government in the amount of $3,000,000, which is valid until
March 31, 2021. In order to ensure this deadline is met, substantial
completion must be attained by December 31, 2020

Analysis:
Additional Lanes
Note: This alternative was studied in some detail in the BTE Corridor
Optimization Study, and was rejected.
“Increase the width of the bridge by one lane to allow for two lanes that
would link the northwest quadrant of the city with the northeast quadrant.”
This is an admirable suggestion that would provide a convenience to a
portion of the City’s residents and other users of the bridge from the County
road system beyond the City limits. When looking at the daily traffic counts
it’s hard to determine the true number of vehicles that use the 10th Street
Bridge as a means to get from the northwest quadrant to the southwest
quadrant and vice verse because a destination traffic count assessment was
not conducted. With that being said when reviewing the numbers if one
assumed that all traffic turning onto 10th Street West eastbound from
southbound 2nd Ave and 1st Ave. West to eastbound on 10th Street crossed
the bridge and turned left heading northbound on either 2nd Ave., 3rd Ave
and 4th Ave. East and if all traffic turning onto 10th Street East from
southbound 2nd Ave., 3rd Ave and 4th Ave. East to westbound to 10th Street
crossed the bridge and turned right heading north on 1st Ave. and 2nd Ave.
West this would account for approximately 16% of all traffic using the bridge.
This would be the “best case” scenario. There is very little likelihood of this
actually occurring. A more realistic estimate would be that approximately 810% of all traffic using the 10th Street Bridge flows from the northwest
quadrant to northeast quadrant and vice verse.
Report: 10th Street Replacement Preferred Design Alternative
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In terms of additional costs, a Class D estimate for this alternative would be
approximately $2,172,000. This is based on the following breakdown:
Additional lane on bridge

$1,000,000

Eastside road improvements/widening along 1st Ave. East

$400,000

Westside road improvements on 1st Ave. West

$160,000

Traffic Control (two new signalized intersections)

$375,000

Contingency (20%)

$387,000

Total

$2,322,000

This alternative would also have a negative impact on the servicing
entrances for the businesses located in the building at the corner of 1st Ave.
East and 10th Street East. Existing loading areas would be eliminated.
Turning radii at 1st Ave. 1st Ave West would be very tight, which would slow
the flow of traffic. It would also eliminate the use of 1st Ave West for any
motorists heading westbound along 10th Street as means to heading north as
well and any southbound traffic from the northwest quadrant with the
purpose of heading east along 10th Street.
This scenario would eliminate the southbound turn on 1st Ave. West and the
westbound right turn on 10th Street West. If in fact drivers’ destinations are
not the northeast or northwest quadrants of the City, there is a potential that
the 10th Street West and 2nd Ave. West intersection would be over loaded
and heavily congested during peak hours.
“Increase the width of the bridge and 10th Street in the downtown core to
improve traffic flow.”
The traffic along 10th Street has always been an issue in terms of the volume
and the traffic signal control phasing required to deal with the road geometry
in the downtown specifically on the east side of the bridge. One suggestion
that was expressed was the possibility of widening both the 10th Street
Bridge and 10th Street itself to accommodate a greater volume of traffic. For
the purposes of this analysis we limited the consideration of widening to a
stretch on 10th Street from 3rd Ave West to 3rd Ave. East. This was done for
several reasons with the main reason being the construction costs of trying
to increase the width of the road going up the hills on both sides of the
bridge along 10th Street and the winter snow & ice maintenance costs
associated with two extra lanes on the hills, which require more care than
your typical flat road.
The increased road width would have a major impact on the landscape of the
downtown core. Such a widening would require the purchase of
approximately sixteen properties along 10th Street and the possible
demolishing of these buildings. The City’s Official Plan requires sidewalks on
Report: 10th Street Replacement Preferred Design Alternative
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both sides of the road in the downtown core. The attached sketch shows the
potential impact on the adjacent buildings along 10th Street.
In terms of additional costs, a Class D estimate for this alternative would be
approximately $14,196,000. This is based on the following breakdown:
Additional lane on bridge

$1,000,000

Eastside road improvements along 10th Street East

$710,000

Westside road improvements along 10th Street West

$945,000

Traffic Control (relocation of existing equip.)

$450,000

Replace existing street lights and banner poles

$200,000

Purchase Properties

$6,125,000

Building Demolishing & Disposal

$2,400,000

Contingency (20%)

$2,366,000

Total

$14,196,000

Given the scope change and complexity of this alternative the entire EA
process would have to start from scratch, which would jeopardize the funding
the City has currently received targeted for the 10th Street Bridge
replacement.
Temporary Bridge/ Baily Bridge
Note: This alternative was reviewed in some detail in the BTE Corridor
Optimization Study, and was rejected.
Another idea that was broached was the possibility of installing a temporary
bridge north of the existing 10th Street Bridge in the vicinity of 11th Street
West. Such temporary bridges that are commonly referred to as “Baily
Bridges” are a portable, pre-fabricated, truss bridge first developed during
World War Two by the British military. These bridges are often used as a
means to replace washed out bridges where the abutments and foundations
remain intact. In some cases these bridges have load restrictions and in this
specific application additional engineering and geotechnical investigations
would have to be completed in order to ensure the bridge installation was
safe for use. It is important to note that the existing harbour walls are
designed to accommodate lateral loading by ships not vertical loading by
traffic.
In terms of additional costs a Class D estimate for this alternative would be
approximately $1,437,600. This is based on the following breakdown:
Bridge rental (based on 14 months)

$300,000

Delivery, installation & removal

$150,000

Report: 10th Street Replacement Preferred Design Alternative
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Westside road improvements on 11th Street West

$63,000

Traffic Control (temporary equip.)

$75,000

Foundation improvements

$400,000

Geotechnical Investigation

$60,000

Engineering

$150,000

Contingency (20%)

$239,000

Total

$1,437,600

Note: Every additional month of rental beyond the original 14 months would
cost the City $18,000.
The City also has the option to purchase the temporary bridge at a cost of
$1,000,000.
This suggestion would create a convenience to the City’s residents during
construction and in the long run if the bridge was installed on a permanent
basis. However, the City’s Transportation Master Plan indicated that an
additional bridge north of 10th Street is not warranted at this time or for the
foreseeable future as did the Corridor Optimization Study. A temporary
bridge installation may not warrant any significant changes to the EA but a
permanent bridge would trigger its own EA process.
If this was to become a permanent installation consideration would have to
be given to the installation of traffic signals that would re-route traffic on
other streets that would feed into a new bridge location.
One such consideration would be installing seven (7) new traffic signals to
route traffic at:
• 3rd Ave E / 11th St E
• 2nd Ave E / 11th St E
• 1st Ave E / 11 St E
• East Side Ped Xing of Harbour Trail
• West Side Ped Xing of Harbour Trail
• 1st Ave W / 11th St W
• 2nd Ave W / 11th St W
The approximate cost to install of the suggested traffic signals would be
$750,000.
These traffic signal upgrades have not been considered for the temporary
installation of the “Baily Bridge”. We may find that in order to optimize
traffic flow to and from the temporary bridge that some additional traffic
signal improvements of a lessor magnitude than mention above might be
required, thus adding to the cost.
Report: 10th Street Replacement Preferred Design Alternative
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There would also be several other considerations with respect to increased
traffic flow on residential streets, on each side, including reconstruction of
several intersections to develop turning lanes as well as road widening, etc.
that are not presently support in the Transportation Master Plan.
One significant road block that the City would have to deal with is obtaining
approval and/or permission from the Federal Government to allow for the
installation of temporary/permanent bridge at 11th Street.
This idea is one that can be revisited sometime in the future when the traffic
volume has grown to such an extent that an additional bridge may be
warranted and at a time where additional 3rd party funding was made
available by other sources, and/or with other partners.
Build the Bridge in Phases
Note: this alternative was reviewed in some detail in GM BluePlan report
dated October, 2017 and was rejected.
One question that was asked was the possibility of keeping a portion of the
bridge open to allow for two lanes of traffic to be maintained during
construction, essentially building the bridge in two phases.
There remain several uncertainties with respect to the structural integrity
of the existing bridge, which may have an impact on its ability to
withstand traffic loading under partial removal conditions. This includes but
is not limited to the following:
•

Accuracy of As-built Drawings – The number of row piles is not
provided on any available drawings, so the total number of piles is
unknown. The length of each pile is also unknown.

•

Structural Integrity of Existing Pile Cap – This is unknown so one
can’t predict what the impact will be if a portion of the cap is
removed in the phased approach. Any partial removal may weaken
the pile cap.
Note: A pile cap is a thick concrete mat that rests on the piles to
provide a stable foundation for a structure.

•

Impact of Weathering Over Time – Since the original facing was
stone, weathering may have impacted the outside facing areas of the
original concrete and reinforcing steel more so than the interior
areas. If this has occurred, removing stronger portions of the bridge
during the phased approach could potentially increase stresses on the
weaker portions. This in turn could have a major impact on the
remaining portion of the bridge to withstand traffic loading.

•

Southeast Abutment – The southeast abutment of the bridge appears
Report: 10th Street Replacement Preferred Design Alternative
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to be integrated in some capacity with the foundation of the adjacent
building. Given the lack of information one can’t predict how the
removal of the building foundation will impact the integrity of the
bridge abutment.
•

Impact of reduction in Lanes – The removal of a portion of the bridge
would subsequently reduce the overall number of lanes, which in turn
could have an impact on the lateral stability of the pile foundations. It
could also have an impact on remaining structural members and
decking because a “ loading reduction factor” may have been
incorporated into the existing bridge design, and that a reduction in
the number of lanes would increase the per-lane live loads. This
means the loading that was spread across 4 or 5 lanes as part of the
original structural design is now concentrated on the remaining 2
lanes. Further, the design for the first construction phase of the
new bridge would need to "factor up", to account for the reduced
number of lanes available during the second phase of the bridge
construction. Since little information is available on the existing
foundation construction, it is possible that the increased live load
could overload the foundation.

Given the factors mentioned above it would essentially be impossible to
determine what the impacts would be on the remaining portion of the
bridge and foundation. With so many unknowns any shoring design would
have to assume the entire design loading which would make the shoring
cost prohibitive. In fact what you would be doing is designing and installing
a temporary bridge to hold up the remaining portion of the old bridge.
Another concern with keeping a portion of the old bridge in service while
building the new bridge in phases is the safety of the construction crews
working on the new bridge. Reducing speeds and the installation of safety
barriers may not be enough to ensure the safety of any workers. The open
portion of the bridge would still have to be closed numerous times to allow
for specific construction related tasks.
In terms of costing it is extremely difficult to calculate the financial impacts
with any certainty the phasing would have on the overall costs. It’s not
unreasonable to expect at least a 40% increase in total costs when you
have to account for re-mobilization, duplication of effort, reduction in
productivity and extended construction schedule.
Given the restrictions of working in the water the phasing approach could
add as much as twelve (12) months to the construction schedule, which
may jeopardize the provincial funding.
In terms of additional costs a Class D estimate for this alternative would be
approximately $5,500,000. This is based on the following breakdown:
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Impact of phasing on overall costs

$3,000,000

Shoring remaining portion of old bridge

$2,500,000

Total

$5,500,000

It should be noted that this estimate is based on too many unknowns and a
great deal of time would have to spent to determine if and how to remove
a portion of the old bridge and keep a portion for use. In all likelihood this
alternative would be an exercise in futility.
Much discussion has taken place regarding this alternative, most of which
has involved the unknowns associated with the original design of the old
bridge and the impact that phasing would have on the life span of the new
bridge in particular when it comes to the bridge abutments and foundation.
Another major concern is the safety of the construction workers working in
such close proximity of moving traffic for such a long period of time and
the public coming into close proximity with heavy equipment and complex
constructions operations. Based on the foregoing, this isn’t an alternative
that staff or our consultant would recommend implementing or
investigating in greater detail.
Summary
Traffic along 10th Street has always been an issue in terms of the volume at
specific times of the day or during long weekends as well as the traffic
signal control phasing required to deal with the road geometry in the
downtown, specifically on the east side of the bridge.
There isn’t a magic solution to eliminate the issues associated with traffic
during peak times and this is something faced by most cities in North
America of significant size and/or service area.
The existing bridge, as would the recommended alternative, has serviced
up to 30,000 vehicles a day in the past, which is significantly greater than
what is currently being experienced.
Some of the suggestions and alternatives expressed will help alleviate
some of the traffic after and during the installations of the new bridge but
at costs ranging from $1.4M to $14.2M. At this time an additional bridge
north of 10th Street is not warranted. This may change in the future. If or
when it does the City of Owen Sound can then investigate in greater detail
the possibility of an additional bridge as well as identify 3rd party funding to
help cover the costs.
From now until the bridge replacement is complete staff will be investigating
intelligent traffic control systems that use real time traffic statistics as a
method to better coordinate and provide timings for the traffic signals. While
this won’t eliminate traffic congestion it will be able help improve the traffic
flow along the City’s main traffic corridor. Needless to say any
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implementation of an intelligent traffic control system will have to be vetted
and approved by Council through the City’s annual budget process.
In closing the recommended design alternative will meet the needs of the
city now and for the foreseeable future. A budget is in place the will cover
the costs of the recommended design alternative. Moving forward with
recommendation will ensure the City meets the deadline stipulations placed
on the provincial funding.

Financial/Budget Implications:
The budget for the recommended preferred design alternative is $7,500,000.
The suggested alternatives could add additional sums to the existing budget
ranging from $1,437,600 to $14,196,000.

Communication Strategy:
Staff Report presented to Council during open council meeting.

Consultation:
Public Works & Engineering, Community Services, GM BluePlan Consultants

Attachments:
Sketch 10th Street Widening 3rd Ave. W – 4th Ave. E
Prepared By:

Dennis Kefalas, P. Eng.

Signature on File

Submitted By:

Wayne Ritchie

Signature on File
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BACKGROUND

CORRIDOR OPTIMIZATION STUDY
(Completed by BTE Engineering, May 2017)
Traffic flow issues along 10th Street were acknowledged early in the 10th
Street Bridge EA planning process.
In 2016 BTE was retained by the City to identify the transportation
needs and define physical and operational improvements intended to
increase capacity and decrease delay on 10th Street. The purpose of the
Corridor Optimization Study was also to inform:
i. Whether an additional structure to the north should be considered;
and
ii. The lane configuration for the replacement of the 10th Street Bridge
to inform the 10th Street Bridge EA Assessment process.
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BACKGROUND

CORRIDOR OPTIMIZATION STUDY
(Completed by BTE Engineering, May 2017)
BTE’s Corridor Optimization Study recommended the following:
i. Implementation of several physical and operational improvements
along the 10th Street corridor in the short and medium term.
ii. That a wider westbound curb lane should be provided as part of the
10th Street Bridge replacement. This recommendation was carried
forward into Recommended Preferred Design for the 10th Street
Bridge EA, as presented to Council on August 27, 2018.
iii. An additional structure immediately north, or within 150 meters, of
the bridge was not recommended for implementation at this time,
predominantly due to:
 The limited effectiveness in reducing traffic volumes on 10th Street.
 Truck Access on 1st Avenue East: It would be difficult to accommodate
truck traffic across new structure due to limited turning radii.
 Vehicle - Pedestrian conflicts and maintenance of sightlines.
 Increased cost.
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TERMINOLOGY
W/B = Westbound
E/B = Eastbound
N/B = Northbound
S/B = Southbound
Volume to capacity ratio (v/c):
 Volume of traffic relative to the capacity available to handle it.
 Used to determine the operational impacts for a given
intersection/movement.
 When the overall v/c ratio reaches 0.85 the intersection/movement will
begin to experience delay and congestion.
 When a v/c ratio is greater than 1.0 the intersection/movement is at or over
capacity.
Level of Service (LOS) :
A qualitative measure of traffic operations ranging from A (Best) to F (Worst).
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‘FIFTH LANE’ OPTION
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

 Barrier would eliminate:
• Right turns from 10th Street (W/B) to
1st Avenue West (N/B).
• Left turns from 1st Avenue East (S/B)
onto 10th Street (E/B).
 Would require an estimated 6-new traffic
signals to accommodate alternating
vehicular movements and additional
pedestrian crossings.
 Wider bridge may require re-location of
high voltage hydro lines.
 Intersection of 1st Avenue East and 11th
Street would have to be reconstructed.
 Removal of on-street parking along west
side of 1st Avenue East.
 Directional change would need to
consider the management of the
following:
• Access Control: Parking lots and
driveways (i.e. Shoppers, Metro, etc.).
• Loading area to the north of 10th
Street and 1st Avenue East
intersection.
• Vehicles ‘trapped’ during directional
change.
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TRAFFIC FLOW: WEST TO EAST
(AM PEAK HOUR)
IMPLICATIONS
1. Prevents all turning movements from 10th Street to 1st Avenue West (N/B),
pushing all right-turn movements from 10th Street (W/B) to 2nd Avenue
West.
2. Moves some vehicular movements from 1st Avenue West (S/B) to 2nd
Avenue West, as follows:
i. Right turn and thru movements.
ii. Left turns onto 10th Street (E/B) destined to more easterly or southerly
locations.
3. Moves left-turn movements from 2nd Avenue West (S/B), destined for the
northeast quadrant of the City, to the wrap-around at 1st Avenue West.
4. Moves all 1st Avenue East (S/B) right-turns to 2nd Avenue East.
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TRAFFIC FLOW: WEST TO EAST
(AM PEAK HOUR)

OUTCOME

1. Increased traffic on 2nd Avenue West (S/B):
i. 16% increase in vehicular traffic at this intersection overall (S/B).
ii. 25% increase in S/B right-turn and through traffic, which is already overloaded.
iii. V/C ratio for right and thru movements (S/B) would increase from 1.12 to an
estimated 1.40, therefore additional delays and queuing would be
experienced.
2. Increased traffic at the intersection of 10th Street (W/B) and 2nd Avenue East, as
follows:
i. A 46% increase in vehicular traffic overall, which would increase the v/c ratio
from 0.30 to 0.44 for all movements (i.e. right, straight and left).
ii. 450% increase in right-turn movements from 10th Street (W/B) to 2nd
Avenue East (N/B), however, v/c ratio suggests delays and congestion would
be minimal.
3. 40% increase in right-turn movements from 2nd Avenue East (S/B) to 10th Street
(W/B), however estimated v/c ratio remains acceptable.
4. At the end of the wrap-around (i.e. 1st Avenue and 11th Street East intersection),
traffic would need to disperse towards 2nd Avenue East, north of 10th Street. At
this time, these intersections are not signalized.
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AM PEAK HOUR: EXPECTED OUTCOME
• Insert Figure
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TRAFFIC FLOW: EAST TO WEST
(PM PEAK HOUR)
IMPLICATIONS
1. The one-way wrap-around from east to west is similar to existing.
However, it would be expected to function more efficiently for traffic
flowing between the northeast and northwest quadrant of the City. As
a result, it is expected that some of the vehicles from 2nd Avenue East
(S/B) and 10th Street (W/B) will alternatively use this route. This is
difficult to quantify.
2. Relocates all S/B vehicular movements from 1st Avenue West to 2nd
Avenue West, a total of 373 vehicles, doubling the traffic volume.
3. The prevention of all turning movements at the intersection of 10th
Street and 1st Avenue West will push all right turning movements from
10th Street (W/B) to 2nd Avenue West.
4. Moves all 1st Avenue East (S/B) right turns onto to 10th Street (W/B),
not destined for the northwest quadrant of the City, to 2nd Avenue East
(S/B).
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TRAFFIC FLOW: EAST TO WEST
(PM PEAK HOUR)
OUTCOME
1. BTE Study suggests that the intersection of 10th Street and 2nd Avenue
West currently operates at a similar LOS during the AM and PM Peak
hours. Doubling the traffic volume on 2nd Avenue West (S/B) would result
in the following:
i. 35% increase in right-turn and through movements.
ii. 200% increase in left-turns (i.e. from 143 to 434 vehicles per hour),
to an estimated v/c ratio of 1.46.
In consideration of the short left-turn lane available at this intersection, it
is anticipated that significant additional delays and queuing would be
experienced.
2. An estimated 100 to 200% increase in right-turn movements from 10th
Street (W/B) to 2nd Avenue West, however, LOS would remain acceptable.
3. An estimated 30% decrease in right-turning movements from 2nd Avenue
East (S/B) to 10th Street.
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PM PEAK HOUR: EXPECTED OUTCOME
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Operational Impacts:

SYNOPSIS

Despite the effort, implementation of the alternating one-way wrap-around system
would result in increased delays and congestion at the intersection of 2nd Avenue West
and 10th Street, both in the morning and the afternoon.

Logistical Considerations:
 Several practical implications, such as access controls, truck loading areas,
removal of on-street parking, vehicle-pedestrian conflicts, and implementation of
the directional change would need to be addressed.
 Implementation Timeframe: In consideration of the area of influence and the
additional infrastructure requirements, implementation would take longer than the
time available to reconstruct the 10th Street Bridge.
 Under the jurisdiction of the County, 2nd Avenue West is also a County Road (i.e.
Grey Road 1). The County has indicated it will not accept a detrimental increase
in traffic.

Cost Implications:
 Additional bridge width would cost an estimated $350,000.
 Potential re-location of high voltage hydro line would cost an estimated $100,000.
 Based on a preliminary assessment, it is estimated that the changes to the
transportation system to accommodate the alternating ‘fifth lane’ and supporting
infrastructure would cost the City about an additional $750,000.
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RECOMMENDATION
In consideration the following:
i. Logistical implications and concerns;
ii. The limited effectiveness in reducing traffic volumes along 10th Street
combined with the anticipated increased traffic delays and congestion at
2nd Avenue West; and
iii. The significant additional cost.

The Alternate ‘Fifth Lane’ Option
is not recommended.
It is important to recognize that the bridge is only one part of the
network. The overall system needs to change to improve traffic
flow within the City.
The Corridor Optimization Study (BTE, 2017) recommended a five
lane bridge similar to existing with the provision for a wider curb
lane along the north side. The Preferred Design Solution
presented by GMBP included this recommendation.
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RECOMMENDATION

• That City Council receive Staff Report OP-18-040 and the
Environmental Study Report prepared by GM BluePlan
• That City Council approve moving forward with the preferred
design alternative of a five (5) lane, precast concrete girder
style bridge with pedestrian sidewalks on each side as
recommended by the Project Team
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